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Sony's inseparable separates. 
Sony’s new ST-J55 tuner and straight signal processing circuit 

TA-F55 amplifier come in elegant construction, revolutionary Heat Pipe, 
matching designs. Separately, they’re and Pulse Power Supply, providing 

outstanding. Together, they’re out on 
their own, both in appearance and 
performance. 

The J-55’s tuner is frequency 
synthesized and quartz locked. A neat 
line of feather-touch switches gives 
a choice of Memory, Auto, or manual 
tuning. 

The J55’s incredible electronic 
MNOS memory tuning lets you preset 
your 8 favourite AM/FM stations - 
including reception adjustments like 
muting or mode pre-set. 

The other half of the team, the 
65W F55 Amplifier, features an elec¬ 
tron ic motor d riven volu me control, 

extremely clean and noise-free sound 
quality. 

The F55 operates with almost 
any type of MC and MM cartridge; 
has gold-plated phono jacks, oxygen- 
free copper wiring, metallized film 
resistors and polypropylene capacitors. 

You won’t find better engineering 
than these. Not even from Sony. 

AP3526 
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Moving coil 
cartridge preamp. 

Prefer the sound of moving coil 
cartridges? This preamplifier has 
performance equal to or better than 
most commercial designs, but can 
be built for a fraction of the cost. 
Details p44 

"Electrochune" is a fun name for a 
fun project. We believe that readers 
will really enjoy building and playing 
this 23-note keyless organ with 
special effects. See p52. 
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Vfeknow 
small computers. 
You can know them, too. 
Small, personal com¬ 
puters you don't have 
to be an expert to use. 
Or a big company to 
afford. Small compu¬ 
ters that could 
change the way 
you live, the way 
you work, the 
way your chil¬ 
dren learn. Small 
computers that 
could expand 
your world. 

Small busi¬ 
nesses can use 
small computers 
the same way big 
businesses use big 
computers. To 
manage more effec¬ 
tively, more pro¬ 
ductively, more 
profitably. Systems 
for the independent 
business or professional 
person can handle general accounting, 
process payrolls, bill customers, manage 
data, make reports. And more. 

And a computer for the home may be the 
most useful appliance in it. To manage the 
family budget, balance bank accounts, keep 
tax records, stimulate your children's learning. 

For business, home or education, the 
uses for a small computer are as boundless 
as your imagination. 

ComputerLand has the 
widest selection of 

personal computing 
equipment and 
programs you'll 
find anywhere. 

Plus an expert 
and profes¬ 
sional staff. 

They'll give 
you a "hands 
on" introduc¬ 
tion to small 
computers. 

• ^ And help you find the 
W 111 _ right solution to your 

individual comput- 
^ ing needs. 

With every solution, you also get the 
resources of ComputerLand. Not only for 
add-on accessories and software. But for 
expert advice, maintenance, and service 
—for all you need to make the most of 
your computer now and in the future. 

If you'd like to know what a small 
computer can do for you, get to know 
the people at ComputerLand. 

Adelaide — 
Brisbane — 
Canberra — 
Sydney (Chatswood) — 

Gold Coast — 

ComputerLand 
125 PIRIE STREET PHONE 223 5083 
127 CREEK STREET PHONE 2219777 
22 COLBEE COURT PHONE 822342 
CHATSWOOD PLAZA GROUND 
FLOOR PHONE 4117611 
OPENING SOON 126 SCARBOROUGH 
ST, SOUTHPORT PHONE (07)2219777 

Parramatta 
Perth 

Sydney (City) 
Sydney (East) 

Wollongong 

CNR VICTORIA RD & CHURCH ST 
197 ST GEORGES TERRACE PHONE 
3214671 (OPP PARMELIA HILTON) 
31 MARKET STREET PHONE 2902955 
119 OXFORD ST, BONDI JUNCTION 
PHONE 3894466 
OPENING SOON 
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Looking back & looking forward 
Some weeks ago I visited the Lithgow (NSW) Zig Zag Railway which, in its time, was 

a marvel of engineering with its impressive viaducts and switchbacks. I was even 
lucky enough to ride on the footplate of the loco with my young daughter. As we 
clung to the clanking beast and thrilled to the blasts of its sonorous whistle, I could 
not help thinking of it as an eloquent symbol of the passing industrial age. 

Not so long ago, steam whistles, often beautifully turned in solid brass, sounded 
the pace of our whole society. They highlighted the arrival and departure of trains 
and they signalled the start and finish of work at the local factory or colliery. Every kid 
in the district, every person who could hear, reacted to the sound of the "knock-off" 
whistle which signalled the home-coming of weary fathers and husbands, the change 
from work to rest, and the end of another day. 

In a sense, whole towns and communities could be seen to be regulated by the 
machines of the steam era. 

These days, we live by another kind of "clock", not turned in brass and not 
powered by steam. They are crystal-controlled, with CMOS circuitry, in computers or 
wristwatches. Even the kids at school have them and they can let their teachers know 
the end of class period by setting their watch alarms to go off in unison. And such is 
the precision of these cheap timepieces that the alarms do all go off in unison, within 
a split second. With that, who needs to listen out for the sound of the now-defunct 
factory siren? Most of the kids' fathers don't work in factories anyway! 

Whereas community life in the industrial age was regulated by machines, today we 
are increasingly attuned to the products of high technology — to computers, to 
colour television and to satellite communications. 

Each of us reacts individually to our own precision timepiece and to the demands 
placed on us by a high technology society. Our pace of life is frenetic and our society 
is becoming fragmented and unstable. 

As I took that nostalgic ride on the Lithgow Zig Zag, it also struck me that while the 
Industrial Age had lasted around 150 years or so, the Computer Age may be much 
shorter; such is the rate of its progress. 

After the Computer Age, what then? 
Clearly, while science and technology have in the past provided us with countless 

benefits, there have been many drawbacks to balance the scales. In the future, man 
will have to base his society on the needs of individuals and the community at large 
and not on the requirements of technology. 

Can we hope that this next "age" will be the Age of Man? 

Leo Simpson 
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News Highlights 
Sinclair “flat-screen” TV tube 
bends beam through 90 degrees 
Shown at right is the tube of a new 

miniaturised television receiver from Bri- 
tian in comparison to a conventional 
television CRT. The unit shown here will 
eventually be incorporated into a com¬ 
bined FM radio and TV set small enough 
to fit into a pocket... but the design 
may also lead to a giant 130cm wall- 
mounted projection television system. 

The Sinclair Microvision is three times 
brighter than conventional cathode ray 
tubes of the same screen size, and uses a 
fraction of the power. It consists of an 
electron gun mounted parallel to a flat 
phosphor screen in a vacuum-formed 
glass body. Deflection plates in the gun 
assembly give horizontal and vertical 
scanning, and a further set of deflection 
plates between the screen and the front 
face bend the beam onto the screen. 

The Microvision is exceptionally bright 
because the image is viewed from the 
same side as the electrons strike. This 
also allows the other side of the screen 
to be connected to a heatsink to prevent 

damage to the phosphor coating from 
overheating. The basic tube can be 
readily modified for projection TV 
systems since it is both small and bright. 

Computer translates 
Chinese to English 

The use of computers for language 
translation has moved a step closer as a 
result of a research project by a Cam¬ 
bridge, UK linguist. 

Mr Peter Nancarrow, of the Literary 
and Linguistics Computer Centre at Cam¬ 
bridge University is a physicist, Chinese 
linguist and qualified patent attorney. He 
worked for four years to compile a 
Chinese-English glossary. After connec¬ 
ting a Chinese character encoder, which 
he developed, to the University's main¬ 
frame computer, he began to develop 
the processing needed to computerise 
the glossary. 

Language translation experiments have 
been going on for almost 25 years. The 
general approach has been to reduce 
language and its grammatical construc¬ 
tions to a mathematical form which can 
be handled by the computer. Inevitably 
it has been found that language is much 
too subtle and fluid to enable gram¬ 
matical analysis to be performed easily. 

Mr Nancarrow approached the pro¬ 
blem from the other side. He decided to 
write a program which would enable 
him to store Chinese dictionary items in 
the computer and check any new text 
against that store. He found early on that 
the "automated dictionary" developed 
into a system which could actually pro¬ 
duce continuous text output understan¬ 
dable to the technical reader. The pro- 

Continued on p2. 

age is shown. 

The application of a second electric 
field at a high frequency abruptly swit¬ 
ches the molecules to their rest state, so 
that red and green images can be 
presented in a sequence of rapidly alter¬ 
nating frames. The overall result is a 
display of two well-defined red and 
green colours and any colour mix of the 
two, since the alternation of colours is 
fast enough to integrate the two. 

The shutter is synchronised with the TV 
frame frequency, and the persistence of 
vision human vision gives the impression 
of a colour display. The sutter- 
based colour display is not intended to 
rival conventional shadow-mask CRTs, 
but it could be used in test instruments 
and instrument display systems which re¬ 
quire a rugged miniature, display. 

Defence contract to Philips 
The Salisbury-based EMI Electronics division of EMI Australia has 

awarded a contract to Philips Electronic Components and Materials for the 
production of a large quantity of hybrid circuits to be used in the Mulloka 
Sonar System being fitted in ships of the RAN. Production will be undertaken 
by the Philips microelectronics factory at Hendon, South Australia. 

Liquid-crystal shutter gives colour display 
Researchers at the British Royal Signals 

and Radar Establishment have 
developed a liquid-crystal shutter which 
allows scenes from black and white 
television to be viewed in colour. 

The device relies on the fact that a 
carefully selected mixture of liquid 
crystals can switch rapidly from one state 
to another under the influence of a high- 
frequency electric field. Normally a li¬ 
quid crystal's electric dipole moment (or 
anisotropy) causes it to align with an ap¬ 
plied electric field. When the field is 
removed the crystal returns to its normal 
state. By applying a high-frequency burst 
after the low-frequency turn-on signal to 
the LCD, it is possible to switch it bet¬ 
ween the two states at rates of up to 

100Hz. 
The British device consists of a 20cm 

square LCD shutter between two polaris¬ 
ing screens. The screen closest to the 
CRT transmits green light In a vertical 
plane and red light in a horizontal plane, 
while the screen nearer the viewer 
transmits only vertically polarised light, 
red or green. 

With no electric field applied, the li¬ 
quid crystal molecules are aligned so 
that they twist the plane of the polarised 
light through 90° so that only a red im¬ 
age is passed to the screen nearest the 
viewer. Application of a low-frequency 
electric field causes the molecules to 
align with the field, passing the polarised 
light with no rotation, so that a green im- 
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Magazine transmitted via satellite 
Using a combination of computers and telecommunications, the publishers of 

Time Magazine are now able to get weekly issues onto the newstands of 
Australia up to two days earlier than previously possible. An international data 
circuit linking the USA and Australia, leased from the Overseas Telecommunica¬ 
tions Commission (Australia), allows complete editorial material to be transmit¬ 
ted to printers in Australia via satellite. 

Previously, editorial material from Time's New York office was sent by air¬ 
freight to the magazine's printers in Melbourne. Now the material, complete 
pages including text, photographs and illustrations, are converted into digital 
data and transmitted from USA to OTC's Moree earth station at 9600bps via the 
Intelsat Pacific satellite. From there it is sent by landline to the premises of Leigh- 
Marden in Melbourne. It currently takes about 16 hours to transmit the full con¬ 
tents of the magazine, excluding advertisements. 

Leigh-Marden operates the only computerised International Graphics System 
in the southern hemisphere. Digital data codes are recorded on magnetic tape 
which is fed into the graphics system to produce high quality facsimiles of the 
magazine copy on page-size film, ready for delivery to the printer. 

Reading the press release, itself sent by Telex, prompts the question: How long 
before the intermediate stage, the printer, is cut out, and the magazine delivered 
directly to the subscriber's home television set? 

Escargot a la computer 
Engineers at the Munich-based Com¬ 

ponents division of Siemens AG have put 
together a system which allows a 
restaurant waiter to key a customer's 
order into a hand-held terminal which 
transmits the order to the kitchen. In the 
kitchen a small microcomputer displays 
the order for the chef, files it, and 
calculates the bill. 

The waiter's terminal is battery 
powered, and slightly smaller than a 
pocket calculator. An order is coded as a 
series of nine digit numbers plus the 
number of the table, and these numbers 
are modulated onto an infrared light 
beam and sent to a relay station 
mounted on the ceiling of the restaurant. 
At the relay, infrared detectors and 
preamplifiers drive a line to a modem 
which transmits the order to the kitchen 
computer. If the kitchen has run out of a 
particular item the waiter can be inform¬ 
ed via his terminal. 

Transmission in both directions takes 
place at either 2400bps or 4800bps, and 
at the 2400bps rate it takes only 280ms 
for the device to transmit an order for 
seven different dishes, the table number 
and the waiter's identification code and 
receive an acknowledgement from the 
kitchen. 

Restaurant owners have already shown 
considerable interest in the system. In 
addition to reducing the time that 
customers must wait for their meals, the 
electronic ordering system reduces the 
amount of walking a waiter must do, 
allowing them to serve more customers 
in the same time, hence saving labour 
costs. 

The system is relatively inexpensive, 
depending on the type of computer it is 
used with. A complete set up is ex¬ 
pected to sell for around $10,000. A pro¬ 
totype system is now being tested in a 
restaurant in Munich. 

Chinese/English translator... ctd from p4 
gram broke down the input text on the 
basis of its meaning and content rather 
than its grammar. 

"Semi-English", as Mr Nancarrow 
prefers to call the output, could have far- 
reaching effects in the scientific field. 
Huge amounts of technical material writ¬ 
ten in Chinese characters comes out of 
China every year, and the average 
western scientist has no access to it 
because he cannot read Chinese and 
there is a very limited supply of skilled 
Chinese translators. 

Translations the other way, from 

English to Chinese, can also be made. 
The process which turns English into 
Chinese actually works better from the 
user's point of view. In fact, "semi- 
Chinese" is closer to real Chinese than 
"semi-English" is to English. 

According to Mr Nancarrow the pro¬ 
cess will never translate Shakespeare 
fluently, but it could help the English- 
speaking reader and the Chinese¬ 
speaking reader to understand 
whether or not the document he is look¬ 
ing at is relevant to his work, and provide 
a partial translation which conveys the 
meaning of the original text. 

Tandy’s TRS-80 — 
made in Japan! 

It may be a bit like hauling coals to 
Newcastle, but the Tandy TRS-80 Model 
1 and Model 2 computers are to be 
manufactured in Japan. Tandy will not be 
directly involved, however — Tokyo Elec¬ 
tric Co (TEC), an affiliate of Toshiba, is to 
manufacture and market the computers 
under licence to Tandy. 

Tandy describes the agreement as a 
way to meet the quickly growing de¬ 
mand for personal computers in Japan, 
but some observers see the move as 
essentially defensive. Four years ago, the 
TRS-80 accounted for almost 40% of the 
personal computer market in Japan. To¬ 
day that share is under 10% and falling as 
Japanese manufacturers take over. 

Over 100,000 personal computers 
were sold in Japan last year, with Sharp 
Corporation supplying 30% of the 
market and Nippon Electric Co almost 
50%. Sharp estimates that its Japanese 
sales this year will increase to around 
70,000 and NEC is expecting to sell at 
least 110,000. Japanese consumers 
prefer products made in Japan because 
they feel that both quality and service 
will be better. This preference has work¬ 
ed in favour of Sharp and NEC, and Tan¬ 
dy is seeking the same advantage. 

Tokyo Electric Co will sell the TRS-80 
directly to businessmen through its new 
small-business computer department, 
leaving its existing sales network free to 
market the low-priced personal com¬ 
puter expected to be launched by its 
parent Toshiba. Its goal is to sell 2000 
TRS-80s this year. Combined with sales 
from the present seven Radio4|Shack 
stores and 100 authorised dealers in 
Japan, the TRS-80 may make a tiny dent 
in the huge Japanese market. 
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS 

Satellite navigation for yachtsmen 
Oceangoing yachtsmen can obtain a 

satellite navigation "fix" using a new 
microprocessor based instrument from 
Britain. Called SATNAV 801, the equip¬ 
ment comes in two parts - an antenna 
and preamplifier unit linked by cable to a 
combined receiver, computer and 
display unit. 

In use, the estimated position, speed, 
heading and time must be fed into the 
receiver using the keypad beside the 
display panel. A row of X's on the display 
indicates a passing satellite, and the in¬ 
strument will then compute the relative 
positions of the vessel and satellite, giv¬ 
ing latitude and longitude with an ac¬ 
curacy to within 400 metres. 

The estimated position is updated bet¬ 
ween fixes and errors are eliminated on 
the succeeding pass of the satellite. The 
system uses the five satellites of the US 
Navy's Navigational Satellite Systems 
(NSS), and can give navigation readings 

between 35 and 100 minute intervals, 
depending on the vessel's latitude. 
When not showing a fix the equipment 
can give details of time, position, and 
the type of satellite to pass next. 

SATNAV 801 is manufactured by 
Thomas Walker and Son, 58 Oxford St, 
Birmingham, UK. 

New industry association formed 
The formation of a new electronics in¬ 

dustry association was announced 
recently by its President, Mr A. T. 
Deegan. The new body, the Australian 
Electronics Industry Association (AEIA), 
results from the amalgamation of three 
industry Associations, the Australian 
Telecommunications Development 
Association, the Electrical Components 
Manufacturing Association, and the 
Australian Electronics Industry Council. 

Formation of the AEIA was approved at 
a meeting of the three groups in Sydney 
recently. The group has 34 member 
companies which together employ some 
18,000 workers, and includes many of 
the major names in Australian elec¬ 
tronics manufacturing. 

The President of the Association, Mr 

Deegan, is also Chairman and Chief Ex¬ 
ecutive of Standard Telephone and 
Cables, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the 
United States ITT Corporation. Vice- 
President is Mr Bruce Goddard, Manag¬ 
ing Director of Plessey Pacific Pty Ltd. 

According to Mr Deegan, the forma¬ 
tion of the AEIA is aimed at consolidating 
the fragmented local electronics industry 
by establishing a united body which is 
equipped to represent the total industry 
and to plan its development in the 
future. 

One of the first steps for the new 
association is an intensive recruiting 
drive, aimed at bringing the many small 
electronics companies and growing 
number of computer companies into the 
group. 

Business Briefs 
• Anderson Digital Equipment has recently appointed Mr Jim Grossett as 
General Manager — Finance. Jim is 38-years-old and is an accountant by 
background. He will take up positions as company secretary to the Group 
companies, including ADE, Computer Decisions, Logic Shop and 
Electromedical Engineering. 

• Mr Denis Fanna, previously of the kit section of Dick Smith Electronics, 
has moved to Bill Edge Electronic Agencies to take charge of the newly 
formed kit department. 

• EMI Electronics, a division of EMI Australia, has been awarded a 
$600,000 contract by the Royal Australian Navy to design, manufacture and 
install an electronic instrumentation system for the land based magnetic test 
raUge complex at Kingswood, NSW. The range will be commissioned in 
1982 and will enable the Navy to measure the magnetic components of 
equipment used in mine warfare and mine countermeasure operations. 

British & French 
power grids to link 

Work is expected to start soon on a 
giant converter station that will com¬ 
plete the link between the British and 
French electricity systems. The British 
government recently approved a site for 
the station at Sellindge near the south¬ 
east coast of England. A 2000MW link 
will be built between the two countries, 
superseding the existing 160MW line 
that has been feeding power between 
France and England for the past 20 years. 

Until 1961, the electricity system in Bri¬ 
tain operated in complete isolation from 
those on the European mainland. The 
sea dividing the UK from France could 
not be bridged by the same relatively 
simple links which interconnect the 
power grids of the continental countries. 

In 1961 however, a prototype link was 
made across the Channel by laying direct 
current cables on the sea-bed and 
building converter stations at either end. 
The link enabled up to 160MW of power 
to be transferred in either direction and 
demonstrated the benefits of the 
scheme. France has been able to import 
electricity from Britain at night when it is 
cheapest, while Britain found that French 
production is cheaper during the day¬ 
time. 

The new 2000MW cable, to cost 
around $1000 million, will be built in two 
1000MW stages, and is expected to be 
ready for use in 1985 and 1986. Electrici¬ 
ty will be carried across the Channel by 
cable laid in a seabed trench as direct 
current. The English converter station 
will change this into AC for use in the 
British grid system. The process will be 
reversed when the UK is exporting 
electricity. 

New hearing aid 
has no earpiece 

Matsushita Communications Inc has 
commenced production of two versions 
of its "Ear Glass" Wh-8050, a bone con¬ 
duction hearing aid. 

Conventional hearing aids use a 
microphone that picks up sound and 
transmits it via an amplifier to an ear¬ 
piece. In the "Ear Glass" the microphone 
is built into the lens frame of a pair of 
spectacles. The sound is amplified and 
fed to an electromechanical vibrator set 
in the tip of the bows. The vibrations are 
directly transmitted through the mastoid 
area, located just behind the ear. 

It is impossible to see that a hearing aid 
is being worn, and the device has other 
advantages. Because of the front facing 
microphone, the "Ear Glass" does not 
catch surrounding noise — only sound 
from the direction the wearer is facing. 

The sound quality can be controlled, as 
can the volume, and a single mercury 
cell powers the Ear Glass for about 105 
hours with lOOdB sound output, or 
about 65 hours at 120dB. 
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DICK SMITH 
NSW ZEALAND 
RETAIL STORE 

MOW OPEN! 
Compare these prices with what you’ve been paying until now! 

All prices are in New Zealand Dollars, and are available from the 
Dick Smith retail store or any of our re-sellers throughout New Zealand. 

demand by would-be 

^ NZ customers, we are pleased to 

announce the opemng of our first NZ 

store in AUCKLAND 

DICK SMITH Q-1024 
MULTIMETER 

id 

DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS 
98 Carlton Gore Rd. \ 
Newmarket, Auckland 
New Zealand. 

, . .ukX 

14*21 

$ 
If you're into electronics, 
or a hobbyist, and you 
want an economical, 
reliable multimeter, this aKj^| 
is the one for you! Offers ^ " 
the normal measurements 
plus high sensitivity. Why Cat. Q-1024 

1 pay more! 

THE 
FANTASTIC 

SYSTEM 80 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 

NOW 
ONLY 

iioso 
Thinking of a personal computer? 
Check out the System 80, you'll 
be pleasantly suprised. It's 
Australia's fastest selling computer 
and soon to be New Zealands. 
Call in for more details. 

laboratory 
oscilloscope 
C*tO <780 

dick mm 
SMITH VAU 

Every professional knows how 

valuable an oscilloscope is: 

and now Dick Smith puts a CRO 

within the reach of every 

hobbyist. 6 5MHz bandwidth - 

75mm screen - lOmV/division. 

Try beatmg this for value! 

was $112S°° Cat. X-4005 

CHEAPEST DISKETTES 
TOWN! 

Soft or hard sectored 
mini floppy diskettes. _ 
Look at the price! Cat. X-3510 Cat. X-3505" 

NZ 
Cat. Q-1280 

YES* 

235 

ONLdf 
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Best bass yet 
from a kit!-'' 

Now Peerless introduces another major advance to kit-set % 
loudspeaker technology: A bass speaker with a rigid ^ 
polypropylene cone that clearly outperforms traditional ^ 
paper composite cone speakers, providing: % ^ 
• cleaner, tighter bass sound reproduction • low colouration and 
distortion • high efficiency, suiting 25W to 100W amplifiers • consistent 
rigid panel, low mass speaker cones. 

Other outstanding features of Danish built Peerless speaker 
kit-sets are: -■■ 
• sealed back mid-range with excellent linearity and low distortion • latest 
Peerless 1" soft dome tweeter • state-of-the-art crossover networks 
• exceptionally flat response extending to 25,000 Hz. 

Choose from these EA/Peerless 
speaker projects: 
PAS 100 12" 3 way 100W (100L) $364.00 pr 
PAS 60 10" 3 way 90W(60L) $214.00 pr 
PAS 25 8%"2 way 60W(25L) $166.00 pr 
Includes drivers, crossover, wiring and instructions. 

Enjoy finer sound and avoid import dutjes by asking 
your nearest dealer for Peerless polypropylene 
loudspeaker kits or contact: 

Peerless 

Please send me full details of Peerless Kit-set speakers and the name of my 

Name_ 

G.R.D. GROUP Pty. Ltd. 
1698 Burke Road, 

Camberwell, Victoria 3124 Phone: 8211256 

Address _ 

nearest dealer. 

CONCORD/P4106 Postcode 

Plug into ‘Eveready’ rechargeables. 

085 P781A 

Union Carbide Australia Limited, 
Battery Products Division, 

157-167 Liverpool Street, Sydney. 
Phone: 2690656 

SALES OFFICES: 
Brisbane: 47-49 Sherwood Road, 

Toowong. Phone: 3716877. 
Adelaide: 121 Greenhill Road. 

■Jnley. Phone: 2720611 
Melbourne: 14 Queens Road. 

Phone: 261241,262332. 
Perth: 901 Hay Street. 

Phone: 3212926. 
Eveready' and Union Carbide’are registered trade marks 

Our extensive rechargeable 
range can be charged up to 
1000 times and thus offers an 
extremely economical power 
source to the heavy battery user. 
Especially ideal for photo-flash, 
movie cameras, tape recorders, 
transceivers and electronic 
games and toys. 

Please don’t hesitate to call 
for further information. 

[everead^ 

Rechargeable Nickel- 
Cadmium Batteries. 
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The Official Line 
— from the Department of Communications 

Background to the Department 
Radio and television, together with 

other means of telecommunications, 
make a profound social and economic 
impact on our community. 

The Department of Communications is 
responsible for a wide variety of policy, 
planning and monitoring matters in the 
communications field which affect all 
Australians in very practical ways. These 
include: 
• managing the radio frequency 
spectrum; 
• planning, developing and helping 
maintain broadcasting services (both 
radio and television) throughout 
Australia; and 
• advising the Government on broad 
policy issues concerned with the provi¬ 
sion of postal services and overseas and 
domestic telecommunications services. 

There have been many new 
developments in technology in recent 
years such as satellites, cable television 
and data transmission facilities which 
have had a major impact on communica¬ 
tions. And, at the same time, public in¬ 
terest and involvement in many aspects 
of broadcasting and communications 
have also grown rapidly. 

This situation has resulted in a great in¬ 
crease in demand for space in the radio 
frequency spectrum and in the need to 
examine the types of services which may 
become available in the near future. 

Services now catered for include AM 
and FM radio, television, amateur and 
CB radio, all navigation, marine and land 
mobile radio services, and data broad¬ 
casting services. 

New services will become available 
with the advent of the national Com¬ 
munications Satellite System and with 

the possible application of cable televi¬ 
sion in Australia and further extensions 
of data broadcast information. 

The Department of Communications 
has to assess the technical implications 
of new developments in communica¬ 
tions to ensure that the radio frequ¬ 
ency spectrum is used in the best in¬ 
terests of all Australians. In doing this, it 
advises the Minister on policies needed 
for the planning and development of 
broadcasting services in Australia. 

A Division is devoted to administering 
the use of the radio frequency spectrum 
in Australia and in its overseas territories. 

Many radiocommunications services 
are authorised and regulated by the 
Department. They range from simple 
handheld equipment for short-range 
communications through to satellite 
services. 

Regional offices are maintained in each 
capital city and in 17 major provincial 
centres, to undertake work relating to 
the radio frequency spectrum. A number 
of services are provided for the public 
from these offices, including licensing 
and inspection of radiocommunications 
services. 

As well as this, investigations are car¬ 
ried out to identify the causes of in¬ 
terference in the reception or transmis¬ 
sion of broadcasting services and to rec¬ 
tify problems. These investigations take 
place under both the Wireless and 
Telegraphy Act and the Broadcasting 
and Television Act. 

The planning, operation, licensing and 
regulation of all public, national and 
commercial radio and television services 
is a major area in which the Department 
has to advise the Minister. Licensing and 

maintenance of regulations is carried out 
by the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal. 

The Department is also responsible for 
determining and maintaining the 
technical standards of equipment involv¬ 
ed in the transmission of broadcasting 
services. 

Responsibilities in the broadcasting 
area are administered by two Divisions — 
the Broadcasting Planning and Opera¬ 
tions Division and the Broadcasting 
Development Division. 

Establishment of a national Com¬ 
munications Satellite System for Australia 
is another major task in which the 
Department is actively involved. 

The Communications Department pro¬ 
vides policy advice to the Minister on the 
national communications satellite 
system and this work is the responsibility 
of the Satellite Policy and Co-ordination 
Division. 

Another significant Departmental 
responsibility includes provision of ad¬ 
vice to the Minister on major policy mat¬ 
ters involving postal and telecom¬ 
munications services in Australia. This 
work is carried out by the Department's 
Policy Division. 

The Administration and operation of 
the postal and telecommunications ser¬ 
vices are, however, the responsibility of 
three Commissions - the Australian 
Postal Commission, the Australian 
Telecommunications Commission and 
the Overseas Telecommunications 
Commission. 

Statutory Authorities 
There are six statutory authorities 

which fall within the portfolio of the 
Minister for Communications. Such 
authorities operate independently of the 
Department. They are: The Australian 
Postal Commission; The Australian 
Telecommunications Commission; The 
Overseas Telecommunications Commis¬ 
sion (Australia); The Australian Broad¬ 
casting Commission; The Australian 
Broadcasting Tribunal; and The Special 
Broadcasting Service. 

R. B. Lansdown, Secretary, 
Department of Communications. 

Amateur satellite to broadcast TV pictures 
Britian's next amateur satellite, due to 

be launched later this year by a NASA 
Delta rocket, will be the first to send 
back pictures in a form that can be dis¬ 
played on a domestic television set. It 
will also carry a voice synthesiser which 
will give information on the performance 
of the satellite and the experiments that 
it carries. Amateur radio enthusiasts will 
be able to listen in to the satellite on 
standard VHF receivers fitted with a 
simple fixed antenna. 

The 48kg spacecraft, known as UOSAT 
— University of Surrey Satellite — will 
carry experiments to study the Earth's 
magnetic field, solar activity and the 
aurora. It will make possible a detailed 

study of how solar activity affects the 
transmission of radio signals. Also on 
board is a camera which will cover a 
500 x 500km area of the Earth's surface. 
The image will be formed on a charge- 
coupled device and stored on board the 
satellite until transmitted to the ground, 
where it can be displayed on a domestic 
television set equipped with a receiver 
expected to cost around $300. 

UOSAT will be put into a polar orbit at 
a height of 530km, and is expected to 
have a life of around five years. Its orbit 
over the Earth's poles will cover almost 
every part of the world each day. 

Surrey University's Department of Elec¬ 

tronic and Electrical Engineering, which is 
responsible for 85% of the work on the 
craft, is being backed by the UK, US and 
West German sections of the Amateur 
Satellite Corporation. 

CORRECTIONS: 
• On p28 of the May issue and pi 14 of 
the June issue, the phone number for 
Christie Rand Pty Ltd is incorrectly listed. 
The correct phone number is 477 5494. 
• In the news item on the Exidy Disc 
System from Dick Smith, pi 30 of the 
June issue, the text reads in part “No. 
S-100 expansion unit is required”. This 
should read: “No S-100 expansion unit is 
required”. 
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What makes a Jaycar Kit different? We think that our kits have a 
finish which sets them apart. Every day people call in to buy our 
panels and metalwork. They have tried the others and found 
them wanting. 

Lets face it, anyone, repeat anyone can put a few components in 
a bag and call it a “kit”. The difference of course is when “hard 
parts” are needed. Things like metalwork, brackets, fittings, etc., 
are not so easy to come by, so many suppliers conveniently 
leave them out and sell you a “short form” kit. But it’s not only 
the “hard parts” that make a Jaycar kit. 

♦ IT’S THE FINISH * 
These days when you build a project it must not only work well 
but it must look good. Hand-written labels, incomplete cabinets 
and the like no longer belong in your loungeroom. Your project 
must look as though it came out of a showroom. 

Remember, Jaycar kits for the PROFESSIONAL ENTHUSIAST! 

'—V 
JAYCAR TOUCH SENSITIVE 

ETI 5000 AMPLIFIER 
(Refer ETI Jan — April 81) 

ft ft 
How else do you describe this amplifier except by saying the 
“ultimate'’. Truly a magnificent device. Capable of 100W RMS x 2 
with 0.0005% distortion! 

We have all the parts to make the amp at the best prices in town. 

Mosfet Module: All parts including high voltage Hitachi Mosfets, 
fibreglass p.c.b. prewound coil, etc. only $59 Q0 ea 

Special ETI Heatsink front panel $39.50 
Power transformers to suit $34.50 
COMPLETE KIT $289.00 
ETI 5000 PREAMP. 
(Refer ETI June — August 81). 
And thq ultimate preamp to go with above. A moving coil input, two moving Magnet 
Cartridge inputs, two tape inputs, LED peak reading level meters — the works! 

Complete list of parts including quality 1%” r*ck cabinet, specially imported 
NES534AN preamp I.C.’s 2 x LED meter kits, etc. p Q 

ELECTRONIC PIANO KIT 
This unique 88 note piano is fully touch sensitive and offers 4 
selectable piano tonal qualities plus tremolo, “honky tonk” and 
“phasing” effects. Complete with high quality sustain and soft 
pedal mechanism, it is undoubtedly the best value electronic 
piano available. 

STRING SYNTHESISER 
This unit will synthesise a string section of an orchestra (i.e. 
Chorus); Single stringed instruments; brass, e.g. Trumpet; 
Organ; Piano Accordion, ‘Wurlitzer”, etc. 

Full 88 Note Keyboard! 
Touch sensitive. The harder you play it, the louder it gets. 
Realistic sustain and soft pedals. 
Mellow, normal and bright piano as well as harpsichord 
sound. 
All timberwork done for you. 
Compact and lightweight. 
Power Amp can be built in. 

The piano kit comes complete with a magnificent 32-page assembly 
manual which includes comprehensive circuit descriptions, 
component overlands and parts check lists! 

This unit is remarkable for its tonal similarity to an acoustic piano. If 
you don't believe us send $5.00 for a copy of the demo tape!! 

And no, you don't have to be a carpenter. All timberwork is cut and jig 
as s embled. You do need to do some soldering though! 

I^ENDSAg. FOR MORE INFORMATION j 

Kit includes 49 note keyboard, all timber cabinetry, all 
components, etc., a 35-page instruction and assembly manual 
is included. 

200 WRMS SPEAKER ' 
SYSTEM!! 

$495 

Massive Celestion" (U K made) 18" 200 W (RMS) driver in a compact bass-reflex cabinet 
fitted with 2 x Motorola KSN- 102SA horns. 

Box measures 590W x 390D x 730 high. Will fit on the back seat of most cars. 

Ideal for mobile discos, rock groups or heavy HI-FI Ideal unit for the JAYCAR 300 x 2 P A. 
Amp 

(See product reviews in EA/ETI June for more info). 

Kit price includes all cabinetry, handles, Cannon connector, feet, 
corner pieces, steel grill, etc._ 
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RUGGED 100 WRMS GUITAR AMP KIT 
We have designed a special heavy-gauge cabinet complete with solid handles to house the 
well-proven ETI480 amp module and power supply. The unit is capable of 100W RMS 
into 4 ohms. It may be operated as a slave or main amp. 

Kit includes all components down to the last screw and washer. 

Don t confuse this kit with inferior copies. 

$130 
4 f PREAMP FOR Gl GUITAR P.A. 

This preamp is designed to fit into the 100W amp cabinet between the handles (see photo). It 
provides 2 x guitar inputs (or 1 x mic 1 x guitar), separate level controls for each input, Bass 
& Treble controls and master volume. An attractive Anodised and Silk-screened front panel is 
also provided 

* OTHER KITS * 
“ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL” 
ETI — CAR BURGLAR ALARM COMPLETE $19.50 
REF ETI —JULY 81 
ETI 446 —AUDIO LIMITER $ 9 00 
ETI 480 — 50 Watt Amp Kit (Module) $23.00 
ETI 480 — 100 Watt Amp Kit (Module) $27.00 
ETI 466 — 300 watt Amp Kit (Module) $70.00 
3002SP — 2-channel Speaker Protector $13.00 
3002PM — 2-channel Power Meter 
5-300 Watts Can be used as "VU $18.00 
ETI 473 — Moving Coil Pre-Amp Absolutely complete me Power Supply, etc $95.00 
ETI 729 — VHF Masthead Amp Complete $35.00 

“ELECTRONICS AUST” 
EA On-Screen Graphic Analyser (3/81) 
Components for Basic unit Plus 
Special Front Panel, Etc. $89.00 
Colour Option (TEA-1002IC& 8MHz Xtal) $25.00 
Horwood Box to Suit $16.50 
EA — "Le Gong (3/81) (Case Extra) Only $ 9.75 
EA — ‘ P C. Birdies" (5/81) Complete $14.95 
EA — 2-Channel Infra-Red 
Remote control (5/81) Complete Kit $65.00 
EA — "Sound Level Meter" (5/81) Complete $39 50 

2 CHANNEL EQUALISER KIT 
MODEL 2010 

* *$162 

HEAVY AUDIO! 
2 CHANNEL POWER 
AMPLIFIER KIT 
300WRMSx2P.A.KIT 

MODEL 3002 

300 Watts per channel 
• Massive rear mounted heatsinks. 
• Multiple speaker protection circuits 
• Peak output power meters. 
• Constructed to withstand the tortures of On the road use. 
• Standard 19" rack mounting. 
• Separate power supplies for each channel. 
• Dual RCA input sockets to allow bridging to other amplifiers. 
• Equally suited to Hi Fi use or P.A./Disco situations. 

brief specifications Complete with 28 page 

Output Power — 300 watts/channeI into 4ohms assembly manual 
Output Power — 200 watts/ channel into 8ohms 
Frequency Response — 20Hz to 20kHz £ 0 5dB. 
Hum and Noise — 105dB below rated output 
Harmonic Distortion — Less than 0.05% to 80 watts. 
Harmonic Distortion — Less than 0.15% at rated power 
Input Sensitivity — 1.0 volts for rated output. 
Dimensions — 482mm x 133mm x 340mm. 
Weight — 20 kgs. 

Staggering value at $489.00 in standard 19” Rack Cabinet 

Around half the price of commercial built-up units. Why not build| 
yourself and save a fortune?? 

1/3 OCTAVE EQUALISER KIT 
MODEL 2801 

The 2010 is a two channel graphic equaliser featuring ten adjustable controls on octave 
centre frequencies (independent for each channel) Each control provides up to -i i4dB of 
adjustment. Each channel is also equipped with a level match control giving an overall gain of 
adjustment of +.l4dB. 
The functional versatility of the 2010 equaliser is unsurpassed. Eight modes of operation are 
available from the push button switches on the front panel. 
Included amongst these are the ability to equalise both recordinq and plavback when 
dubbing tapes. The 2010 has been designed to be compatible with all commercially 

available equipment and I is ideal for use iri a Hi Fi system or P.A. system^ ^ 
Truly magnificent - Electrically identical with the ETI 4B5 graphic Th 2801 is a single channel graphic equaliser that divides the audio spectrum into 

equaliser tne Jaycar 2010 Kit comes in 19" rack cabinet and features ~ - ---- 

*** 
attractive front-panel mounted push button changeover switches. 

Jaycar 
Shop Hours: 
Mon - Sun - 
9AM - 5.30PM 

is 
380 Sussex St Sydney 2000. Ph 264 6688 

twenty-eight one third octave bands Each frequency segment is controlled by a slider that | 
provides up to + 10 dB of adjustment in standard ISO steps. 

The2801 was designed pnmarily to compensate for any deficiencies in the linearity of I 
speaker systems, acoustic peculiarities of the hall or listening room, and inadequacies of I 
program source quality. In P.A. application the equaliser may be used to improve sound I 
quality and increase intelligibility by attenuating problem frequencies thatcause nngmgI 
boommess, or other disruptive resonances that occur in acoustically difficult rooms. The 280 I 
allows sound systems to be tuned" according to the special acoustics of a room to max'mrae I 
output and minimise feedback. As a creative tool in sound recording or re-recording the 280 ■ 
allows complete freedom in contounng response over the complete audio spectrum from 31.51 

hztoi6khz * * ONLY $198.00 * * * 
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CBS ft SUPERNOVA REHNAHT 
EINSTEIN OBSERVATORY 

They're close to deciding 

the fate 
of the universe 
Using instruments that peer billions of years into 
the past and scan the remotest recesses of the 
cosmos, astronomers prepare to answer the 
ultimate question. 

by PETER GWYNNE 

How will the universe end? Will it sputter out in a realm of 
ice, cooling continually as it expands until it reaches the ab¬ 
solute zero of temperature throughout its vast expanse? Will it 
die in a fiery blast as its component parts rush together faster 
and faster until they all meet in an enormous fireball? Or will 
the cosmos live on forever, expanding and contracting in 
relentless succession? It is the ultimate question that man can 
ask, and it carries striking overtones of theology and 
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hilosophy. Yet, incredibly, astronomers think they will soon 
now the answer. 
Their confidence stems from their success in answering, 

through a combination of observations and theoretical ad¬ 
vances, a host of related questions over the past two decades. 
Did the universe begin in a spectacular explosion (the "big 
bang" theory) or was it simply always there, constantly renew¬ 
ing itself (the steady-state theory)? How did matter collect into 
the giant assemblages of stars we call galaxies? What is the 
nature of such bizarre entities as quasars and black holes? And 
what evidence do they contribute toward solving the ultimate 
puzzle? 

The search for the answers to such questions has produced a 
picture of the universe fundamentally different from the one 
that existed before. Where cosmologists - the astronomers 
who make a specialty of understanding the nature of the 
universe — once thought that it was unchanging and serene, 



Cosmologists debate the ultimate question ... 
they now see it as dynamic, violent, and wracked by explo¬ 
sions on a scale too vast for human minds to comprehend. 

Strange, almost incredible objects populate the cosmos of 
today: cosmic vacuum cleaners named black holes, so dense 
that even beams of light cannot escape from them; tiny 
beacons of energy called quasars, no larger than the solar 
system, that emit more energy than millions of stars; and 
galaxies so vast that it would take an intrepid space traveller 
literally millions of years to cross them. Just as amazing as 
these objects is the fact that cosmologists think they can 
understand what roles the objects play in the life of the 
universe. "Rarely in the history of science has there been an 
equivalent period in which the boundaries of our understan¬ 
ding have been enlarged so dramatically", declares Vera 
Rubin of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. 

Cosmologists have argued about the development of the 
universe since 1930. In that year, a young astronomer named 
Edwin Hubble of Hale Observatories published a startling 
paper. Hubble had been studying the spectra of galaxies - the 
huge clusters of stars that populate the universe, most of them 
incredibly distant from Earth. 

Spectral analysis of stars, galaxies, and other objects pro¬ 
duces charts that show the exact frequencies of light and 
other radiation emitted by individual targets of astronomers' 
curiosity. Scientists use the spectra in two ways. First, they ob¬ 
tain accurate information about the chemicals that exist inside 
a particular star or galaxy. Just as important, the experts can 
use the data to discover how fast the objects are moving 
relative to Earth. 

When Hubble analysed the pattern of red shifts, he 
discovered an astonishing thing: The galaxies, without excep¬ 
tion, show a red shift - meaning that they are travelling away 
from us. Further, the more distant they are, the faster they are 
receding. The picture adds up irrevocably to a cosmos that is 
expanding. The expanding universe has almost become a 
cliche today, but it amazed astronomers of previous years 
who had learned to accept the universe as static and 
immovable. 

Measurements of speed rely on the Doppler effect, named 
for Austrian physicist Christian Doppler who discovered it in 
the 1840s. It results when relative motion produces an ap¬ 
parent shift in frequency. The Doppler shift affects light, radio 
waves, and other types of radiation emitted by the stars or 
galaxies in the general direction of Earth. If a galaxy is ap¬ 
proaching Earth, its light appears bluer than normal. If it is 
receding, the light looks redder than normal in a telescope. 

How it all began 

Careful studies over a half-century have convinced all but a 
few maverick astronomers that the Doppler effect holds the 
key to the nature of the universe. But the results could be in¬ 
terpreted in two different ways. The arguments were publish¬ 
ed within a few months of each other in 1948. One, advanced 
by Briton's Fred Hoyle, Thomas Gold, and Hermann Bondi, 
posited that the universe is infinite, without beginning or end. 
It expands, they argued, because matter is continually being 
created within the galaxies. American astronomers George 
Gamow and Ralph Alpher took a different view. They con¬ 
tended that the universe started with a big bang - a fireball 
that exploded in the beginning and flung all the pieces of the 
universe outward with a force that has kept the cosmos ex¬ 
panding ever since. Because of the enormous distances and 
times involved - the big bang certainly happened billions of 
years ago, according to tne calculations of Gamow and Alpher 
— few astronomers had high hopes of deciding among the 
two theories. Then, in 1965, came a find that revolutionised 
cosmology. 

It started with embarrassment for radio astronomers Arno 
Penzias and Robert Wilson of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 
Holmdel, N. J. They couldn't get rid of a faint hiss in a radio 
antenna that they planned to use to study stars. The two men 

cleared a couple of nesting pigeons out of the instrument, 
scrubbed it thoroughly, took it apart and reassembled it, but 
to no avail. The faint interference continued, coming in at ex¬ 
actly the same volume from every direction in which they 
pointed the antenna. "It was" said Penzias, "like cigar smoke in 
a room with no cigar". 

Then a chance meeting aboard an airplane steered the two 
astronomers to Princeton theorist P.J.E. Peebles, who had 
been studying the theory of the big bang. Radiation produced 
by the bang wouldn't just disappear, Peebles reasoned. It 
would continue to permeate the universe, weakening in inten¬ 
sity but still remaining detectable eons after the big bang. It 
was that radiation, now known as the cosmic microwave 
background, that Bell Labs' apparently balky antenna had 
detected. Two years ago, Penzias and Wilson won the Nobel 
Prize in physics for their discovery. To celebrate, they coined a 
twist on the old T. S. Eliot line: "This is the way the world 
began, not with a whimper but a bang". 

mum -rr.—iirrrr n—-mrrrrnir- 

C (I Will the universe continue to 
expand and cool until it is dark, 
desolate, and frigid? Or will 
mutual gravitational attraction 
cause it to fall back together? J J 

While the apparent triumph of the big bang over the steady- 
state theory now seems clear, there are still a lot of 
unanswered questions. Eor example, will the universe con¬ 
tinue to expand and cool forever until it is dark, desolate, and 
frigid? Or will mutual gravitational attraction cause the galaxies 
to fall back together, only to explode again in a new cycle 
similar to the one we are now a part of? The prospects of a 
universe that expands forever, of one that contracts back and 
ends in a mighty reversal of the big bang, and of a cyclic 
universe bouncing back and forth might all seem eauallv 
unappetising. Certainly no one has to worry about whicn will 
happen; the contraction, if it ever occurs, will not start for 
about a hundred billion years. But the issue is vital to 
astronomers because the fate of the universe is intertwined 
with its very nature. 

The shape that space is in 

In the universe, geometry is destiny. Cosmologists recognise 
that the universe can exist in one of two possible shapes. One 
can be pictured as the three-dimensional equivalent of the sur¬ 
face of a balloon that is being blown up. The surface has no 
recognisable edges or centre, but it does have limited dimen¬ 
sions. A space traveller embarking on a long-distance trip in 
such a "closed" universe would eventually return home after 
circumnavigating the cosmos. He wouldn't do so in the other 
type - the "open" universe. An open universe is shaped rather 
like a saddle that stretches away to infinity on all sides; the 
traveller would never return because such a cosmos is truly in¬ 
finite. Mathematics tells cosmologists that an open universe 
will expand forever, while a closed one will eventually con¬ 
tract. Thus, by figuring out the eventual fate of the cosmos, ex¬ 
perts can, in a roundabout way, determine its shape. 

There are three different ways to tell whether the universe is 
open or closed. One involves measuring its total mass. If there 
is enough mass, natural gravitational attraction will eventually 
pull the galaxies back together. If not, expansion will go on 
forever. A second method is indirect. By measuring how much 
of the heavy form of hydrogen known as deuterium was pro¬ 
duced in the young universe, astronomers expect to calculate 
its density at that time — and the power of its gravitational pull 
ever since. A third method requires measuring the rate at 
which the expansion is slowing down, by measuring the 
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Is this the way the universe ends? ... 
speeds of nearby galaxies and comparing them with the 
speeds of more remote objects that were embarked on their 
journeys early in the life of the universe. 

The first method - measuring the mass of the universe - 
seems at first glance to resemble one of the labours of Her¬ 
cules. Certainly it is complex, but astronomers can follow a 
few rules that simplify the task slightly. The key is the force of 
gravity. By observing the effect that enormous objects such as 
galaxies and clusters of galaxies have on each other through 
their gravitational attraction, astronomers can estimate their 
masses. Measurements of galaxies and galactic clusters sug¬ 
gest that the universe does not have nearly enough mass to 
be closed; it seems to contain only about one-third the re¬ 
quired amount. However, a recent discovery could alter that 
picture considerably. 

C C Cosmologists caution that their 
science is hardly an exact one, that 
conventional wisdom can be 
wrong — and that new discoveries 
can alter the picture entirely 

Earlier this year Dr Frederick Reines, heading a team of 
physicists from the University of California, Irvine, announced 
a startling and still controversial find about the tiny subatomic 
particles known as neutrinos. Physicists had generally assum¬ 
ed that these elusive particles, theorised in 1932 but not ac¬ 
tually identified until 1956, possess no mass. But the Irvine 
team, working at a nuclear reactor in South Carolina, decided 
otherwise. Neutrinos do, after all, have a tiny mass, they 
announced. 

If their conclusion holds up, it could tip the balance between 
an ever-expanding universe and one that will eventually con¬ 
tract. According to current atomic theory, each thimbleful of 
space in the cosmos contains about 100 neutrinos. The mass 
of all the neutrinos in the universe could more than double 
the total mass, and perhaps provide enough gravitational pull 
to cause an eventual contraction. If that happens, Reines 
thinks that the universe will bounce back and forth between 
contraction and expansion. "There was no beginning and will 
be no end", he prophesied when he announced his results at a 
physics meeting. "The consequences are theological." 

The deuterium technique also yields uncertain evidence. But 
measurements to date of the amount of the isotope in the 
heavens, combined with current nuclear theory, point em¬ 
phatically toward an open, infinite universe. Cosmologists 
caution that their science is hardly an exact one, that the con¬ 
ventional wisdom can easily be wrong — and that new 
discoveries can alter the picture entirely. "There is little doubt 
that other major components within our universe remain 
unknown to us today", warns Vera Rubin. 

One of the most important clues to the nature and destiny 
of the Universe came in 1960. While Allen Sandage of Hale 
Observatories was using the Mount Palomar telescope, he 
discovered a series of strange-looking points of light. 
Astronomers called them quasars — for "quasi-stellar objects" 
— but nobody had any idea what they were until three years 
later. Sandage's colleague, Maarten Schmidt, was looking at 
the spectrum of a quasar when he had a flash of inspiration. 
The extraordinary spectrum could be explained if it came 
from an object so violently red-shifted that the object was 
more than one billion light-years away. That find gave 
cosmologists their first hint that they could look back extraor¬ 
dinarily far into the history of the universe and hope to see 
something there. "Quasars fascinate me", Schmidt declares. 
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"IPs amazing that the universe manages to make itself known 
to us over such distances". 

For years now, Sandage, a cosmologist so reclusive that he 
recently had the telephone taken out of his office at Hale 
Observatories, has been making careful measurements in the 
attempt to see whether the differing velocities of the galaxies 
relatively near Earth (thus seen as they were in the relatively 
recent past) and the quasars (so distant that they are seen as 
they were near the beginning of the universe) give any hint to 
the cosmos' ultimate fate. To date, Sandage's calculations, 
based on relatively close galaxies, give a figure suggesting that 
gravitational attraction will never quote catch up with the out¬ 
ward force that the universe acquired from the big bang, and 
that expansion will go on forever — in other words, an open 
universe. 

Sandage's conservative view has recently been challenged 
by a series of experimenters who think the figures point more 
dramatically to an open universe. Researchers at the Universi¬ 
ty of Texas and a combined team from the University of 
Arizona, Kitt Peak National Observatory, and Harvard- 
Smithsonian Centre for Astrophysics have looked at some dis¬ 
tant galaxies, and concluded that Sandage's measurements are 
not typical of the universe as a whole. The reason: Our own 
galaxy is being pulled so rapidly toward the centre of a 
supercluster that its movement relative to the rest of the sky 
makes all measurements in our galactic neighborhood 
unreliable. The controversy affects the past as well as the 
future. Sandage's figures indicate that the big bang happened 
about 20 billion years ago. But if the new measurements are 
correct, the universe is only 10 billion years old. 

As often happens in science, progress in one area spawns 
problems in another. The discovery almost two decades ago 
of the immense distances of quasars left astronomers with an 
embarrassing question for which an answer may be just now 
appearing. 

The problem revolves around the fact that the light from 
most galaxies is not powerful enough to be spotted at 
distances of more than a few hundred million light-years. 
Quasars are many times that distance. Therefore they must 
possess sources of energy far more powerful than that respon¬ 
sible for starlight. The sources must also be extremely com¬ 
pressed. Meticulous observations of hundreds of quasars 
show that the mysterious objects are apparently no larger 
than our solar system. Until recently, physicists have been 
able to offer no explanations — even theoretical — as to how 
such an incredibly large amount of energy could be generated 
in such a relatively limited volume of space. 

C C in a way, black holes are as 
mysterious as quasars. They 
don’t seem to obey the rules of 
physics; they are, for instance, 
inherently invisible 1 * 

But now, the theorists have a strong candidate: the black 
hole. Many are now convinced that a black hole lurks deep in¬ 
side each quasar, providing those objects with their 
penetrating power. In a way, black holes are as mysterious as 
auasars. They don't seem to obey the normal rules of physics; 
they are, for instance, inherently invisible. Yet most 
astronomers accept that they exist, even though no one has 
found fully convincing evidence for one yet. "It is fascinating 
that black holes can be so bizarre and yet probably real", says 
Kip Thorne of the California Institute of Technology, a 
foremost black hole expert. 
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The earliest happenings 
Hydrogen bows to gravity 

As theorists first presented it, a black hole represents the 
death throes of a large star weighing perhaps three times as 
much as our sun. Stars usually obtain their energy from 
nuclear fusion, the conversion of atomic nuclei of hydrogen 
into nuclei of helium (fusion powers the awesome hydrogen 
bomb). The hydrogen lasts for billions of years in most stars, 
but eventually it runs out. At that point, gravity takes over. 
The monstrously large, star starts to compress under the pull 
of its own gravity becoming denser and denser and smaller 
and smaller. Eventually, the star might end up no larger than 
Manhattan Island, but with a density billions of times that of 
lead. It has become, in effect, a ball of immense gravitational 
force. Its gravitational pull is so powerful that no dust, gas, or 
even radiation nearby can avoid being pulled into the black 
hole. The force is powerful enough to keep anything from 
leaving the black hole - including light. In other words, it is 
theoretically, as well as physically, impossible to see a black 
hole. The only way to do it would be to approach so closely 
that one is swallowed up by the hole, disappearing into its 
core before one even has the chance to write down what it 
looked like. 

Scientists wouldn't be scientists if they rejected such a task as 
impossible. Astronomers admit that they cannot see black 
holes directly, but they think they can spot indirect evidence 
of them. The principle is to watch for material that is being 
swallowed by a black hole. According to theory, the material 
should give off particular types of X-rays as it disappears from 
view. If astronomers can spot those X-rays, they can say with 
some confidence that they have detected a black hole. 

No one has yet claimed for certain to have achieved that, 
but astronomers using X-ray telescopes have found fairly firm 
evidence of four regions of X-ray emissions that appear to in¬ 
dicate black holes. The most promising is a region in the con¬ 
stellation Cygnus, the Swan, that was first spotted as a can¬ 
didate for black hole status in 1967 by Riccardo Giacconi, an 
X-ray astronomer now at the Harvard-Smithsonian Centre for 
Astrophysics. More precise measurements of the X-rays 

The deep space tracking station at Tidbinbilla, near Canberra, 
assists in the exploration of the universe. 
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in creation 
should eventually prove whether the source, known as 
Cygnus X-1, really represents a black hole. 

Quasar experts certainly hope that the proof comes soon. 
By understanding more about black holes, the experts think 
that they will be able to learn more about the mystery of 
quasars. 

It now also turns out that a better understanding of black 
holes may lead to the answer to another perplexing question 
that has been bothering astronomers. When the big bang hap¬ 
pened, presumably there was a smooth, uniform mix of mat¬ 
ter and radiation at high temperatures. How did it ever 
become the lumpy aggregation of planets, stars, and galaxies 
we see today? 

Astrophysicists studying this question have used the 
background radiation detected by Penzias and Wilson to 
make some astonishing discoveries about what the universe 
must have been like right back to its very first seconds. In fact, 
careful studies of the microwave background at various 
wavelengths have given cosmologists a plethora of informa¬ 
tion about the earliest happenings in creation. To begin with, 

C C . . . the density of the cosmos was 
about four billion times that of 
water, and the temperature had 
fallen to about one hundred billion 
degrees Celsius J J 

they have established that the big bang was very different 
from a conventional explosion, which sends material out from 
a single centre. The event that started the universe happened 
everywhere at the same time — a mighty, uniform fireball that 
caused everything in the cosmos to expand at precisely the 
same rate in all directions. It is because of the immense power 
of that conflagaration that the universe continues to expand 
today. But as it has grown larger, the cosmos has also cooled 
down, rapidly at first, then increasingly slowly. 

Physicists cannot even image what conditions were like in 
the first few millionths of a second after the big bang. The 
cosmos was so dense and hot that current theories cannot 
deal with it. Amazingly, though, a combination of established 
theories and precise observations allows the experts to plot 
the subsequent history of the universe with a good deal of 
confidence. 

About one-tenth of a second after the big bang, the density 
of the cosmos was about four billion times that of water, and 
the temperature had fallen to about one hundred billion 
degrees Celsius. That's hot by most standards - far hotter 
than the interiors of stars, and much too hot for ordinary 
atoms and molecules to survive — but it is still cool enough for 
theoretical physicists to understand. Guided by experiments in 
particle accelerators, cosmologists speculate that the still ex¬ 
panding universe consisted of radiation - such as light - and 
elementary particles of matter, notably electrons, neutrinos, 
and positrons, which are identical to electrons except for the 
fact that they carry a positive charge. In addition, a few pro¬ 
tons and neutrons, the building blocks of atomic nuclei, had 
started to emerge in the cosmic goo. 

About three minutes later, the universe had become a little 
more comfortable. It had cooled to one billion degrees, low 
enough to permit some protons and neutrons to combine to 
form atomic nuclei of hydrogen and helium. In fact, the ratio 
of those two elements that was established three minutes 
after the big bang - 73% hydrogen and 27% helium - 
foreshadowed the atomic constitution of all eras in the 
universe to come. 
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Matter and radiation continued to intermingle for a few hun¬ 
dred thousand years. During that time the cosmos cooled to 
about 3000 the temperature at which the nuclei of hydrogen 
-md helium could pick up electrons and form into conven¬ 
tional atoms.CAs free electrons disappeared in this way, matter 
and radiation separated from each other. The radiation 
became the microwave background, while the atoms o 
hydrogen and helium provided the raw material for the stars 

and galaxies. 

Finding the centre 
How did the lumpy galaxies form from this h°nl°^'ie"us 

mixture? Most theories rely on some kind of small nucleus that 
attracted large amounts of hydrogen and helium to it, just as a 
speck of dust in a glass full of water cooled to its freezing 
point acts as the nucleus for ice to form. And one striking can¬ 
didate for the nucleus emerges from the work of a young 
astrophysicist named Stephen Hawking. Hawkings care 
almost as fascinating as the subject o h.s research. Just 38 
years old, he suffers from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (better 
Lown as Lou Gehrig's disease). The neuromuscular condition 
has left him an almost helpless inva id. He moves in a 
wheelchair, cannot write, can only talk in a mumble, and 
needs help to feed himself. But what Hawking can do, pio- 
bably better than anyone since Einstein, is think. He composes 
long trains of complex mathematical equations in his head 
and" then dictates them, very slowly, to a specially trained 

^Since^Wl, Hawking's thoughts have focussed on black 
holes. In particular he has pursued the idea that early in the 
universe, a great many miniature black holes no ^rgerthan 
the diameter of a subatomic particle, were formed. These, 
perhaps, were the nuclei about which the galaxies coalesced. 

Is there any way to test this revolutionary theory? Perhaps. 
As Hawking probed more deeply, he came up with an 
astonishing result: Black holes are not entirely black: they ac¬ 
tually leak a little. At the time. Hawking admits he was rather 
annoyed" by the find. It seemed impossible. But further 
calculations in his head convinced him that he was right. What 
happens, he explains, is that the enormous energy in the 
neighbourhood of a black hole can create pairs of particles 
spontaneously out of empty spaceu One o them, Hawking 
calculated, is likely to fall into the black hole, but the other 
mav be able to fly away, giving the illusion that it has escaped 
from the black hole itself. Eventually, the entire mass of the 
black hole could dwindle away in this way, ending up with a 
spectacular explosion. The smallest black holes, Hawking 
calculates, might even be exploding about now. 

The evolution of galaxies and their scheme in the design of 
the cosmos present yet other puzzles. WJiy are all known 
quasars at incredible distances - thus far back in the history of 
the universe? Many astronomers now suspect that quasars are 
actually galaxies in the process of formation Perhaps they had 
their day of dominance at an early stage of the universe, and 
then largely disappeared. The disappearance could be ex¬ 
plained if quasars changed into conventional galaxies soon 
after they were created. So far this picture is just a hunch, but 
new observations of more distant galaxies may settle it. 

New devices may be the breakthrough 
The observations accumulate, the theories proliferate, some 

mysteries even yield a bit. But the fundamental question as to 
the fate of the universe remains undecided, the evidence con¬ 
fusing "One of the most amazing things is that the universe 
should be so close to the dividing line between collapsing and 
expanding", says Stephen Hawking. But new instrument!^pro¬ 
mise to settle the dispute. "We re right on the brink of getting 
hard answers, and these instruments will push us over 
predicts Jerome Kristian of the California Institute of 

Technology. 
Kristian refers to, among other things, tiny computer con¬ 

trolled chips called charge-coupled devices, which 
astronomers are now attaching to their telescopes. They can 
detect spots of light with a precision previously undreamed ot. 

The Crab Nebula, a supernova remnant discovered by X-ray 

astronomy. 

Another approach is to make observations from outside the 
atmosphere. A 220cm diameter telescope to be launched 
aboard the Space Shuttle in 1984 will do precisely that 

Within the past decade, astronomers have exploited 
another powerful means of identifying stars and galaxies. Us¬ 
ing high-altitude balloons, rockets, and unmanned orbiting 
satellites, the experts search the skies for the X-rays emitted by 
many objects in outer space. These X-ray observations yie d 
new information on complex processes going on within such 
objects, and thus help astronomers to deduce new facts about 
their history and eventual fate. 

C C One of the most amazing things is 
that the universe should be so 
close to the dividing line between 
collapsing and expanding J J 

Although the fundamental question remains unresolved, the 
evidence that does exist points - how strongly is debatable 
toward an open universe. However, a number of astronomers 
remain unconvinced that the universe is open on 
philosophical grounds. They have put their doubts in the form 
of what they call the anthropic principle. It states, simply, that 
the type of universe we can observe is a universe that allows 
human life to be created and survive. If the universe is open it 
is presumably the only one that has ever existed. Given the 
chances against a cosmos that would be hospitable to man, 
our existence is at least as remarkable as winning at roulette 
with the same number 10 or more times in a row. On the 
other hand, if the universe is closed, it could perhaps keep 
bouncing back and fourth in a cycle of different universes. ^ 
that is the case, the universe that we inhabit would be just one 

°That ^ype of philosophising doesn't appeal to many 
astronomers. They prefer to use their instruments to aquire 
new knowledge that will decide whether our cosmos is open 
or closed - and will add a multitude of otlier questions about 
creation. "We certainly do not understand cosmology, press 
reports notwithstanding", says Philip Momson of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Nevertheless, the fact 
that cosmologists can seriously try to solve the problem of the 
fate of the universe attests to their progress in recent years 
and to exciting prospects for new achievements in years to 

come. 

Reprinted with permission from “ppPu'ar Sc,ence c°Pyn9ht 1981 
© by Times Mirror Magazines Inc USA. 
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What we are trying to say is that, if you are about to drive across 

town to pick up a particular line at a Dick Smith store, why not 

give the store a ring first (addresses and phone numbers 

opposite) |ust in case1 Thanks 

Dick Smith and Staff 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
NSW • AUBURN: 145 Parramatta Rd 648 0558 

• BLAKEHURST 613 Princes Hwy 546 7744 
• BROADWAY 818 George Street 211 3777 
• BROOKVALE: 531 Pittwater Rd 93 0441 
• CHULLORA 147 Hume Hwy 642 8922. 
• GORE HILL: 162 Pacific Hwy 439 5311 
• PARRAMATTA: 30 Grose Street 683 1133 
• SYDNEY 125 York Street 290 3377 
• WOLLONGONG: 263 Kiera Street 28 3800 
• TIGHES HILL: (Newcastle) 1 73 Maitland Rd 

DICK SMITH MAIL ORDER CENTRE: 
SERVICE CENTRE LANE COVE & WATERLOO RDS NORTH RYDE NSW 
2113 PHONE (02) 888 3200 9AM TO 5PM MON DAY TO F R I DAY ON LY 

ACT • 
QLD • 

FYSHWICK: 96 Gladstone Street 80 4944 
BURANDA 166 Logan Rd 391 6233 
CHERMSIDE 842 Gympie Rd 59 6255 
ADELAIDE 60 Wright Street 212 1962 
MELBOURNE 399 Lonsdale Street 67 9834 
RICHMOND 656 Bridge Rd 428 1614 
SPRINGVALE Dandenong & S vale Rds 547 0522 
PERTH 414 William Street 328 6944 
CANNINGTON Wharf St & Albany Hwy 451 8666| 

PRICES CORRECT FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATION OR WHILE STOCKS LAST 

PO Box 321. North Ryde. N S W. 2113. Ph. (02) 888 3200. 

WA 

SHOP HOURS 9AM 5 30PM Mon - Fn. SAM NOON Sat (Brisbane Whf oarlior) 

Some stores opfi tor lie night shopping please phone store boforo waking «M<ad tn> in' 

BUYING BY MAIL? 

NOTE Those charges apply to goods sent by post in 

Australia only large and bulky items cannot bo sent by 

post 

It you prefer mo Mill despotch your ordtr by Comet Road 

Fraight to anywhere in Australia (or only S7 00 that s 

below what it costs us1 Largo and bulky items art 

normally sant by Comat unless you spaerty diHorontly 

(•« by rati or air you pay freight on delivery) 
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Semiconductors 
are on the 

! 

Japan has emerged as a world leader in the application of semi¬ 
conductor technology and the development of new devices such as 
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) chips. The reasons for this are 
not hard to find. 

During the 70s, the Japanese semicon¬ 
ductor industry emerged as a second 
force of technological innovation in a 
global microelectronics revolution, and 
won worldwide recognition for its pro¬ 
ductive capability. In the next decade, 
microchip manufacture will be one of 
Japan's most rapidly growing sectors and 
a major force in the transformation of 
both the Japanese and international in¬ 
dustrial structures. 

Propelled by rapid changes in microcir¬ 
cuit technology, the electronics industry 
will be the most dynamic sector of the 
Japanese economy during the next two 
decades. In 1979, the gross product of 
the electronics industry in Japan was less 
than half that of the steel industry and 
only about 40% of that of the automotive 
sector. By 1990, total output of elec¬ 
tronic products will surpass US $100 
million, not accounting for inflation, and 
exceed that of steel by a considerable 
margin. 

Only the automobile industry is likely 
to remain larger in terms of total output, 
and it will itself become a major 
consumer and producer of electronic 
devices. 

If, as this forecast assumes, the output 
of electronic products grows at an 
average 10% per year throughout the 
1980s, industry planners expect 
semiconductor production to grow at an 
appreciably higher 16% a year. Most of 
this growth will be in integrated circuits 
(ICs), with output of discrete semicon¬ 
ductors (mainly transistors and diodes) 
remaining constant or declining. 

During the four years from 1975 to 
1979, the annual growth of 1C produc¬ 
tion averaged almost 34%, exceeding the 
total production of discrete semiconduc¬ 
tors for the first time in 1978. In August 
1979, also for the first time, Japan 
became a net exporter of ICs, marking a 
significant strengthening of the Japanese 

position in world markets. 
There are good prospects that, despite 

a rapid growth in the home market, the 
Japanese industry will remain a net ex¬ 
porter in the future, substantially increas¬ 
ing its share in world marketplaces. 
Estimates by Nomura Securities, (which 
past performance would indicate are 

uite conservative) predict that domestic 
emand for ICs will expand more than 

2.5-fold during the first half of the 1980s. 
As a result of the combined growth of 

domestic demand and exports, 
according to BA Asia's 1980 report on 
the industry, Japanese manufacturers 
could account for one-third of the US$20 
billion world semiconductor market by 
1985. 

Such a substantial improvement over 
the present 26% share of world markets 
does not reflect simply, or mainly, an¬ 
ticipated increase in Japanese exports of 
ICs, however. Rather it is the expected 
result of a rapid and pervasive diffusion 
of semiconductor technology 
through the broad spectrum of industrial 
production in Japan. 

Electronics and 
industry in Japan 

Applications of ICs by Japanese in¬ 
dustry has been more varied and 
has occurred at a remarkably faster pace 
than in other advanced countries. While 
the computer industry has provided the 
single largest market for advanced LSIs 
(large-scale integrated circuits), and will 
continue to do so in the future, it ac¬ 
counted for only 25% of the 364 billion 
yen domestic consumption of ICs in 
1979. Audio-video equipment took as 
large a share of available ICs, assuring 
Japanese makers a leading position in 
world markets for home entertainment 
equipment. 

Likewise, cameras, watches and 
calculators have evolved through suc¬ 
cessive product generations in pace with 
advances in semiconductor technology. 
And the diffusion has followed the same 
rapid pace in telecommunications, office 
machines, automobiles, home ap¬ 
pliances, and toys. 

Perhaps most outstanding of all, 
however, has been the rate at which 
semiconductors are applied to 
machinery in Japan. The expanding 
pack of industrial robots which "man" 
Japanese factories around the clock ex¬ 
emplifies the special zeal with which 
semiconductor technology has been 
adopted in Japanese industry. 

The zeal is not applied haphazardly, 
however. In Japan, the application of ad¬ 
vances in semiconductor technology 
and successive generations of ICs has 
been the subject of careful study. 

The object is to combine mechanics 
and electronics to assure that the two 
technologies are optimally used in each 
new product. The practice is not new, of 
course, but the development of the 
microcomputer and other semiconduc¬ 
tor devices has accelerated the process. 
Public policies and corporate strategies 
have been developed to encourage and 
direct the process of change in a 
systematic way. 

The result has been to speed the pro¬ 
cess of semiconductor application in 
Japan. Conventional mechanical devices 
such as calculators and watches have 
been almost totally replaced by elec¬ 
tronic equivalents. Electronic devices are 
continually being substituted for 
mechanical functions in equipment such 
as sewing machines and cameras, and 
added to conventional numerically con¬ 
trolled machine tools and automobile 
engines. 

This has created a high-growth market 
for ICs. But the dynamics of the process 
do not stop there. The substitution of 
electronic for mechanical products also 
stimulates demand for the whole 
product. 

The electronic watch well illustrates 
this dynamic interaction of semiconduc¬ 
tor technology, market and production. 
From 1964 to 1972, shipments of wat¬ 
ches in Japan increased at an average an¬ 
nual rate of just under 2%. After the in¬ 
troduction of the electronic watch in 
1972, however, the growth rate has 
been over 7% a year. 1C makers and 
watch manufacturers have been benefi¬ 
ted from this trend, not only from in- 
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the Japanese 
move . 

creased volume, but also from higher 
value added per unit of production. 

Semiconductor manufacturers have a 
special advantage, however. As 
systematic planning increases domestic 
consumption of ICs, the resultant higher 
volume production hastens the learning 
curve advantages of the latest product 
generation, making it possible to reduce 
production costs accordingly, with all 
the advantages this creates in highly 
competitive world markets. 

This process is expedited not so much 
by massive government subsidies or 
special tax advantages, but by an effi¬ 
cient financial system which makes 
possible the high rates of investment 
which the capital and technology 
intensive semiconductor industry re¬ 
quires. Japanese manufacturers in such 
high-growth, high-value sectors have 
access to capital on a sustained basis as 
required by advanced and rapidly chang¬ 
ing technologies. 

Equally important, the vertical and 
horizontal integration of large-sized, 
highly-diversified Japanese manufac¬ 
turers of electrical and electronic pro¬ 
ducts provides a special advantage in the 
allocation and use of resources tor rapid 
application of semiconductor 
technology. This explains in part why 
semiconductors were first applied to 
consumer electronics and calculators in 
Japan, rather than in the US where the 
basic technology was originally 
developed. American 1C manufacturers 
began as semiconductor manufacturers 
and merchandisers producing a broad 
range of devices to cover as large a 
market segment as possible. 

This structural efficiency in the applica¬ 
tion of new semiconductor technology 
by Japanese manufacturers has been 
both the cause and the effect of a 
remarkably higher degree of specialisa¬ 
tion in semiconductor production than is 
found in leading American semiconduc¬ 
tor makers. Specialisation to meet in- 
house product requirements tends to 
assure greater economics of scale and 
learning — both critical to semiconductor 
manufacture. 

The next stage in the evolution of this 
industry was entirely predictable. It is an 
immutable law of techno-economic 
behaviour that basic technology flows to 
the point of most efficient application 
and production 

During the first JO years of the 
microelectronics revolution, the basic 

IB 

technology was developed in the United 
States and transferred to Japan and other 
Asian countries where the technology 
was more readily and economically ap¬ 
plied. Now, in the second stage of the 
microelectronics revolution, the lead in 
the development of basic technology 
itself is shifting to the point of application 
and production, where organisational, 
financial and human resources are 
available in the necessary combinations 
for continuing innovation. 

Developments in VLSI 
The 1980s have begun with the signifi¬ 

cant lead taken by Japanese manufac¬ 
turers in the 16K RAM (random access 
memory) marketplace. Fujitsu's lead in 
the fielding of 64K RAMS, ushering in the 
VLSI era, was even more remarkable, 
signalling Japanese technological advan¬ 
tage in the crucial big volume memory 
segment of the market. And, as a recent 
Daiwa Securities study notes, Nippon 
Telephone & Telegraph, Fujitsu and NEC 
succeeded collectively in developing the 
world's first 128K RAM, which has since 
been followed with the announcement 
by Japanese manufacturers of 256K bit 
VLSI chips. 

In VLSI development, Japan has clearly 
taken the lead. And once more, 
Japanese industry is best equipped to 
take advantage of the new technology in 
new product development. 

But those spectacular changes in the in¬ 
dustry, although momentous, are by no 
means the whole story. As BA Asia's 
1980 report points out, Japanese applica¬ 
tions for 1C patents have been growing 
steadily in recent years, while foreign pa¬ 
tent applications in Japan have 
stagnated. The dimensions of the trend 
are important: total semiconductor pa¬ 
tent applications in Japan increased from 
4406 in 1974 to 6397 in 1977, while 
foreign applications dropped from 10% 
to 7% of the total. 

Most new technologies developed in 
Japan have been in assembly processes 
and manufacturing rather than inven¬ 
tions of new devices. As a result, 
however, Japanese mass production and 
automation technology is generally 
agreed to be the best in the world, assur¬ 
ing better production yields and greater 
product reliability. 

Sony's recent perfection of a method 
to grow better silicon crystals under the 
influence of a magnetic field, increasing 
1C production yields by up to 20%, is a 
case in point. Reduction of imperfections 
in silicon wafers becomes especially 
crtical in the production of VLSI chips, 
Sony claims. 

Even less visible than such 
breakthroughs by manufacturers has 
been the emergence of a number of 
smaller firms in semiconductor materials 
and processing equipment technology: 
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TRANSFORMERS 
Made in Australia to Australian standards for 240V, 50Hz mains 

with secondaries from 1.5V to 115V. 

CONVENTIONAL 
Rated from 2.5 to 350VA 

20, 40 & 60VA ratings with dual 
secondaries for various output voltage 
and current combinations. Also multi¬ 
tap 20VA version. Compact design. 

P.C.B. MOUNTED 
Pins located at standard 0.1" PCB grid. 
Ratings from 2.5 to 15VA with dual 
secondaries. 

MICROPROCESSOR 
Specially produced with 8V main 
secondaries and 12-15V dual auxiliary 
secondaries. Outputs from 200mA to 
10A. Also Computer Line 
Conditioners. 

ENCLOSED TYPES 
Includes step down transformers for 
115 V equipment, soldering irons, 
mains isolation etc. 

POWER POINT ADAPTORS 
Available in AC and DC versions with 
outputs to 6VA AC or 4VA raw DC or 
3VA filtered. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Fixed regulated 13.8V DC supplies, 
variable 0651/ DC with current limiting. 
Battery Chargers up to 20A. 

Send for data sheets and rating selection guide. 

FERGUSON TRANSFORMERS PTY LTD 
331 High Street Chatswood 2067 Tel: (02) 407 0261 

AUTORANGING 
FOR $69.50! 

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦< 

KAISE 
professional 

quality multimeters 
at an affordable price! 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 

Available from: 
NSW Standard Components (02) 660 6066 
Radio Despatch Service (02) 211 0191 
Davred Wholesalers (02) 29 6601 
Emtronics (02) 211 0531 
D.G.E. Systems Newcastle (049) 69 1625 

Yes, the convenience and precision of an auto ranging digital 
multimeter is now within the reach of everyone. These four new 
meters cover virtually all general purpose needs, and offer precision 
measurement in a compact, rugged and highly usable package. 

To operate, all you do is select volts, ohms or milliamps. and 
connect the probes—the unit does the rest! 

Convenient audio continuity test & 
overload indication 
No more waiting for the display to settle when you’re 
checking continuity! When the probes are connected 
across less than 19 ohms in the ohms range, a tiny 
buzzer sounds to indicate continuity. 

Model SK-6100 $108.00 + tax 

Model SK-6200 
features: 
• 20 ranges 
• Auto ranging in 

all modes 
• Auto polarity 

indication 
• Single button 

zeroing 
Full 10 Amp AC/DC current ranges 
These two models are identical to the SK-6200 and 6100 
respectively, with the addition of 10A AC and DC current 
ranges. 

Model SK-6220 $79.50 + tax 
Model SK-6110 $118.00 + tax 

Overrange 
indication 

$69.50 
+ tax it applicable 

Queensland Audiotronics (07) 44 7566 
E.C.Q. Electronics (07) 376 5677 
St Lucia Electronics (07) 52 3547 
South Australia Bee Jay Electronics (08) 352 5959 
Victoria Radio Parts Group (03) 329 7888 & 211 8122 
G.B. Telespares (03) 328 4301 
Ellistronics (03) 602 3282 

David Reid Electronics (03) 602 4673 
Teleparts Geelong (052) 21 7085 
Ballarat Electronic Supplies (053) 31 1947 
Tasmania George Harvey Electric Hobart (002) 34 2233 
George Harvey Electric Launceston (003) 31 6533 
W Australia Reserve Electronics (09) 275 2377 
Atkins Carlyle (09) 321 0101 
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• Kyoto Ceramic is the largest maker of 
ceramic packages for ICs and LSIs, ac¬ 
counting for 70-80% of the world market. 
• Dai Nippon Printing, Toppan Printing, 
Sumitomo Metal Mining, Sumitomo 
Special Metals, Tamagawa Metal & 
Machinery, and Mitsui Manufacturing 
have developed technological strength 
in the production of 1C lead frames of 
highly efficient conductors such as ferro- 
nickel, cobalt alloy, and silver-stripped 
phosphor bronze. 
• Dai Nippon and Toppan are also 
leaders in the production of photo 
masks - glass plates used to print circuit 
designs on silicon wafers. 

Multi-chip carriers increase LSI packing 
density. Each disk on the carrier is an LSI 
(Large Scale Integration) chip. 

• Shin-Etsu Semiconductor has grown 
to become one of the world s largest 
single-crystal silicon makers, with pro¬ 
duction facilities in Singapore and the 
US. 
• Kokusai Electric is a leading manufac¬ 
turer of single-crystal silicon production 
apparatus, diffusion furnaces, ion implan¬ 
tation apparatus and other equipment 
used in 1C production. 

In addition the government-sponsored 
VLSI Technology Development Union 
has already applied for over 1000 
patents, and has developed revolu¬ 
tionary electron beam exposure equip¬ 
ment and high-speed electron beam 
drawing equipment. The latter will 
enable the Japanese semiconductor in¬ 
dustry to produce VLSIs quickly and 
efficiently. 

As demand for ICs is expected to in¬ 
crease at approximately 22% annually 
through 1985, the outlook for produc¬ 
tion materials and apparatus is as bright 
if not brighter than the semiconductor in¬ 
dustry as a whole. Demand for produc¬ 
tion apparatus will be supported not on¬ 
ly by growth of the industry as a whole, 
but also in large part by an unusually fast 
replacement cycle which is accelerated 
by ever more frequent innovations. 

At the same time, internationalisation 
of production, as the industry establishes 
plants in major markets of North 
America and Europe in response to pro¬ 
tectionist pressures, will increase the de¬ 
mand for equipment and materials. 
Although this demand will be met in 
many instances by foreign suppliers, 
Japanese equipment and materials 
manufacturers will undoubtedly be im¬ 
portant beneficiaries of the move to pro¬ 
duction outside Japan. ® 

“HOW TO TURN ELECTRONIC 
THEORY INTO PRACTICE 

AND MAKE IT PAY:’.. 
“If you understand and enjoy radio and electronics and 

want to extend your knowledge and experience, then we at 
Stott's can help you. 

Stott's have home-study courses for complete beginners 
in Radio theory and basic Electronics through to the standards 
needed to maintain and service Colour Television. 

Anyone who has these skills at their fingertips can make it 
pay by turning a fascinating hobby into a lucrative part or full 
time profession.” 

Athol H. Kelly B Com .Hons I A A s A F C I s 
Principal Stott s Technical Correspondence College 

Stotts w The name to trust in 

correspondence education 

TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE 

Melbourne. 159 Flinders Lane 3000 Tel 636212 

Sydney. 383 George Street 2000 Tel 292445 

Brisbane. 290 Adelaide Street 4000 Tel 31 1627 

Adelaide. 85 Pine Street 5000 Tel 2233700 

W Perth. 25 Richardson Street 6005 Tel 322 5481 

Hobart 1st Fl 29 Argyle Street 7000 Tel 34 2399 

Singapore. P 0 Box 3396 Singapore 1 

Please send me tree and without obligation, 
full details of the following courses 

. (PLEASE PRINT) 

MR MRS MISS _ 

ADDRESS _ 

. POSTCODE . 

Stott s undertake that no sales counsellor will visit you 

The Stott's range of courses in 
Electronics is 

Intro to Electronics 
Digital Electronics for 

Technicians/Servicemen 
Microprocessors 
AM Radio Receivers 
Radio/TV Servicing 
Colour Television 
Radio for Amateurs 
Amateur and Novice 

Radio Operators Certs 
Electrical Mechanics 

A full range of Hobby and 
Business courses also available 

ALA/ST 1929/E A/7 81 
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YOUR NEAREST 

iintzlaii- 

DEALER IS 
WA 
Micro-Base, 
127 Fitzgerald Street, 
PERTH, WA 6005 
Ph: 328 9308. 

ACT 
Computer World, 
Shop G71, 
Gallery Level, 
WODEN PLAZA, ACT 2606 
Ph: 81 1368 

SA 
Acuis Trading, 
185 Pirie Street, 
ADELAIDE, SA 5000 
Ph: 223 1900 

NSW 
City Personal Computer, 
75 Castlereagh Street, 
SYDNEY, NSW 2000 
Ph: 233 8992 
Emona Enterprises Pty Ltd, 
Suite 206/611 George Street, 
SYDNEY, NSW 2000 
Ph: 212 4815 

ALBURY 
Minit Computer Service, 
530 Kiewa Street, 
ALBURY, NSW 2640 
Ph: 21 5933 

Electron 2000, 
181 Wharf Rd, 
NEWCASTLE, NSW 2300 
Ph:(049) 26 2918 

David Reid Electronics Pty Ltd, 
127 York Street, 
SYDNEY 2000 
Ph: (02) 29 6601 

VIC 
Minit Computer Service, 
119 McCrae Street, 
BENDIGO, VIC 3550 
Ph: 43 2589 
Radio Parts Group, 
562 Spencer Street, 
WEST MELBOURNE, VIC 3003 
Ph: 329 7888 
Rod Irving Electronics, 
425 High Street, 
NORTHCOTE, VIC 3070 
Ph: (03) 489 8131 

David Reid Electronics Pty Ltd, 
356 Lonsdale Street, 
MELBOURNE 3000 
Ph: (03) 602 4673 

QLD 
Datacom, 
101 F. E. Walker Street, 
BUNDABERG, QLD 4670 
Ph: (071) 71 4740 
Software 80, 
200 Moggill Road, 
TARINGA 4068 
Ph: (07) 371 6996 

expand your 

iriEzl 

CASSETTES, BOOKS... and FLICKER FREE, 
REAL TIME MOVING GRAPHICS 
•BREAKOUT • LUNA LANDER • SPACE BATTLE • PING PONG • 
• GRAPHICS • MUSIC • HEXADECIMAL • ACTIVE DISPLAY • MOVIES • 
No modifications to hardware whatsoever. All software is thoroughly tested and claimed to be 

the most advanced developed so-far. Games are written in machine code to make maximum use 

of memory and provide continuous live action without loss of TV synchronisation. All programs 
run in IK memory unless otherwise stated. 

ORDER FORM: SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT (AUSTRALASIA) PTY. LTD. 
86-88 Nicholson Street, Abbottsford, Victoria, 3067. Telephone 419 3033. 

Quantity Item Item Price 

Ready-assembled Sinclair ZXK0 Personal Computer(s) $199.(X) 
Price incl. ZXX0 BASIC manual, excl. mains adaptor 

Mains Adaptor(s) (MX) Ma at 9V DC' Nominal unregulated). $ 16.(X) 

8K ROM $ 75.(X) 

I6K RAM $150.(X) 

Total 

I enclose chequc/Bankcard/Diners Club/Amex 

Name 

Address 

LLl I ITTTT I"' ['! T~H 

Postcode 
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Remember 
— all prices shown include 
sales tax, postage and packing 
N.B. Your Sinclair ZX80 may 
qualify as a business expense. 

iinrf 

down to amazing 
new low price 

was A 
*295 

NOW 
Until now, building your own computer could 

cost you around $600 — and still leave you with 
only a bare board for your trouble. The Sinclair 
ZX80 changes all that. I or just SI99 you get 
everything you need including leads for direct 
connection to your own cassette recorder and 
television. The ZXXO really is a complete, 
powerful lull-facility computer matching or sur¬ 
passing other personal computers costing much 
more. The ZXXO is programmed in BASIC and 
you could use it for anything from chess to run¬ 
ning a power station. 

Two unique and valuable components of the 
Sinclair ZXXO: the Sinclair BASIC interpreter 
and the Sinclair teach-yourself BASIC manual. 
The unique Sinclair BASK interpreter: offers 
remarkable programming advantages — unique 
‘one touch* key word entry. The ZXXO 
eliminates a great deal of tiresome typing. Key 
words (RUN. PRINT . LIST etc) have their own 

single key entry. Unique syntax check. Only 
lines with correct syntax are accepted into 
programs. A cursor identifies errors immediate¬ 
ly. preventing entry of long and complicated 
programs with faults only to discover them when 
you run. 

Excellent siring handling capability — takes, 
up to 26 string variables of any length. All 
strings can undergo all rational tests (e.g. com¬ 
parison). The ZXXO also has string input to re¬ 
quest a line of text: strings do not need to be 
dimensioned. Up to 26 single dimension arrays. 
lOR/NLXT loops nested up to 26. Variable 
names of any length. BASIC language also 
handles full Boolean arithmatic, conditional ex¬ 
pressions. etc. 

exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows 
modification of existing program lines. Ran¬ 
domise function, useful for games and secret 
codes. Timer under program control. PLLK and 

PORT enable entry of machine code instruc¬ 
tions. USR causes jump to a user's machine 
language sub-routine. High resolution graphics 
with 22 standard graphic symbols. The Sinclair 
teach-vourself-BASIC manual 96 page book free 
with every kit. 

Fewer chips, compact design, volume produc¬ 
tion means MORE POWER FOR YOUR 
DOLLAR! The ZXXO owes its low price to its 
remarkable design: the whole system is packed 
onto fewer, newer more powerful and advanced 
LSI chips. A single SUPER ROM, for instance, 
contains the BASIC interpreter, the character 
set. operating system and monitor. And the 
ZXXO's IK byte RAM is roughly equivalent to 
4K bytes in a conventional computer because the 
ZXXO's brilliant design packs the RAM so much 
more tightly. (Key words occupy just a single 
byte). You can add to the memory via the expan¬ 
sion port, giving a maximum potential of I6K. 

IZX80 
■M 

THE CHIP 

A drop-in replacement for 
the existing 4K BASIC ROM, 

comes with a new keyboard 

template and a supplementary 

operating manual. 

Designed for high-level, full 
facility computing. 

Available NOW from: 
SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT (AUSTRALASIA) PTY. LTD., 86 Nicholson St., Abbottsford, Vic., 3067. Tel. 419 3033. 
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Bar code readers 
have many uses 
Bar code readers are taking over in supermarkets, but the 
technology involved has many other uses. Information printed in the 
form of wide and narrow bars and read by an optical scanner can be 
used anywhere a label or a written list is used. 

If you have walked down a super¬ 
market aisle recently, you will have seen 
many products marked with a panel of 
narrow and wide bars. This is the most 
common form of bar coded information 
and is used to uniquely identify a 
product. 

Because the code can be read by an 
optical transducer known as a wand or 
scanner and the data processed by a 
computer, it is possible to control inven¬ 
tory and speed up the check out pro¬ 
cedure with an accuracy much greater 
than a manual system. 

A typical system in a supermarket 
would have a hand-held wand or laser 
scanner built into each check-out and 
counter. As each product passes the 
cashier, the code is scanned and the pro¬ 
duct number is decoded. A computer 
look-up table has all products listed with 
their stock level, re-order cost point and 

selling prices, supplier and any other in¬ 
formation needed by the store. 

At the cashier station, the computer 
displays the product identification and 
selling price and would add the price to 
the printed total. The store's stock 
records for that item are reduced by one 
so that an up-to-the-second inventory 
report is always available. 

The code used on retail articles is 
known as APN, which stands for 
Australian Product Number. The country 
code, 93 Australia, is allocated by inter¬ 
national agreement while the manufac¬ 
turer's code is allocated by the 
Australian Product Number Association. 
Each manufacturer then allocates a 
number to each individual product made 
and these three numbers combine to 
form the APN Symbol. 

Many other codes are in use. A simple 
bar code uses a narrow bar to represent 

a "0" with a wide bar representing a "1". 
In fact, most codes are based on this sim¬ 
ple system with additional steps to im¬ 
prove the density of the code and to 
provide some form of self-checking. For 
instance, wide and narrow bars may be 
separated by wide and narrow spaces, 
giving four levels of data in the code. 

More complex codes use a discrete 
number of bar/space transitions and a set 
ratio of wide and narrow bars for each 
character. This allows the decoder to 
identify each character in a block. A 
special start and stop character and pari¬ 
ty check is also available to improve the 
confidence level of the entire system. 

The code is read by illuminating the 
bars and spaces and measuring the 
reflected light as the wand or scanner 
passes across the code. As the narrow 
bars and spaces can be less than 0.2mm 
wide, a high resolution optical system is 
called for. A laser can provide a very 
small spot of light rapidly moving along a 
slot, allowing the code to be simply 
moved across the slot to be scanned. 

Hand-held wands are relatively inex¬ 
pensive and generally include a light 
source such as an LED with a 
photodetector to pick up the reflected 
light. Various means are used to achieve 
the small spot size needed, including a 
fibre optic light pipe, acting as a lens, or 
a bifurcated lens to project the light from 
a LED on to the code and to project the 
reflected light on to a photodiode. 

From the wand or scanner a series 
pulse train is produced with bars being 
one state and spaces being the other 
state. The width of the pulses is deter¬ 
mined by the width of the bars and 
spaces. However, the speed of scanning 
also affects the pulse width. 

Because the pulse width may vary 
across a complete block of code, 
decoding is generally done character by 
character. Even with hand scanning, the 
wand velocity is relatively constant over 
a single character. The decoder 
measures the duration of each state to 
determine "0"s and "1"s with data 
sometimes being included in both bar 
and space durations. The data is held in a 
buffer store after decoding and can be 
transferred to a computer through a 
standard communications interface. 

Despite variations in printing (where a 
heavy supply of ink tends to widen bars 
and reduce spaces), variations in scan 
velocity of a hand-held wand and the 
wide variations in reflectivity of the 
background medium, bar codes offer an 



Movement of sensitive documents and files can be monitored by bar code readers. 

excellent medium for accurate and fast 
data entry. 

One measure of a data entry system is 
the "first read" rate - simply the frequen¬ 
cy that code is read correctly on the first 
try. Bar code systems regularly achieve 
99% accuracy as the code is highly 
redundant; ie there are literally hundreds 
of paths across a code block that will 
give a valid read. 

Of much greater importance, however, 
is the frequency of making an error and 
decoding the wrong character. Here, the 
substitution error rate in a bar code 
system is regularly better than one error 
in 10 million characters. Even this can be 
improved by including check digits and 
parity checking in the code. 

Bar codes and bar code readers have 
many applications outside the super¬ 
market. One of the earliest uses was to 
speed the check out of books at libraries. 
A bar code reader attached to a com¬ 
puter can instantly scan and record the 
book's title and catalogue number, and 
the borrower's number taken from a bar 
coded library card. 

Large offices with thousands of files to 
keep track of can also use the bar code 
principle. Each file would carry a unique 
bar coded number, and any transaction 
involving the file could be recorded by 
simply passing a scanning wand over the 
code. A central computer could use this 
information to determine where any file 
was at any time and what procedure was 
being carried out on it. 

The tracking of products through a 
manufacturing process can also be made 
more effective by using a bar coded pro¬ 
duct identification system. In fact an 
Australian manufacturer, Nortronic In¬ 
struments, produces a range of bar code 
readers specially designed for this 
application. 

The readers, designed and manufac¬ 
tured in Australia, are known as the 
Databar series. Single and multiple work 
station models are available, and all of 
the readers have the same standard data 

output for connection to a host 
computer. 

A typical application would be tracking 
the progress of manufactured products 
through the assembly process. Each pro¬ 
duct would be accompanied by a job 
card printed with the model number, 
serial number and works order number 
in both human readable form and bar 
code symbols. Each process requiring 
recording, such as an inspection or quali¬ 
ty test, would also be bar coded on the 
job card. 

As the product moves through the 
assembly process, and each listed pro¬ 
cedure is completed, the operator scans 
the relevant code with a hand-held 
wand. Identification of each work station 

is automatic, so the host computer is 
able to record what is happening to each 
product at each location and the time 
the procedure was carried out. An entire 
manufacturing operation can be super¬ 
vised in this way. 

Bar codes represent an excellent exam¬ 
ple of opto-electronic technology. Ap¬ 
plications have been found in 
laboratories, production control, 
libraries and supermarkets, and its cer¬ 
tainly a subject we will be hearing more 
about. 

Further information on the Databar 
Series of bar code products can be ob¬ 
tained from Nortronic Instruments, GPO 
Box 995, Sydney, 2001, Phone: (02) 
290 2844. £ 

SOLAR CEILING FAN 
Now A Proven Practical Way To Cut Those High-Cost Cooling and Heating Bills 
Heat stratification exists, in varying degrees, in all structures. It results from warm air rising upward and being trapped at the 
ceiling. 
THE SOLAR CEILING FAN, by its slow steady circulation of air, re-circulates the stratified air into the living area in the summer 
before it gets too hot, and in the winter while its warm. This develops a more uniform temperature throughout the living area 
WITHOUT THE USE OF EXPENSIVE POWER. IT COSTS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO RUN. WHEN THE SUN STRIKES THE 
SOLAR PANEL, THE FAN STARTS MOVING AIR. WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN, THE FAN AUTOMATICALLY SHUTS OFF. 

FASTEN TO CEILING WITH REGULAR BUTTERFLY 
FASTENERS OR MAY BE SCREWED TO WOOD OR 
BEAMS 

AfflTTEK 
ELECTRONICS 

Suite 104, 11 Spring St, 
Chatswood 2067 Australia 
Telephone: (02) 411 1323 

MAHOGANY FINISHED WOOD 
BLADES ARE 38 INCHES 

FROM TIP-TO-TIP 
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Conducted by Neville Williams 

HIFI DYNAMIC RANGE — 
Sacred cow, or is it a bull? 

It is commonly assumed that, for a devotee of hifi sound, happiness 
is a recording which preserves the full dynamic range of an especial¬ 
ly dynamic performance. In fact, such a recording might prove more 
of an embarrassment than a delight in a home situation. 

Let's begin with a word picture of some 
memorable orchestral concert — an ap¬ 
propriate conductor and orchestra, an 
appropriate work, an appropriate venue, 
an appropriate audience. The lights have 
dimmed, applause has faded into an ex¬ 
pectant hush, and the performance has 
begun. 

For much of the time, in what follows, 
the music proceeds at a median level, 
neither notably loud or notably soft; but 
there are moments of high drama, in the 
musical sense: the lonely sound of a 
single instrument, muted chords on the 
piano, the tiny tinkling of a-distant cym¬ 
bal. The audience strains to hear, for the 
most part expecting those exact phrases. 
For some in the auditorium, the expecta¬ 
tion may well have more substance than 
the actual notes! 

MAGIC MOMENTS 
But there are other times when the or¬ 

chestra unleashes a veritable fury of 
sound. The conductor demands and the 
players give, with all the intensity of 
which they are capable. The adrenalin 
races and the entire audience shares in 
those magic moments of sonic — and 
visual - exhilaration. 

There is no concern about how loud 
the sound may be - or how muted at 
other times. Outside, there are cars and 
trains; people going about their own af¬ 
fairs. That's another world. 

Here in the auditorium, music is the on¬ 
ly thing that matters. 

Then, it's all over. The audience shuf¬ 
fles through the exits, exchanging 
remarks and pleasantries, still in the 
after-glow of an experience which they 
have just shared. If only that experience 
could be translated into the domestic liv¬ 
ing room per medium of a recording and 

a hifi system . . . 
But, somehow, it can't be! 
This is where the hifi technocrats and 

techno-salesmen are likely to buy into 
the situation, with a masterpiece of over¬ 
simplification. 

It's basically a matter of dynamic range, 
they say. Once that limitation has been 
corrected with the aid of Dolby, dbx, 
digital or ditto, rapturous radiant recitals 
will be recreated in routine rectangular 
rooms! 

Then follows certain conventional 
wisdom: 
• In an orchestral performance, the 
ratio between the loudest sound and the 
most subdued sound, expressed in 
decibels, is about 100. (A suspiciously 
'nice round figure".) 

• This is a much greater ratio than can 
be accommodated on recordings nor¬ 
mally accessable to the public. Peak 
level signals may saturate the master 
tape, or overmodulate the record 
groove, or both. Low level signals may 
disappear into the background noise of 
the overall system: tape, disc and 
amplifier. 

• The dynamic range for ordinary com¬ 
mercial discs and cassette recordings is 
about 60dB. Poorer quality recordings 
may be nearer SOdB, while notably good 
recordings may achieve 65 or even 
70dB. But any of these figures are short 
of the requisite lOOdB, imposing on the 
musicians or the recording engineers the 
obligation to boost the softer passages 
or limit the louder passages to fit the 
constraints of the system. 

• These constraints rob recorded music 
of much of its drama and spontaneity. 
When we can get from tape and disc 
what actually happens in a concert hall, 

music in the home will really come alive! 
I wonder? 
The first major flaw in this rather 

simplistic line of thinking is that original 
performances are themselves seldom 
above criticism in respect to dynamic 
range. Certain aspects of many perfor¬ 
mances may need correction, not 
preservation! 

EXPERT OPINION 
In saying this, I am supported by the ex¬ 

perience of our resident reviewer/critic, 
Julian Russell, who has attended more 
classical concerts, for more years, in 
more venues around the world than a 
whole lot of us put together. My 
question: 

"In concert performances, do conduc¬ 
tors and musicians always get things 
right in terms of dynamic range?" 

"Certainly not. Some of them play too 
loudly and make the work sound coarse 
and brash as a result. I was only talking 
about this recently, over dinner, 
with ..." (a conductor of international 
repute). 

"Do they ever play too softly?" 
"Again, yes. They can over-estimate 

the carrying power of softly played 
notes. For example, the celeste can be a 
problem instrument in some venues." 

"We are talking about errors of 
judgement?" 

"Yes!" 
"How would they come about?" 
"Well, conductors are involved with 

different works, different orchestras and 
different venues, with an enormous 
variation in building acoustics. All the 
time the conductor has to translate what 
he hears on the podium into what he 
thinks the audience will be hearing in 
various parts of the auditorium." 
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"I guess so." 
"And think of the conductor who 

spends part of his time with opera. The 
sound projection from an orchestra in a 
pit is quite different from one on an 
elevated stage." 

"It would have to be." 
"And there's another point: if a conduc¬ 

tor wants to listen to the sound from the 
auditorium, he can only do so during 
rehearsals, when the place is empty. He 
has to guess what it would be like with 
the seats occupied." 

What emerges from all this is the 
dubious wisdom of basing system re¬ 
quirements on the most wayout readings 
obtained or deduced from live or¬ 
chestral concerts. 

Let's at least make sure that the perfor¬ 
mances we are talking about - and seek¬ 
ing to preserve — are musically valid in 
the first place: not misjudged or vulgar in 
the fortissimo passages; not below 
audibility, at the other extreme, for a 
significant proportion of the audience. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 
A further point was referred to earlier: 

the significance, in a concert situation, of 
the environment and the visual contact 
between the performer(s) and the au¬ 
dience. The sound which is natural to 
that situation may not be optimum when 
the environment, the audience and the 
visual clues are stripped away - even 
allowing for the listener's imagination. 

Audio-only is a quite different stimulus, 
with different implications, and these 
may well include careful re-thinking of 
dynamic range. 

Particularly would this be the case 
when, as normal, recordings are played 
in a home situation. Listening rooms 
have an ambient noise level of between 
30dB SPL (very quiet) to 40dB or more 
SPL (typical). 

Let's say that, having acquired a 
fabulous new recording with a fully ex¬ 
ploited lOOdB of dynamic range, we 
preset the volume control of the 
amplifier so that the softest passage is 
barely audible. 

This done, we settle back, determined 
not to negate the eagerly awaited ex¬ 
perience by twiddling knobs. 

By definition, during the next 10 or 15 
minutes, the sound level in the room is 
going to hit 130 or more dB SPL, which is 
nudging the pain area. 

(I am assuming that the amplifier and 
loudspeakers are equal to the task - and 
that's quite an assumption in itself.) 

That kind of sound may be fine for her¬ 
mit members of the Dynamic Range In¬ 
tact Preservation Society (DRIPS). But 
most of us are ordinary citizens with or¬ 
dinary families and ordinary neighbours, 
who may not generate instant en¬ 
thusiasm for the full range of the "1812 
Overture" or the "Rite of Spring". These 
unfortunate, deprived folk may even get 
quite upset by anything more than about 
IIOdB SPL in our listening lair! 

To be practical, the most suitable 
recordings for home listening, even 
serious home listening, are those which 
are compatible with home listening con¬ 
ditions, irrespective of how they relate 
to concert situations, real or imagined. 

In fact, I can't escape the conviction 
that, in terms of dynamic range in 
domestic sound reproduction, the hifi in¬ 
dustry has already arrived. There may 
well be room for refinement and greater 
consistency but we are already experien¬ 
cing as much dynamic range as we 
would want to cope with. More will 
simply be an embarrassment, both 
sonically and electrically. 

Digital mastering can now cope with a 
dynamic range of 90dB as a matter of 
course. The normal procedure is to set 
up the microphones, adjust the levels 
during rehearsal and record the ultimate 
performance without touching the panel 
controls. This would suggest that the 
dynamic range of a fully rehearsed or¬ 
chestral performance is comfortably 
below 90dB, as distinct from that "nice 
round figure" (including errors of judg¬ 
ment) of lOOdB. 

I note also that the promoters of the 
dbx system of noise reduction quote a 
figure of 90dB. 

Pi 
OFF TAPE 
BUYERS 
Are you tired of paying too much 
for your cassettes and 
accessories? Your problems are 
over... for one dollar! 

You receive — 
• A Dindy Super C46 cassette The 

superior low noise tape with a 5 year 
guarantee that can save you up to 50% 
on comparable quality imported tapes. 

• A Dindy catalogue packed with savings 
on tapes and audio accessories 

• A special introductory offer too good to 
refuse 

■ To: DINDY SOUND WAREHOUSE 
15 BOUNDARY STREET (P.O. BOX 55) 
RUSHCUTTERS BAY 2011 
TEL: (02) 33 5293 

20,000 people have bought over 1 1,000,000 cassettes from us. They 
all can’t be wrong. $1 spent could 
save you hundreds. 
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FORUM - 
continued warning 

Travelling into the city may be a health 
hazard. Why not shop in Dandenong for all 

your electronic needs at 

295Thomas Street.Dandenong. 
Ph. 7912900 

OPENING SPECIAL 

Dick Smith, 

SYSTEM 80 COMPUTER 
Only $699. save over $50 

($ 10 Freight Charge for Interstate Orders) 

We also sell Bargain Priced 

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 
(from United Trade Sales) 

Regardless of how much you spend 
on your TV/FM receiver or Video 
Cassette, your equipment will only 
perform as well as the Antennae 
system will allow, a good installation 
will rectify these problems and let 
your equipment prove how good it 
can perform. 
We at ELECTROCRAFT are 
specialists with 30 years in the 
antennae business, if you have 
BUGS our staff have the cure. 
Free Advice given. 
We have the largest stocks of Anten- 
nea equipment in NSW. 
Phone or call, 438 4308 
or 438 3266 
68 Whiting St Artarmon. 2066. 
Hours 8am to 5pm Monday- 

ANTS & NOW COLOUR ANTS. WHY 
NOT YOU? 

ELECTROCRAFT 
Will put you in the 

picture. 

(Dont't be tempted to dismiss 
that 10dB as a quibble. Apart 
from anything else, it would 
diminish by a factor of 10 the 
demands made on the amplifier 
and loudspeakers.) 

What of the best analog discs? 
It is now commonly accepted 

that the top grade analog discs 
- digital mastering, half-speed 
cutting European press¬ 
ings, etc — are way ahead of that other 
' good round figure" of 60dB. One recent 
research program puts the figure at 
88dB, assuming full groove geometry 
and a high trackability cartridge, dbx pro¬ 
cessing of the disc could extend this 
even further. 

And, having reviewed many recent 
audiophile records I, for one, am 
prepared to cry: “enough, enough"! 

As it is, I have to silence the ticking of 
the antique clock on the mantelshelf, 
and avoid Thursday evenings, when late 
shoppers are on the move outside. I also 
have to avoid those other occasions 
when members of the family want to 
study or sleep or use the telephone. 

Either that, or I have to keep nudging 
the volume control thereby negating 
what the recording engineers have 
already achieved. 

THAT MAN AGAIN! 
Elsewhere in this issue, in the record 

review* columns, Julian Russell registers 
his reaction to a couple of recent CBS 
digital releases and the same message 
comes through. As a long-time concert- 
goer, he has no sympathy whatever with 
the cult talk about ever more dynamic 
range. Whatever is on the CBS discs is 
adequate, to say the least. More than 
that would be a positive liability, accor¬ 
ding to Julian. 

In saying all this, I am not criticising 
noise reduction or digital techniques or 
the PCM (pulse code modulated) video¬ 
style discs that are around the corner. If, 
by such methods, we can acquire the 
capacity to accommodate lOOdB or 
more of dynamic range, that is all to the 
good. 

It will give recording engineers the 
latitude they need to keep the music 
consistently above the noise floor of the 
system, and consistently below the 
overload level on transient peaks. NR 
systems and digital mastering have 
already made very useful contributions 
towards that objective. 

But the ability to eliminate noise and 
accommodate the sudden transient is a 

(From “About Your Hearing’’ — G. A. Briggs.) 

quite different thing from stretching the 
pianissimos and the fortissimos all the 
way from the inaudible to the 
unbearable! 

EFFECT OF AGE 
Let me add one more thought that is 

particularly relevant to those who have 
left youth behind. The following figures 
are taken from the book “About Your 
Hearing" (G. A. Briggs) and are based on 
a test of 326 males and 319 females from 
a rural area in Scotland, conducted by 
the British Medical Research Council. 

At the comparatively low frequency of 
250Hz, average hearing loss was shown 
to be 3dB at 40 years, 5dB at SO years, 
7.5dB at 60, and 10dB at 70. 

At 2kHz, the losses were respectively 
5, 7, 10 and ISdB. At 6kHz, the figures 
were -8, -14, -20 and -33dB. The 
response at 8kHz was, of course, further 
down again. It was pointed out that hear¬ 
ing loss would have been significantly 
greater among people who had been ex¬ 
posed to industrial noise or medical 
trauma. 

In terms of the musically significant 
threshold of hearing, this probably 
means that the average Australian adult 
has to think in terms of a loss of acuity 
ranging from about 5dB at age 40 to 7dB 
at 50, 10dB at 60 and 13dB at age 70. 

What this adds up to is a diminishing 
ability, with increasing age, to cope with 
wide dynamic range, particularly in the 
home. 

A younger person may set the 
minimum level at about 40dB SPL and, 
with a dynamic range of 80dB, end up 
with maximum SPL of 120dB. 

An older person may have to advance 
the volume control to gain an extra 5, 10 
or 15dB to hear the soft passages. That 
would push the loudest passages to 125, 
130 or 135dB SPL - probably sufficient 
to distress the listener, the family, the 
neighbours - and the amplifier! 

To expand a phrase used earlier: 
In respect to dynamic range, enough is 

enough, even for the young but especial¬ 
ly for the not-so-young! ® 
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For servicing and construct¬ 
ing electronics, when it comes 
to checking things out you need 
all the help you can get. LEADER 

have the top reputation for preci¬ 
sion and advanced, practical 
design. 

When it comes to test gear- 

when you want to get it right 
first time-and don’t want to pay 
a fortune-look to LEADER. At 
Vicom, naturally. 

Top value gear for your test bench 

Leader's Signal Generator- 
Range is 100 kHz to 

100 mHz in ifve stages. It’s 
the ideal RF signal generator 
for checking and aligning 
IF circuits and checking out 
tuners in AM, FM and TV 
receivers. 

LSG16 $153 

Leader's Audio Generator- 
Range: 20 Hz to 200 kHz. 

Ideal audio generator for all 
types of circuits-from the 
most simple to complex hi-fi 
amplifiers. Large scale dial 
and easy to use operating 
controls. 

LAG 26 $189 

Frequency Range: 
(A) 100 kHz-320 kHz: 
(B) 320 kHz-1100 kHz; 
(C) 1.0 mHz-3.3 mHz: 
(D) 3.2 mHz-11 mHz: 
(E) 10 mHz-35 mHz; 
(F) 30 mHz-100 mHz; 
Harmonics: 90 mHz- 
300 mHz Accuracy: ± 1.5% 
Output: 0.1 Vrms or higher 
to 100 mHz Modulation: 
Internal: 1 kHz. External: 
50 Hz to 20 kHz Size and 
Weight: 150(H) x 250(W) x 
130(D). 2.5 kg approx. 

Frequency Range: 20 Hz to 
200 kHz in 4 stages. Output: 
5 Vrms maximum. High, low 
and fine adjuster. Size and 
Weight: 150(H) x250(W)x 
130(D). 2.5 kg approx. 

Lightweight, has easy to 
grip high impact handle 
and arc-over protection. 
Indispensable if you're work¬ 
ing in TV servicing areas. 
Input impedance: 
20,000 ohms per volt Range: 
40.000 volts Accuracy: 
±3% full scale. Length & 
Weight: 385 mm. 300 g 
approx. 

Leader's High 
Voltage Probe 

Leader's Dip Meter- 

Vicom International Pty. Ltd 

LDM815 

Almost essential if you’re 
into Ham, CB or other com¬ 
munications operation. Deter¬ 
mines 1C network frequency 
resonance and can be used 
to adjust wave traps, find 
parasitic oscillations and 
align receivers. 
Frequency Range: 15 to 
250 mHz in 6 bands Power 
supply:9Vbattery Oscillator: 
Uses 1.15 mHz crustal. 
Semiconductor comple¬ 
ment: 2 transistors and 
1 diode. Size and Weight: 
175(H) x65(W)x 50(D). 
0.5 kg approx. 

68 Eastern Rd.. 
Sth. Melbourne. Vic. 3205 
Phone (03)6996700 

339 Pacific Highway. 
Crows Nest. NSW 2065 
Phone (02)4362766 
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VIDEO TAPE HEADS: Do they get dirty 
— and, if so, how do you clean them? 

If you’ve grown weary of arguing about such subjects as regulations, 
copyright, ion generators or dynamic range (elsewhere in this issue) 
a brand new topic is now available — that to do with the cleaning of 
heads in home video recorders. Depending on who you talk to, 
commercial head cleaning gadgets range all the way from desirable 
to anathema! 

by NEVILLE WILLIAMS 

In audio recorders, as distinct from the 
video variety, regular cleaning of the 
heads has long been accepted as a 
necessary exercise, particularly if they 
are used with other than premium 
quality tapes. Gradual shedding of the 
coating — plus grime in some cases — 
can cause a build-up of "gunk" on or 
around the heads. This can prejudice 
intimate contact between the tape and 
the magnetic gap, reducing output, 
particularly at the highest frequencies. 

Manufacturers of audio decks are quick 
to warn against a heavy-handed 
approach but they accept the idea of 
consumers cleaning the heads, guides 
and rollers, provided they use an 
approved method and an approved 
cleaning fluid. 

In the case of audio cassette decks, 
special cleaning cassettes are also 
available which will do the job without 
the user having to get involved with the 
internal workings of the deck. Some such 
cleaners use a short length of gently 
abrasive tape; the Allsop unit, described 
last month, has a swabbing/polishing 
action. 

It is natural to assume that a parallel 
need will arise with the home video 
decks which are now flooding on to the 
market; that users will have to get 
involved in regular cleaning of the heads 
and tape path, if picture and sound 
quality is to be preserved. 

In fact, such an assumption is wide 
open to debate, as we found out when 
we began to ask questions within the 
industry. 

Behind this statement is the fact that a 
home video recorder is a vastly more 
complicated and critical unit than the 
average domestic audio tape deck, 
whether open reel or cassette. Ill- 
advised tampering can easily do more 
harm than good. 

32 

Importantly, the actual video heads - 
two in most decks, four in others, are 
attached to a drum spinning at 1500rpm 
in a PAL system deck. The pole tips, 
virtually flush with the surface of the 
drum, have to record and recover 
frequencies of the order of 3MHz - a 
requirement that makes heavy demands 
on their design, installation and long¬ 
term operating condition. 

In addition, there is a number of sta¬ 
tionary heads: full-width erase; audio 
track erase (in some decks); audio 
record/replay; control track 
record/replay. 

The rotating heads are the ones which 
deck manufacturers are most concerned 
about, in case they should be subjected 
to physical stress, or chipped, or 
scratched or exposed to unnatural 
abrasion. The tips are tiny by audio 
standards, capable of laying down and 

Removing the upper drum from the 
assembly pictured top-right shows the 
two heads, as above. The pole tips and 
windings are accommodated on the 
outermost 1mm and are barely visible. 
Most of what you see is provision for 
securing and connection. 

The video motor/drum/head unit from a 
modern National Panasonic VHS home 
video deck. The tip of one head is in¬ 
dicated by the arrow. 

reading magnetic tracks of hairline width 
- typically between 30 and 50 microns 
in PAL format decks. They are glass-hard 
in order to resist wear, but they are also 
glass-brittle! 

A typical instruction brochure, issued 
by one manufacturer for professional 
video maintenance mechanics, shows 
how to gain access to the mechanism 
and how to clean the various heads and 
surfaces with a chamois-or deerskin- 
tipped wand, moistened with freon or 
ethyl alcohol. A flow-chart indicates the 
"do's" and "don'ts". 

The brochure expressly warns against 
trying to clean the video heads while the 
drum is rotating. It also warns against 
touching the head tips or even the 
polished surface of the head drum with 
bare fingers - presumably to avoid 
contamination by body moisture or the 
greasy residue from a lunch-time 
sandwich! Silk gloves are advised. 

How far deck users can stray from this 
kind of advice has been experienced in 
Sydney by at least two distributors, who 
were called upon to service decks (one 
VHS, one Beta) which had been 
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"cleaned" with steel wool! 
In both cases, the heads had been 

fractured and the drums scored beyond 
redemption. 

In conversation with distributors of 
both classes of machine, it was apparent 
that they do not approve of customers 
poking around in the "works", even with 
gadgets and fluids that someone, 
somewhere has approved for the 
purpose. "Metho" and ordinary cotton 
tipped wands are especially taboo; 
metho because of its uncertain chemical 
history and cotton because fragments 
can lodge in head crevices and harbour 
foreign deposits. 

In fact, the distributors of video decks 
were virtually unanimous in claiming that 
the need for regular head cleaning is 
being over-emphasised in some 
quarters; that, for most home recordists, 
it is a non-problem. 

In Britain, for example, an official joint 
statement was issued recently by 
companies marketing VHS type decks — 
Akai, Ferguson, Hitachi, JVC, Panasonic 
and Sharp. They said that the use of head 
cleaning procedures in the home was 
unnecessary with any VHS machine, 
"since the composition and action of the 
tape itself cleans the heads during use". 

Further; "The video heads in VHS 
machines should be cleaned only by 
qualified service engineers, after they've 
established the need for this". 

The validity of this advice depends, of 
course, on the frequency with which the 
need for head cleaning is likely to be 
"established". Once a year might be 
reasonable; once a month would be 
intolerable! 

WHAT DISTRIBUTORS SAID 
With this in mind, we put the question 

to a number of home video distributors 
in Sydney and what follows is a precis of 
what, in some cases, turned out to be 
quite lengthy conversations: 

Distributor No. 1 (VHS): Strongly 
contested the need for, or use of, any 
head cleaning procedures in the home 
by non-qualified people. If head fouling 
does occur at short intervals, get the 
deck cleaned professionally - and then 
invest in some decent quality tape! 

Distributor No. 2 (VHS): A few selected 
users in educational institutions have 
been instructed in head cleaning 
procedures using a chamois-tipped 
wand and freon liquid. Some other 
machines are covered by routine 
maintenance contracts. But most 
customers operate decks for long 
periods without need for attention. 
Service specifically for dirty heads is very 
rare. 

Distributor No. 3 (VHS): Does i iol 
encourage the use of home head¬ 
cleaning gadgets. Not an urgent 
problem, anyway. 

Distributor No. 4 (Beta): Policy is to 

AGFA — 
a cassette 
tape for 
every 
purpose 

AGFA 
FERROCOLOR 

Agfa-Gevaert is making a determined effort to ensure that 
dedicated cassette users never have to move outside the Agfa 
product range, no matter what their needs, or what the nature of 
the deck they are using. Agfa’s efforts have been concentrated 
both on the products themselves and on product identification. 

Agfa are obviously fully aware of the confusion which can exist in the minds of 
consumers about brands, magnetic coatings, recording bias, compensation, 
claims about low noise and “dynamic” energy, and so on. All this, along with the 
mechanical details and playing times, adds up to potential bewilderment. 

Agfa-Gevaert major on the name AGFA, which they obviously want to 
associate with quality, but they exploit colour treatment and labelling to help 
position each tape in the product range. 

Built into the title is a Roman numbering system which indicates the nature of 
the coating: I for iron oxide tapes; II for chromium dioxide; III for normal iron oxide 
plus chromium dioxide; IV for pure metal. Additional information on the box con¬ 
firms the single or two-layer formulation, the optimum bias switch position and 
the appropriate compensation (70/120^s) if separately accessible. The range 
includes the following cassettes: 

AGFA FERROCOLOUR: Basic “high dynamic” iron-oxide cassette for use in 
decks providing normal “Fe” bias and ^20^xs compensation. Playing times 
available are 66, 96 and 1 20 minutes or. as branded. 60 + 6. 90 + 6 and 1 20. 

AGFA SUPERFERRO: Also an iron-oxide formulation requiring normal “Fe” bias 
and compensation but of premium quality with improved maximum output level. 
Playing times are again 66, 96 and 120 minutes. 

AGFA CARAT FeCr: A high quality two-layer iron-oxide and chromium-dioxide 
tape for decks with an “FeCr” switch position or capable of being set for “Fe” 
bias and “Cr” compensation. Playing times, 66 and 96 minutes. 

AGFA STEREOCHROM: A standard chromium-dioxide formulation, notable for 
its excellent high frequency response. Requires normal “Cr” bias and compen¬ 
sation (70/zs). Playing times 66, 96 and 120 minutes. 

AGFA SUPERCHROM: An unusual formulation which, despite the name, is ac¬ 
tually a two-layer tape. The main finely divided chromium-dioxide coating is 
underlaid with iron-oxide. Unlike the more usual FeCr cassettes, Superchrom re¬ 
quires normal “Cr” bias and compensation. Agfa claim that the performance is 
outstanding. Playing times are 66 and 96 minutes. 

AGFA 
SUPERCHROM 

§% 
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AUDIO-VIDEO ELECTRONICS - continued 

encourage customers to adhere to a 
preventative maintenance plan, as for 
the family car. Have the deck checked 
and cleaned professionally after each 
500 (approx) hours, with lubrication, 
tension adjustments, belts, etc, variously 
at 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 hours. That 
should ensure continuing peak 
performance. 

Distributor No. 5 (Beta): Supports the 
idea of preventative maintenance but 
owners can save money by dropping out 
the shorter-term clean and check calls, if 
no problem is evident. In any case, in a 
Beta machine, where the tape remains 

Right: The new 
Allsop cleaner 

cassette for Beta 
format video 
decks. Price 
complete is 

534.95, and 59.95 
for replacement 

cartridge and fluid. 
Details from 

Communications 
Power Inc (Aust) 
Pty Ltd, PO Box 

246, Double Bay, 
NSW 2028. Phone 

(02) 357 2022. 

Left: VHS and Beta 
cleaning cassettes 
from TDK (Aust) 
Pty Ltd, at 4 
Dowling St, 
Woolloomooloo, 
NSW 2011. Phone 
(02) 358 1877. 
Both are priced at 
$24.95. They must 
be used as per 
directions. 

around the drum, a fast-forward fast- 
reverse cycle with any good quality tape 
will polish the heads, anyway! 

In short, those Australian distributors 
we talked to supported their British 
counterparts, to the extent that they do 
not see head cleaning as an urgent 
every-week or every-month need, 
assuming normal domestic usage, 
normal care and the use of proven 
major-brand cassettes. 

THE REAL WORLD? 
That last qualification may be 

significant in what is, otherwise, a quite 
unreceptive environment in which to 
promote home video head cleaning 
equipment. Deliberately or unwittingly, 
people do sometimes use other than top 
quality tape, and that may produce 
special problems. 

This was emphasised by a warning in a 
recent issue of British "Television" 
magazine in regard to a "flood of cheap 
imports", triggered by an earlier shortage 
of normal quality name-branded video 
cassettes. The influx included not only 
obscure brands of "E" (European 
PAL/SECAM) tape but "T" (NTSC system) 
varieties, whicn are not optimum for 
European standards, anyway. 

The report said: "The tape can be 
abrasive and can shed oxide which 
causes clogging and damage to the 
heads." 

The extent of any such problem in 
Australia is not very clear, at present, but 
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observations have been passed about 
four potential trouble areas: 
• Obscure brand cassettes: They may 
be quite okay but, equally, they may be 
loaded with unsuitable or reject tape. 
The prospective purchaser has no way of 
knowing, short of actually trying them. 

• Well-known brand cassettes but 
offered at a low price through an 
unusual channel: They could be a 

This picture, by staff photographer Bob 
Donaldson, shows a video head 
magnified about 7.5 times. The pole tips 
and windings are at the extreme bottom 
of the picture and, in reality, measure 
about 3mm x 0.8mm. Note that one of 
the tiny pole tips - about the size of half 
a pin-head - has been broken off. 
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legitimate clearance but fake products 
are not uncommon on the Asian scene. 

• Pre-recorded cassette features from 
obscure sources, purchased or 
borrowed for the evening: Poor quality 
tape may have been used. 

• Cassettes of any description, but 
particularly the poorer ones, which have 
been exposed to excessive humidity 
and/or repeatedly "cooked" in locked 
cars: This may cause some breakdown of 
the coating, with resultant shedding. 

CLEANING METHODS? 
If one assumes that video deck users 

can encounter head fouling in certain 
circumstances, the question follows as to 
what options are available to deal with 
the problem in the home. 

One has already been mentioned — 
that of fast cycling Beta type decks, using 
a known good tape. According to a 
service executive in one major Beta 
distributor, it will quickly dislodge any 
slight built-up that may have occurred 
from previously playing a poor tape. 

With VHS machines, the option would 
only be available with those models 
which have a fast cueing mode, allowing 
the tape to be cycled at high speed 
through the tape path. (For normal fast- 
forward and rewind in a VHS machine, 
the tape is withdrawn back into the 
cassette.) 

A second option, also mentioned 
earlier, involves the use of a wand tipped 
with chamois or deerskin, and freon or 
ethyl alcohol liquid. This is the method 
most commonly used by qualified 
technicians but frowned upon by deck 
distributors, in respect to consumers. 
They simply do not want non-technical 
people poking around inside video 
decks except, in certain cases, after face- 
to-face instruction. 

That leaves cleaning devices which 
plug into the decks like ordinary video 
cassettes, performing their cleaning 
function while the deck operates in the 
"Play" mode. In the design of such head 
cleaning cassettes, there are two main 
approaches. 



What*s new 
in cassette decks 

at Sansui? 
For starters, you won't find any belts, cams or 

gears in the capstan drive system of the new 
D-550M cassette deck. They've all been eliminated 
in the name of speed precision and transport 
reliability. 

This simplified transport utilizes a newly-devel¬ 
oped direct-drive motor for capstan drive. A built-in 
FG (Frequency Generator) Servo system regulates 
it with unerring electronic accuracy while a com¬ 
pletely independent second motor drives the reels. 
It's no wonder the wow and flutter specification 
of the D-550M is one of the lowest in its price range 
-less than 0.035% (WRMS). 

Another new feature is the Dyna-Scrape Filter 
(pat. pend.) that reduces undesirable modulation 
noise caused by tape vibration at the heads. 

The three-head D-550M uses a combination 

Rec/Play head for no-compromise performance. 
Each head has its own amp (complete with a Dolby* 
noise reduction circuit) to enable you to monitor 
recordings as they are being made, Dolby-encoded 
if you wish. 

Sansui gives you other features, some new, some 
great: backlit light-touch, logic-controlled transport 
buttons, selectable automatic modes, bias fine 
adjustment and LED peak level meters with peak 
hold, much more. 

So whether you opt for the 3-head D-550M or the 
almost as capable 2-head D-350M, you're getting 
the newest and best in advanced Sansui tech¬ 
nology, convenience and sound quality. And that's 
what counts. 

(Black finished versions also available.) 
*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories. 

D-550M 

ScuisuJL 

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1 Izumi 2-chome, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168 Japan 
VANFI (AUST.) PTY. LTD. 297 City Road, South Melbourne, Victoria 3205, Australia Tel: 690-6200 

283 Alfred Street, North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060, Australia Tel: 929-0293 



AUDIO-VIDEO ELECTRONICS - continued 
Sensitized 

Copper Board 
Riston 3000 Coated 

(Fibreglass Base) 

Single Double 
36 x 24 $45.00 $57.00 
24 x 18 $22.00 $30.00 
18x12 $12.50 $16.00 
12x12 $ 8.00 $10.75 

OTHER SIZES ON APPLICATION 

Developer $4.25 litre 
Concentrate (1=4) $9.50 litre 

FULLY FORMULATED TO INDUSTRIAL 
SPECIFICATION 

Discounts: Quantity discounts available on 
orders over $100. 

Plain Copper Board 
(Fibreglass Base) 

36 x 24 $22.80 $27.00 
24 x 18 $11.70 $14.00 
18 x 12 $ 6.00 $ 7.20 
12 x 12 $ 4.25 $ 5.00 
12x6 $ 3.00 $ 3.60 
12x3 $ 2.00 $ 2.40 

Discounts: Quantity discounts available on 
orders over $100. 

All plus 15 % ST & Freight if applicable 

"The ar*F= 
Imagination Machine 

Colour Computer" 

Full business and games capability. 
Console Monitor Power Supply. 

$865 + ST if applicable. 

101 Burgundy St, 
Heidelberg 3084 
(03) 458 2976 
Telex AA 37678 
MELTON 
(03) 743 1011 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES 
• SPECIALIST SCHOOL SUPPLIERS 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 
Electronic equipment now plays an important role in 
almost every field of human endeavour. And every day. 
more and more electronic equipment is "going digital". 
Even professional engineers and technicians find it hard 
to keep pace. In order to understand new 
developments, you need a good grounding in basic 
digital concepts, and An Introduction to Digital Elec¬ 
tronics can give you that grounding. Tens of thousands 
of people — engineers, technicians, students and hob¬ 
byists — have used the first two editions of this book to 
find out what the digital revolution is all about. The 
fourth edition has been updated and expanded, to make 
it of even greater value. 

Available from "Electronics Australia". 57 Regent St. 
Sydney. PRICE $4.50, OR by mail order from "Elec¬ 
tronics Australia". PO Box 163, Beaconsfield. 2014 
PRICE $5.20. 

The first is typified by a unit which, we 
understand, was the result of 
collaboration between TDK and a 
number of Japanese video deck 
manufacturers. Applying the principle 
used in audio cleaner/cassettes, it 
contains a short length of carefully 
selected abrasive tape in a normal 
cassette — VHS or Beta, as the case may 
be. 

If there is evidence to suggest that the 
heads are fouled, the cleaner/cassette is 
inserted into the deck in the normal way, 
and the deck operated in the "Play" 
mode for about 30 seconds. Eject 
without rewinding, and use a known 
good recorded tape to see whether the 
picture and/or sound has improved. If 
not, try another 30-second cleaning 
cycle. 

The instructions warn against more 
than four 3-second cycles on any one 
occasion on the basis that, by then, all 
the heads should be clean and any 
remaining problem is from some other 
cause. 

Ironically, deck manufacturers now 
appear to have backed away from 
abrasive cleaner/cassettes, even those 
which may appear in their own 
catalogues. However TDK, a very 

experienced and reputable company, 
have stocks available in Australia of both 
VHS and Beta cleaner/cassettes. Both can 
be used for 200 30-second cleaning 
operations before their effectiveness is 
seriously compromised. 

TDK have curves which indicate that 
use of their cleaner should not 
significantly affect the life of the heads. It 
would appear, however, that objections 
to abrasive cleaners are based, not on 
normal use, but on the risks of their 
possible abuse. If, through negligence, or 
the continued use of poor tape, or 
simply excessive zeal, a video recordist 
subjects his deck to disproportionate 
abrasive "cleaning", head life may suffer. 

In short, if the heads in a video deck do 
need to be cleaned, there's little doubt 
that the TDK cassettes (or similar) will do 
the job, but don't overdo it! 

The alternative type of head cleaning 
cassette is as explained and illustrated 
last month. Produced by Allsop Inc, 
Washington, USA, it is also assembled in 
a normal VHS cassette but contains a 
length of chamois in place of the tape, 
and a couple of felt pads. In use, the 
chamois and felt pads are moistened 
with the freon/alcohol liquid provided, 
the cassette is inserted and the deck 

TEAC Soundscape ACE series 

As a departure from the now conventional rack presentation, TEAC have achieved a 
significant breakthrough in styling with their L-9S audio stands, as pictured, which can 
support both the components and the loudspeakers in a stylish fashion. The units are 
from the TEAC Soundscape ACE series, which offer options as follows: (from top) 
Turntable, the P-7 or P-9 direct-drive, fully automatic, the latter quartz locked; Tuner, 
T-9 digital synthesised AM/FM-stereo; Integrated amplifiers A-7 and A-9 delivering 
respectively 40+40W and 60+60W; Cassette deck V-9, metal compatible with uni¬ 
que colour-keyed level indicators; Loudspeakers S-7 and S-9, combining high perfor¬ 
mance, compactness and excellent sensitivity. For further details: TEAC Aust Pty Ltd, 
115 Whiteman St, South Melbourne, Vic 3205. Phone (03) 699 6000. 
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switched to "Play" mode. 
The deck will operate for only about 

five seconds before it switches off 
automatically. In that time, however, the 
pads will clean the capstan and pinch 
roller and the chamois will be drawn into 
the mechanism so that the spinning 
video drum will run against it. 

Allsop have objected vigorously to 
their cleaner/cassettes being lumped in 
with those containing an abrasive tape. 
Allsop say that, in using chamois and 
freon, they are merely automating the 
procedure used by video technicians. 
The chamois strip is not abrasive and, in 
any case, the automatic shut-off ensures 
that the cleaning procedure cannot be 
unwittingly prolonged. It can only be 
deliberately repeated. 

In recent months, Allsop has 
concentrated on building up evidence, 
based on both experience and research, 
to establish that their cleaner/cassette 
does not cause any detectable wear in 
video heads. Evidence to this effect is 
mounting - which is not surprising, 
considering the nature of the unit. Nor 
can there be any objection to the 
cleaning fluid which they provide. 

What does come through is that the 
cleaning effect may be limited to 
accessable deposits on the surface of 
the head cyclinder, as distinct from any 
cavities around the head. Cleaning 
action on the various stationary heads 
will also be very limited. 

Allsop do not contest this but say that 
their cleaner/cassette is not intended as a 
substitute for periodic cleaning and 
service in an approved workshop. What 
they simply say is that, by removing 
deposits, if and when they occur, the 
Allsop cleaner/cassette will ensure more 
consistent results and help space out 
formal technical service - this without 
danger to the mechanism. 

That seems to make sense — provided 
there are no other problems. 

Which brings us to the final point: 
When we went to press with the June 
issue, Allsop only had cleaner/cassettes 
available only for VHS format decks. 
Those for the Beta format were still 
somewhere back in the pipeline, 
delayed, we understand, by the need to 
reconcile tantalising differences in detail 
between different makes and models of 
Beta deck. 

That has now been sorted out and Beta 
format cleaner/cassettes are now 
available in Australia at a recommended 
retail price of $34.95, with replacement 
cartridges for $9.95 — the same as for the 
VHS units. 

In Brief ... 
PC STEREO PTY LTD, who distribute the 
Telarc label records in Australia, are 
delighted to announce that Telarc's 
Producer, Robert Woods, has won the 
Grammy Award in the USA, as the Best 
Classical Record Producer. The 6-record 
group which carried the day were the 
Telarc releases as follows: 10045, Boito, 

High performance AM, FM tuners 

Shown above is the Audiosound T 752 FM-stereo tuner. Designed and manufactured 
in Australia, the T 752 features a tuning lock muting system which is claimed to be 
even more precise than the quartz lock system. Specially designed filters prevent the 
19kHz and 38kHz subcarrier energy from penetrating the audio system. Price for the 
T 752 is $460. 

The Audiosound T751 AM/FM-stereo tuner offers FM facilities and lock tuning similar 
to the T 752. However, the AM section provides for a low noise antenna system, nar¬ 
row band and wideband reception to 10kHz and a simulated stereo audio signal. 
Price is $594. Further information is available from Audiosound Electronic Services, 
748 Pitt Rd. North Curl Cur/, NSW 2099. Phone (02) 938 2068. 

Verdi, reviewed in Electronics Australia 
Jan '81; 10046, Chausson, EA Nov '80; 
10047, Tchaikovsky, EA May '80; 10048, 
Bizet, EA Oct '80; 10050, Arnaud-Vaughn 
Williams-Grainger, EA Apr '81; 10051, 
Saint Saens, EA Dec '80. PC Stereo are at 
PO Box 272, Mt Gravatt, Qld 4122. 
Phone (07) 343 1612. 

JAMIESON ROWE, former Editor of 
"Electronics Australia", had the 
opportunity, while in the USA recently, 
to browse through a Macy's store and a 
Sears store. It gave him the opportunity 
to have a good look at a Philips/MCA 
LaserDisk record on a Pioneer brand 
player at $799. He also spent time 
watching an RCA (capacitive) disc on an 
RCA player at $499. Viewed critically, 
the picture from the laser system looked 
a little better but, in fact, both were quite 
impressive. In both cases, the discs were 
of full feature movies retailing at about 
$20. 
DIGITAL MASTERING for normal analog 
discs has certainly come a long way 
from the era, a couple of years back, 
when it was largely exclusive to a few of 
the smaller companies involved in the 

production of audiophile discs. Evidence 
of this is in the May '81 issue of the time- 
honoured British "Gramophone" 
magazine. The Orchestral section of 
Classical Record Reviews covers 24 
releases; half of them are from digital 
master tapes. 

OPTICAL VIDEO DISC production will be 
enormously boosted by a new plant 
which is being commissioned in Japan by 
a consortium involving Pioneer 
Electronics and Universal Pioneer, the 
latter identified with "DiscoVision" and 
jointly owned by Pioneer, IBM and MCA. 
Pressing capacity of the new plant will be 
5,000,000 discs per year, aimed at the 
Japanese, American and other system- 
compatible markets. 

MR ACOUSTICS of Annerley, Qld, advise 
that they have taken over the product 
lines and associated warranties formerly 
handled by Depro Industries of North 
Sydney. The products include Audio Pro 
equipment, Opus 3-records, Proprius 
records, and the very popular Fresh Aire 
records. Postal address for MR Acoustics 
is PO Box 165 Annerley, Qld 4103. Their 
phone number is (07) 48 7598. 
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HIFI REVIEW 

Nakamichi “Computing Cassette Deck” 
Second only to the 10OOZXL in the extensive range of Nakamichi 
cassette tape recorders, the new 700ZXL should really be con¬ 
sidered as an addition to the line. Whilst it carries the same designa¬ 
tion (700) as a previous model, the ZXL is effectively a completely 
new unit, having very little in common with its predecessor, apart 
from its at-a-glance appearance and approximate physical 
dimensions. 

First impressions are of great size and 
bulk. The 700ZXL measures 500mm 
wide x 262mm high with a depth of 
250mm, and a mass of 14kg. It certainly 
does not belong to the personal por¬ 
table class! On closer inspection it is seen 
to have an impeccable finish and offers a 
variety of features probably only exceed¬ 
ed by its illustrious brother, the 1000ZXL. 

Probably the most interesting — and 
useful - feature is the one which 
automatically optimises the record chan¬ 
nel characteristics to a particular 
cassette. Nakamichi call this automatic 
calibration facility ABLE (for azimuth, 
bias, level and equalisation). On com¬ 
mand, ABLE starts tape motion, aligns 
record head azimuth, sets bias, adjusts 
(recording) level and equalisation; after 
which it winds back to the start - ready 
to commence recording. And all this in 
less than 15 seconds! 

The other major innovation is a "ran¬ 
dom access music memory" (called 
RAMM) which works with subsonic code 
signals to provide fully automatic pro¬ 
gramming. It encodes information (onto 
the tape) detailing the sequential track 
number, selected record equalisation 
characteristic and chosen noise reduc¬ 
tion system — if any — used during the 
process of recording. 

Prior to replaying an encoded cassette 
the user may select the sequence in 
which he desires the tracks to be played 
and, on command, the 700ZXL will im¬ 
plement this sequence, as well as selec¬ 
ting the appropriate complementary 
replay equalisation characteristic and 
noise reduction system. 

Removal of the top cover reveals that 
the interior space is well utilised; there 
being some 10 major circuit cards, 
together with an additional 10 (or more) 
minor cards. Layout, wiring and con¬ 
struction are excellent. 

As can be seen from the photo, the 
front panel is relatively uncluttered, hav¬ 
ing the usual tape motion controls — soft 

pushbuttons actuating logic circuitry — 
together with the RAMM and Tape 
Memory pushbutton banks, tape 
counter reset, line input level controls 
and A-B Monitor ("Tape"/ "Source") selec¬ 
tor. However, another dozen less-used 
controls are located behind a spring- 
loaded cover plate situated on the right 
hand side of the front panel. 

These controls provide for three 
microphone inputs, 400Hz test tone, 
subsonic and MPX filters, selection of 
tape type, record/replay equalisation, 
noise reduction, line output level, 
counter memory selector and capstan 
motor speed. At the top of the front 
panel is a matt black strip, approx 30mm 

high, which serves to display the status 
and dynamic functions of the machine. 

Using red LED-type readouts, we find at 
the left end of the strip information re 
bias, level and equalisation for the Auto 
Cal functions, thence tape type in¬ 
dicator, followed by equalisation and 
noise reduction. A thin illuminated area 
(beneath the above displays) shows 
RAMM together with digits 1 to 15 in¬ 
clusive. At the centre of the strip is a 
large four-digit seven-segment tape 
counter, whilst the right hand side is 
occupied by twin bar-graph level 
displays. 

These bar-graphs are easily the largest 
we have encountered, being some 
180mm in length and each containing 30 
separate 4mm segments. They are scal¬ 
ed from -40 to + 10dB, covering a range 
of 50dB. As all segments are red in col¬ 
our, a recordist has to closely watch the 
position of the illuminated segments. 
However, in common with many other 
bar-graph displays, those on the 700ZXL 
incorporate a "peak-hold" function 
which holds the last highest reading for 
approx five seconds. 

In respect to accuracy, the bar-graphs 
on the 700ZXL exhibited somewhat 
peculiar characteristics in that they had 
errors of less than IdB at levels of -10dB 
and below, yet stretched the top end of 
the range, with errors of 2dB and more 
in this critical area. The best that can be 
said about this characteristic is that, in 
this region, the indicated level was 
greater than that recorded on the tape. 

The rear panel of this machine carries 
the usual array of line input/output 
sockets together with a further eight 
phono-type sockets for interfacing an ac¬ 

cessory stereo noise reduction unit, such 
as the Nakamichi/AEG-Telefunken High- 
Comm II or the recently released 
Nakamichi Dolby C unit. 

In keeping with the high standard of 
finish on this machine, all phono sockets 
are of the gold-plated variety. Three 
jacks are provided for separate 
microphones - left, right and "blend" 
which simultaneously records on left and 
right channels. Separate volume controls 
for these are located under the flip-up 
front panel, so that their signals may be 
mixed with those from the line input 
sources. 

This is the control panel hidden by the flip-up door on the front panel of the 700ZXL. 
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Both tape motion and RAMM functions 
are brought out to sockets, permitting 
the connection of optional remote con¬ 

trol units as desired. 
The unit is not earthed, being equipped 

with only a two-core mains cable. It does 
not appear to be double-insulated. 
However, we have been advised by the 
local distributor that this 700ZXL is a pre- 
production sample; production versions 
will be double-insulated and will carry 
the international double-square symbol. 

The 700ZXL carries on the Nakamichi 
traditions of closed-loop dual capstan 
drive and cassette pressure pad disablers 
(pressure pads are unnecessary in a 
closed-loop system) which obviates pro¬ 
blems due to pad variation from cassette 
to cassette. Rather than use conven¬ 
tional solenoids for transport control, 
Nakamichi provide a motor-driven cam 
system to perform this function. 

They claim that, in addition 'to pro¬ 
viding a quieter, smoother operation, 
the motor-governed head insertion- 
retraction eliminates the needs for 
dampers and reduces shock which can 
affect the critical head alignments. Two 
other motors are included, one for 
capstans drives; the other for the reel 

hubs. 
In common with several other 

Nakamichi models, the 700ZXL features 
three discrete heads — erase, record and 
replay - and has two complete sets ot 
electronics (record and replay) for each 
channel. Double Dolby-B noise reduc¬ 
tion circuits enable simultaneous replay 
monitoring whilst recording. 

The 700ZXL also features "cueing" 
which enables the operator to listen - at 
a muted level — during either the fast for¬ 
ward or rewind modes. Pressing the 
Pause button during either of these 
modes reduces the winding speed to 
one-third of its original speed and also 
moves the replay head into close prox¬ 
imity with (but not touching) the tape^ 
Whilst in this "cue" mode, winding speed 
can be further reduced (to approximate¬ 
ly one-fifth) by pressing and holding the 
fast forward (or rewind) button. In this 
manner the tape can be shuttled back 
and forth to locate a desired point in a 
recording. Simultaneously pressing the 
fast forward and rewind buttons stops 
tape motion, but leaves the machine in 
the cueing mode. 

A variable speed control (labelled 
"pitch") for the capstan motor permits 
variations of ±6% relative to the 
nominal, which is easily located by 
means of a detent in the centre. The con¬ 
trol is only functional in the "play" mode, 
thus preventing recordings being in- 
advertently made at a non-standard 
speed. At the detent setting tape speed 
was approximately 0.1% slow. Peak wow 
and flutter was 0.1% DIN weighted - an 
excellent performance. Fast forward and 
rewind times set a standard for the rest 
of the industry, being only 47 seconds 
for a C60 cassette. , 

Line output level is adjustable and, at 

the OdB metering point may be set to 
any level up to almost one volt. Replay 
of test tapes shows that OdB deflection is 
obtained from a recorded level of 
170nWb/m. Internal output impedance 
at the line output sockets varies between 
2500 and 4000 ohms, depending on the 
setting of the line output level control. 

Prior to making a recording the 700ZXL 
can be optimised for a particular 
cassette. Positions of the tape type selec¬ 
tor and equalisation switches should be 
checked; then the deck is placed in the 
record-standby mode by depressing 
both the pause and record buttons. Im¬ 
plementation of ABLE is carried out by 
simultaneously pressing the Auto Cal 
Run and Play buttons. The machine now 
records and plays back to itself tones 
which it uses for adjusting record head 
azimuth, bias, tape equalisation and mid 
frequency record level. During this pro¬ 
cedure indicator lights flash in sequence 
to show which part of the operation is 
taking place. As each operation is com- 

18Hz and 24Hz using any of their 
s. The cassette formulations. The 700ZXL easily 

met this specification being within ±1dB 
between 15Hz and 22kHz and ±2dB to 
25kHz. This performance was also 
achieved with samples of the three 
cassette formulations - Types I, II or IV - 
chosen at random from other cassette 
brands. For this reason there was no 
point in publishing our usual frequency 
response curves - as they would essen¬ 
tially be just straight lines! 

With metal tapes (type IV) 1kHz total 
harmonic distortion measured 0.9% at 
OdB, 2X4% at +6dB and 5!/2% at +10dB. 
These are easily the best figures we have 
ever recorded for metal tape, indicating 
that neither the record amplifier nor 
record head are being overloaded at the 
high levels required. 

Using type II (chrome type) tapes, 
distortion was 1% at OdB, 3X2% at +6dB 
and 9% at + 10dB. And with type I tapes 
(ferric oxide) the distortion was 1.2% at 
OdB, 6% at +6dB and 13% at +10dB. 

pleted, this light remains steadily il¬ 
luminated, and the computer moves on¬ 
to the next operation. Finally all in¬ 
dicators remain steadily lit and the tape 
is stopped; then it rewinds to the start 
point, indicating the job has been com¬ 
pleted and that recording can com¬ 
mence. As previously mentioned all this 
takes only about 15 seconds. 

Having optimised the 700ZXL for a par¬ 
ticular cassette type, by merely pressing 
two buttons it is possible to enter this in¬ 
formation into one of four tape 
memories" which are available for this 
purpose. In this way data for four dif¬ 
ferent kinds of tapes and information on 
replay equalisation and noise reduction 
can be assigned and stored. This infor¬ 
mation may be called up, at any time, 
and is displayed on the left hand side of 
the strip at the top of the front panel. 
Memory retention is not dependent on 
mains power, as two dry cells provide 
backup power when the machine is 

"off". 
Nakamichi specifications, quote an 

overall (record and replay) frequency 
response within +1.5dB between 20Hz 
and 20kHz, and within ±3dB between 

These figures indicate that, to achieve 
best results from this deck, it is necessary 
to use the more expensive types II or IV 
cassettes, and preferably the latter. Yet 
for only a few hundred dollars, many 
cassette decks yield 1kHz distortion 
figures (at the +6 and +10dB levels) - 
with ferric oxide type I tapes — less than 
half those produced by the 700ZXL. 
Their high frequency response may not 
extend much above 15kHz (vide the 
700ZXL's 25kHz), but Nakamichi might 
do better to re-think the bias level and 
deliberately trade off some of this super- 
sonic response for a reduction in mid¬ 
range distortion. 

As matters stand, the deck owner can¬ 
not opt for such a compromise, because 
the recording parameters are entirely 
under the control of the in-built ABLE 
computer. 

Turning to signal-to-noise ratio the 
unweighted figures below OdB replay 
level (170nWb/m) were 47dB with the 
120/xS replay characteristic, and 51 dB 
with 70jiS. Selecting the internal Dolby-B 
noise reduction facility improved these 
figures to 56 and 60dB respectively. 

Interchannel separation measured bet- 
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ween 40 and 43dB for frequencies bet¬ 
ween 50Hz and 3kHz, decreasing to 
34dB at 10kHz and 27dB at 20kHz. With 
Dolby selected the separation figures im¬ 
proved by at least 6dB at 1kHz and 
above. 

Crosstalk between forward and reverse 
tracks (tks 2 and 3) was at least 53dB at 
frequencies above 150Hz, but decreased 
to 45dB at 50Hz, 40dB at 30Hz and 18dB 
at 20Hz. 

A switch-selectable MPX filter is incor¬ 
porated in the unit, and provides a notch 
of greater than 30dB at the 19kHz FM 
pilot tone frequency, with only minimal 
change to the response at 15kHz and 
be,?w. There is also a selectable "sub¬ 
sonic filter which produces an extreme¬ 
ly steep rate of attenuation below 30Hz, 
being very useful for removing rumble 
generated in turntable systems 
Response is OdB at 30Hz, -3dB at 
27.5Hz, -32dB at 20Hz and -54dB at 
lUHz. 

The Owner's Manual recommends that 
this subsonic filter be always in circuit 
when using the RAMM function, to pre¬ 
vent unwanted very low frequency 
signals from interfering with RAMM 
operation which uses coded 5Hz signals. 
Jhis RAMM (Random Access Music 
Memory) system works by recording a 
subsonic code signal (5Hz) on the blank 
space between selections on a tape The 
coded signals may then be used to freely 
program the order in which selections 
are to be played and, in addition, to per- 
™t ,r„e,peat Pjay'ngs of particular items. 
RAMM signals can be recorded either 
manually or automatically. Manual 
operation entails pressing the RAMM 
button each time it is desired to record a 
RAMM signal. In this mode it is possible 
(and permissable) to record RAMM 
signals during the middle of an item, as 
well as in the breaks between items. 

BV sheeting the automatic RAMM 
record function, a code signal is record¬ 
ed automatically on the tape whenever 
there is a blank space (silence in the 
source signal) of more than two seconds. 
This is especially useful when copying a 

uC t0 cassette It is also possible to 
change from automatic to manual 
coding (and vice versa) at will. This 
enables a RAMM signal to be placed in 
the middle of an item, yet retain the 
automatic function between items. 

It is most fascinating to watch the 
machine follow a RAMM replay pro¬ 
gram, as the transport alternatively runs 
backwards and forwards with the tape 
apparently moving in any one of the 
three available speeds according to the 
distance between selected items It 
usually appears to set-off at a medium 
speed, identify its position, decide that 
the next selection is, perhaps, a long 
distance away, engage high speed- 
thence medium speed as the desired 
item is approached, and finally low 

speed in homing onto the desired 
selection. Then possibly reverse, if it has 
overshot the coded signal. All very 
intriguing! 1 

One minor point. It does not appear to 
be possible to use this worthwhile facili¬ 
ty with pre-recorded cassettes. So if you 
possess a library of pre-recorded casset- 
tes you will have to forego this RAMM 
facility when using them. As the lesser 
680 model in the Nakamichi range does 
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Above is the Nakamichi Dolbv-C 
Adaptor. ’ 
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feature a system - albeit far less 
sophisticated - which recognises the 
blank spaces between recorded items 
tor replay pre-selection purpose it 
seems strange that the 700ZXL cannot 
perform this function. 

The 700ZXL has provision for interfac¬ 
ing an external noise reduction pro- 
cessor into its record and replay circuits. 
I his facility may be implemented by set¬ 
ting its noise reduction selector to EXT 
Sockets on the rear panel allow for con¬ 
nection to the device, and include a 
power outlet for energising Nakamichi's 
own range of accessory units. 

Two accessory noise reduction units 
are offered; the first being the High Com 
II system which we reported on in our 
Apri( i%0 issue. The other is a new 
md innc_type processor - model No. 
NR-100, priced at $250 - which provides 
two encode and two decode channels 
tor direct interfacing with the 700ZXL for 
the 1000ZXL). As related in previous 
issues of this magazine, Dolby C noise 
reduction is effective over a wider band 
of frequencies, and offers a greater 

aynamic range than the well-known 
Dolby-B system. 

Similar to Dolby-B, Dolby-C is a level 
dependent, sliding band compander. 

igh level signals are passed through the 
encoder without compression and 
subsequently, through the decoder 
without expansion. At lower signal levels 
- where noise is not masked by music - 
mid and high frequencies are compress¬ 
ed during encoding, expanded in a com¬ 
plementary fashion upon playback. The 
frequency at which compression begins 
and the amount of compression depend 
upon signal level; with the amount of 

diminishes0" 'nCreasing as Slgnal level 

In the Dolby-B system maximum com- 
pression occurs with signal levels 40dB 

^nr^\A/Lb? OWj Do,by referer|ce level 
(zOOnWo/m) and is approximately 10dB 
in the high frequency region. In the C- 
ype system, compression continues to 

increase as signal level diminishes until it 
reaches a maximum of 20dB at 60dB 
below Dolby reference level. To main¬ 
tain a subjectively uniform degree of 
noise reduction, Dolby-C starts to have 
effect about two octaves lower in fre¬ 
quency than Dolby-B. 

MD'V^nsions of the Nakamichi Dolby-C 
NR.-lO^re 12° x 240 x 41mm (WxDx 
H), and it has a mass of 0.88kg. Design 
and workmanship conform to 
Nakamichi's usual high standard. 
Because of lack of time we were unable 
to subject the NR-100 to an in-depth 
evaluation; however it appeared to pro¬ 
duce the expected 10dB improvement in 
s/n ratio over Dolby-B; and on the 
limited musical material we tried, did not 
appear to degrade the sound quality of 
the selections. 1 

How are we to conclude? Simple. The 
Nakamichi 700ZXL is a superb machine 
If size and price are of little conse¬ 
quence, then this is the machine for you' 
It incorporates just about every feature 
you could wish for in a cassette recorder 
Notwithstanding our criticism of the ac- 
curacy of its meter calibration and its 
distortion with ferric oxide cassettes, it is 
capable of making superb recordings on 
chrome or metal type cassettes. So like 
a Rolls Royce, if you can afford to pur¬ 
chase it, you should be able to feed it 
the premium cassettes it deserves^ 

Recommended retail price of the 
7b®ZXL $2500 including tax; with an 

NRd?mnDofh25 r Pein§ required for 
RTA1^ pr AV C ,Processor. Cold-plated 

u° u ^ audio cables are supplied 
with both units. An "accessory box" con¬ 
taining a cleaning kit and three C60 
cassettes of Nakamichi EXII, SX and ZX 
tapes, is also included with the 700ZXL 

lherh'1,0rS0n can be obtained 
from high fidelity retailers, or the 
^'jtr,but°rs “ Convoy International Pty 

N?w42on 7^1,2', 



fact: 
five new Shure Cartridges 
feature the technological 
breakthroughs of the V15 Type IV 

the M97 Era IV Series 
phono cartridges 
Shure has written a new chapter in the history of 
affordable hi-fi by making the space-age 
technological breakthroughs of the incomparable 
VI 5 Type IV available in a complete line of high- 
performance, moderately-priced cartridges: the 
M97 Era IV Series Phono Cartridges, available with 
five different interchangeable stylus configurations 
to fit every system and every budget. 

The critically acclaimed VI 5 Type IV is the 
cartridge that astonished audiophiles with such 
vanguard features as the Dynamic Stabilizer — 
which simultaneously overcomes record-warp 
caused problems, provides electrostatic 
neutralization of the record surface, and effectively 
removes dust and lint from the record — and, the 
unique telescoped stylus assembly which results in 
lower effective stylus mass and dramatically 
improves trackability. 

Each of these features . . . and more . . . has 
been incorporated in the five cartridges in the M97 
Series — there is even an M97 cartridge that 
offers the low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus! 

What’s more, every M97 cartridge features a 
unique lateral deflection assembly, called the SIDE- 
GUARD, which responds to side thrusts on the 
stylus by withdrawing the entire stylus shank and 
tip safely into the stylus housing before it can 
bend. 

For Technical service and advice, contact the 
Audio Engineers representative at the office in your 
State. 

or send this coupon to: I 

AUDIO ENGINEERS 342 Kent Street I 
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000 Tel: 29-6731 

Please send me your ‘free’ brochure on Shure 
Cartridges. (please print name and address) 

NAME:_ 

ADDRESS:_ 

Postcode:_ satsi 

AUDIO ENGINEERS PTY. LTD. NOMIS ELECTRONICS P/L AUDIO ENGINEERS (Old) 
342 Kent Street 689 South Road 51 A Castlemaine Street 

SYDNEY. NSW 2000- BLACK FOREST. S A 5035 MILTON. Old 4064 

AUDIO ENGINEERS (Vic.) ATHOL M. HILL P/L 
2A Hill Street 33 Wittenoom Street 

THORNBURY. Vic 3071 EAST PERTH. W A 6000 

AE161 
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The moving coil replacement 
from Stanton Magnetics... 
the revolutionary980LZS! 

Now from the company to whom the professionals 
look for setting standards in audio equipment comes 
a spectacular new cartridge concept. A low imped¬ 
ance pickup that offers all the advantages of a mov¬ 
ing magnet cartridge without the disadvantages of 
the moving coil pickup. At the same time it offers 
exceedingly fast rise time —less than 10 micro sec¬ 
onds—resulting in dramatic new crispness in sound 
reproduction—a new "openness” surpassing that of 
even the best of moving coil designs. The 980LZS 
incorporates very low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.) 
with extremely high compliance for superb tracking. 
It tracks the most demanding of the new so called 
“test" digitally mastered and direct cut recordings 
with ease and smoothness at 1 gram . 

The 980LZS features the famous Stereohedron™ 
stylus and a lightweight samarium cobalt super 
magnet. The output can be connected either into the 
moving coil input of a modern receiver's preamps or 
can be used with a prepreamp, whose output is fed 
into the conventional phono input. 

For “moving coil" audiophiles the 980LZS offers a 
new standard of consistency and reliability while 
maintaining all the sound characteristics even the 
most critical moving coil advocates demand. For 
moving magnet advocates the 980LZS provides one 

more level of sound experience while maintaining all 
the great sound characteristics of cleanliness and 
frequency response long associated with fine mov¬ 
ing magnet assemblies. 

From Stanton...The Choice of The Professionals. 

Actual unretouched oscilloscope photograph showing 
rise time of 980LZS using CBS STR112 record. 

sraNTon 
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS™ 

PTV. 
LTD 

Head Office: 156 Railway Pde., Leederville, Western Australia, 6007. Telephone: 381 2930. Telex: AA 93241 ANSB LRP 
NSW Office: 7 Jordan Rd., Wahroonga, 2076. Telephone: 487 2543. 



50 & 25 YEARS AGO 

July, 1931 

“Two years of Russia’s Five-Year Plan 
for expansion of its radio system ended 
on October 1. 1930. with the Soviet radio 
set trust considerably behind its orders 
for receiving sets, according to the Com¬ 
munists' Almanac for 1931. There were 
1,267,000 radios in use in Russia on that 
date, instead of the'2,500,000 planned. 
Only about 65% of the 150,000 sets 
which were to be added between October 

1 and January 1, 1931, were delivered. 
"Although falling behind in orders, 

Russia is importing very little radio 
equipment — at least from the United 
States. Formerly one of the United 
States’ customers for radio supplies, it cut 
imports very substantially under its plan 
to have its own radio set trust supply the 
sets, which are being placed mostly at 
points where people congregate, rather 
than in private homes." 

\ ☆ ☆ ☆ 
"The operation of an automatic 

wireless telephone exchange conecting a 
city with its various country towns, or ci¬ 
ty with city, is not only possible, but is 
likely to be an accomplished fact in the 
near future. At the present time a series 
of experiments are being carried out by 
the Marchese Marconi, world-famous in¬ 
ventor in automatic radio-telephony. 

"The impulses will be transmitted 
across the sea by shortwave wireless in a 
fashion similar to that in which the Mar¬ 
chese Marconi, in collaboration with 
Amalgamated Wireless, switched on the 
lights of the Sydney Radio Exhibition in 
March of last year, from his yacht at 
Genoa. Once the connection has been 
established, conversation will be carried 
on by ordinary wireless telephone, and 
will be secret, as the system is based on 
many super-imposed wireless waves, 
which cannot be intercepted. 

"It is interesting to recall Marconi's 
success in causing a switch to be closed 
at the Sydney Town Flail, which released 
approximately 100 horse power of elec¬ 
trical energy, and electrically illuminated 
the Town Hall with 2800 electric lights." 

☆ ☆ ☆ 
For several years now the development 

of television, which so tickled the public’s 
fancy when it was first mooted, has sadly 
languished. The experimenters who 
brought the new science to a successful 
issue did so mainly by mechanical in¬ 
genuity rather than by the discovery of 
an entirely new method of handling light 
impulses that could be considered a 

parallel of the vacuum tube, which set 
the radio industry off on its astonishing 
course. As a result of this not one of 
these inventions (they have all been 
described in "Wireless Weekly" at 
various times) lent itself to simple and 
cheap production in such a way as to be 
practicable for public use. Reproduction 
of televised images six feet square with 
sound synchronisation via radio has been 
accomplished, but only at a prohibitive 
cost. And when this cost has been cut 
down there has been an accompanying 
reduction of the size of the image until in 
some televisions offered to US listeners 
the image is nothing more than a fuzzy 
silhouette about the size of a cigarette 
card. 

"Nevertheless, there has persisted a 
keen interest in television, which has 
heightened considerably during recent 
months as a result of the development of 
a new cathode-ray tube, which it is 
whispered may set television promoters 
on the road to popular success in the 
same way as the vacuum-tube freed the 
radio promoters." 

☆ ☆ ☆ 
“A French musical authority, M. Paul 

Dermee, says it is absurd to encourage 
the composition of music especially in¬ 
tended for broadcasting. He says that for 
composers to concentrate on the middle 
register, leaving out low notes and high 
notes, which do not broadcast so well, 
would be as harmful as to have given the 
gramophone a diet of music entirely 
nasal in its early days. He believes that 
the engineers must study the composers, 
and not the composers the engineers." 

RADIO © 
Till VI HON 
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“Automation is hot subject: A new 
device is used today for the setting up of 
type in printing factories by means of the 
Monotype machine. This machine was 
invented many years ago and is as much 
a part of "automation" as any other 
modern device. 

"The machine has a keyboard like a 
typewriter and linotype machine. As the 
operator presses the keys for typing, a 
paper roll is punched with the holes in a 
position which corresponds with the let¬ 
ters of the alphabet or numbers, in¬ 
cluding all punctuation marks, spacing, 
margins and so on. 

"Thus the operator will type out a 
complete page of a book which is 
transferred to the paper roll in the form 
of punch marks together with the com¬ 
plete setting out of the spacing, etc. 

"When this paper roll is placed in 
another machine, it revolves like a player 
piano roll, whereupon air is sucked 
through the holes and releases the 
moulds for the particular letters required. 

"Molten type metal falls on to each 
mould in turn which then fall into a 
frame in exact replica of the printed 
page. The type is moulded one letter at a 
time hence the word "Mono”-type. 

"The American Patents Office intends 
to install machines for searching the files 
regarding patents. When anyone lodges a 
patent with a patents office human ex¬ 
aminers commence an exhaustive search 
to find out whether any similar patent 
has been issued. This usually takes mon 
ths or years. Automatic machines will 
reduce this time to negligible 
proportions. 

"In the Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Co of New York an electronic computer 
has replaced 135 operators and 100 
punch card machines. 

"In the meantime man can look for 
ward to the day when he can lay in bed 
of a morning, happy in the thought that 
everything he requires will be attended 
to by an automatic device on which his 
instructions are "played" by a perforated 
roll of paper." 

☆ ☆ • ☆ 

“Britain revels atom secrets: It is the 
opinion of many Harwell men that 
thorium is likely to be used more in the 
future, as it is three times as plentiful as 
uranium and — an important point — 
there is plenty in the Commonwealth. 
Another fissile isotope of uranium, 
U233, can be "bred" from thorium. 

"In many of Harwell’s buildings work 
has to be done by remote control from 
behind lead shielding, in others through 
what are called "glove boxes”, glass cases 
into which the hands are inserted into 
rubber gloves to avoid contamination. 
Some of these glove boxes contain lathes, 
welding equipment, grinding machines. 

"There is no harm in handling rods of 
natural uranium or plutonium. Both are 
greyish metals decidedly heavier than 
lead. But there are many difficulties with 
the nuclear metals. Plutonium for in¬ 
stance increases in size by as much as 
8% when it gets hot. Uranium has been 
known to double in size. 

"Sir John Cockcroft told us that the 
long term program at Harwell goes even 
beyond the fast reactor. Work is going on 
in the field of controlled thermonuclear 
reactions, a project of great scientific in¬ 
terest but one that, he said, is far away 
from practical application. 

"The Russians in their published ex¬ 
periments have produced a temperature 
of the order of a million degrees cen¬ 
tigrade but they do not claim to have 
reached a controlled thermonuclear 
reaction. 

"The major advantage over conven¬ 
tional atomic energy is not so much the 
greater release of heat and power but in 
the limitless supply of fuel. There is plen¬ 
ty of hydrogen about." ® 
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A preamplifier for 
moving-coil cartridges 
For those who prefer the sound of moving-coil cartridges, we 
present this fine preamplifier using ultra well-matched monolithic 
transistor pairs to achieve very low noise. The circuit can be battery 
operated or mains-powered with a plugpack. 

by RON DE JONG 

By far the most common cartridge cur¬ 
rently in use is the moving magnet (or 
MM) cartridge. In this design, a tiny 
magnet mounted on the remote end of 
the cantilever provides a magnetic field 
cut by two fixed coils mounted close by. 

When the magnet is set in motion, as 
occurs when the stylus tracks the record 
groove, the magnetic field moves and 
small electrical signals are generated by 
the two coils. These signals are subse¬ 
quently fed to a phono preamplifier and 
to the tone control and power amplifier 
stages. 

Over the last few years, however, 
there has been renewed interest in 
another type of cartridge — the moving 
coil (or MC) cartridge. Some dedicated 

hifi enthusiasts claim that the MC car¬ 
tridge offers advantages in terms of tran¬ 
sient response, frequency response, and 
phase response at high frequencies. 
Whether or not these claims are valid is 
a matter for some argument - suffice to 
say that we do not intend to enter the 
debate here. 

So how does a moving coil cartridge 
differ from a moving magnet type? The 
answer is that the positions of the coils 
and magnets are reversed, although the 
principle of operation remains essential¬ 
ly the same. 

In the moving coil cartridge, the 
magnet is held stationary while two 
miniature coils are mounted on the can¬ 
tilever assembly and move as the stylus 

tracks the groove (hence the name 
“moving coil"). Since the coils are attach¬ 
ed to the cantilever, they must be kept 
extremely small to keep the tip mass to a 
minimum. As a result, the output level of 
an MC cartridge is extremely low, 
typically around 200/*V at a recording 
velocity of 5cm/s. 

This is around 27dB below the output 
level of an MM cartridge, which is 
typically around 5mV (or more) at 
5cm/sec. 

Because the output of an MC cartridge 
is so low, considerable voltage gain is re¬ 
quired before the signal is fed into the 
phono inputs of a conventional hifi 
amplifier. One solution is to use a 
transformer but these are quite expen¬ 
sive and difficult to manufacture. The 
alternative solution is to use an addi¬ 
tional preamplifier stage, and the design 
presented here has performance equal 
to or better than most commercial units 
for a fraction of the cost. 

Before taking a look at the circuit, 
however, it may be as well to point out 
that the requirement for a separate 
preamplifier is one reason why MC car¬ 
tridges have not gained widespread 
popularity in the past. Commercial units 
tend to be expensive and this, coupled 
with the high cost of the cartridge itself 
($100 or more), has been sufficient to 
deter most hifi enthusiasts. This project 
will help overcome that problem, at 
least as far as the cost of the preamplifier 
is concerned! 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Perhaps the most important specifica¬ 
tion of an MC preamplifier is the signal- 

SPECIFICATIONS 
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 4 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20Hz 
to 100kHz ± 0.25dB 
CHANNEL SEPARATION: better 
than 80dB at 10kHz 
GAIN: 27dB 
NOISE: 64dB with respect to input 
level of 1 50/W unweighted over a 
20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth 
DISTORTION: .008% for 300mV 
output; unmeasurable at normal 
output levels. 
MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE' 
20mV 
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MOVING coil preamplifier 

0N R*mnY 
C'KCX 

£* o 6 r 
The outputs from the Moving Coil Preamplifier are fed into the "phono" inputs of a 
conventional hifi amplifier. Unit has built-in battery check function. 

FIG. 1 

i* = 2qlc/hFE A//EI ... (1) e’ = K2T22/qlc VlJPTz ... (2) 

j*= K.I7if A//Hz ...(3) e2 = 4kT(R + r J V//Rz ...(4) 

e2 = e2 + e2 <Rt + rj MV//Ri ... (5) 1^ = kT/q^R. + ... (6) 

q = 1.6 x 10” Coulombs, k = 1.38 x 1023J/°K, T = 300°K 

to-noise ratio. Let's first take a look at the 
various sources of noise and find out 
how these may be minimised in a low 
noise preamplifier design. 

There are four main sources of noise in 
a transistor amplifier: shot noise, emitter 
base voltage noise, 1/f noise and thermal 
noise. These individual noise sources are 
illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows a 
simplified model of a noisy transistor 
amplifier. Note that we only show noise 
generators at the input of the amplifier 
and not noise generated in later stages. 
In most cases this is quite valid since the 
amplifier is most sensitive at the inputs 
and following stages will operate at 
higher signal levels. 

Looking at each noise source in¬ 
dividually, "shot noise" or quantum noise 
occurs because of the discrete nature of 
electric current; ie the individual elec¬ 
trons comprising the current flow. The 
mechanism involved is analogous to 
rainfall in that individual raindrops strik¬ 
ing a tin roof create noise. From this you 
can see that shot noise actually increases 
with collector current. Another feature 
of shot noise is that it is "white" ie, the 
noise amplitude is constant with 
frequency. 

Referred to the input of the transistor 
this shot noise is called base current 
noise and is modelled by a current 
generator at the input (see Fig. 1). The 
formula for base current noise is given 
by equation (1) in Fig. 1. 

Emitter-base voltage noise is modelled 
by a voltage source in series with the 
base and is given by equation (2). This is 
also a white noise source but, unlike 
base current noise, actually decreases 
with increasing collector current. 

1/f or "flicker" noise is a significant 
source of noise at low frequencies 
because, as its name suggests, it has 1/f 
spectral characteristic and so noise 
voltage increases as the inverse of the 
frequency. There are no exact formulas 
for this and it is simply given by equation 
(3) where K and k are constants which 
depend on the actual device used. 

The best known source of noise is pro¬ 
bably the thermal or "Johnson" noise 
generated in a resistor. This also has a 
white noise distribution and is given by 
equation (4). We can minimise this 
source of noise by minimising the input 
resistance, and this has the added 
benefit of reducing input noise voltage 
due to base noise current. 

Referring to Fig. 1, we can see that this 
input resistance consists of the source 
resistance and the "base spreading" 
resistance of the input transistor. The 
source resistance is the resistance of the 
MC cartridge and is about 3ft, while the 
base spreading resistance is an inherent 
feature of the transistor. 

Clearly, we can significantly reduce 
thermal noise by choosing a transistor 
with a very low Rbb - or base spreading 
resistance. Most audio transistors have 
an Rbb of around 100ft while for some 
UHF transistors it can be as. low 4ft. In 

fact, some designs for MC preamps do 
use UHF transistors. We can also achieve 
low Rbb, however, by simply connecting 
a large number of transistors in parallel, 
thus dividing Rbb by the number of tran¬ 
sistors used. 

The approach we eventually took was 
to use an LM394 super-matched tran¬ 
sistor pair. Each of these transistors ac¬ 
tually consists of a large number of in¬ 
dividual transistors connected in parallel, 
giving each device an Rbb of 40 or 20 
when the two are connected together. 
These transistors also have very high Hfe 
of 500 and due to the large number of 
transistors, statistical variations are con¬ 
siderably reduced and 1/f noise is very 
low. 

What has emerged so far is that we can 
minimise noise by reducing the input 
resistance, but so far we have not con¬ 
sidered how to minimise the effect of 
base current noise and emitter-base 
voltage noise. Since one increases with 
collector current while the other 
decreases, there is an optimum collector 
current at which the overall noise is at a 
minimum. To work this out we have to 
sum all the noise sources into an 
"equivalent input noise voltage". 

Since the various sources are statistical¬ 
ly unrelated, we do not simply add the 
voltages together but take the square 
root of the sum of the squares as shown 
in equation (5). Differentiating this equa¬ 
tion with respect to collector current 
reveals that the minimum noise occurs 
according to equation (6). 

THE CIRCUIT 
Let's now take a look at the actual cir¬ 

cuit we have used. The basic configura¬ 
tion is one we have taken from the Na¬ 
tional Semiconductor Linear Applica¬ 
tions Handbook and uses just four tran¬ 
sistors. Briefly, Q1 and Q2 are connected 
in parellel as a common emitter 
amplifier with Q3 as a constant current 
load. This drives Q4, another common 
emitter amplifier, which in turn drives 
the output and the feedback network to 
Q1 and Q2. 

Looking at the circuit in more detail 
now, we have included a small RF choke 
at each input. This consists of four turns 
of 28SWG wire on an FX1115 bead and, 
in conjunction with the 47ft resistor 
following, prevents RF interference from 
being rectified by the input stage and 
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Moving-coil preamplifier WIRING DIAGRAM 

passed to the amplifier Q5. A 100)LtF 
electrolytic capacitor couples the input 
signal to transistors Q1 and Q2. 

Because of feedback to the emitters of 
Q1 and Q2, the input impedance of the 
stage is quite high at around 35kl2. The 
recommended load for most moving 
coil cartridges is merely stated as being 
greater than 1012 but if it is too high the 
leakage inductance of the cartridge will 
create unwanted bass boost. It is for this 
reason that we have included the 4712 
resistor on the input. 

Incidentally, this is the standard input 
impedance of most MC preamplifiers. 

The collector load of Q1/Q2 is tran¬ 
sistor Q3, used here as a constant cur¬ 
rent source delivering about 3mA. We 
have used this in preference to a simple 
resistive load because it permits us to ad¬ 
just the collector current of Q1/Q2 in¬ 
dependently of gain. In addition, it in¬ 
creases the open loop gain and linearity 
of the amplifier to give very low distor¬ 
tion figures and increases the supply re¬ 
jection ratio (important if the unit is to be 
run from a plug pack). 

Following Q1 and Q2 we have another 
common emitter amplifier consisting of 
transistor Q4. The emitter is decoupled 
to ground rather than to the supply 
which again improves the supply rejec¬ 
tion, and the emitter voltage is used to 
bias Q1 and Q2 on. This arrangement is 
a variation on collector biasing since the 
emitter voltage of Q4 tracks the collec¬ 
tor voltage of Q1 and Q2. However, it 
has an advantage over conventional col¬ 
lector biasing in that there is no loading 
effect. 

Collector load of Q4 is a 22012 resistor 
which forms part of a voltage divider 
feedback circuit with the 1012 emitter 
resistor of Q1/Q2. The voltage divider 
ratio sets the closed loop gain at 23 - or 
about 27dB — which is the gain required 
to bring moving coil cartridge output 
levels up to normal phono input levels. 
Output from the MC preamplifier is AC 

—coupled via a 10/*F tantalum capacitor 
and a 10012 resistor with a 10kl2 
pulldown resistor after the capacitor to 
remove any DC voltage on the output. 
The purpose of the 10012 resistor is to 
isolate the feedback loop from any 
loading effects of the following amplifier 
or shielded cable. If this is not done, any 
capacitive loading will introduce an addi¬ 
tional "pole" or phase lag which could 
make the MC preamplifier unstable. 

At this stage we can work out what the 
equivalent input noise voltage is and 
(hopefully) see if it matches the 
measured result. Using the formulae 
already given, the individual noise 
contributions are as follows: Emitter- 
base voltage noise = 0.327nV/(Hz) ; Base 
current noise xR = .026nV/(Hz)Thermal 
noise (including cartridge = 
0.617nV/(Hz)\ 

Follow this wiring diagram in conjunction with the circuit when wiring up the 
preamplifier. Note use of shielded cable between the PCB and RCA sockets. 

1N4002 

Optional voltage regulator 
circuit and PCB component 
overlay for plug pack 
operation. 

Adding all of these vectorially gives 
0.7nV/(Hz)J which taken over a 20kHz 
bandwidth gives a total input noise of 
98nV. This gives a S/N ratio of 64dB with 
respect to a 150/A/ input signal, which is 
exactly the measured result. 

One point which also emerges from 
this is that the base noise current is well 
below the other noise sources. Hence 
we could have increased the collector 
current of Q1/Q2 and thus reduced the 
emitter base voltage noise considerably. 
If we use the formula for optimum col¬ 
lector current for lowest noise we find 
that this current is around 20mA which is 
much greater than the 3mA we chose. 
We did this for two reasons however: 
lower distortion and lower power 
consumption. 

Power for the unit can be obtained 

either from six 1.5V "D" size batteries or 
from a 9V DC plug pack and a small 
regulator circuit inside the unit. The 
regulator printed circuit board is one we 
have used before and is intended as a 
general purpose regulated supply. In 
practice we found that this arrangement 
was just as quiet as the battery operated 
version so long as the plug pack 
transformer is kept some distance from 
the unit. 

We have also provided a battery check 
function consisting of a front panel LED, 
22012 resistor and 5.6V zener diode. 
When the front panel switch is set to 
"battery check" power is applied to this 
circuit. If the battery voltage exceeds the 
5.6V drop across the zener and the 1.6V 
drop across the LED - ie 7.2V - then the 
LED will turn on. If the LED glows very 
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‘ELECTROTUNE’ 
SYNTHESIZER LOOK AT THESE 

^ f<£^ * ' 

50000 
A mini synthesizer with 23 note touch keyboard 
Has attack & delay, voicing controls Easy to 
set up, no fancy test equipment required It s 
incredible, the range of sounds it will produce 

will amaze you 

Cat. K.-3506 SEE EA J ULY 

A 

CORE 8A LANCE 

RE LA Y earth leakage 
electronic circuit protector 

Includes pre-wound coil 
This one should be in every hobbyists work¬ 

shop - it could save your life! Senses any 

leakage to earth from a mains appliance 

(e.g. through your body) and shuts off power 

before it has a chance to electrocute you. 

SEE ETl APRIL $i|Q50 
Cat. K-3315 Hr!J 

($- 

& 
*• 

CAR 
ALARM 

$27*0 
The design senses current in the battery 
earth lead Reliable circuit, has delay exit 
fatures built in Versatile, will operate with 
most cars Easy to install. 

Cat. K-3253 SEE ETl JULY 

TV $3250 
UHF Downconvertor 
UHF TV is here: but only a 

small percentage of TV's are 

fitted with UHF tuners. Use 

any standard VHF TV set with 

this convertor: use for a single 

channel 

Cat. K-3235 SEE ETl MAY 

INfRA REP 
REAM RELA Y 

Cat. K-3375 

$3750 
Ideal burglar alarm, door 

minder, etc. Sounds alarm 

if beam is cut. Also fantastic 

for wildlife photography. 

<? 
& 

BENCH M A TE 

Just the thing for the hobbyist's and 

experimenters bench. A handy kit 

featuring a 1.25V. to 16V. @ 1 A. 

power supply, a 1 watt amplifier with 

HI & LO inputs. Comes with a sturdy 

metal case, easy to build. $i| C 

K-3478 SEE EA JUNE 

Requires external speaker, you can 

use the Dick Smith Cat. A-2451 $9.50 

Improve your hecdth 

NEGATIVE ION 
GENERATOR 

LOTTO- 

POOLS 
SELECTOR $1950 
Random number generator picks your 
squares, don't blame mum. This box of / 

tricks doesn't favour any number. It's 
simple to build, think of those $$$ 

Cat. K-3392 SEE E A J ULY 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR 
Ideal for audio HI-FI design, test, and repair 
Look at the fantastic specs 
Sine wave, typically 003% 
Square wave, 20nS rise and fall times 
15kHz to 150kHz with overlapping ranges 
VMOS output stage, 3mV to 3V in 3dB steps 

Cat. k-3467 SEE EA JUNE *65 00 

,i° o<x' r: 

v*> 
,4^ AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

With exclusive Dick Smith 

easy to build emitter head. 

Completely safe - battery or plug- 

pack operated. With an incredibly 

well researched article showing how 

beneficial negative ions can bel 

*37 50 Cat. K-3335 

SEE ETl APRIL 

INFRA RED 
REMOTE 

CONTROL 
I Control any mains operated (or 

I other) device from across the room 

I Now you can turn the TV off from 

I your chair - or turn the stereo on. 

Cat. K-3380 $CQ95 

SEE EA MAY U O 

dB METER 
Troubled by noise? Worried 

about exceeding noise pollution 

laws? Build this simple dB meter 

and find out. Easy to build, save 

$$$ on commercial units. 

Easy to build. 

Cat. K-3476 $ O VI 50 
SEE EA MAY 34s 

SERIAL (For System 80) 

INTERFACE 
Enables your System 80 or TRS-80 

computer be used with many of the 

serial-type devices: teleprinters, etc. 

A must for the hobbyist buff: gives 

you the chance to use ex-disposals 

Cat. K-3608 $E^50 

SEE EA APRIL 
‘57* 

tor wildiiie pnoiograpny. __ 

DICK SMITH O 
FT .F.nTRQNICS g£. 

HOT 
CANARY 
(short form) 

SEE EA MAY 

A gimmick that will keep any 

child amuitd for hoursl An 

electronic bird whistle that 

sounds just like the real thing. 

Cat. 

K-3395 14 
95 

SPEED 
SENTRY 
(short form) 

SEE EA MAY 

For safer driving. An alarm 

sounds if you go over a pre¬ 

set speed. You set the speed. 

75 Cat. 

K-3245 11 
See our other advertisements in this 

publication for addresses, phone 
numbers, post and packing etc. jjjtarSS' 



LOOK AT THESE PRECISION 
INSTRUMENTS AT A HOBBYISTS 

PRICE FROM CHRISTIE RAND PTY LTD 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER 2010 

INTERNATIONAL INC _ 

600MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER 
8610 
Specification. 10Hz 
to 600MHz 
guaranteed (5Hz 
to 750MHz 
typical). 
Sensitivity < Tjjji, | Tlte 
10mVRMS — 
100MHz, 

50mVRMS for 100 to 450MHz, 70mVRMS 450 - 
600MHz Temperature Stability 0.1 ppm/C Gate time 
.1 sec 1 sec 10 secs. Ageing rate <±5ppm/year. 
Accuracy Ippm + 1 digit. Protection: 90VRMS at 
lOKHz - 10VRMS at 600MHz 
PRICE: Kit $176.00 + tax = $202 40 
Assembled- $196.00 + tax = $225.40 

1GHz FREQUENCY COUNTER 
8000 

Specifications: 
10Hz to 1GHz 
15mV - 30mV 
sensitivity will 
resolve 10Hz at 

1GHz. Ageing 
rate ± 5ppm/year. 
Temperature 
stability ± 1 ppm 
/20-40°C 

PRICE: 

Assembled: $490.00 + tax = $563.50 

A 0.1% Digital 
Led Multimeter 
for the price you 
would pay for a 
less accurate 

_ DMM. JUST 
^ o LOOK at these ranges 
DC & AC VOLTS from IOOuV to 1000 Volts in 5 ranges 
each from 0.1 % accuracy on DC & 0.5% accuracy on 
AC. DC & AC CURRENT from lOOnA (0.1 uA) to 10 
Amps in 6 ranges each from 0.1 % accuracy on DC & 
0.5% accuracy on AC. RESISTANCE from 100 n ohm 
to 20 Mohm from 0.1% accuracy. DIODE TEST at 1mA 
10 micro Amp 0.1 micro amp. AC VOLT frequency 
range 40 Hz to 40 KHz. Overload protection 1 200VDC 
of peak AC except on ACV: 2V & 2V ranges & AC/DC 
current 250V DC or AC peak, 2A & 10A at max 
(unfused) 

PRICE: Kit $120.00 + tax = $138.00 
Assembled: $140.00 -f tax = $161.00 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 5020 
Specification: 
1Hz - 200KHz 
in 5 ranges sine, 
square & triangle 
wave. High 
lOVpp 600. Low 
—40dB. TT1 out 
drive 10TT1 loads. 
DC Sweep input 
give 100:1 

frequency range output & offset control. 

PRICE: 

Assembled: $220.00 + tax = $253.00 

■■ill 

WOULD YOU LIKE SOME OVERSEAS SOURCED 
EQUIPMENT LOCALLY MANUFACTURED IN ORDER 
TO CUT COSTS? DO YOU REQUIRE PROTOTYPES 
OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES? WE MANUFAC¬ 
TURE FROM YOUR SPECIFICATION, DRAWINGS 

!iR& OUR PRICES ARE AMONGST THE 
MOST COMPETITIVE IN AUSTRALIA. 

UaNDERTAKE DESIGN, DRAFTING, PCB 
S AND SERV|CING contracts for 

YOUR EQUIPMENT, WITH A FAST TURNAROUND. 

Postage & Packing $3.001 

WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR THE RAYPROOF 

OF RAr^c ARE ™E LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
SnRm ^mSESUENCY SCREENED ROOMS IN THE 
WORLD AND CAN OFFER ROOMS WITH AN AT¬ 
TENUATION OF 140 dB's. OUR ENVIRO-SYSTEMS 
DIVISION ALSO MAKES SCREENED ENCLOSURE 

n?MRRToCE?NFERENCE ROOMS- BOARD ROOMS & 

FREE FROMURE AREA-S-?P- ,™AT THEY REMAIN 
PLEASE SUPPLY “BUGGING". 

CHRISTIE RAND PTY LTD 
PO BOX 48 EPPING, NSW 2121 
PHONE (02) 477 5494 *W’^121 

ELECTRONICS Australia, July, 1981 

KIT n ASSEMBLED □ 

AMOUNT $ INC $3.00 P&P 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

BANKCARD No 

EXPIRY DATE 

SIGNATURE 



Moving-coil preamplifier 
CONSTRUCTION 

These internal views show the p/ug pacK powered vers,or, (top) and the battery powered vers,on (bottom,. 

feebly or not at all, a new battery is 

required. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Construction of the unit is straightfor¬ 

ward. Most of the components are 
mounted on a single printed circuit 
board (PCB) coded 81mc7 and measur¬ 
ing 62 x 89mm. The optional regulator 
board is required for plug pack opera¬ 
tion only. It measures 46 x 36mm and is 
coded 80gps3. 

Mount the components on the main 
PCB according to the component 
overlay diagram included with this arti¬ 
cle. In particular note the orientation of 
the zener diode, transistors and e'^‘ 
trolytic capacitors. We recommend that 
PC stakes be used for the various con¬ 
nections to the board, as these simplify 
connection and give a neat aPPearanc^ 

We built our unit into a standard meta\ 
case measuring 184 x70x160mm, (DxH 
x W). This unit comes with a U-shapea 

steel cover and an aluminium base and, 
because the case is not all steel, trouble 
with hum fields from nearby power 
transformers may be experienced in 
some instances. Our solution was to 
mount the preamp board inside a 
separate small galvanised (more com¬ 
monly referred to as galvanised iron) 
steel box. This gives excellent results 
and, because it is inside the main case, 
does not detract from the appearance of 

the unit. 

You will have to fabricate the steel box 
yourself. It consists of two U-shaped 
pieces (which may be galvanised iron, 
Zincalume, Marviplate, etc) which form 
the base and the lid. Dimensions of the 
box should be 64 x 92 mm (ie, just large 
enough to accommodate the PLb), 
while the height should be around 
40mm. The PCB is mounted inside the 
box using four 10mm tapped brass 
spacers, which also serve to hold the 
base of the box inside the main case. 

Before mounting the PCB, however, 
make a cutout on the back panel for the 
4-way RCA connector and drill holes for 
the back panel earthing terminal and the 
front panel switch and LED bezel. Drilling 
centres can be obtained from the 
panel artwork shown actual size in this 
article This artwork can also be used to 
produce a Scotchcal front panel or you 
can obtain a finished pane from the 
usual sources shown on the last page ot 
this magazine. 

The back panel earth terminal must be 
connected to an earthed lug and thence 

We estimate that the current cost 
of components for this project is 

about 

$30 
including sales tax. 
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Engine Analyser Kit 
Bidirectional Interface (Short Form 

Analogue and Digital Storage CRO Kit 

Oscilloscope Switch 
Infrared Light Beam Relay 

THIS MONTH’S KIT 

POOLS/LOTTO 

SELECTOR 

TV PATTERN GENERATOR 
Kit of parts as featured in EA June 
Greyscale. Crosshatch. Raster. Check 

K?HT0UTTBaClSCO,ChCal,'°mPa"el) 
EPROM PROGRAMMER KIT 
Kit of parts as featured in EA July 191 
2708. 2716 & 2532 Use with TRS 80 
Compucolour Kit does not include connec 
programmer to computer 

K™UTTcXsESC0,ChCalFr0n,Pane,) 
DIGITAL PANEL CAPACITANCE METER 
Kit of parts as featured in EA MARCH 1980 
Four Digits. Extremely popular 

kit^without'case Scotcpca* F'°"' Pa"*'> 
TV CRO ADAPTOR KIT (EA MAY 1980) 
COMPLETE KIT (Inc Scotchcal Front Panel) 
(without power adaptor) 
POWER ADAPTORS TO SUIT 
1. 240V to 6/7.5/9V 
2. 240V to 9V 

LE GONG 

Fantastic doorbell using the 
new Siemens SAB 0600 chip. 
Kit of parts $15 

2 channel infrared 
remote control LB GONG 

INCREDIBLE!!! 

E/A has really done it this 
time. Display your Hi/FI 
response on your colour TV. 
It will really impress your 
friends. Kit of parts $99 

EA Power Saver . -rfpK 

S32U|oEA' 3,1 in,eres,ln9 approach 10 power savings. Kil ol parts 

ETI147 OCT 80 ELECTRONIC LOAD 
K" par1s 
ETI327 TURN HAZARD UNIT *75 0C 
Kit parts 
EA DIGITAL ENGINE ANALYSER $22 0C 

i?!?n8£I~a/10 kit parts inc ,ront Panel $44 95 
EA CAR BATT VOLTAGE MON ^ 
Oct EA kit parts 
EA BIPOLAR TRAIN CONTROLLER 56 50 
Nov 80 kit parts 
EA DIGITAL STORAGE CRO $26 00 
Adapter Nov 80 kit parts t7fl nn 
EA LIGHT BEAM RELAY NOV 80 $ 8 °° 
Kit of parts t.,.. 
EA RS232 PRINTER INTERFACE 513 00 

Signature 

Post & Pack $2.50 small kits 
extra postage 

notice. Send 60c and SAE for free c 
icote, Vic 3070. Minimum pack and t 

co 
t- IRVING ELECTRONICS 

425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070, MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. R„ ,03, 489 8,3,. Telex No. 38897 



Moving-coil preamplifier 
PARTS LIST 

1 metal case, 184 x 70 x 160mm (D x 
HxW) 

1 printed circuit board, code 81mc7, 
62 x 89mm 

1 single pole 3-position rotary switch 
1 small red LED 
1 4-way RCA panel socket 
1 terminal post 
6 1.5 V "D" cell 
1 4 “D" cell holder 
1 2 "D" cell holder 
4 10mm tapped brass standoffs 
2 FX1115 ferrite beads 
y2 metre of 28SWG enamelled cop¬ 

per wire 
y2 metre of twin shield cable 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
2 LM394 super match transistor pair 
4 2N4250 PNP transistors 
1 5.6V 400mW zener diode 

CAPACITORS , . 
3 lOOgF 16VW PC electrolytics 
6 10gF 16VW PC electrolytics 

to the earth terminal on one of the out¬ 
put sockets. The RF chokes at the inputs 
are made by passing four turns of 28 
SWC enamelled copper wire through a 
small ferrite bead, type FX1115 from 
Philips. One end of each choke is 
soldered to an RCA input terminal and 
the other end to the inner conductor at 
the shielded cable. The outputs from the 
preamp are also connected via shielded 
cable 

If you are using batteries to poweryour 
unit then you will require one 4 x D cell 
battery holder and one 2 x D cell bat 
tery holder. These are wired up in series 
to give the requisite 9V. Alternatively a 
plug pack power supply and the 
regulator board can be used. 

Finally, check all wiring carefully and 
then switch to the "battery check posi¬ 
tion The front panel LED should come 
on to indicate that battery voltage is pre¬ 
sent Now switch to the "on position 

Back panel view of the unit. The two 
output sockets are at left while the input 
sockets are at right. 

and check the preamplifier for correct 
operation simply by connecting it to an 
MC cartridge and amplifier and trying it 

°lft an MC cartridge is not immediately 
available, touch the input terminals with 
your finger. You should hear a loud hum 
from the loudspeakers. Happy listening. 

RESISTORS (all'AW 5%) 
2 x 220kQ, 2 x 68k(l, 2 x 47kil, 4 x 
10k El, 2 x 1.5kEl, 2 x 470SI, 3 x 22011, 2 
x 70011, 2 x 4/11, 2 x 7011 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Machine screws and nuts, hook-up 
wire, PC stakes etc. 

ADD FOR PLUG-PACK OPERATION 
1 9V DC plug-pack supply 
1 printed circuit board, code 80gps3, 

46 x 36mm 
1 LM317T three-terminal regulator 
1 3.5mm jack socket 
2 1N4002 diodes 
7 0.1 nF metallised polyester 

capacitor 
1 luF 16VW tantalum capacitor 
1 10/iF 16VW tantalum capacitor 
1 1.2kQ resistor 
1 180Q resistor 

Finished 
Scotchcal 
front panels 
will be 
available 
from the 
usual parts 
suppliers. 
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Electrochune” 

a 23-note organ with special effects 

by JOHN CLARKE 

Electrochune is a complete self- 
contained keyless organ with all 
components mounted on a medium-size 
printed circuit board measuring 249 x 
201mm It can be built in the "bare 
bones form shown in our photographs 

°vA,[e,Ssed U,P w,tb a cabinet, if you wish. 
While earlier keyless organs, such as 

the one published in the January 1969 
issue of "Electronics Australia" were 
played with a stylus, the Electrochune 
can be played with your finger. Merely 
touching the "key" areas on the printed 
circuit board brings each note into 
action. 

Much of the circuitry in the 
Electrochune is similar to that used in 

feamrP«:Synthe|S,ZerS and so if has some features similar to these oonular 
instruments. For example, like mist 
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synthesizers, Electrochune is 
monophonic. This means that it cannot 
play chords and is meant to be played 
one-handed or, really, in this case, one- 
fingered. 

Jn?hlrOChUne i$ i3’50 Similar to many 
synthesizers in that it uses voltage- 
controlled amplifiers, a sample-and-hold 
circuit and a voltage-controlled 
oscillator. As a result it has such features 
as adjustable attack and decay for 
envelope control and tremolo. It also 

I^|VfOICe "?lxin? and its own inbuilt 
amplifier and on-board loudspeaker. 

rho 6. eadler keyless instruments 
the Electrochune can be tuned ve™ 
precisely over its almost two-octave 

tuned Th,S iS bec,ause each key can be 

afferK ^ V 3ud lndividually. Without 
affecting any other key. This means that 

if you want to use the Electrochune 
seriously, in spite of our remarks at the 
beginning of this article, you can do so 

in pitchUP eaCH key S° tHat il 'S exactly 

It is also possible to tune the 
Electrochune to match other 
instruments. The mind boggles at the 
possible ramifications of this - you could 
even have "Electrochune in Concert". 

Even though the Electrochune can be 
tuned very precisely, as noted above it 

LS "h°jr ?eCeSSary to 8° to any special 
bother if you are just building the unit for 
casual use. Just install the resistor values 

matter6*"'Ied iS ,he end °< 

Electrochune is powered by an AC 
plugpack. While this will make it initially 
a little more expensive, it will soon pav 

wfi y elimina,in8 the cost 
V 

HOW IT WORKS 

rriS6 tbe, c°mplete circuit is fairly 
complicated, the Electrochune is 
cfaSu°nab yh easy to understand if the 

?hhlCh?I hf^ammed'oneTa timeTo 

ig-1 shows the heart of the circuit as a 



voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). As 
the name implies, this has a frequency 
output which is proportional to a voltage 
applied to its input. The input voltage for 
each note is fed to the VCO from its 
individual voltage divider via an 
individual switch. Since there are 23 
notes, there are 23 separate voltage 
dividers and 23 switches, each of which 
is actually a switch element in a CMOS 
quad bilateral switch package. 

Following the VCO are the envelope¬ 
shaping and tremelo circuits and the 
audio amplifier and loudspeaker. Now if 
it were not for the fact that we wish to 
provide envelope shaping, the simple 
principle embodied in Fig. 1 would be 
adequate and the complete circuit 
diagram would be quite a lot simpler 
than it is. 

By "envelope shaping" we mean giving 

FREQUENCY OF 
NOTES USED (Hz) 

KEYSWITCHES 

G 196.0 G 392.0 
G’ 207.7 G’ 415.3 
A 220.0 A 440.0 
A’ 233.1 A’ 466.2 
B 246.9 B 493.9 
C 261.6 C 523.3 
C’ 277.2 C' 554.4 
D 293.7 D 587.3 
D’ 311.1 D’ 622.3 
E 329.6 E 659.3 
F 349.2 F 698.5 
F’ 370.0 

Vref G 

a precise and defined value to the attack 
and decay of each note. This means that 
for a given setting of the controls tor 
attack and decay, each note will sound 
roughly the same in initial intensity, in 
duration and in the way it fades into 
silence. Thus, the envelope of each note 
will be same regardless of whether the 
player hits the notes in staccato or 
slower fashion. 

This is quite a refinement compared to 
previous keyless organs which provided 
very little facility for expression. 

Okay. Now remember that the VCO 
requires a defined input voltage to 
produce a given frequency and that it is 
only while the particular keyswitches are 
closed that they connect the particular 
note voltage divider to the VCO. So 
what happens when the player takes his 
great greasy finger off the particular key 
and expects the note to fade away? It 
doesn't. Because when the input voltage 
is removed from the VCO its frequency 
immediately rises to a very high value 
which is its free-running frequency. Since 
this would lead to a very unmusical and 
totally unsatisfactory instrument, we 
need to provide some means for the 
circuit to "remember" the VCO input 
voltage after the key is pressed. This is 
done with a sample-and-hold circuit and 
this is incorporated into the scheme of 
things as shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 

This block diagram shows an array of 
switches for the various notes, each with 
its own voltage divider. When a key is 
touched, the appropriate CMOS switch 
is closed, feeding the note voltage 
through to a FET-input op amp which 
operates as a buffer stage. The output 
from this buffer is fed to a conventional 
op amp functioning as a Schmitt trigger 
and to a sample and hold circuit. The 
Schmitt trigger controls the sample-and- 
hold circuit as well as the envelope¬ 
shaping circuitry (for attack and decay) 
following the VCO. After the envelope 
shaper a similar circuit provides further 
signal processing in the form of Tremolo 
(amplitude modulation). Finally, the 
signal is amplified and fed to a 
loudspeaker. 

Fig. 3 shows the different functions 
possible with the envelope shaping and 
Tremolo circuits. 

Now with Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 in mind, we 
can consider the complete circuit 
diagram. The heart of the circuit, the 
VCO, is IC4, which is an Exar 2206 
function generator 1C. This is connected 
to provide simultaneous sine and square 
wave outputs which are mixed across a 

5kfi potentiometer. This provides the 
necessary range of sine and square 

waveforms. . ,r- *1 

Looking back to the key inputs, ICs 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 are quad CMOS 
bilateral switches which provide the 
input from the note voltage dividers. The 
CMOS switches are switched by skin 
resistance of the finger placed across the 
appropriate key pattern. 

The selected note voltage is fed to a 
FET-input operational amplifier, IC10, 
operating as a buffer stage. The input of 
IC10 is normally held high by a 10MQ 
resistor, when all CMOS switches are 
closed. This resistor has a negligible 
loading effect on the note voltage. 

The output of IC10 is fed to IC8, the 
Schmitt trigger and also to the sample- 
and-hold circuitry. This consists of a 
single CMOS switch (IC14d) and IC3, 
another FET-input operational amplifier 
connected as a voltage-follower which 
monitors the voltage across a .04/ftF 
capacitor. 

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD 
As soon as a selected voltage appears 

at the output of buffer IC10, it drives the 
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House 

“BIG SAVINGS i” 
Carbon Film Resistors 
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lots of 100" 
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Fig. 3 WAVEFORM ENVELOPE CONTROL 

output of Schmitt trigger IC8 low. This 
'"'fates the 555 monostable timer IC2 
whjch delivers a short turn-on pulse to 
IC14d in the sample-and-hold circuit. 
This allows the .047/xF capacitor to 
charge to the full value of the note 
voltage, a value which it will "hold" by 
virtue of being in a very high impedance 
circuit, until the next note is struck. 
Voltage-follower IC3 then feeds the 
capacitor voltage value to the VCO to 
determine the frequency. 

At the same time as the Schmitt trigger 
initiates the monostable to operate the 
sample-and-hold, it also initiates the 
envelope-shaping circuitry. This means 
that at the same time as the note 
frequency is determined, its envelope is 
also controlled. Logical, isn't it? 

So the Schmitt trigger also initiates 555 
monostable timer 1C7 for a set period. 
Here, the ramp voltage at pin 6 is used to 
control a CA3080 transconductance 
amplifier (read: variable gain amplifier) 

^6- The ramp voltage goes up for attack 
and down for decay and is separately 

for these two Parameters by 
100ki2 potentiometers. 

The percussion switch associated with 
IC7 works in the following way„ A IMft 
resistor normally holds the trigger input, 
pin 2, high and triggering is either done 
through the .OyF capacitor or directly, 
via the percussion switch contact When 
the percussion switch is in the direct 
coupled position, after the Schmitt goes 
low, the voltage at pin 6 rises at the 
attack rate setting and is held at the 
maximum rise voltage until the Schmitt 
goes high. The voltage then falls at the 
decay rate setting. When the percussion 
switch is in the capacitively coupled 
position the voltage at pin 6 rises to the 
maximum level and then immediately 
falls regardless of the Schmitt output 

Following the transconductance 
amplifier IC6 is another of the same type, 
IC5, which provides the Tremolo 

TABLE OF TUNING RESISTOR VALUES 
(all 5% E24 series) 

R1 
R101 
R2 
R102 
R3 
R103 
R4 
R104 
R5 
R105 
R6 
R106 
R7 
R107 
R8 
R108 
R9 
R109 
RIO 
R110 
R11 
R111 
R12 

22kfi 
91 kfi 
22kfi 
110k0//680kfi 
22kfi 
110kfi//750kfi 
22kfi 
lOOkfi 
20kfl 
110kf2//680kfi 
20kfi 
110kQ//820kft 
20kfi 
120kfi//620kfi 
18kfi 
110kfi//620kft 
18kfi 
110kG//910kQ 
18kfi 
120kQ//750kfi 
16k0 
110kfi//750kfi 
16kfi 

R112 
R13 
R113 
R14 
R114 
R15 
R115 
R16 
R116 
R17 
R117 
R18 
R118 
R19 
R119 
R20 
R120 
R21 
R121 
R22 
R122 
R23 
R123 

120kfi//680kfi 
15kfi 
120kfi//680kfi 
13kfi 
110k0//680kfi 
13k(2 

1 20kfi//680kfi 
12kfi 
120kfi//820kfi 
11kQ 
130kfi//560kQ 
lOki] 
130kft//620k0 
lOkO 
150kfi//750k0 
lOkfi 
180kfl//820kQ 
10kQ 
240kfi//680kfi 
9.1k0 
360kfi//560kQ 
9.1kfi 
330kfi 

function This is controlled bv the 
sawtooth output of the S55 timer, IC1 

innt°oa atef at about 7Hz and jt has a 
lOOkfi potentiometer across its 
sawtooth output to vary the Tremolo 
effect between about 30% modulation 
and zero. 

Incidentally, in case the 1C numbers 
seem to have no particular order, just 
take a quick look at the printed circuit . 
board overlay. There you will see that 
£! ^mbenng refers to a sequence on 
the PC board, making the particular 1C 
easy to find. 

Finally the signal is capacitively 
coupled to amplifier, IC9, which 
provides about 1W of power, enough to 
give a substantial volume from the 
speaker. The volume control operates 
on the common-mode principle 
whereby the input signal is applied to 
both inverting and non-inverting inputs. 
The greater the resistance between the 
input at pin 6, and the non-inverting 
input, pin 2, the greater the volume If 
both inputs are tied together, then the 
output volume would be zero. 

To reduce to possibility of instability of 

w,th TPmT'rthe input Signal is byPassed with a ,015mF capacitor and a 0.1 »F is 
used to bypass the supply rails. A Zobel 
network at the output of the amplifier 
helps prevent instability due to the 
loudspeaker load. 

im/!T°Tr suPP'y is derived from a 
r™C, P ugpack which is full-wave 
rectified, filtered with a 1000/tF capacitor 
and regulated with an adjustable three- 
terminal regulator set to 12VDC This 
f^PP'y centre-tapped by a resistive 
voltage divider (two Ikfi resistors) to 

We estimate that the current cost 
of parts for this project is 

approximately 

$68 
This includes sates tax and the 

AC plug pack. 
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ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS 

PRICEonCRASH 
BREADBOARD 

WB-TN 640 Ho,es 

WB-DN 100 Holes 

$895 

$250 

JEY!! HERE'S A 
WINNER 

‘hot* or ‘cold’ ^ 
JUST FLICK 

A SWITCI 

11 

WB-2N 200 + 640 Holes$|850 

WB-2N-1 100 + 640 Holes $1200 

MINI - FRIG & FOOD WARMER 
DUAL CYCLE 2 FACET OPERATION 
MAKES THIS AN 
ABSOLUTE WINNER 
RUNS OFF 12V IN CAR OR BOAT 

rA° 
cOs 

te® A** 

WB-4N-1 300+1280Holes $2Q50 

WB-4N-3 100+12 80 Hole* $24 50 

* — model NEW ' 3800 

PROBES 
Max Input 10 MHz 
Memory/Pulse Sw. 
TTL/CMOS Sw. 
Input Impedance 300k 
Smart black plastic 
case 
53cm leads 

*$26°° 
AND LOOK AT THIS 

Max Input 1.5MHz 
Strong Aluminiem 
case 
LEDs. HI-LOW-PULSE 
80cm leads 
KEY to LEDs on back of probe 
Input Impedance 300k 

WANT A REAL 
ORTOMATIKANTEN A? 
THIS IS IT , , 
SWITCH YOUR CAR RADIO ON 
UP SHE GOES I t 
SWITCH YOUR RADIO OFF 
DOWN SHE GOES ! 

2CHANNEL! F*M intercom 

NO WIRES ! 
JUST PLUG IN 

guaranteed superb quality 

aacklip 
ON THESE 1 
at only 

$2ea 
1&2 DRAWER 
PARTS CABINET 
UNIQUE INTERLOCKING 

The Name is 

5 section 
1 metre- 
SIMPLE 

AQ MOUNT 

colors 
FEATURE 

and thats how long 
It takes to box your project 
Just a JIFFY!.. . 

1 . 9 10-49 50 UP 

UB1 aaO) aoa wa 

aitf/s a-uu 
3 a*3© ikbI 

1-9 

$1.90 

each 

WE SELL 
“A-A” 

nicads 
cheaper 

10up 4 cell 

$1 60 charger 

each *(,,,ust) 

JAPANESE QUALITY 8. 
A PRICE BREAKTHROUGH TOO! 

‘UNISEF’ BRAND! 
AM/FM/FM-MPX 

RADIO CASSETTE 
2x6W 

IN DASH MODEL 

ONLY II LEFT 

|c/ic. adapt, req 
#2.45 

SAVE A a J 
MASSIVE vJvJ/o 

^ SENSATIONAL RACK 
niRFCT IMPORT mounting cabinets 
Uincui MViruni ANONIDISED satin black 

Get a Real Pro-Finish Like 
"Nakamichi" - 'Technics etc 
.(Try the MOSFET AMP in One!) 

THESE ARE AN ABSOLUTE! A 
FANTASTIC SWITCH (2 POLE x MAKE) 
momentary actionWITH[A 
FIRM & POSITIVE ‘CUCK ACTION 
USE FOR ALARMS / INTERCOMS ETC ETC 

PACK 
4 $2 

K ALARMS / - 

e Ideal P-C* B mounting 
PRICE CRASH z”**_ 
PRICE CRASH/„) 
PIGTAIL NEONS 

(heatsinks- 
(all at 

low! 
very 
Jow prices 

ideal 
SwreceivefS 

HERE WE GO AGAIN! 

MOLEX 
PINS 
Simple and QuieW^i^^ 
Reliable and Cheap ^ | 

pack ioo9| 

CHECK THIS OUT 

JjQfach 
SORRY WE COULDN’T 
CELEBRATE “THE WEDDING 

WE WERE TOO BUSY 
GETTING YOUR ORDERS OUT 
IN OUR USUAL SUPERFAST 
MANNER... IF YOU HAVE 
NOT TRIED US ... YOU ARE 
LOSING TIME AND MONEY!! 

H0500 
H0501 
HO502 
H0512 
H0522 
H0526 
VIO560 
H0561 
H0570 
H0571 

T03 Minif in 
T03 Univ 'U' 
Mini 'U' 
T05 Round 
75mm Fan 
225mm Fan 
HD 75x110x33 No Holes 
HD 75x110x33 Twin T03 
MD 75x102x25 No Holes 
MO 75x102x25 Twin To3 

$1.25 
.80 
.60 
.20 

$3.50 
$8.50 
$4.50 
$4.95 
$2.75 
$2.95 

AUSTRALIA S FASTEST MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

ALTRONICS PERTH°XSTmLING ST WA 6000 

THE ONE-STOP ELECTRONICS SHOP fOR YOU 

ALL ORDERS $2 ONLY P & P FLAT CHARGE 

sm&st 100 -THAT,eatlv ,s dvna‘ 
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Features 

• Designed to suit standard 0.1" P.C.B. grid. 
• Lightweight and convenient. Simplv 

solders into position. 
• Insulated to Australian standard C 126. 
• Low price. 

Dimensions 

Size 1VA 2/3VA pS/TVA 10/12VA 
Width 30 35 41 + 48 
Depth 25 30 33t 40 
Height 26 30 131 36 
Weight 70gm 90gm 150gm 260qm 

• ^ VAble 'n 7 rat'n9S ~ 1’ 2- 3- 5- 7-10 and 

• Can be supplied in multi-tapped or dual 
winding form. 

• Telecom approved. 

*quean&^M)’.lar9e0rSmal1 

Specially designed 
for printed circuit 
board mounting. 

LEC 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 

SENDFORDATA SHEET 

A&R ELECTRONICS SK 
A MEMBER OF THE A&R SOANAR ELECTRONICS GROUP 

30 Lex.on Road, Box Hill, Vic., 3128, Australia. Telex; 32286 

VICTORIA: 
NSW: 
STH. AUSTj 
QUEENSLAND: 
WEST. AUST.: 
TASMANIA: 
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you can have all the 
features of expensive 
commercial amps at 
a fraction of their price. 

■V-When you build the 

J uv^d w u U 

Mosfet Amp 

0jv, 

Vs\\ 
\ o/X »<£%>, 

e*-/ 

MAGNIFICENT! 
EVEN ANEW 

RANGE OF 
MAGNIFICENT 
PRO-QUALITY 

KNOBS - JUST 
FOR THIS AMP! 

& 

*V^ C&N <V 
yrgHBP VOM« 

6? 

This is it: the new Paymaster Power 
Mosfet Stereo Amplifier, as 
described in the current issue of 
Electronics Australia. It’s the latest 
m the incredibly successful series of 
™aster amplifiers (over 

^OOOTwin 25’s & Forty/Forty’s 
built.) but this one really has 
everything: 

mik SMITH 

t 

i State-of-the-art POWER 
MOSFETS! 

> Low-noise FET input preamps! 
* Over 50 watts per channel! 
> Speaker switching plus loud- 
ness & muting controls! 

* And a brand new professional 
styling! 

1 Complete with our famous 
step-by-step 
instruction 
manual! 

Cat. K-3610 

'Complete «_ 
r °ur EXCLUSIVE 

2a All .Torry D,ck «t 
do«*n’t work’ 

Vetum coupon . 

SAVE OVER $10.00: 

This kit INCLUDES the 

optional loudspeaker 

protector circuitry: 

AT NO EXTRA CHARGE 

SI 

SEE OUR OTHER ADS FOR 
pull ADDRESS 



Electrochune keyless organ 

provide decoupled reference voltage for 
the various op amps. Decoupling is 
provided by a 1000gF capacitor which 
also carries the loudspeaker return 
clirrent. 

CONSTRUCTION 
As mentioned previously, all the 

components are accommodated on a 
large PC board measuring 249 x 210mm 
and coded 81or7. While our prototype 
had a gold flash’ over it for corrosion 
protection, we understand that 
production PC boards will be tin-plated. 
This will provide the same corrosion 
protection and also make it easy to 
solder. 

Start assembly by making sure the 
holes are drilled to suit the 
potentiometers and slider switches used. 
Solder in all the links (use tinned copper 
wire) keeping them straight and tight 
between the mounting holes. 

Next all the resistors can be soldered in 
place. Note that R1/R101 to R23/R123, 
whose values are depicted in the 
accompanying table have some parallel 
resistor combinations. These are 
mounted on both sides of the PC board. 
The resistors on the copper side are 

soldered directly over the opposing 
resistor and on the same mounting 
holes. 

Now the ICs can be soldered in place 
making sure the orientation is correct. 
Note that not all the ICs are oriented in 
the same direction. The CMOS ICs 
should be soldered in place last, making 
sure that the supply pins (pins 7 and 14) 
are soldered first using an earthed 
soldering iron. 

The capacitors can then be connected 
in place. We soldered the 23 .OlgF 
capacitors for the keyboard 3-4mm 
above the PC board such that they could 
be bent over flush with the PC board. 
This prevents them from being broken 
off and gives a neater appearance. 

The potentiometers are bolted to the 
PC board in their respective holes, and 
the terminals of these soldered directly 
to the PC board. The solder lug eyelet of 
each terminal will need to be cut off and 
the whole terminal bent through 180° in 
order for this to be achieved. 

The loudspeaker is mounted face 
down on the fibreglass side of the PC 
board. Two lengths of stiff tinned copper 
wire are then soldered across the back 
of the loudspeaker from one side to the 

PARTS LIST 
7 printed circuit board, code 

81or7, 248 x 200mm 
3 lOOkQ linear potentiometers 
1 lOOkQ logarithmic potentiometer 
7 5kl2 linear potentiometer 
2 SPOT slider switches 
7 65mm loudspeaker 
7 AC plug pack 12VAC 500mA 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
1 XR-2206 monolithic function 

generator 
2 CA3140 BiMOS operational 

amplifiers 
7 747 operational amplifier 
2 CA3080 operational amplifier 
7 LM380 audio power amplifier 

(14 pin DIL) 
3 555 timers 
6 4076, 4066 quad bilateral 

switches 
1 LM317 three terminal regulator 
1 1N4148 small signal switching 

diode 
4 1N4002 1A rectifier diodes 

CAPACITORS 
1 lOOOgF 25VW axial lead 

electrolytic 
1 lOOOgF 16VW axial lead 

electrolytic 
1 100gF 76VW PC electrolytic 
1 47gF 16VW PC electrolytic 
6 10gF 76VW electrolytic 
1 10gF 76VW tantalum 

1 4.7gF 25VW tantalum 
1 4.7gF 16VW tantalum 
1 0.15gF metallised polyester 
3 0.1 gF metallised polyester 
1 .047gF metallised polyester 
1 .015gF metallised polyester 
25 .01 gF metallised polyester 
1 .001 gF metallised polyester 

RESISTORS (5% tolerance, 'AW) 
24 x 70M12, 6 x 7M12, 7 x 720kl2, 4 x 
700/cfi, 7 x 27kQf 3 x 70/<12, 2 x 4.7M2, 
4 x IkQ, 2 x 47012, 7 x 22012, 7 x 
72012, 2 x 4712, 7 x 2.712, 7 x 2.2kQ 
miniature vertical trimpot. 

RESISTORS (5% tolerance, E24 series) 
1 x 970/c12, 3 x 820kQ, 4 x 750/cl2, 7 x 
680kl2, 3 x 620/cl2, 2 x 560/d2, 7 x 
360kl2, 7 x 330/cfi, 7 x 240/cl2, 7 x 
180kQ, 7 x 750kl2, 2 x 730kl2, 6 x 
720/cl2, 7 x IIOkQ, 7 x 700/cl2, 7 x 
97/cl2, 4 x 22/<12, 3 x 20kl2, 3 x 78kl2, 2 
x 76/cl2, 7 x 75/cl2, 2 x 73/cfi, 7 x 72/cl2, 
7 x 77/c!2, 4 x 70kl2, 2 x 9.IkQ. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Tinned copper wire, solder, hook¬ 
up wire etc. 

NOTE: Components specified are 
those used in the prototype. In 
general components of higher 
voltage and/or wattage ratings can 
be used providing they are physical¬ 
ly compatible. 

FUNDAMENTALS 
OF 

SOLID STATE 

WBiCWO aumunjo' HANDBOOK *300 

Fundamentals of Solid State has been 
reprinted, revised and updated showing how 
popular it has been. It provides a wealth of 
information on semiconductor theory and 
operation, delving much deeper than very 
elementary works but without the maths and 
abstract theory which make many of the 
more specialised texts very heavy going. It 
begins with atomic theory, diode types, uni¬ 
junction, field effect and bipolar transistors, 
thryistor devices, device fabrication and 
microcircuits. A glossary of terms and an in¬ 
dex complete the book. 

Available from ‘‘Electronics Australia", 57 
Regent St, Sydney. Price $3.50. Also by mail 
order from ‘‘Electronics Australia", PO Box 
163, Beaconsfield 2014 Price $4.20. 

Just off the presses! 
An Introduction to 

Digital Electronics, 4th 
Edition 
You don’t need any previous knowledge 
of digital electronics — this book starts 
from scratch and covers all the basic 
concepts you need. Latest edition now 
includes chapters on anaog-to-digital and 
digital-to-analog conversion! 

Available from ‘‘Electronics Australia”, 57 
Regent St, Sydney. Price $4.50. Also by 
mail order from ‘‘Electronics Australia”, 
PO Box 163, Beaconsfield 2014. Price 

$5.20. 
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Electrochune keyless organ CONSTRUCTION 

The completed prototype. Note that some tuning resistors are also soldered to the 
copper side of the printed circuit board (see photo p52 and table p56). 

other and hold it tightly to the PC board. 
Finally the wires can be brought to the 

loudspeaker and the slide switches 
soldered to the PC board. Note that the 
switches are soldered on the copper side 
of the board, and not the fibreglass side 
as would normally be the case. 

As far as tuning is concerned, we have 
attempted to make this as simple as 
possible. By using the values specified, 
the organ should be in reasonable tune. 
However, the overall tune would 
depend upon the voltage provided by 
the regulator being set close to 12 volts 
and the capacitor used for the oscillator 
on IC2. 

For critical tune applications, the organ 
can be adjusted with the aid of a 
frequency meter or organ tuning 
standard. The frequencies for each note 
are given in the accompanying table for 
frequency meter use, but for the tuning 
reference methos, beats can be listened 
for or Lissajous figures set up on an 
oscilloscope. Various parallel resistors 
can be placed across the reference 
resistors, R1/R101 to R23/R123, until the 
instrument is in tune. 

Note that the order of tuning resistors 
does not exactly follow the keyboard 
note order, but the relevant resistors for 
each note are labelled on the PC board 
overlay diagram for easy identification. 

If you wish to make the Electrochune 
tunable to match other instruments, it 
will be necessary to have a variable 
capacitor in parallel with Cl, which is 
connected between pins 5 and 6 of 
IC4, the VCO. The largest suitable 
variable capacitor we know is the solid 
dielectric type used in most portable AM 
radios. These normally have a range of 
several hundred picofarads, giving a 
useful tuning range. 

Note that if you wish to make use of 
this option, you will have to make sure 
that, when the variable capacitor is in 
circuit, the Electrochune can be brought 
to standard tune, ie A at 440Hz. The 
same remark applies if you wish to tune 

the whole instrument precisely, as 
described above: first make sure that 
you have a precise 12 volts from the 
regulator and then set A440 by suitable 
adjustment (ie, padding with small 
parallel capacitors if necessary) of Cl. 

Playing the Electrochune involves the 
use of one finger only. If a second finger 
contacts another note while the first 
finger remains on a key the same note 
will still play. It is not until all fingers are 
released from the keyboard that another 
note can be played. 

From time to time it will be necessary 
to clean off the keyboard (with a weak 
detergent solution) so that any build-up 
of grease and dirt does not prejudice 

operation by tending to turn on the 
CMOS keys. Do not use abrasive 
cleaners for this job. 

The Attack and Decay controls are 
adjustable from about .005 seconds to 
about one second, giving rise and fall 
envelope times varying from almost 
instant to a slow rise time. Note that if 
the percussion is on with maximum 
attack and decay times, then just a 
"plop" will be heard. With the 
percussion off, the note will appear to 
respond only when the key is pressed. 

Next month we hope to publish 
constructional details of a suitable 
cabinet for the Electrochune, together 
with a label for the controls. 

• SYDNEY • MELBOURNE • BRISBANE • ADELAIDE • PERTH • HOBART 

B 

A ANADEX 
AA DP 8000 

Belle Howell ptyltd 
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“THE BIG BOARD” 
OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT! 
Z-80 CPU! 64K RAM! 

(64K KIT 
BASIC I/O) 

THEE FERGUSON PROJECT: Three years in the works, and maybe too good to be true. A tribute to hard headed, 
no compromise, high performance. American engineering! The Big Board gives you all the most needed 
computing features on one board at a very reasonable cost. The Big Board was designed from scratch to run the 
latest version of CP/M*. Just imagine all the off-the-shelf software that can be run on the Big Board without any 
modifications needed! Take a Big Board, add a couple of 8 inch disc drives, power supply. and an enclosure; and 
you have a total Business System for about 1/3 the cost you might expect to pay. 

FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!) 

SIZE: 8V, x 13V, IN. 
SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE. 
REQUIRES 5V @ 3 AMPS 

12V @ 5 AMPS 

24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO 
With a crisp, tiicker-tree display that looks extremely sharp even on small 
monitors. Hardware scroll and lull cursor control Composite video or split video 
and sync Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM. making customized 
fonts easy Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity Video may be 

inverted or true 

CP/M* 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD TERMS CASH CHEQUE OR BANKCARD (MIN $100 DEP) 

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX IF APP 

REGISTERED PACK & POST $5.00 

w RITRONICS WHOLESALE 
JL. 425 HIGH ST, NORTHCOTE VIC 

y 481 1923 489 7099 PO BOX 235 TELEX AA38897 
._,_,_m„ incnirtions S15. Refundable on purchase of board. Photocopy exchanged 

D O S. modified by MICRONIX 
Big Board is available for $150.00. 

The popular CP/M* 
SYSTEMS to run on 

Bankcard Mail Ordara Walcoma 

Please debit my Bankcard 

Bankcard No 

E xpiry Date 

Name 

Signature 

for original. Delivery ex stock. 
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Running at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode i 

INTERUPTS. Fully buttered and runs 8080 software ] Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator tor enhanced 
reliability IBM 3740 compatible Supports up 1o four 8 inch disc drives Directly 
compatible with standard Shugart drives such as the S A800 or SA801 Drives can 

hp ronfiaured for remote AC otf-on. Runs CP M* 2 2 
SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL) 

Full 2 channel* using the Z80 SIO and the SMC 8116 Baud Rate Generator FULL 
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous 
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem Both channels can 
be set up for either data-communica**on or data-terminals Supports >de 2 Int 

Price for all parts and connectors $95 

FOUR PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL) 
Uses Z-80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered, bi-directional User selectable hand 
shake polarity Set ol all parts and connectors tor parallel I/O' $45 

BASIC I/O REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL) 

Consists ot a separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) lor use with an ASCII encoded 

keyboard lor input Output would be on the 80 x 24 Video Display 

Uses Z 80 CTC Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all 

parts $25 

PFM 3.0 2K SYSTEM MONITOR 
Th* rpai nnwer ol the Bia Board lies in its PFM 3 0 on board monitor PFM commands include Dump Memory Boot CP/M*. Copy. Examme. Fill Memory. Test Memory. Go To. 
Read and Write I/O Ports. Disc Read (Drive. Track. Sector) and Search PFM occupies one ot the tour 2716 EPROM locations provided It does not occupy any ot the 64K ot 

system RAM! 



Two high-performance loudspeaker systems to build 

Peerless PAS60 and 
PAS25 loudspeakers 
This is the second of two articles presenting Peerless loudspeaker 
systems. For those who do not have the room or taste for the large 
PAS100 systems produced last month, we now present the PAS60, 
a three-way, 60 litre system and the PAS25, a two-way, 25 litre 
system. Both these systems represent very good value for money, 
particularly the PAS25. 

by LEO SIMPSON 

The upper frequency limit of the 
woofer is 2kHz but the crossover point 
to the midrange unit is an octave below 
that at 1kHz. The midrange driver is the 
Peerless KU45MRF which is an open- 
back unit with an effective cone 
diameter of around 75mm. This too has 
a foam rubber roll surround and a 
relatively large ceramic magnetic pro¬ 
viding a gap flux density of 1.1 Tesla. 
Nominal efficiency is 91.5dB. 

Let us talk about the Peerless PAS60 
system first. This is still a relatively large 
system at 60 litres but it will be easier to 
accommodate a pair of these than a pair 
of the 100 litre PAS100 systems describ¬ 
ed last month. Another advantage is that 
the step-down in size does not mean a 
proportional step-down in performance. 
Far from it. Both the efficiency and 
power handling of this system are close, 
to that of the PAS100. Efficiency is 
around 92dB (down 1.5dB from the 
PAS100) while power handling is 90 
watts. 

Dimensions of the PAS60 are 400 x 
700 x 290mm, not including the grille 
cloth frame and mass is approximately 
18.5kg. 

As in any multi-way loudspeaker 
system, the major parameters of the 60 
litre three-way PAS60 system are set to 
match those of the woofer which) in this 
case is quite an impressive unit called the 
KP100WFX, it has a nominal diameter of 
250mm and a large foam rubber roll sur¬ 
round which enables a low resonance 
figure of 28Hz to be achieved in free air. 

As with other Peerless woofers in this 
series, the cone material is Peercone. a 
white moulded polypropylene mate.ial 
which has high tensile strength, low 
mass, high temperature stability and high 
internal damping. The resulting dynamic 
mass of the Peerless 250mm woofer is a 
mere 25 grams. 

The woofer has a large ceramic magnet 
providing quite a high flux density of 
0.95 Tesla (9500 gauss). This results in a 
Q-factor of 0.4 and a sensitivity of 92dB. 
As mentioned last month, this means 
that the woofer will produce a sound 
pressure level of 92dB at distance of one 
metre on its axis with a drive signal of 
one watt at a reference frequency which 

is probably 400Hz or 1kHz. 
When mounted in the enclosure, the 

woofer resonance rises to the still 
relatively low figure of 50Hz, as shown 
by the impedance curve for the total 
system. While we are talking about the 
impedance curve note that it will not 
present any undue loading problems for 
typical stereo amplifiers. Minimum value 

Fundamental resonance of the 
midrange driver is 90Hz and working 
range is from 600Hz to 6kHz with 
smooth roll-off at both extremes. Note 
that it is most important that a midrange 
driver have a smooth response at both 

With grilles removed, the Peerless PAS25 (left) and PAS60 (right). 
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of the PAS60 system impedance occurs 
at around 15kHz, with a value of just 
over 512. 

With the resonance of the woofer be¬ 
ing around 50Hz in the enclosure, the 
resulting system has a usable bass 
response down to below 40Hz. 

extremes because typical crossover net¬ 
works do not have an absolute cut-off at 
the nominal crossover frequencies. This 
means that the midrange is called upon 
to handle some signals outside its range 
(as set by the crossover network) at 
reduced power. 



Here are the dimensional details of the Peerless PAS60 with those for the PAS25 
shown in brackets. Note that it is drawn in the upside-down position in which it 
should be assembled. A handyman carpenter building an enclosure from uncut 
sheets should work to the external dismensions, using internal cleats as necessary. 
The baffle and back panel dimensions would need to be modified to become a slide- 
in fit. 

The open-back construction of the 
KU45MRF means that it requires a 
separate cavity which is isolated from 
the main enclosure which is subject to 
heavy bass sound pressure levels. 
Peerless make a suitable housing from 
moulded polystyrene which can be 
glued into place on the rear of the baffle 
before the midrange driver is installed. 
This is then damped with a small quanti¬ 
ty of acoustic absorbent material. 

Crossover from midrange to tweeter is 
at 6kHz with 12dB/octave roll-off for 
both drivers. 

The tweeter is the Peerless LK10MDT 
which has a soft dome with a nominal 
diameter of 25mm and resonant fre¬ 
quency of 800Hz. Characteristic sensitivi¬ 
ty is 91 dB and frequency range is 900Hz 
to 20kHz. 

At first sight the crossover network for 
the PAS60 system looks a little unusual 
to those used to seeing separate parallel 
networks for each driver. Even though 
the woofer and midrange 'look'' as 
though they are in series, they are in fact 
independently driven, with isolation pro¬ 
vided by the capacitors and inductors. In 
the same way, the tweeter is fed via the 
36/zF capacitor plus its associated 2.5/aF 

capacitor and 0.22mH inductor. 
As with the Peerless PAS100, all of the 

crossover components are mounted on 
a PC board which uses push-on connec¬ 
tors for all terminations to the three 
drivers. The capacitors are non-polarised 
electrolytics while the inductors are air- 
cored. 

An option that some builders may 
want to incorporate is a 3dB attenuating 
network for the midrange driver. We felt 
that this was desirable because the 
midrange does tend to dominate, mak¬ 
ing the system overly bright, particularly 
at around 4kHz to 5kHz. 

Those constructors who wish to incor¬ 
porate this option may do so by wiring 
two resistors across the midrange unit 
itself. A 2.2£2 resistor should be con¬ 
nected in series with one of the feed 
wires to the midrange driver while a 22Q 
resistor should be connected across the 

midrange driver terminals. Both resistors 
should have a rating of at least 1W. 

By comparison with the PAS60, the 
Peerless PAS25 looks to be only half the 
size and indeed as its dimensions in¬ 
dicate, it is. But it compares very 
favourably with the other two systems in 
terms of sound quality and it is easily the 
best in terms of value for money. It has 
generous power handling capacity of 
around 50 watts and efficiency of 90dB. 

Dimensions of the PAS25 are 295 x 
580 x 230mm, again not including the 
grille cloth frame and mass is approx¬ 
imately 10kg. 

The PAS25 uses the KP825WFX woofer 
which has nominal diameter of 210mm 
and an effective cone diameter of about 
150mm. Again, it has a rubber roll sur¬ 
round which is treated with a viscous 
compound on the rearside of the roll to 
control spurious resonances. Free-air 
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PEERLESS PAS60 & PAS25 

cone resonance is 33Hz and Q-factor is 
0.38. 

When mounted in the enclosure, the 
woofer resonance rises to around 65Hz, 
which is again depicted on the im¬ 
pedance curve of the system. This curve 
presents no loading problems at all for 
any typical amplifier since the minimum 
impedance value is 9Q which is actually 
above the nominal figure of for the 
system. 
Mounted in the enclosure, the 

KP825WFX woofer will deliver usable 

ventional than that in the PA^60 and is 
again mounted on a PC board which 
uses push-on connectors for all 
terminations. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Let us now talk about the cabinet con¬ 
struction. As with the system discussed 
last month, you may buy the kit for both 
systems in one of two forms. 

The first includes the speakers, 
crossover PCBs, interconnecting wires 

and rear terminal panels for a stereo pair 
but without the cabinet materials. The 
second form includes all of the above 
plus cabinet kits, acoustic filling material, 
foam sealing tape and all other materials 
to complete the enclosures, with 
perhaps the exception of the adhesive. 

If you have the tools to make the 
cabinets from scratch, you may vary the 
cabinet dimensions if necessary provid¬ 
ed the enclosure does not vary by more 
than 10% from the designated volume. 

We understand that kit suppliers will 
sell their pre-cut timber kits in stereo 
pairs to minimise packaging costs. The 
normal practice with these pre-cut 
timber kits is to cut the sides, top and 
base from one strip of vinyl veneered 

-267- 

A : 188 DIA. COUNTERBORED 210 DIA. x 5 DEEP 

B : 70 DIA. COUNTERBORED 95 DIA x 4 DEEP 

MATERIAL: — 19mm VENEERED PARTICLE BOARD 

PAS25 BAFFLE 

This diagram gives the dimensions of the 
PAS25 baffle to be used in conjunction 
with the diagram on page 65. 

bass response down to 50Hz and below, 
a figure which is adequate for the great 
majority of music although it may seem a 
little lacking for pipe organ fans. 

Upper frequency limit of the woofer is 
3kHz and crossover frequency to the 
tweeter is set at 1500Hz. The tweeter is 
the Peerless LK10MDT, the same unit as 
used in the PAS60. This unit is actually 
more efficient than the woofer but by 
virtue of the attenuation provided by the 
crossover network, seems to be par¬ 
ticularly well matched to the woofer. 

The crossover network is more con- 
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These two diagrams show the connections from the 
various drivers in the PAS60 and PAS25 enclosures. crossover networks to the 



IAYHAR - for hard-to-get 

COMPONENTS £ 
listed Jo„ *>m. ot ,h. prooocts.t... w. .»«,h», ... no. n.™,,,, ...n.b,. bom ,.m premm, soppu.r or ... scree., 

the moment. 

ETI 5000 Series Heat sink front panel 
13/4” x 19” Rack Cabinet (Aust. Made) 
3V2” x 19” Rack Cabinet (Aust. Made) 
51/4” x 19” Rack Cabinets (Imported) 
Philips 65D Heat sink (the Biggest) 
Cut to 125mm lengths for rock boxes 
8000 uF 75V can-type electro s. Special 
Ten-Turn tripots Pro-grade 
500/X through to 100 K 

$39.50 
$49.50 
$59.50 
$39.50 

$26.50 ea. 
$ 9.75 ea. 
$ 1.75 ea. 

CQY —89AI.R. Leds 
BPW — 50 Photodiode 
2SK134/2SJ49 Power Mosfet Transistors 
BF469/BF470 
74C14 (watch out for inferior substitutes) 
OM350 Masthead amp/VHF Converter I.C. 
TEA1002 Colour Encoder I.C. 
8.86 MHz XTAL 

$ 1.35 
$2.95 

7.50 ea. 
1.65 ea. 
$ 1.50 
$ 9.50 
$17.50 
$ 7.50 

^ + Dr See our double page kit ad in this month’s E.A. ’’f * * 

ETONE SPEAKERS” power ,on,zer k,t 

I At last you can obtain the famous Australian-made ET0^E I 
speakers from our City Showroom. We also stock the incredible j 

Motorola Piezo horn tweeters. 

P.A. SPEAKERS 

I We have developed an “Experimental” ionizer kit that is capable 
[ of producing high intensity electric fields that are not necessarily 
I Ozone producing. It works directly from the 240V mains and will 
I produce around 7.5 KV. 

] Kit is supplied with instructions and suggestions as to how to get 
I the best out of this unit. Short form kit - $19.50- 

10” 

12” 
I 12 

15 

$ 51.50 
$ 78.00 
$131.00 
$214.00 

(250mm) 131 60W (RMS) 
(300mm) 246 100W(RMS) 
(300mm) 267 150W(RMS) 
(380mm) 801 200W (RMS) 

Motorola Piezo: Frequency Response 2KHz - 28 KHz^ ^ 

KSN 1005A SI 5.00 ea. 
KSN 1025A $24.00 ea 

FREE SPEAKER 
CABINET DESIGNS 

P.A. Bins and Hi-Fi systems are available. 

Interstate customers: Send S.A.E. with your enquiry. 

HI-FI SPEAKRS 

) 

Size 
6” (150mm) 
6” (150mm) 

10” (250mm) 
,12^300mm^ 

Type 
605 
608 
108 
518 

Power Handling 
Midrange120W (RMS) 
Woofer 80W (RMS) 
Woofer 50W (RMS) 
Woofer IQOW(RMS) 

Price 
$32.00 
$34.55 
$33.00 
$49.00 

ETI PEAK READING POWER METER KIT 
See ETI June 81. Contains all 

djQQ CA components inc. High quality 
yLviwU rectangular LEDS._ 

THIS MONTH SPECIALS!! 
Electret Condenser Mic. 
inserts. 

EXTRA VALUE 

40-Way Rainbow Cable 
— 20 twisted pairs — Mil Spec. Only $1.95/m. 
Hey! That's 40m of hookup wire tor less than $2.00!! 

6 x 4” Speakers 
Ideal tor car radio replacement, etc. Normally around $4.50. 

This month $2.95!! super value 

Normally $2.45. <£-| AQ|| 
This month 
Grab them while they last! 

Call in to our showroom to see the 5000 Preamp 

Javcar 
380 Sussex St Sydney 2000. Ph 264 6688 

Shop Hours: 
Mon - Sun - 
9AM - 5 30PM 

ETI 5000 AMP 
COMPLETE KIT- 

- THE WORKS 

- ONLY $289.00 

PAP CHARGES: 
ORDER VALUE CHARGES 

$ 5 S9 99 $1 00 

$ 10 S24 99 $2 00 

$ 25 $49 99 $3 00 

S 50 $99 99 $4 00 

i $100 • or more $5 50 
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Vicom 
International 
Pty. Ltd. 

68 Eastern Road, 
South Melbourne, 
Vic. 3205 
Phone (03) 699 6700 

339 Pacific Hwy., 
Crows Nest, N.S.W. 
2065 
Phone (02) 436 2766 

Consumer Division 
Authorised 
Dealers 
N.S.W. 
Sydney: Sideband 
Electronic Sales 
438 4191 
Newcastle: 
Elektron 2000 
26 2644 
Wagga: Rivercom 
21 2125 
W’Gong: Macalec 
291455 

Queensland 
Brisbane: CW 
Electronics 48 6601 
Gold Coast: 
Amateur’s 
Paradise 32 2644 
Townsville: Robco 
Equipment 72 2633 

Victoria 
Melbourne: 
Eastern Communi¬ 
cations 836 8635 
Moe: Codlin 
Communications 
27 4516 
Hamilton: Hamilton 
Electronics 72 3333 
Ballarat: Wecam 
39 2808 

South Australia 
Adelaide: 
Compucom 43 7981 
I.C.S. 47 3688 
Mt. Gambier: Set 
Services 25 2228 

Western Australia 
Perth: Willis P 
Electronics 328 9229 
Netronics 46 3232 ^ 
Kalgoorlie: Hocks 1 
TV 21 1906 ^ 

Tasmania 
Launceston: 
Gelston 44 3882 
Advanced 
Electronics 31 7075 
Hobart: Harvey 
Skegg 43 6337 

New Zealand 
Vicom NZ 69 7625 

Dealer enquiries 
invited 

Howto be the biggest 
"know air in town. 

i Wideband 
Receiver 

i Antennas. 
Ideal lor use with 

CSC? 'tUC.Ci'S 

TOUCH Mere 

BQBBHl 
BBBBU 
RSHQU 
iausi 

scanners 
Discone 65-520 MHZ 
Model scan-X $41 
(receive only) 
Model GDX-l $93 
(Tx/Rx) 

VHF Pocket Receivers. 
Vicom has a range of pocket sized 
VHF& UHF channelised receivers, 
ideal for foremen, taxi drivers and 
people on the go. HF12 10 
channels VHF $159(crystals extra) 
MR2G 10 channels VHF $199.00 
(crystals extra) 

Regency M400 Scanner 
Listen to police, ambulance, fire 
brigades, hams etc. 
90 day warranty 
AC/DC operation (includes 
approved AC adaptor) 
30 channels (no crystals 
required) 
Full scan 
60-90 MHZ. 144-174 MHZ 
420-512 MHZ 
Nlcad memory battery included 
The capabilities of the M400 are 
awesome At home or on the go. 
the M400 will connect you with all 
the action, with more frequency 
receiving capability, than any 
other scanner of its size 
Perfectly adaptable to most car 
installations, the M400 is a great 
addition to your home or radio 
shack 
10 channel model available 
(M100)$425 
Price model M400 (inc AC 
adaptor) $490 

FM Transmitter 
Just connect a 
microphone. 

HF395 AnipWier 
This high quality single transistor 
kit provides gain 
to200 MHz. 

Kenwood IWIs It All. 
The fantastic digital-readout 
R1000 is a high class general 
coverage communications 
receiver, covering 30 bands 
from 200 hHZ to 30 MHZ 
AM/SSB/CW modes 
Excellent frequency 
stability. 
AC operated 
Quartz clock 
Great sensitivity 
Simple operation 
Built in noise blanker 

Famous 
Leader 
Dip Meter 
For the experimenter _ 
Almost essential if yodre into Ham. 
CB. or other communications 
operation Determines 1C net 
work frequency resonance and 

can be used to adjust wave traps 
find parasitic oscillations and 

align receivers 
Frequency Range 1 5to250MHZ 
in 6 bands 
Power supply 9V battery 
(P& P$3 extra) 

Leader RF Signal 
Generator. 

Leader's LSG16 is a very versatile 
solid-state, wide band signal 
generator. Designed especially 
for the radio experimenter, 
hobbyist and education teachers 
Frequency range 100 KHZ to 
100 MHZ in 5 ranges. 
Accuracy ±1.5% 
Internal modulation 1 KHZ 
External modulation facility 
(P & P $5 extra) 
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PEERLESS PAS60 & PAS25 LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 

board. Ninety degree grooves are milled 
where the joints will be, leaving the 
segments held together only by the vinyl 
veneer. An additional groove is milled to 
take the baffle and rear panel. When 
adhesive is run into the grooves and the 
sides folded around the baffle, a rigid 

tweeter end down, in what will ultimate¬ 
ly be the top of the enclosure. The idea 
is that, when the panels are folded 
around it, the join where the two outer 
ends ultimately meet will be at the bot¬ 
tom, resting out of sight on the carpet. 

Remember also that the rebated side 

to the groove. Now fold the sides and 
bottom carefully up around it, allowing 
the baffle to slip into its natural position, 
without straining either "hinge". Bump 
the panels into place with the ball of the 
hand, bringing the two free edges tightly 
together. Hold them in this position with 

Above and above right are the circuits of the 
PAS25 and PAS60 while pictured below is the 
LK10MDT tweeter, common to both systems. 

o 

WOOFER 

Hl- 
2.5uF 

l.lmH f—l/1 
|M mid-range £0 22mH jL/j 

PEERLESS 3C80 CROSSOVER 

Above is the impedance modulus curve for the PAS60 system. potentially airtight enclosure is formed. 
While the surfacing material provides a 

surprisingly effective "hinge", allowing 
the panels to be folded and unfolded, 
we suggest that you don't tempt fate by 
idly demonstrating to yourself or to 
anyone else how it all goes together. 
Leave that until you are ready to do the 
job. 

Before starting, make sure that you 
have available a large tube of PVC 
adhesive ("Aquadhere" is fine), some 
adhesive tape, and clear space on the 
floor covered with paper, in case you 
spill some glue. Oh, yes, and a scrap of 
clean cloth to wipe off any surplus. 

Open the cabinet timbers full length on 
the floor and tentatively stand the baffle, 

of the baffle is the front face. 
Having worked out how everything will 

fit together, put the baffle aside and app¬ 
ly adhesive to all the 45° surfaces and to 
all surfaces of the rectangular slot for the 
baffle. Apply enough adhesive so that 
when spread with a finger, it will wet all 
surfaces thoroughly and evenly. Wet the 
butt edges of the baffle all around and, 
for good measure run a thin, extra line of 
glue in the bottom of each V and in the 
bottom of the rectangular groove. 

This done, slip the baffle into position, 
tweeter end down and rebated face to 
the front, without pushing it too hard in- 

as many strips of adhesive tape as seem 
necessary. 

Wipe away the surplus adhesive which 
will have been squeezed from the joints 
and put the enclosure aside overnight 
for the joints to set hard. 

The second enclosure can be assembl¬ 
ed in a similar manner. 

If you want to be doubly fussy, prop 
the two enclosures so that they are 
resting on one edge. Run a line of glue 
on the inside of the join, bridging the 
side and bottom. Allow the glue to dry 
and repeat the procedure for other 
edges to ensure an airtight seal. 
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JUST PICK A KIT. . . ANY KIT 
Whether you're a beginner or 
an experienced kit builder, 

^you'll find it's easier than a 

you'd dreamed! 

GET 
STARTED 

THE 
EASY-TO- 
FOLLOW ^ 

INSTRUCTIONS 
even show 
you how to 
*>Wer perfect 
connections! 

ALL THE PARTS ARE INCLUDED — even solder — so all you need 
are a soldering iron, wire cutter, pliers and a screwdriver! 

AND TO THINK YOU BUILT IT YOURSELF! It's 
a great feeling. You saved money — you en¬ 
joyed it — and you ended up with a great, 
hand-crafted product! 

STEP-BY-STEP, CHECKING AS YOU GO- 
you can't go wrong when you do one 
step at a time and check your work! 

ONE LAST CHECK that all the connections are 
made right, and you're ready to turn it on. . . 

You can start right now...fill in the coupon and mail it today! 

Every Heathkit product in our ’81 catalog is designed to 
be built by people with little or no prior knowledge or 
kit-building experience. For more than a quarter of a 
century, people from every walk of life have been 
building them—successfully—and so can you. 

Heathkit products offer outstanding performance with 
kit-form savings and provide the satisfaction that comes 
from creating something of value with your own hands. 

Each kit includes a comprehensive, easy-to-understand 
assembly manual that reduces even the most complex 
operation to a simple step-by-step procedure. Every step 
is fully explained and illustrated. The possibility of error 
is practically eliminated because you check your work as 
you go. 

Find out how you can enjoy the savings, value and 
personal satisfaction of building your own Heathkit 
products, by sending for the 1981 Heathkit catalog today! 

WF 
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FREE 
|- 

Send to 

Warburton Frankl Heathkit Centre 
220 Park Street, South Melbourne, Vic. 3205. Phone: 699 4999 

Name. 

Address. 

^tate.Postcode. 

__ (EA7/81) 
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PEERLESS LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 

Above is the frequency response curve of the LK10MDT tweeter while below right is 
the impedance modulus curve for the PAS25 system. 

midrange unit down. 
The woofer is held in place by means 

of four screws and four small metal 
brackets. Once again, drill pilot holes for 
the screws and run foam tape around 
the woofer rebate to aid sealing. vNow 
push the rest of the acoustic filling 
material into the enclosure, making sure 
that it will not pack around the woofer. 
Then connect the wires from the woofer 
to the crossover PC board and fix the 
woofer in place. 

All that remains then is to fit the grille 
cloth frame. Probably the simplest way 
to do this is to use Velcro fastenings. 

After that, you can relax and enjoy the 
results of your handiwork. 

Next, the back can be inserted and 
glued in position, but not before secur¬ 
ing a brace with suitable cleats, to run 
between baffle and rear panel (as shown 
in our diagram). Then fix the rear ter¬ 
minal panel in place, making sure that 
the connecting wires are attached. In the 
case of the PAS25 cabinets, this brace is 
not necessary. 

Now attach the crossover network to 
the underside of the brace mentioned 
previously in the case of the PAS60 or to 
one of the cabinet side panels in the case 
of the PAS25. Then attach the leads from 
the tweeter (and midrange driver in the 
PAS60). Diagrams in this article show 
how the connections are made. 

Mounting the tweeter is straightfor¬ 
ward. Drill the four pilot holes required 
for the self tapping screws, run foam 
tape around the rebate for sealing and 
drop the tweeter into place, having first 
attached the connecting leads. Then 
screw it down. 

Next, push about half of the supplied 
filling material (Danfil or bonded acetate 
fibre) into the top section of the 
enclosure and make sure that it occupies 
the space evenly. 

Follow the same procedure as for the 
tweeter when mounting the midrange 

driver for the PAS60 but do not forget to 
glue the polystyrene pressure chamber 
in place before doing so. This chamber 
should be lightly filled with Danfil (or 
BAF) and the leads brought through and 
connected (and optional attenuator net¬ 
work installed) before screwing the 

Where do you buy these kits? Initially, 
in Sydney, they will be available from 
Electronic Agencies, 115-117 Parramatta 
Road, Concord, phone (02) 745 3077. In 
Melbourne, contact G.R.D. Group Pty 
Ltd, 698 Burke Road, Camberwell, 
phone (03) 82 1256. 
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Pools/Lotto 
) 

Selector 
now you can win on 

Pools as well as Lotto 

Following on from the success of our “Selectalott” project 
we now present a Pools/Lotto number selector. It features 
a two-digit LED display and switch selectable Pools/Lot¬ 
to operation, so you can now win on Pools as well as Lotto! 

by RON DE JONG 

Australians have always been "mad 
keen" gamblers and, it seems, "Elec¬ 
tronics Australia" readers are no excep¬ 
tion. So when we described an elec¬ 
tronic Lotto selector last December, it 
quickly established itself as a popular 
project. 

But the "Selectalott", as we called it, 
had one drawback: it didn't provide a 
Pools option. This immediately resulted 
in a stream of correspondence from 
readers in those states that don't play 
Lotto to modify the project accordingly. 
One Queensland reader even went so 
far as to send us a petition, complete 
with offer of a bribe! 

Unfortunately, the "Selectalott" does 
not lend itself to easy modification to 
provide the Pools option because of the 
display format used. Instead, we have 
come up with a completely new design 
that uses a two-digit readout to display a 
random number between 1 and 40 for 
Lotto and 1 and 55 for Pools, depending 
on which mode is selected. 

Actually, there is plenty of justification 
in using an electronic random number 
selector when playing either Pools or 
Lotto. The human brain is really a very 
poor random number generator and the 
mere fact that we stop to think before 
we select a number means that our 
choice is biased in some way. 

We estimate that the current cost 
of parts for this project is about 

$25 
Including sales tax. 

Some people would not select number 
13, for example; others may be biased 
against consecutive numbers, low value 
numbers, or numbers which have 
already won prizes. So an inanimate, 
non-thinking device is a far better ran¬ 
dom number generator provided, of 
course, that it is properly designed 

Our new Pools/Lotto selector costs 
about the same as the "Selectalott" (ie 
about $25), offers more features and is 
even easier to build. Incidentally, the 
"Selectalott" has been used religiously by 
four of our staff for the past six months. 
While they have won some minor prizes 
no one has yet hit the jackpot. 

That, unfortunately is one "bug" we 
haven't found a solution for! 

As you can see from photographs of 
the unit there are three front panel swit¬ 
ches: an on/off switch, a Pools/Lotto 
selector switch, and a "CO" button. 
When the GO button is pressed, the 
two-digit display rapidly cycles through 
55 to 1 for Pools and 40 to 1 for Lotto. 
This happens far too quickly for the eye 
to see so that when the button is releas¬ 
ed a random number - i.e. the last 
number on the display - will appear. 

How It Works 
Looking at the circuit now, we have us¬ 

ed five CMOS ICs plus two seven- 
segment displays. Operation of the cir¬ 
cuit is quite straightforward. Basically, 
IC1 comprises an oscillator which clocks 
a two-digit BCD counter consisting of IC2 
and IC3. Outputs from these counters 
are decoded by IC4 and IC5 to drive the 
two seven-segment displays. 

The oscillator circuit is a standard 
three-gate CMOS oscillator comprising 
IC1a,b,c. Normally, the time constant (ie, 

the oscillator frequency) would be deter¬ 
mined only the .00VF capacitor and 
220kfl resistor. In this case, however, we 
have also added a 2.2kft resistor and 
series diode in parallel with the 220kft 
resistor. 

This reduces the duty cycle - ie the 
period for which the output is high divid¬ 
ed by the total period - to around 2%. 
While this has no effect on the counters 
it is important for the displays as we shall 
see later. 

Output from the oscillator is taken 
from pin 6 of ICIc and this passes to ICIf 
when the GO button is pressed, to drive 
the two BCD counters, IC2 and IC3. 
When the button is not pressed, the in¬ 
put to ICIf is pulled high via a 22kft 
resistor and counting is inhibited. 

IC2 and IC3 are 4029 CMOS up/down 
binary/decade (BCD) counters - to give 
them their full title. As the name implies, 
these can be used to count either up or 
down in binary or BCD mode by setting 
the appropriate control pins. In this case, 
the 4029s have been programmed to 
count down in BCD (or decade) fashion, 
ie 9, 8, 7 ... 0 then back to 9 again. 

Since we require IC3 to count in units 
and IC2 to count tens, we have con¬ 
figured the counters in a parallel clocking 
mode with the carry out pin of IC3, pin 7, 
connected to the carry in pin of IC2, pin 
5. This works as follows: the carry out 
pin will go low only when the IC3 is at 
count 0 and the carry in pin of IC2 must 
be low to enable counting. So the tens 
counter, IC2, will only be clocked when 
IC3 is zero; eg when the count is "50", 
the next clock pulse will decrement 
both IC2 and IC3 to give "49". 

So far we have the counters counting 
continuously from 99 down to 0. Now to 
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NEW RELEASE NEW RELEASE 

ITOH ANNOUNCE THE RELEASE OF A 
NEW PRINTER WITH FULL GRAPHICS CAPABILITY 

THE M-8500 

Limited stock has been shipped to Australia 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS 

1. 100 c.p.s 4. Incremental Printing 
2. Friction feed as well as sprocket feed 5. True under line 
3. Spool type ribbon 6. Descending Lower Case 

AVAILABLE FROM: 

N.S.W. - Applied Technology, 487 2711, C.Q. Electronics, 621*5809 
VIC. - Ritronics, 489-8131 
QLD. — N.S. Electronics, 36-5061, L.E. Boughen, 36-1277, Archive Computers, 262 2911 
W.A. — Taimac, 328-1988, Reserve Electronics, 275-2377 

AMPEC ELECTRONICS PTY LTD, ROZELLE, 818-1166 



Introducing Technics’ highly advanced honeycomb diaphragm speakers. 
Our honeycomb design is axially symmetric which means it’s equally rigid in all 
directions. So the speaker diaphragms on bass and mid-range units can be made 
flat instead of the old-fashioned cone shape. 

I his means there is no cone-induced cavity effect to reduce accuracy 
and waveform fidelity. 

Dailey/NPA62 



Honeycomb diaphragms allow a much higher standard of reproduction. 

To your ears it means a smoother, truer bass and mid-range response. 

And, when combined with Technics’ metal leaf tweeters, this greater fidelity 

extends throughout the entire audio spectrum. 
Listen to our new honeycomb speakers at better hi-fi stockists. 1 hey re 

a true musical delight to sophisticated ears. TfecllIllCS 
National 1 \mas( xiic (Australia) 1 *ty I xl\ 

Expanding the music experience. 



RARE ADDITIONS FROM MARANTZ. 
SLIMLINE COMPONENTS. 

Rare: very valuable. 
Addictions: the things added. 
Ma’rantz: a range of ultra-high 

performance Slimline Components 
which blend state-of-the-art engineering 
with operational versatility. 
MARANTZ ST450 
AM/FM STEREO TUNER 

Electronic Gyro-Touch tuning and 
digital display enable precise and 
speedy station selection which can be 
servo-locked for drift-free operation. 
MARANTZ EQ20 
STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

Beautifully styled, the EQ20 
provides highly personalised tone 
control flexibility with its ten detented 
slide controls per channel - the perfect 
finishing touch to any high quality audio 
system. 

MARANTZ SC500 
STEREO PREAMPLIFIER 

Traditional Marantz performance 
in the all important first stage of 
amplification. Moving coil cartridge 
head-amp and different cartridge load 
inputs are just two of the comprehensive 
number of facilities. 

MARANTZ SM500 
DC POWER AMPLIFIER 

Perfectly complements the SC500 
and delivers 50 watts RMS per channel. 
Output is displayed on two large, peak 
responding power level meters. 
MARANTZ PM350 
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

Bass, mid and treble controls and 
LED power level meters, combined with 
an output of 30 watts RMS per channel, 
make this the ideal amplifier for normal 
listening levels. 

MARANTZ SR1100 
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER 

Slim, stylish and component width, 
the 30 watt RMS per channel SR1100 
provides a new concept in compact 
audio sophistication. 
MARANTZ SD5010 
STEREO CASSETTE DECK 

Forerunner to a new generation of 
superior cassette decks, the SD5010 has 
soft-touch controls, LED meters, metal 
tape facility, fine bias control and an 
electronically controlled linear skating 
mechanism operating the cassette 
drawer. 

Shown are but a few of the new 
Marantz Slimline Components. If you see 
your hi-fi as an investment and, if you 
demand critical performance standards 
as well as the best value for money, listen 
to the future. 

Listen to Marantz. 

Now you’re listening. 

Distributed by MARANTZ (AUST.) PTV LTD 
P.0 Box 604, Brookvale. N S W. 2100 
Telephone: (02) 939 1900 Telex AA24121 
Melbourne (03) 329 7655 Brisbane (07) 446 478 
Adelaide (08) 223 2699 Perth (09) 276 2944 



make them count from 40 to 1 or 55 to 1 
we use the preset enable (pin 1) on each 
counter to load the BCD data at the 
parallel inputs, J1 to J4, into the counter. 

Both preset enables are connected to 
ICId which inverts the carry out from 
IC2. This carry out is low only when both 
counters are 0; thus as soon as the 0 
count is reached, ICId goes high to load 
the parallel inputs into the counter. 

For Pools the parallel inputs are set to 
55 - ie a 5 is loaded into each counter - 
while for Lotto a 4 is loaded into IC2 and 
a 0 into IC3 to give 40. Those data bits 
which are common to 55 and 40 are 
hard wired, eg, J2 and J4 on IC2 go to 
ground and J3 to +6V, while the bits 
which have to be changed are switched 
to 0 or +6V via switch S2, depending on 
whether Pools or Lotto is selected. 

One point not mentioned so far is that 
a Ikft resistor and lOOpF capacitor 
deglitching network is included in series 
with the carry out pin of IC2 (pin 7). This 
removes a timing glitch caused by the 
delay in the carry out from IC3, which 
would otherwise result in premature 
resetting of the counters at the count of 
10. 

To explain further, at the count of 10 
the carry out of IC3 (pin 7) goes low and 
clocks IC2 to 0. As there is now some 
delay before pin 7 of IC3 goes high 
again, IC2 will generate a brief carry out 
pulse. This pulse would cause premature 
resetting of the counters unless filtered 
by the deglitching network. 

The BCD outputs from IC2 and IC3 are 
applied to IC4 and IC5, both 4511 CMOS 
seven segment LED decoder drivers. 
These directly drive two FND500 
common-cathode displays without seg¬ 
ment resistors. Normally, this would 

Construction is easy - just follow the wiring diagram (left) and the photograph at 
right. The board is mounted using brass standoffs. 

result in a very large segment current 
and a very bright display - at least until 
either the 4511s or FND500s failed. We 
avoid this problem by using the blanking 
input on the 4511s, pin 4, to turn off the 
display for 350/as and on for only 7/xs; ie 
a 2% duty cycle. 

This has the same effect as multiplexing 
the displays and considerably reduces 
power consumption for the same ap¬ 

parent display brightness. In fact you 
may find it hard to believe that the total 
current consumption is just 20mA— it 
literally runs on the smell of an oily rag 
(well almost). Other benefits include 
very low power dissipation in the 4511s 
and FND500s. 

The blanking input signal to which we 
referred is the clock signal from pin 6 of 
ICIc. We mentioned earlier that an addi- 
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Pools/Lotto Selector ARTWORK & PARTS LIST 

Above and right are 
actual size artworks for 
the printed circuit 
board and the front 
panel. 

ON POOLS GO 

© © © 
OFF LOTTO 

tional 2.2kft resistor and diode had been 
added to the oscillator to give a 2% duty 
cycle and this is the reason. 

Note that while the 2.2kfi resistor is 
1/100th of 220kfi and one would expect 
a 1% duty cycle, we actually get 2% 
because of the diode voltage drop and 
the loading effect of the 470kft resistor 
and input protection diodes of ICIa. 

Power for the unit is obtained from 4 
AA penlight cells. The on/off switch is 
connected in series with the battery but 
in the off position the switch shorts the 
power supply to ground. This was done 
to avoid "memory" problems where the 
circuit displays the same number after 
being turned off and then on again. 

Decoupling of the supply is ac- 

PARTS LIST 
7 PC board, coded 81 p6, 97x69mm. 
1 zippy box, 96x159x51 mm 
1 piece of perspex, 89x153mm 
2 SPDT miniature toggle switches 
1 momentary contact pushbutton 

switch 
1 square 4xAA battery holder 
4 A A Penlight cells 
1 battery clip to suit holder 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
2 4511 CMOS latch decoder drivers 
2 4029 CMOS up/down binary/ 

decade counters 
1 4069 CMOS hex inverter 
2 FND500 7-segment LED displays 
1 1N4148, 1N914 diode 

CAPACITORS 
2 IOOuF 10VW PC electrolytic 
1 .OOluF greencap 
1 lOOpF ceramic or polystyrene 

RESISTORS (all 'AW, 5%) 
1 x 470kQ, 1 x 220kQ, 1 x 22kQ, 
1 x 2.21cG, 2 x IkQ 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Screws, nuts, hookup wire, tinned 
copper wire, solder, four brass 
standoffs. 

complished by a 100/xF electrolytic 
capacitor. A separate Ikfi resistor and 
100/xF capacitor decouple the supply to 
the oscillator IC1 to avoid biasing due to 
variations in supply voltage. This occurs 
because of the variation in current drawn 
by the displays during the counting 
sequence. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Well that covers the circuit description. 

Construction is quite simple with most 
components being mounted on a single 
printed circuit board (PCB) coded 81 p6 
and measuring 97x69mm. Mount tne 
links, resistors and capacitors first accor¬ 

Close-up view of the switch wiring. 

ding to the component overlay diagram 
shown with this article. When mounting 
the CMOS ICs take the usual precautions 
against damage due to static electricity, 

The FND500 displays are also mounted 
on the board. The correct orientation of 
the displays is with the decimal point 
(just visible behind the red plastic filter) 
in the lower right hand corner. The top 
of the displays can also be identified by 
corrugations. 

We housed our unit inside a plastic zip¬ 
py box measuring 96x159x51 mm. To 
simplify construction and add some 
novelty to the project we replaced the 
aluminium lid with a clear perspex lid. 

The board is mounted on the bottom of 
the box using brass standoffs. Holes for 
the three switches can be drilled in the 
perspex using the photographs of our 
unit as a guide, then the switches 
mounted and wiring completed using 
the wiring/overlay diagram as a guide. 

Actual size artwork included with this’ 
article can be photocopied and glued to 
the inside of the box to provide labelling 
for the switches. 

With that completed the wiring and 
orientation of components etc should be 
checked. If you are satisfied that all is 
well switch on and check out the opera¬ 
tion of the circuit. Note that one or both 
of the displays may be blank when the 
unit is first turned on because an illegal 
BCD digit from the counters (ie a value, 
greater than 10) causes the 4511s to 

,blank the display. This is not a problem 
in normal operation because the 
counters will always count in BCD. 

When the "GO" button is pressed the 
display will show what appears to be 88, 
but, this is actually the counters counting 
rapidly through tne numbers 55 to 1 or 
40 to 1. 

If the unit checks out you will be one 
step closer to the jackpot. 
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A manufacturer's 
mistake means we 

can sacrifice these 

incredible CRAIG 

language translators 
at a staggering 

OVER 
WAY 

BELOW 

COST 

OFF! 
90 DAY WARRANTY 

THE 
"CRAIG M100 

This unit sold in 
Australia for $250 and 

over 200,000 were sold 
world wide at similar 
prices. The manufacturer 

made too 

we 
have 
scooped 
a limited 

quantity at WAY 
BELOW the 

manufacturer's cost! 

How would YOU like to be able to convey 

your thoughts, needs and questions in 

another language? Well now you can! The 

CRAIG Ml00 enables you to type in a 

message and at the touch of a button 

translate that message into another language. 

It even has whole phrases that can be 

called up at the touch of a button and 

partial phrases to which you can add your 
own ending. A truly remarkable, unit that 
can calculate (e.g. currency conversions) 

and it has inbuilt metric conversions, a 

great boon! The Craig Ml00, a true hand¬ 

held language computer with RAM, ROM 

and CPU! Ideal for businessmen on over¬ 

seas trips, students studying languages 

etc. 

* SPELLS v * % 
MTHE WORDS IS AS THEY ARE % m 

W PRONOUNCED M m . 
_ % Cat. Y-1347 ^ *ttt41 

It is recommended that you use 

Duracells (Cat. S-3280) at $2.78 or 4 

NiCads (Cat. S-3300) at $2.05 each. If 

using the NiCads they can be re¬ 

charged in the Craig Ml00 by using 

the M-9525 battery eliminator which 

also serves to power the unit from the 

AC. The M-9525 is great value at 

$6.90. 

LANGUAGE 
CARTRIDGES 

French (Y-1341): 
Japanese (Y-1342): 
German (Y-1343): 
Italian (Y-1344): 
Bar & Wine Guide 
(Y-1345) and Calorie 
Counter (Y-1346). 

SAVE 
60% 

Normally $35 ea. 

ALL AT $12 ea. 

7 DAY SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEE 

TRY ONE AND SEE! 
If you are not totally satisfied return the 
unit in the same condition as received and 
your money will be refunded. 

DICK SMITH O 
ELECTRONICS 

See our other advertisements 
in this publication for a full 

list of store addresses, phone 
numbers and post details. 
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The Serviceman 
- - ait 

Some sets have more than their share of faults 

How many faults does one expect to find on a service call? Single 
faults make up the large majority of case histories, with a few minor 
faults sometimes needing attention. But, once in a while, a job turns 
up in which there seems no end to the faults; from the antenna to the 
convergence — which was literally true in one recent case. 

The story started with a call from a 
customer who had just moved into the 
district and was in strife with his colour 
TV set. His location was not a particularly 
good one and he suggested that, among 
other things, the antenna system might 
need attention. 

When I arrived and looked at the 
system, and the general location, I had 
no doubt that he was right. He was on 
the southern fringe of the metropolitan 
area, where the signal was beginning to 
weaken and, more importantly, was well 
down in a gully. I had no doubt that a de¬ 
cent antenna system would give satisfac¬ 
tory reception, but this one was a long 
way short of what was needed. 

Apparently the system was one install¬ 
ed by the previous owner and the new 
owner had no idea of what to expect 
from it or the location. In fact, it was a 
pretty shocking mess. The antenna was 
on a tall mast and had originally been fit¬ 
ted with open wire feeder, but this had 
been cut off as high up as someone 
could reach from the roof and replaced 
with conventional ribbon. 

A ROUGH JOB 
That was bad enough, but the ribbon 

had been run under the house, with a 
couple of unterminated branches spliced 
into it and run to other rooms. All the 
joins had been made by simply twisting 
the wires together, not very tightly in 
some cases, and all were badly corrod¬ 
ed. As I said; a mess. 

The effect on the picture — such as it 
was, due to other faults — was predic¬ 
table; a weak image behind lashings of 
snow. Open wire feeder is not 
something I normally have much need 
for, but I had found a small roll and had 
put it on board before I left. Now I was 
very glad I had. 

I spent some time ripping out the old 
ribbon, replacing it with the open wire 

feeder, and splicing this to the existing 
feeder. The extension runs were discard¬ 
ed, as the owner had no need for them. 
Again the result was predictable: a vir¬ 
tually snow free picture. 

This brought me to the set itself which, 
as I have already hinted, had its own pro¬ 
blems. It was a Kriesler set, fitted with a 
59-1 chassis, and the immediately ob¬ 
vious fault was very poor horizontal 
sync. The picture would tilt slowly first 
one way and then the other, with brief 
moments when it appeared normal; but 
it was obviously not properly locked. 

Fortunately, this was during the morn¬ 
ing when a test pattern was available, 
and it revealed a second fault; a quite 
serious convergence error, mainly 
red/green error on the vertical lines, sug¬ 
gesting the need for cross-over and 
parabola adjustment. 

The effect was quite severe and I 
suspected that it was in some way due to 
failure of the correction circuit. To con¬ 
firm this I waited for one of the brief sta¬ 
tionary periods of the picture and quick¬ 
ly twiddled the appropriate knobs. In 
fact, they had no effect whatever. 

By now I had seen enough; this was no 
job for the customer's lounge room; it 
would have to go back to the shop. 

"It's funny, yer know, Sam. Some TV sets 
seem like they're jinxed!" 

When I advised the customer of this, I 
learned a lot more about the set's 
history. It seemed that it had never been 
very reliable and developed a number of 
faults over the years, some of them 
intermittent. 

Some of the service work had been 
done in the manufacturer's own service 
department but, unfortunately, the 
customer was rather vague about the 
various symptoms, which had been 
spread over several years. Well, at least I 
was on guard. 

AND SO TO WORK 
Back at the shop I plugged the set in, 

pulled out the appropriate service 
manual, and prepared to track down the 
missing sync. A logical starting point ap¬ 
peared to be a sub-board called the line 
control unit (CU701). This consists of a 
noise gated sync separator, a line 
discriminator fed from a phase com¬ 
parator (fed, in turn, with pulses from the 
line output stage) and the line oscillator. 

The noise gated sync separator is an 1C 
(TBA240B), as is the line oscillator 
(TBA720). The line discriminator and 
phase comparator circuits are made 
from discrete components. Both ICs are 
mounted in sockets, which makes check¬ 
ing them relatively simple. 

Combined luminance and sync pulse 
signals are ted to the noise gated sync 
separator via pin 16 of CU703, and the 
first thing to check was that the signals 
were, in fact, reaching this point. The 
CRO quickly confirmed that they were, 
so the trouble was obviously further 
down the line than this. 

The CRO also confirmed that sync 
pulses were emerging from the sync 
separator 1C, while the line oscillator 1C 
was checked by replacing it temporarily 
with a known good one. All of which 
seemed to clear most of the board of 
suspicion. 

Another essential signal into this board 
is a line pulse of about 4V p-p derived 
from pin eight of the line output 
transformer, and fed to pin nine of the 
sub-board via a 4.7kft resistor (R729). 
This was where I found my first clue, 
because the CRO indicated that there 
were no such pulses at this point, 
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although they were present, at 
somewhat higher amplitude, at pin eight. 

The resistor was checked and found to 
be intact, leaving only the possibility of a 
dry joint somewhere, or a fault in the 
copper track itself. In fact, the latter ap¬ 
peared to be the more likely, because 
the board was already well equipped 
with patches on a number of copper 
tracks; short lengths of tinned copper 
wire soldered over what were, 
presumably, other breaks in the track. 

Included in these patched tracks was 
the one in question; a rambling track at 
least 30cm long. I went over every cen¬ 
timetre of this track with a high power 
glass, but could not detect any break. 
But I proved that there was a break by 
bridging the entire track with a clip lead, 
whereupon the picture locked up 
immediately. 

So then began the job of scraping spots 
of lacquer off the track at various points 
and checking with the CRO, until I had 
narrowed the fault to a few centimetres 
of track. Even then I could not detect it 
visually, but bridging it with a wire patch 
confirmed that it was there. 

So that was one down and one to go. 
With a stationary picture, I was now able 
to tackle the convergence fault. A logical 
check point was at one of the inputs to 
the convergence board, which supplies 
waveforms to the controls which I had 
already established were not working. 
These are fed to the board via pins two 
and three of plug and socket 806. 

Presumably, a faulty die had produced a 
batch of failure-prone tab pots, as pic¬ 
tured. Cracks were clearly visible in the 
example on the left, while the unit on 
the right fell apart at the lightest touch 
by the serviceman. 

In fact, there were no waveforms at 
these points and back tracking took me 
to pin one of socket 701 and pin seven 
of socket 705, both on the main board 
where I had already encountered the 
faulty copper pattern. And, not to make 
too long a story of it, it was the same 
thing all over again. 

Both tracks had a fault, quite invisible 
even under a glass, and which could only 
be tracked down with the CRO. And, as 
before, I simply narrowed down the 
location to the point where I could con¬ 
veniently fit a bridging wire. 

All of which tooT a lot longer to do 
than it does it tell, but I eventually had 
the convergence controls working and 
was able to set up a good picture. At this 
point I heaved a sigh of relief, rubbed my 
hands together with the satisfaction of a 

job well done, and pushed the set to one 
side. 

But not without some reservations. 
After all, the set had a nasty history of 
failures very similar to those I had just en¬ 
countered. How could I be certain I had 
found the last one? In addition, the 
owner had indicated that he wasn't in a 
hurry, if a little extra time would fix the 
set once and for all. 

So I decided to let it run for a few days. 
I set it up in a corner of the bench and 
fed it with a cross hatch pattern. That 
way, I would have an immediate indica¬ 
tion of any loss of either sync of 
convergence. 

At the end of three days, with no sign 
of trouble, I was ready to believe I had 
fixed it. But when I switched it on the 
next morning, lo and behold, no 
horizontal sync. I reached for the CRO 
lead and made for the suspect copper 
track, only to have the sync come good 
before I could get to grips with it. 

FURTHER FAILURE 
Fortunately, it failed again a few hours 

later and this time it held long enough 
for me to tackle it. It turned out to be 
another invisible crack not far from 
where I had bridged the previous one. I 
removed my original bridge and fitted a 
much longer one; about 20cm long in 
fact and which I hoped might take care 
of any more faults in the immediate 
vicinity. 

Naturally, the set went back into the 
corner for another trial run and for the 
next several days behaved faultlessly, at 
least as far as the sync was concerned. 
The convergence was not quite so 
satisfactory, showing some signs of 
minor drift. 

The main error involved R849, a 2.2kfi 
tab pot controlling red/green parabola. 
On attempting to re-adjust it I found it to 
be quite touchy, but imagined it was 
simply dirty. This seemed to be confirm¬ 
ed when I rotated it back and forth a 
couple of times and it appeared to come 
good. 

Unfortunately, it didn't stay good for 
very long and when I tried adjusting it 
again, it was just as touchy as before. 
This time I took a closer look, imagining 
that there might be a dry joint at one of 
its tags. 

I also checked the tension of the slider 
by slipping a fingernail under it, and 
that's when I found the trouble. The 
slider simply broke off (see photo) ap¬ 
parently due to a manufacturing fault in 
the metal stamping. 

I replaced the tab pot, set it, and let the 
set run for a few more days. Again I 
noted convergence drift, this time in¬ 
volving the red/green crossover adjust¬ 
ment, R867, another 2.2kQ tab pot. Ap¬ 
plying the fingernail test produced exact¬ 
ly the same result as before; the slider 
snapped clean off. 

Thoroughly suspicious now, I went 
over the convergence board and check¬ 
ed every other tab pot, finding one 

Bill Edge’s 

ELECTRONIC 
AGENCIES 

Road Concord 2137 
NEW PO BOX 185 Concord 2137 
^one (02) 745 3077 (2 lines) 

$1.99 »••••••• 

$6.99 

BULK BUY! 
Clarion Tweeters 
suitable for systems up to 40W. These are 
normally sold for $6.50. A massive bulk buy 

- from the manufacturer lets us offer these for 
i^than a third of their original price—just 
$1.99 each or $1.50 each for 10 or more- 
build a wall of tweeters! 8 ohms impedance 
cone type, 90mm. 
This offer is only 
valid while stocks last! 

•••••••••••••••••••••••## 
Turntable 
lids 

Complete with hinges. 480mm wide, 60mm 
high at front, 75mm high at back, 365mm 
deep Sorry no mail orders. 

.SYSTEM 80 

.SPECIAL^. 
■iThis month 

to,uy$6S0 
^The fabulous System 80 m am 
f computer—16K for the 1 KK 
^price of 8K. • 

PEERLESS 
PAS25 8"3 way £lfig 
kit (no box) pTir 7*WV 

10" 3 way $214 
HMMOMMMMMtMtmN 

L0TT0/P00LS 
SELECTOR 
Great new kit from EA. Gives 
a digital readout of random * 
numbers to make your 6 Q |J 

| gambling a breeze! 

>•••••••••••••#•••••••••• 
ORGAN KIT 
Brand new kit from EA (see a ^ . 
July 1981). This great little 
organ is built around a V” • 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
and Amplifier 

I Tremolo, on-board amp and 
I speaker, fully variable attack 
I and decay, two waveforms. ^ 4 
I Kit includes all parts and § V** |.™.. 
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LOOK ‘Free Postage — All Calculators Now! 
‘Return if Not Satisfied within 7 days. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 

NEW PRICES 
AND MODELS 

HP41C SYSTEM 

FREE POSTAGE 

HP41C Calculator $318 ($285) 

HP41CY Calculator with 
2000 steps $412 ($370) 

System 1 HP41CV and card 
reader $630 ($565) 

System 2 HP41CV. card 
reader and printer $1066 ($958) 

Memory and application 
modules $39 ($35) 

Quad memory modules 1600 
steps $122 ($109) 

Card Reader $273 ($245) 

Printer $489 ($439) 

Optical wand $159 ($142.50) 

HP32E $69.95 ($62.50) 

HP33C $115 ($103) 

HP34C $192.50 ($173) 

Plus HP31E. HP38C, HP97 

NEW CASIO 
fx601 P & fx602P 
RING OR WRITE 

FOR DETAILS 

TEXAS 
TI59 Calculator $285 ($255) 
PCIOOC Printer $245 ($219) 
Package deal Ti 59 and 

PCI OOC $510 ($454) 
Ti58C Calc $157 ($140) 
Modules $39 ($34 50) 
Ti55 Calc $61 ($54.50) 
(If any Texas models are offered at a 

lower price — we will better it) 

42 functions 

APF 5602 
Scientific Calculator 

[$17.50 ($15) each 
Orders of 5 or more 

^$14.50 ($12) each 
Post free 

•aoi 

COMPUTERS 
■ 1 

look superbrains 
AT CRAZY PRICES 

ONLY $3990 excl. Tax 
$4580 incl. Tax 

(from about $24/week 
leasing) 

OWN A REAL 
COMPUTER 

WE SPECIALISE 
IN BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS 
FOR- 
REAL ESTATE 
BUS OPERATORS 
INSURANCE BROKERS 
MANUFACTURERS 
WHOLESALERS 
MOTOR DEALERS 
RETAILERS 
AND MANY MORE 

M203 MARK III 

NEWSORD MODELS 

ON SORD M223, 203 and 100 
DIABLO 3000, 3100, 3200 
NORTH STAR 
AND INTERTEC SYSTEMS 

'Calculator & 
k computer 

DISTRIBUTORS 

PRICES IN BRACKETS EXCLUDE SALES TAX 

3 Rowley Street, PHONE 8.30am to 3.30pm 
Seven Hills, N.S.W. 2147 /f|p\ 624 8849 
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS TILL 8PM 624 8400 

RADIO DESPATCH SERVICE 
869 George St, Sydney 2000 Near Harris St. 

Phone 211 0816,211 0191 

Goodwill oscilloscope GOS-955 130mm 
6.5MHz DC Inc Probe 

$216.50 Ex/Tax $249.00 Inc/Tax 

COMPUTER COOLING FANS 

Muffin 240V. $22.94 
Sprite 240V. $30.36 

Hirose and Ansley Ribbon Cable 
Connectors fitted same day. 

CANNON AUDIO 
CONNECTORS 

We are distributors 
for Canon plugs and 
sockets 

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS 
Packing charge 
Postage Local min. 
Postage Interstate min 

$1.00 
$1.00 
$1.50 

OPEN: Mon-Fri 8am to 5.30pm. Thursday 
night late shopping till 8.30pm. Saturday 
8am to 11.45am. 

JULY SPECIALS:— 
Beyschlag Resistor Pack 4R7-1M E24 Range $50.00 PK 
5 M/M Round Leds: Green 28c EA 

Yellow 55c EA 
Amber 34c EA 

2 Core AC Power Lead with 2 PIN PLUG only 2 metre: 
.$1.40 
TV/FM Wall tap-off unit WT01 and WT02 types $5.30EA 
Universal Current/Polarity checker type CC 250 $4.45 
Transistors type BC 237 or BC 238 10 for 75c 
Adel Nibbling Tool $13.00 
"Finch” Piug-in nite lite 90c EA 
Rotary switch type 1 Pole 6 Position 50c EA 
Kambrook Plug-in timer type KD44 $19.28 
Snap-Pack cassette case 30c EA 
Illuminated magnifier torch $3.50 Batts Extra 
Penlite "AR" Ni-cad cell $1.75 EA 
12' Speakers various types $7.00 and $10.00 EA 
Cassette Module rack type CSR-4 $3.40 EA 

TEXAS CALCULATORS ExcIST Incl ST 
TI 30 SP 20.13 22.50 
TI 1750 16.72 18.50 
TI BAIL 41.48 45.92 
TI 50 37.05 41.00 
TI 55 54.27 60.00 
TI Programmable 
58C 141.11 156.00 
TI Programmable 
59 233.09 260.00 
PC 100C Printer 216.28 239.00 
Library Modules 33.40 37.00 

We specialise in PC Boards for ETI and EA 
projects. Scotchcal front panels for recent 
ETI and EA projects. 
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THE SERVICEMAN — continued 

more, R881 (10k0) red/green horizontal 
toP ancl bottom. This slider did not ac¬ 
tually break off, probably because I was 
being a little more gentle now, but it 
lifted clear of the track and was obvious¬ 
ly about to fail. It is also shown in the 
photo. 

With the tab pots replaced - and the 
convergence adjusted yet again! - I let 
the set run for several more days, during 
which time it never missed beat. Finally I 
returned it to the owner, with the warn¬ 
ing that he should contact me im¬ 
mediately if more trouble occurred That 
was several weeks ago and a phone call 
to the owner has just confirmed that it is 
still going perfectly. So I'm keeping my 
fingers crossed. 

The most puzzling aspect of this story 
is the failure of the tab pots. All three fail¬ 
ed in exactly the same place in a manner 
which, were it possible, one would at¬ 
tribute to metal fatigue. Yet this is hardly 
likely. After all, tab pots live a relatively 
peaceful life, seldom being disturbed 
more than two or three times in their 
lifetime. 

But, in any case, such movement as 
does occur does not unduly stress them 
in this manner. The only other solution I 
can offer is that it was a faulty metal 
stamping due, in turn, to a faulty die. In 
which case, I wonder how many more 
tab pots with a similar weakness are out 
there in the field, waiting to drive so¬ 
meone up the wall. 

The multitude of cracks in the printed 
board are also somewhat disturbing. 
While one can understand how a board 
with such subtle faults could get through 
factory inspection, I do feel that when 
the extent of the trouble became evi¬ 
dent in the manufacturer's service 
department — as it must have done — it 
would have been sound policy to cut the 
losses and fit a new board, rather than 
try to patch the old one. 

Fortunately, multiple failures like this 
are extremely rare - I don't recall seeing 
anything like it before - but this would 
be all the more reason why the manufac¬ 
turer could have afforded to be a little 
more generous, if only for the sake of his 
own reputation. 

SAVED FROM THE DUMP 
My last story was really the follow-on 

to a service call recounted some time 
ago but it was dropped for reasons of 
space. The point of it was simply to il¬ 
lustrate the unkind and sometimes 
premature fate that often awaits ailing 
black and white TV receivers. 

In this case, I had just finished the other 
job and was about to pack up when the 
lady of the house mentioned, rather dif¬ 
fidently, a spare TV set which had failed 
during the previous evening: 

"But, of course, it's a black and white 
set and my husband thinks it wouldn't be 

worth spending money on. He'll pro¬ 
bably take it to the tip. It's a pity in a 
way..." " 

She looked so crest-fallen that I offered 
to have a quick look at it. It turned out to 
be a quite modern looking 19-inch HMV 
table model, probably one of the last of 
their valve series. Before the arrival of 
colour, it would normally have been so¬ 
meone's pride and joy. 

"We were watching it, last night" she 
explained "when my husband mention¬ 
ed that someone must have their in¬ 
cinerator going. We could smell paper 
burning. But, in fact, the smell was com¬ 
ing from the set, so we switched it off. 

Of course, it's had a funny line along 
the top of the picture for some time 
about this wide (she indicated a quarter- 
inch or so) and it kind of blinks all the 
time!" 

NO TRAUMAS! 
By this time, I had the back off the set, 

looking for a charred transformer, or 
something, but everything seemed to be 
in order. 

So I reached over and switched on, 
waiting for something to happen. And it 
did so immediately. A tiny column of 
smoke curled upwards from a small 
component near the line output system. 
It was a smoke signal that an Indian 
brave might have been proud of! 

It turned out to be a .039/*F 400V 
capacitor and the nearest I Fiad with me 
was .047/xF 600V; it would have to do. 
When I put it in and switched on, up 
came the picture normally, with no sign 
of smoke of distress. 

At least the picture was normal except 
for the "blinking" line. As you've pro¬ 
bably guessed, the set was under¬ 
scanning vertically, exposing the frame 
blanking area which, these days on some 
channels, is occupied by the teletext 
signal. I must admit that it would have 
been very annoying to anyone trying to 
concentrate on the picture. 

Fortunately, Channel 0 was on air with 
a test pattern and I was able to increase 
the height and, at the same time linearise 
and centre the pattern. That done, the 
picture on other channels was back to 
normal. This for the cost of a capacitor 
and a quarter hour's extra labour. 

The good lady was happy, I had done 
my good deed for the day and a still 
useful TV set had received a reprieve 
from the local dump. £ 

If you have a factual and interesting 
story to tell about electronic 
servicing, write it in your own words 
and send it to “The Serviceman”, c/- 
“Electronics Australia”, Box 163, 
Beaconsf ield 2014. If the 
Serviceman uses it in his column, we 
will pay an appropriate fee. 

Every printedcircuit 
ever published by EA & ETI 
• Accurate machine printed etched circuits 
• Send $5.00 for Computer Printout 

listing every project in stock. 

• Specials to your artwork 

• Postage on PCB's add $1.00 
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HOURS OF TRADING 
Mon to Fri: 9am to 5pm; Sat: 10am to 3pm. 

Special 48 hr prototype service now available. 
Ask for our FREE quotation. 

MAIL cheque or money order 
(add postage) direct to— 

radio pty ltd 

651 FOREST RD, BEXLEY, 
NSW 2207. 587 3491. 
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Circuit & 
Design Ideas 

Interesting circuit ideas from readers and technical 
literature. While this material has been checked as far as 
possible for feasibility, the circuits have not been built and 
tested by us. As a consequence, we cannot accept 
responsibility, enter into correspondence or provide 
constructional details. 

Bliss is a random number generator with 3 ICs 

From experience with many 
"pseudo—random" number programs it 
has been found that most are not suffi¬ 
ciently random to provide universal ap¬ 
plication. Here is a design for a random 
number generator, which may be used 
with almost any microcomputer. 

It will be seen that the 555 timer is con¬ 
nected as a free-running multivibrator, 
whose output is applied to the input of 
74LS93 4-bit binary counter. By connec¬ 
ting its Qa output (pin 12) to its B input 
(pin 1), it functions as a divide-by-sixteen 
counter, with its binary outputs being fed 
to four data inputs of a 74367 Tri-State 
hex buffer. 

Normally the 555 is oscillating freely 
with the device counting through the 
numbers at a high speed; if suddenly 
stopped the resulting number is truly 

This circuit generates 
random 4 - b i t 
numbers which can 
be loaded directly 
onto a computer 
data bus. 

+ 5V 

^Iload 

random. If accessed by a computer, a 
negative load pulse is applied to the 
system such that it simultaneously in¬ 
hibits oscillation of the 555 (via its RESET 
input), and loads the random number 
onto the data buses - through the load 

pulse being fed to the control input(pinl) 
of the Tri—State 74367. 

G. Hausfeld, 
Gunnedah, NSW. 

One transformer, two secondaries, three supply rails ... 

Some devices such as the 710 com¬ 
parator and 1496 balanced modulator 
need three separate supply rails, with dif¬ 
fering current requirements. 

In order to solve this problem a more 
complex and therefore more costly 
power transformer is often required, or 
alternatively the use of two separate 
transformers. 

The accompanying circuit shows a 
method whereby a transformer with on¬ 
ly two secondary windings can provide 
the three rails required. 

In the circuit shown the positive six-volt 
rail can provide substantial current whilst 
the other two rails cater for smaller 
loads. It can be seen that during positive 

Hey diddle diddle, it 

DIL sockets mounted on 50mm 
squares of scrap copper-clad pc board, 
with the board being etched to connect 
each contact of the socket to pins or tur¬ 
ret lugs at the perimeter of the board, 
make useful gadgets for the ex¬ 
perimenter. No mechanical damage is in¬ 
flicted on the integrated circuit, so that it 
can be salvaged for use in the final 
product. 

These "diddle boards" may be inter¬ 
connected with clip leads whilst ex- 
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half-cycles the lower winding feeds the 
+6V rail via D1, and the two windings in 
series feed the +12V rail via D1 and D2; 

only costs a little ... 

perimenting, and allow for instant 
changes to the circuit. It is advisable to 

whilst diodes D3 and D4 are biassed off. 
During negative half-cycles D1 and D2 
are biassed off. The upper winding now 
feeds the +6V rail with a return via D3, 
whilst the lower winding feeds the -6V 
rail via D4. 

Therefore the +6V rail is fed during 
both half-cycles by the two secondary 
windings alternately, ie full-save rectifica¬ 
tion; and both low current rails are fed 
on alternate half-cycles only, ie half¬ 
wave rectification. Naturally the voltages 
shown increase when filter capacitors 
are added to provide an adequate ripple 
margin for the ensuing regulators. 
From "Wireless World", 
March, 1980. 

fabricate several boards in both 8, 14 
and 16 pin DIL, and also 8 and 10 pin TO 
configurations, so that full use can be 
made of this "diddle" system. 
From "Break-In" (NZART journal), 
December, 1980. 

PSST! Got any neat circuit ideas? Why 
not send 'em in to us? We pay between 
$5 and $20 per item, depending on how 
much work we have to do to publish it. 



ROD 
FVNG 

ELECTRONICS 
425 High St Northcote Vic 

Phone (03) 489 8131 Telex 38897 

COMPONENT SPECIALS 
1-9 10 + 

2708 6.50 5.90 
2716 7.90 6.90 
4116 2.90 2.30 
2732 17.90 16.90 
2114 2.75 2.40 
2114LP3 2.80 2.50 
Z80P10 5.90 5.25 

am ̂ y- / WELLER 
SOLDERING 

STATION 

A transformer powered soldering station, complete with a low 
voltage temperature controlled soldering pencil. The Special 
Weller features a “closed loop” which controls maximum tip 
temperature thereby protecting temperature sensitive com¬ 
ponents while the grounded tip protects voltage and current sen¬ 
sitive components. Features: • quick connect/disconnect plug 
for the soldering iron • extra large wiping sponge • tip trav to 
store extra tips • 2m flexible 3-wire power cord. 

ONLY $56.90 

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS WITH PHILLIPS 
Part No. 

AD0140T8 
AD016101T8 
AD01605-T8 
AD0162-T15 
AD0162-T15 
AD0162-T8 
AD0210-SQ8 
AD02160-SQ8 
AD02161-SQ8 
ADI 0100-W8 
ADI 2100-HP8 
ADI 2100-MI 5 
AD12100-M8 
ADI 2100-W8 
ADI 2200-W8 
ADI 2250-W8 
ADI 2650-W8 
AD2273-T8 
AD4060-W8 
AD5060-SQ4 
AD5060-SQ8 
AD5060-W8 
AD5061-M8 
AD70601-W8 
AD70620-M8 

Price 
$ 

11.86 
16.95 
16.54 
18.78 
13.03 
13.77 
32.70 
36.91 
33.46 
52.72 
85.10 
79.11 
79.11 
53.99 
73.12 
90.52 
73.12 
5.03 

19.06 
22.05 
22.05 
17.59 
17.08 
20.40 
21.54 

Part No. Price 
$ 

AD7063-M8 20.78 
AD70630-M8 20.78 
AD70650-W8 26.96 
AD7066-W8 26.96 
AD80601-W8 20.24 
AD8061-W8 20.24 
AD80652-W8 26.20 
AD8066-W4 27.66 
AD8081-M8 9.81 
AD9710-M8 41.11 
ADF1600-8 10.83 
ADF500-4500-8 19.44 

QUALITY 
SPEAKERS 
ETI-4001 
4-WAY 

150W kits 
Pair $529 
Cabinets 

$190 

Australia’s first 
under $200 COMPUTER.. 

Sinclair- 
FEATURES: 
Includes leads etc Basic on 
board in PROM unique 
basic interpreter affords 
single key functions up to 261 
string handling powerful 
editor high resolution 
graphics. All documentation 
included single ROM 
contains basic interpreter 
cha gen, operating system 
and monitor less RAM 
required due to large PROM 
expandable to 16K small 
compact size connect your 
TV direct and cassette 
recorder and you’re away 
READY BUILT 

SOAR 
MODEL 
501A 
4 digit large 
LED 
display. 
Add $3 
P&P and 
certified 
mail for 
specs. $79 

8K ROM 
Tax exempt. . .$ 69.00 
Tax paid.$ 75.00 

16K RAM 
Tax exempt. . $135.00 
Tax paid.$150.00 

ETI 100W 
MOSFET AMP 

This, is what you’ve been waiting 
for! It’s the complete power 
amplifier based on the ETI 
MOSFET. Why go and buy an amp 
with exactly the same performance 
but pay two to four times the price 
of this superb kit. 
It comes complete with our deluxe 
front panel/heatsink, pre-drilled 
case, all parts for the amps and 
power supply and full instructions. 
This amp features full 100W rms 
per channel and less than 
0.0005% distortion. 
Hurry! Limited stocks. Avoid 
disappointment. 

$275 

AUDIO 

dt'ir; j 

2J 

urn 

• 2 Hi Low microphone inputs 
• 2 Magnetic/Ceramic phono 
inputs • Also tape and tuner in 
puts • 2 VU meters • Stereo 
or mono • Independent CUE on 
each chan • Compact size, 26 
x 20 x 6.5cm • 9V battery 
operation, ext. DC input socket 

$89 

Pro Model 

• Facilities for 4 stereo program input and 2 
mic inputs • Built in low noise preamplifier for 
magnetic phonos and low or high impedance 
microphones • Professional stereo slide con 
trols • Headphone circuits to monitor each in¬ 
put and output • Talk switch to attenuate 
music volume I4db so mic’s can be used 
without readjusting music levels • 5 channel 
stereo graphic equalizer section using separate 
slider controls • Meters monitor the output of 
left and right channels independently. 

$169 

COMPLETE KIT 

welcome here 

Bankcard Mail Orders Welcome 

Please debit my Bankcard 

Bankcard No. 

Expiry Date 

Name 

Signature EA 7/81 

TO ORDER. Heavy items sent Comet Freight on Mail Order phone 481 1436. Wholesale Customers phone: RITRONICS WHOLESALE 489 7099 

or 489 1923 Mail Orders to PO 235 Northcote 3070. Minimum mail order $2. Add extra for heavy items and registration, certified mail. Prices 
spec sub to change without notice. 



STEAM 
WHISTLE 
for model railroads 

Back in the days of steam, Australian locos were renowned for their 
impressively sonorous whistles. Now you can imitate these im¬ 
pressive sounds with our electronic steam whistle. Use it as part of a 
model train layout or as sound effects for amateur theatricals. Or 
build one for the kids for their tricycle. 

by GERALD COHN 

With a certain amount of modification, 
the circuit could also be made to imitate 
the deeper, more resonant sound of a 
ship's foghorn or even the mournful 
sound of a factory siren. Why not give it 
a blast? 

Steam whistles work in a particular way 
which we should discuss before looking 
at the circuit. 

For a start, when the steam valve is 
opened, the sound intensity appears to 
rise to a constant level over a short 
period. In other words, it has a certain 
rise time. Also, during this rise time, the 
frequency of the whistle tends to fall 
slightly. 

Now consider the effect as the steam 
valve is closed. The steam in the whistle 
will take a short time to escape (as the 
pressure drops). Thus the sound intensity 
fades over a short period or, in other 
words, the whistle has a short decay 
time. 

Finally, we have to consider the 
background hiss of the steam which is 

used to operate the whistle and be able 
to simulate the complex tonal structure 
of the whistle itself. 

THE CIRCUIT 
The circuit presented here effectively 

imitates all of the sound features describ¬ 
ed above, with the exception of the 
slight drop in frequency during the rise 
time. It uses two phase-shift oscillators 
(Q1 and Q2), a white noise source Q3, a 
gated amplifier Q4, and a power 
amplifier stage (LM380). Let's find out 
how it all works. 

Each phase-shift oscillator is im¬ 
plemented using a single transistor, 
together with a few resistors and 
capacitors in a feedback network. The 
transistor is used as a common emitter 
amplifier, and thus produces a 180° 
phase-shift between its input and output. 
For oscillation to occur at a particular fre¬ 
quency, however, a further 180° phase- 
shift must occur, and this is produced by 
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the RC feedback networks connected to 
Q1 and Q2. 

A reactance such as a capacitor can 
have a phase-shift of between 0 and 90°, 
but never more than this. It is for this 
reason that we have used three RC 
stages in each feedback loop, each stage 
contributing to the overall 180° phase- 
shift. 

The configurations shown in our circuit 
are what are known as a phase lead 
networks. The opposite, a phase-lag 
network, has the capacitors and the 
resistors transposed. Usually the values 
of the resistors are all equal, as are the 
capacitor values. In our circuit we have 
not met this general criteria, but instead 
have used resistors and capacitors with 
different values. 

The effect of varying the compo¬ 
nent values is to vary the degree of 
phase-shift from one stage to another. In 
other words, the phase-shift is not equal 
for each of the three sections. Using this 
approach we can obtain frequencies 
which are normally awkward to obtain 
using standard component values. 

The supplies to each of the two 
oscillators in the circuit are independent¬ 
ly decoupled from the main supply line 
using IkQ resistors and 47/xF electrolytic 
capacitors. This has been done to assure 
a stable frequency of oscillation despite 
supply line variations. 

The outputs of the two oscillators are 

82 



3/MS/- 

The circuit uses two phase-shift oscillators, a white noise source, a gated amplifier, and an LM380 power amplifier. 

taken from the collectors of their respec¬ 
tive transistors and mixed resistively us¬ 
ing two IMft resistors. The value of IMft 
has been used to minimise loading on 
the oscillators. 

The steam sound is implemented using 
white noise generator Q3. This consists 
simply of a reverse biased BC548 
emitter-base junction, arranged so that 
avalanche breakdown takes place to 
produce a substantial amount of noise. 
We used the transistor here because its 
emitter-base junction has a lower 
breakdown voltage than most PN junc¬ 
tion diodes. 

The output from the noise generator is 
now mixed with the mixed output of the 
two oscillators, but this time the mixing 
is capacitive rather than resistive. This 
gives us a signal consisting of the outputs 
of the two oscillators combined with the 
signal from the noise source. The signal 
is then fed to the input of gated 
amplifier Q4 which amplifies the signal, 
but only does so when enabled. The 
operation is as follows: 

Q4 is normally gated off by a voltage 
divider network consisting of the 4.7kh 
resistor in the emitter circuit and the 
47kfi resistor to the positive rail. To gate 
the amplifier on it would be sufficient to 
shunt the emitter resistor with another of 
suitable value. However, we can provide 
the required attack and decay times by 
adding suitable time constants to control 
the rate at which the amplifier is gated 
on or off. 

The time constant circuit consists of 
the 1.5kfi and Ikfi resistors and the two 
10/zF electrolytic capacitors in the 
emitter circuit of Q4. The total resistance 
of 2.5kQ is that required to gate the 
amplifier on, but the rate at which this 
can happen is determined by the rate at 
which the capacitors can be charged or 
discharged through their associated 

View showing the assembled PCS. The bottom section of the board containing the 
power amplifier stage can be cut off and used separately. 

resistors. The 10/xF capacitor across the 
A.7kQ emitter resistor also functions as a 
bypass to maintain a higher level of 
amplifier gain. 

With the test button pressed, the lower 
leg of the voltage divider to the emitter 
of Q4 becomes approximately 1.6kQ. 
However, before the stage is biased on, 
the emitter bypass capacitor must 
discharge through the emitter resistor 
and the parallel gating resistors, while 
the other capacitor must discharge via 
the Ikfi resistor. 

Thus the output of the gated amplifier 
rises to a constant level over a short 

eriod, as the capacitors discharge. We 
ave now introduced the required rise 

time for the whistle simulation. The rise 

time can be made longer by increasing 
the values of the capacitors or the 
resistors. The converse is true if the rise 
time is to be made shorter. 

It should be noted, however, that in¬ 
creasing the resistors in the gating net¬ 
work can lead to the stage not being 
biased on. It is therefore preferable to 
vary the values of the two capacitors in¬ 
stead of the resistors. 

The same capacitors used to provide 
the rise time are used to give us the 
decay time. When the test button is 
released, the emitter bypass capacitor 
charges via the 47kft resistor, while the 
other capacitor charges via the 1.5k ft 
resistor before the amplifier is biased off. 
Thus the output from this amplifier stage 
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Electronic Steam Whistle 
WIRING DIAGRAM 

fades over a short period. 
The operating frequencies of the two 

oscillators are approximately 600Hz for 
Q1 and 400Hz for Q2. The frequency 
of Q1 can be varied over a small range 
by adjusting the lOkfi trimpot. If it is 
desired to change the frequencies of 
both or one of the oscillators by a signifi¬ 
cant amount, then the components in 
the feedback networks will have to be 
adjusted. This can be done by changing 
the resistors or the capacitors, or both if 
required. If the capacitor values are in¬ 
creased, the frequency will decrease and 
vice-versa. 

The power amplifier stage consists of 
an LM380 power amplifier 1C. This 
device is capable of delivering 2.5 watts 
of power into an load when run from 
a 22V supply rail. The output power will 
be somewhat lower in this particular ap¬ 
plication because we are using only a 9V 
rail. 

The signal from the gated amplifier is 
fed to the input of the LM380 via a 50kfi 
potentiometer which functions as a 
volume control. The input is AC-coupled 
to the signal source via a .022/iF 
capacitor. The 470pF capacitor 
connected between tne input and 
ground is to ensure amplifier stability. 

Current drain of the circuit in the quies¬ 
cent state is about 7.5mA and rises to 
30mA when the amplifier is gated on 
(this assumes an undipped output). The 
maximum drain occurs when the volume 
control pot is set for full volume (output 
signal is clipping) and is 77mA. Consider¬ 
ing these sort of currents it would be ad¬ 
visable to use a 9V plug pack adaptor 

Construction is easy! - just follow this simple wiring diagram. 

where possible. If a 216 type 9V battery 
is used, then expect a reasonably short 
life from it. It all depends on how much 
the whistle is used. 

CONSTRUCTION 
We have designed a printed circuit 

board (PCB) onto which all of the com¬ 
ponents, with the exception of the 
volume potentiometer and pushbutton 
switch, are mounted. The usual 
precautions should be taken when 
assembling the board, in particular with 
regard to polarised components. Care 
should also be taken when soldering the 
transistors to the board as excessive heat 
can destroy them. The same thing 
applies to the LM380 power amplifier 1C. 
The "remote" pushbutton switch is 

optional. 
The PCB has been designed in such a 

way that the power amplifier stage can 
be cut away from the rest of the board 
and used separately if desired. If this is 
done, then the power amplifier can also 
be used for other projects at a later 
stage. All that need be done to separate 
the two is to cut along the dotted line on 
the PCB. 

We suggest that PC stakes be used for 
all external connections to the board. 
These connections include those to the 
loudspeaker, the potentiometer, test 
switch and the battery or power supply. 
If this approach is adopted, then the 
pads on the PCB will survive repeated 
lead connection and removal, should 
this be necessary. 

We estimate that the current 
cost of parts for this project is 

approximately 

$18.00 
This includes sales tax, but not 

the power supply. 

At left is an actual size 
reproduction of the PC pattern. 
Ready-made boards are available 
from the usual retail outlets. 
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Our new Systems Technician 
Apprenticeship scheme is more than 

just an Apprenticeship. 

Opportunity to work 
in electronics. 

Tomorrow’s aircraft and ground elec¬ 
tronic systems will be highly complex, to 
say the least. 

That’s why we’re looking for young, alert 
people interested in electronics and aircraft 
to be trained as Systems Technicians. 

It’s a highly specialised field that not only 
requires an analytical approach to problem 
solving but the potential to move into a 
management position very early in your 
career. 

Areas of involvement include flight, pro¬ 
pulsion, environmental, navigation, 
weaponry, electronic warfare, radar and 
computers. 

Opportunity to receive 
a higher than normal 
standard of training. 

After completing your certificate of 
Technology/Trade Training course, you’ll 
spend four to five years gaining practical 
field experience as Tradesman. Then, if 
selected, you’ll undertake a specially 
designed six months RAAF Systems Tech¬ 
nicians programme that includes develop¬ 
ing your management and communication 
skills plus further specialised systems 
instruction. On graduation you will be a fully 
qualified Senior Non Commissioned Officer 

Adelaide: 
Brisbane: 
Canberra: 
Hobart: 
Melbourne: 
Newcastle: 

212 1455 
226 2626 
82 2333 
34 7077 
61 3731 
2 5476 

Systems Technician in either the Aircraft, 
Avionics or Ground Electronics fields. 

Opportunity 
for promotion. 

Imagine, you could be a Commissioned 
Officer in your early 30’s with great future 
prospects in the Engineer Branch of 
Today’s space-age Air Force. 

Opportunity to get 
valuable work experience. 

These days, successfully completing an 
Apprenticeship doesn’t automatically 
guarantee you a secure, well-paid job. 
We do! 

Opportunity to travel 
and make more friends. 

Initially, you’ll go to Laverton (Vic.) or 
Wagga (NSW) depending on your special¬ 
ised field. 

Then you could find yourself working at 
any one of our many bases. 

Wherever you are, there’ll be excellent 
sports and social facilities at your disposal. 

Opportunity to do something\ Date of Bjrth 
for yourself now! \ 

If you’re aged between 16-21 years, have 
Year 11 (Year 12 preferred) education with 

passes in Mathematics, Physics and Eng¬ 
lish, are an Australian citizen and can meet 
our other entry requirements, talk to an Air 
Force Careers Adviser now! Alternatively, 
send the coupon and we’ll send you the 
facts. 

Parramatta: 
Perth: 
Sydney: 
Townsville: 
Wollongong: 

635 1511 
325 6222 
212 1011 
71 3191 
28 6492 

/ 
I 
I 
I 

V 

r To. RAAF CAREERS 
ADVISER, G.P.O. Box XYZ ^ 

in the capital city nearest you. % 
Yes! I am interested in a RAAF 

career. Please send me full details. ^ 

Name: 

Address: 

State: -Postcode: _ 

1 
I 
I 

$ 

RCOT.456.FP.31.EA 

You're somebody in Today’s Air Force 
Authorised bv Dirertor-Genpral Rerriutmo Dent npfenre Authorised by ** Director-General Recruiting Dept. Defence RCOT.456.FP.31.EA 
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Introducing a revolutionary 

DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

WITH JUST ONE HAMMER. 

AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE- 

JUST $495. 
Cor. No. X-3252 PGP $5.50 

The Uni-Hammer Replaces Seven . . .or More. 
Revolutionary? We don'r know whor 

else ro call it. An impact printer with o single 
rugged hammer, rather than the seven or more 
individual solenoids and print wires found in 
conventional dot matrix printers. 

At on incredible unit price of $495! 
Because of the unique Uni-Hommer 

design, the X-3252 is smaller and simpler than 
other dor matrix printers yet costs considerably 
less. Which mokes it o natural for the personal or 
small business user who wonts o quality, reliable 
impact printer or the lowest possible price. 

A Product of the Seiko Group 
If took o company such os the Seiko 

group, world's largest watch manufacturer, with 
vast experience in the design of small, intricate, 
precision products, to come up with o totally new 
concept in dot matrix printing. 

Fan Form Paper Replacement 
2.000 sheers conrinuous fan Ribbons 
form paper ro suir primer 

Cot. X-3254 .... $27.50 Cot. X-3250 $6.95 

How the Uni-Hommer Works 

The X-3252, which prints both graphics 
and alphanumerics, uses a rotating platen with 
protruding splines positioned behind the paper 
(see diagram). The character or graphics image is 
created by multiple hammer strikes in rapid 
succession os the print head advances across the 
paper. The precision gear train assures exact 
positioning of the print hammer relative to the 
splines on the platen, ro provide excellent print 
quality. 

A Complete Printer 

The X-3252 has features comparable to 
printers selling for thousands of dollars. These 
include upper/lower ASCII character sets, ribbon 
cartridge, 80 columns or 12 characters per inch, 
adjustable tractor feed, original and 2 copies, 30 
characters per second, and full graphics with a 
resolution of better than 60 dots per inch in both 
horizontal and vertical axes. 

Centronics Interface 
The X-3252 DOT MATRIX PRINTER has a 

Centronics-type parallel data interface and is 
compatible with System 80, TRS-80, Sorcerer 
and Apple computers etc. 

EXCLUSIVE TO 
DICK SMITH STORES 
SEE OUR OTHER ADVERTS 
FOR STORE ADDRESSES. 
A vailable by mail order 
(P.&P. $5.50 from 
P.O. Box 321, North Ryde) 

(H 96r 



PARTS LIST 
7 printed circuit hoard, code 81sw7, 

121 x 85mm 
1 8ft loudspeaker 
1 50/<ft potentiometer 
1 momentary contact pushbutton 

switch 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
4 BC548 transistors 
1 FM380 power amplifier 1C 

CAPACITORS 
1 1000/jlF 16VW electrolytic 
1 100gF 16VW electrolytic 
2 47gF 16VW electrolytic 
5 10gF 16VW electrolytic 
1 0.1 gF metallised polyester 

(greencap) 
1 .068gF greencap 
1 .047gF greencap 
3 .022gF greencap 
1 .015gF greencap 
1 .01 gF greencap 
3 .0047gF greencap 
1 470pF ceramic 

RESISTORS (all 'AW, 5%) 
2 x 7/V/ft, 7 x 330/cft, 7 x 82/eft, 7 x 
68/cft, 7 x 56/cft, 2 x 47kQ, 2 x 39/cft, 4 x 
72/cft, 4 x 70/cft, 1 x 4.7/cft, 2 x 2.2/cft, 2 
x 7.5/cft, 3 x 7/eft, 7 x 2.2ft, 7 x 70/cft 
trimpot. 

everything appears to be OK, you are 
ready to test the unit. 

Apply power to the board (assuming be shifted by varying the preset poten- 
that the potentiometer, loudspeaker and tiometer on the PCB. You will find that 
test button have been connected) and the most pleasing sound occurs when 
then press the test button. You should the two oscillators are running at 
hear two tones in the loudspeaker, harmonically-related frequencies, 
together with a hissing sound. The hiss- Well, there you have it, a stream whis- 
ing sound is that produced by the noise tie that can be used with your model 
generator, while the two tones are pro- railway layout. It will add just that much 
duced by the two phase-shift oscillators, more realism to the whole thing. Happy 
The frequency of the first oscillator can whistling! ® 

PROJECTS & CIRCUITS 
NUMBER TWO 

27 DO-IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS FROM 
ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA 

Available from: 
“Electronics Australia”, 
57 Regent St, Sydney. 

PRICE $3.00 OR $3.70 by mail order from 
“Electronics Australia”, PO Box 163, 
Beaconsfield 2014. 

"That siren was a test. We 
wanted to determine whether 
you were awake and watching 
our program." (From "Radio- 
Electronics") 

When you have completed the 
assembly of the board, go back over the 
construction making sure that all the 
components have been placed in their 
proper locations and that all polarity sen¬ 
sitive components (transistors, 1C and 
electrolytic capacitors) are correctly 
oriented. Check also for dry solder joints 
and solder bridges between tracks. If 

BRIGHT STAR 
CRYSTALS 

WATCH 
CRYSTALS 

CRYSTAL UNITS 
FOR QUARTZ 
CRYSTAL CLOCK 

1 t 

CRYSTAL 
OVENS 

AND OVEN 
OSCILLATOR 

„ UNITS 
l2\lPCQ 

0 f 

£**c' , 
cvt*ia 

Qv** 

o r 

f' VVS, 

* \ 

/, - . 
Specifications, Dimensions and 
data sheets available on request 

INTERSTATE AGENTS 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
R. W. ELECTRONICS, Adelaide 
Phone (08) 46 4571 

NSW 
J. E. WATERS PTY LTD. Sydney 
Phone (02) 666 8144 

TASMANIA 
DILMOND INSTRUMENTS, Hobart 
Phone (002) 47 9077 

QUEENSLAND 
FRED HOE & SONS PTY LTD, Brisbane 
Phone (07) 277 4311 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
WESTEST ELECTRONICS, Perth 
Phone (09) 337 6393 

BRIGHT STAR 
CRYSTALS 
35 EILEEN RD, CLAYTON, VIC. 
Telephone 546 5076 
B.S.C. Telex AA 36004 
ALL MAIL TO: PO BOX 42 SPRINGVALE 
3171 
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And you thought your 
System 80 was just 
lor playing games 

Most people think the same way. Personal computers - ho hum. Great for playing 

'Space Invaders' . . . but what else can you do with them? 

How would you like to do your 1981 Income Tax return by computer? 

AUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX, 1981 
YES! You can now use your personal computer to accurately and properly complete your personal 
income tax return! 'Austax 8 1' goes through each vital step of the tax form, making sure you don t 
miss anything! Calculations are done for you - automatically - and you can add, delete or 
change any entry at any time: the program automatically adjusts all the figures to suit! 
As far as we know, this is the ONLY program available for the 1981 income tax form, 
written specifically for a personal computer! 

Program suitable for form ‘S' available June; program for 

'A' form available July. 'AUSTAX 81' Cat X-3762 $29.95 

TYPING TUTOR 
With our new Typing Tutor* program, you can leam to touch type in less than 8 
hours! The computer is your teacher: it will tell you if you are making errors; even 
concentrate on the keys that are giving you problems! And it's so much cheaper 
than doing a typing course! 'TYPING TUTOR' Cat X-3682 $ 19.95 

UNIVERSAL DATA FILE 
Catalogue your stamp collection. Or your butterflies. Or recipes. Or even keep 
your club's membership records in order! 

Dick's brand new 'Datfile' is an all-purpose data storage and processing 
program. You can store virtually anything you can write down in 'Datfile' - and 
then add to it Delete it. Modify it. Sort it. Process it. Extract it or portions of it. In 
fact, you can use 'Datfile' to process information in just about any way you can 
imagine. Disk based. 'DATFILE'Cat X-3760 $99.00 

SPEED READING COURSE 
Time is always pretty short these days: why waste it by taking longer than 
necessary to read? Read everything faster, and with greater comprehension, 

with this unique program. 'SPEED READING' Cat X-3692 $19.95 

MUSICAL COMPUTER 
You've always regretted stopping those piano lessons! Now here's your 
opportunity to leam to read music - even though you can't play a note! It will 
teach you all the basics - from note recognition through to tempo. 

MUSICAL COMPUTER' Cat X-3640 $34.95 

76 USEFUL PROGRAMS 
Loan repayments, interest, mortgages - through to geometry, algebra,calculus, 
trigonometry ... all those things you leamt at school but have long since 
forgotten. When you need to work something out, let your computer do it for you. 

'COMMON PROGRAMS' Cat X-3665 $19.50 

| AND FOR THE KIDS . . . 
A set of three programs designed to help them leam. They leam faster because 
learning becomes FUN! Take your choice of maths oriented, spelling or word 
usage programs. They've all been written exclusively for Dick Smith 

'SCURVE INVADERS' (Basic Maths Drill) Cat X-3694 $9-95 EACH 
'HANGMAN/CONCENTRATION' (SpeUing/words) Cat X-3696 
'ALPHABET COUNTDOWN/RHYME TIME' (Manipulating words) Cat X-3698 

AND YES . . . you can still use your computer to play 
games - including 'Space Invaders Game'. 

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION:Askfora 

free data sheet at any Dick Smith store, re-seller or the Mail Order Centre. 

FASTEST SELLING 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 

THE DICK SMITH 

OVER 2000 COMPUTERS 
SOLD IN SIX MONTHS! 
It's not hard to see why! Compare the 
System 80: 
It is over $250 cheaper than a similar TRS- 
80 - and offers more features! 
Features like a built-in cassette deck & 
power supply. 2 cassette controls instead 
of 1. S-100 bus compatability. Built-in video 
modulator (use with any standard TV set!) 
Want to know more about the amazing 
System 80? Ask for free comparison & 
information data: available at your nearest 
Dick Smith store, Mail Order Centre or 
authorsied re-seller. 

8l 
FROM 
ONLY 

*695 
(4K RAM) 

Cat X-4003 

16K RAM 

*750 
Cat X-4005 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
See our main advert in this issue for our store locations and authorised re-sellers 

BANKCARD/TERMS 
AVAILABLE TO APP¬ 
ROVED CUSTOMERS 



And now there’s new 
software for even more 
versatility..« 
Get MORE with 

MMS FORTH 
MMSFOKTH is a powerful implementation of 
the popular FORTH programming language, 
designed for both professional and hobbyist 
use on System 80 & TRS-80 computers. Users 
can expand FORTH into virtually their own 
custom programming language. It comes on 
diskette complete with its own disk operating 
system, itself written in FORTH. 

★ MORE SPEED! 
FORTH is an incredibly versatile new language that 
operates 10 to 20 times faster than level II BASIC! 

★ Get more room . . . 
Forth has a compiled code plus VIRTUAL MEMORY 
which makes your RAM act longer! 

★ Get more instructions . . . 
Add YOUR commands to its large instruction set! Far 
more complete than most other Forths: single and 
double precision, arrays, string handling and more! 

★ Get more ease . . . 
Forth gives you an excellent full screen editor, structured 
& modular programming. It is optimised for your 
System 80 (orTRS-80) with keyboard repeats, upper/ 
lower case display driver, single & double width 
graphics, etc. 

★ Get more power . . . 
Forth operating system interpreter AND compiler, 
internal Z80 disassembler; VIRTUAL I/O for video & 
printer, disk & tape. $05°° Cat X-3668 

Learn to fly . . . by computer! 

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
Thanks to fast animation and accurate representation 
of flight, the non-pilot can now learn basic flight 
control, including take-off & landing! 

And experienced pilots will auickly recognise how thoroughly 
they can explore the aircraft’s characteristics: without risk! 

Computer and aviation experts call this program a marvel of 
modern technology; you'll call it fantastic! Once you've 
acquired flight proficiency, you can engage in the exciting 
British Ace 3-D Aerial Battle Game included in the package. 

BASIC PUIS 
2BASIC. SIMUTEK’S BASIC COMPILER 
Now you can have the best of both worlds... 
the ease of programming in BASIC, with the 
speed of machine language. 
And your programs become VERY difficult 
to pirate! 

Simutek’s ZBASIC is what you need. 

ZBASIC is an interactive compiler. This means it is resident 
while you write BASIC programs. You may compile your 
program and run or save it, in machine language form, 
without destroying your original BASIC version. In fact, 
jumping back and forth between your compiled code and the 
BASIC original is one of its best features. 

The ZBASIC compiler allows saving your compiled programs 
to disk. Programs may then be loaded as a /CMD file from 
DOS. This makes it extremely hard for others to ‘pirate’ your 
programs. 

And Simutek, the manufacturer, makes no royalty charge on 
programs that are compiled with ZBASIC— unlike some other 
companies which charge you up to $200 a year! 

Some of the BASIC commands supported by ZBASIC: 
FOR 
SET 
DATA 
PRINT 

SQR 

NEXT 

RESET 

HEAD 
LPRlNT 
lEN 

STEP 
POINT 

RESTORE 
PRINT . 

ASC 

CHRS 

END 
USR 

’ VAL 

THEN 
RANDOM 
GOTO 
SGN 

ELSE 
RND i 
GOSUB 
iNT 

PEEK 
POK'E 
CIS 
ABS 

ON GOTO 
ON GOSUB 

Why use a complicated ‘Assembler’ to write 
machine language programs when you can write 
them in ZBASIC? 

Cat X-3570 M 4000 
Features: 
• 3-frame per second flicker free animation 
• Out-of-cockpit view of flight 
• Constant feedback cassette loader 

*34 90 
Cat X-3684 

ASK AT YOUR NEAREST DICK SMITH 
STORE FOR A FULL PROGRAM LIST! 
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COMPUTER PRODUCT REVIEW 

A low-cost printer from 
Dick Smith Electronics 
Up until now it has not been possible to buy a dot matrix printer for 
under about $1000, but this situation has changed with the release 
of a new low cost printer onto the market by Dick Smith Electronics, 
at a cost of $495. 

The new Dick Smith GP-80 is a very 
compact unit and as such is quite an at¬ 
tractive proposition for anybody requir¬ 
ing a hardcopy device. The external ap¬ 
pearance is neat. The cover is moulded 
from a white plastic and the base is 
moulded from brown plastic. A clear 
plastic cover goes over the top to act as 
a sound shield and does reduce the 
noise level quite effectively, although it 
is still fairly noisy. Two LEDs are mounted 
in the top right hand corner; one for 
power indication and the other to in¬ 
dicate a function error. 

The printing mechanism in this printer 
is quite different to other impact type 
dot matrix printers. Instead of using 
seven hammers moving across the paper 
to form the character, this one uses only 
a single hammer. Behind the paper is a 
splined shaft which is synchronised 
to the hammer by the on-board 
microprocessor. The splined shaft spins 
while printing is in progress and the ham¬ 
mer hits onto the shaft through the 
paper and the inked ribbon to form the 
characters. 

1 he angle of rotation of the spline shaft 
at the time the hammer strikes deter¬ 
mines the dot that printed to form the 
character. If a graphics character con¬ 
sisting of 35 dots (5 x 7) were to be 
printed for example, then the hammer 
would have to be used 35 times. Each 
time the angle of the spline shaft will be 
different. The microprocessor senses the 
positions of the splines by using an op¬ 
tical sensor, and when the appropriate 
angle occurs, it actuates the hammer to 
print a dot on the paper. 

A natural result of this type of printer 
operation is a somewhat slower 
throughput (30 characters per second) in 
comparison to the seven-hammer types, 
but if speed is not the all important fac¬ 
tor, then this won't worry you. 

The printer supports the full 96 
character ASCII set. The lower case 
characters do not have descenders 
though, not that this is of any major con¬ 
sequence unless you require letter- 
quality print. In the latter case you would 
probably opt for a daisy-wheel printer 

anyway. An added bonus (particularly at 
the price) is dot-addressable graphics. 
This mode allows the user to print 
almost any graphics image by having 
control over each and every dot. 

There are two very handy features of¬ 
fered by the graphics mode. The first is a 
character repeat function. Let's assume 
that you are designing a form and need 
to print a series of horizontal lines across 

mechanism. 

the page; what do you do? The answer 
to this is simple. The repeat function 
allows you to do this by specifying the 
character to be printed and then the 
number of times that it is to be repeated. 
This function is implemented by means 
of a control code (1C). The control code, 
1C, is first output to the printer to select 
the repeat mode, followed by the 
character to be printed, and then finally 
by the number indicating the number of 
times the character is to be repeated. 

The second feature in the graphics 
mode allows the user to specify the start 
of a line by loading in a dot address. The 
dot address can range from 0 through to 
479, which represents the number of 
graphics print positions on a single line. 

Both of the features just mentioned are 
very handy when it comes to writing 
software for a graphics printout in that 

they allow a lot of simplification. If a 
character is to be repeated, it does not 
have to be output to the printer over 
and over again. Instead three simple in¬ 
structions do the job. The latter feature 
allows forms to be designed and printed 
with a minimum of fuss. 

Another feature offered by the printer 
is a double-width font. Here the 
characters are printed out double width 
resulting in a very bold type. This is han¬ 
dy for headings or where text has to be 
highlighted. 

All of the functions can be mixed and 
used on a single line. If it is desired to 
print some graphics character^ followed 

with text in the standard size font, and 
then in the larger font, all that needs to 
be done is to send the appropriate con¬ 
trol codes to the printer just prior to the 
block of text being printed out. An exam¬ 
ple of this appears elsewhere in this 
review. 

The instruction manual that comes 
with the printer details the various 
aspects of the unit. It does not however, 
describe the operational aspects as 
clearly as it should. The graphics opera¬ 
tion in particular, lacks suitable discus¬ 
sion. This problem has been overcome 
by means of a Technical Bulletin which is 
available from Dick Smith Electronics at 
their North Ryde Head Office. 

The paper used by the printer is of the 
fan-form type, each sheet measuring 200 
x 150mm (8" x 6"). The sprocket holes 
are punched into the sides of the forms 

This compact printer uses a single hammer and a splined shaft as the print 
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HERE IS THE FULL CHARACTER SET OF THE PRINTER. 
NOTE THAT THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY OF THE GRAPHICS 
CHARACTERS. 

! )#+ ,-./0123456789:; < s >?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSTUVWXYZC\3A_sabcdef9hiJklmnoP1rstuvwxyz<!>~ 

THIS IS THE SAME CHARACTER SET IN DOUBLE SIZE PRINT 

/0 1 23456789 
. j < «= >?(SABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ 
RSTUVWXYZC^3A-^ a.fc»ccJe>-T-3h i 
J k 1 mmoP A rstuvwxy z < I > ~' 

DOUBLE SIZE CHARACTERS 

►---— 

This sample printout is reproduced actual size. Note the whimsical graphics output. 

and these can be removed since the 
sides, as well the forms have been per¬ 
forated. The paper comes in boxes of 
2000 sheets at a cost of $27.50. 

The printer comes with a standard Cen¬ 
tronics compatible interface which is 
suited to most personal computers cur¬ 
rently available. 

The instruction manual makes mention 
of other types of interfaces that are 
available for the GP-80, but these are not 
being handled by Dick Smith Electronics. 
Fortunately most computers will inter¬ 
face to a centronics type printer. 

We had the printer hooked into a 
System-80 computer and ran quite ex¬ 
tensive tests on it. The most noticeable 
thing about the quality of the print is a 
slight "furiness", but this tends to disap¬ 
pear as the ribbon ages. The print also 
tends to smudge a little while the ribbon 
is still new, but again, this problem disap¬ 
pears after a while. 

All in all we found the printer to be 
good value for money. For the person in¬ 
volved with software development or 
for the small business, this is an ideal 
printer. 

For further information contact any 
branch of Dick Smith Electronics. (G.C.) 

COMPUTER 

SYSTEMS j-^ESos, Ssgf^r* • 283 Clarence Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 

Telephone 292402 - 9221709 
Associated with OT Inc - USA 

S = 100 Bare Boards 
• SBC + 2/4 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER $60.00 

Z80A 2/4 MHz, EPROM & IK RAM, 1 serial & 1 parallel ports, DMA & 
Shadow mode (64K) operation, 2 clock timers. 

EXPANDABLE + II 64K MEMORY $ 75.00 
Run at 4MHz, 4 banks of 16K each, 24 IEEE address lines, Z80 or on 
board refresh, 40 (HEX) bank ON/OFF select, 3 Watts. 

» DOUBLE DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER $ 85.00 
On board Z80A & 1 793 double density controller, bootstrap ROM for 
CP/M 2.2, compatible with Shugart 800/850. BIOS and UTILITIES are 

• sTlENCE + MOTHERBOARD (8 SLOTS) $ 27.00 
SALES TAX AND DELIVERY CHARGES TO BE ADDED IF APPLICABLE 

Coming 
Next 
Month* 
The Super 80 
Computer—at last 

YES, it's finally here (note the name 
change, though). Presentation of 
the first article was delayed, but 
this highly competitive single¬ 
board Z80 computer is most 
definitely "on", and will be 
introduced in the August issue. 

The Super 80 has features not 
found on computers costing twice 
as much. A powerful BASIC 
interpreter, up to 48K of RAM on 
board, a full-size keyboard, RF 
modulator for TV display and built- 
in S100 expansion capability are 
just some of its good points! 

Musicolour IV 
A rather special 4-channel colour 

organ, this one will really light up 
your music! Our new Musicolour 
design may be driven from a hifi 
amplifier or its own internal 
microphone, and can also be used 
as a sound triggered light chaser, 
with four distinctive patterns. It 
can handle a total of 2.4kW. 

AND MUCH MORE - including 
TWO free catalogues, one from 
Sheridan Electronics and one from 
Altronics of Perth. Don't miss it! 

*Our planning for this issue is well ad¬ 
vanced but circumstances may change 
the final content. However, we will make 
every attempt to include the articles 
mentioned here. 
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR COMMODORE 
RS232 TESTSET HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 

Now you can give your PET/CBM an High Resolution Graphics 
capability with the MTU Graphics Hardware and Software Packages. 
The Hardware is easily installed and the new graphics board provides 
five EXTRA ROM sockets and 8K RAM MEMORY EXPANSION 
which can be used for program or data storage when graphics are not 
required. A powerful graphics Software Package is included and con 
tains many extra BASIC commands for drawing lines, defining shapes, 
etc. The Graphics Hardware does not affect normal operation of the 
Commodore. 
- for 2000 Series 8K PETS:. $529 
- for 3000/4000 Series 16/32K CBMS:.$587 
- for 8000 Series CBMS:.$660 

The RS232 TESTSET is a small hand held device that connects inline 
with the interface cable, the terminal, or the modem and monitors the 
line signals. The TESTSET passes all 25 lines through and so can be 
left connected without affecting communications. It is completely por¬ 
table as no batteries are required since power is derived from the inter¬ 
face signals. Each indicator circuit is current limited to meet the re¬ 
quirements of the RS232 Interface Standard. Also the voltage range 
for activating the bright LED display corresponds with this standard 
and thereby reduces troubleshooting to a “GO-NOGCT problem in 
stead of trying to measure active signals to determine voltage levels. 
One 2-pin and one 3-pin jumper is included. 

PRICE: $150 

EXTRA BASIC COMMANDS 
Add extra commands to your Commodore's BASIC:— 
Programmers Toolkit — AUTO, RENUMBER. FIND, TRACE, APPEND, DELETE DUMP STEP HELP — 
for BASIC 1.0 Old ROM PETS:.' ’ <71- 

for all others:. . 

Disk-O Pro — requires Programmers Toolkit, any 40 column BASIC 2.0 plus SCROLL, PRINT USING, etc — for BASIC 2.0 $96 
Command-0 Like Disk O Pro but for BASIC 4.0. Does not require Programmers Toolkit: — for BASIC 4 0 $96 
P|us manyottergrxxdies. We stock such items as Socket-2-Me. Floppy Disks. Continuous Stationery. Computer Stationery Binders. Printer Rib- 
bons AND BOOKS GALORE!!! Call for prices. 

DONT FORGET YOUR PRINTOUT MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION — for dedicated Commodore lovers 
All prices quoted are correct at time of printing. Prices shown excludes Sales Tax. Mail Orders via Cheque/Bankcard welcomed - please specify 
your system. Please add $1.50 per item for all Vic mail orders and $2.50 for all Interstate mail orders on articles like Toolkits books etc Lamer 
items will cost more. ’ * a 

bankcard 

welcome here 
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGNERS 

B.S. MICROCOMP 
4th Floor, 
561 Bourke Street, 
MELBOURNE, 3000. 
Tel: (03) 61 4 -1433/61 4-1551. 

MMHEAPPLE 
MASSAGE 

MICRO-WARI 
FROM 

Specialising in APPLEtm systems and software 
Write or call for a copy of our catalogue 

P.O. Box 4601, Sydney, N.S.W. 2001. AUSTRALIA 
Telephone: (02) 358 3364 Telex: 21866 
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Letters to 
the editor 

Feedback on negative ion generators 
I have just had the opportunity to read 

your article on negative ion generators in 
the feature "Forum" which was publish¬ 
ed in the May issue of "Electronics 
Australia". I found it to be interesting and 
generally objective on a subject which 
has produced a substantial amount of 
biased writing in the past, these biases 
either being heavily for or against the 
beneficial health effects of negative ion 
generators. 

You may be interested to know that 
two serious experiments are underway 
here as part of my medical physics 
research and teaching program which 
have as their aim an objective testing of 
the possible health benefits to be gained 
by restoring the depleted negative air 
ion concentration inside rooms to nor¬ 
mal outdoor unpolluted levels. 

The first of these experiments is look¬ 
ing at the connection to asthma and is 
being conducted by a group of profes¬ 
sional scientists including a hospital- 
based medically qualified asthma 
specialist, physicists, a psychologist and 
a medical physics research student. It is 
being carried out in an exacting double 
blind manner with quantitative 
measurements of the effective lung 
parameters of the patients to remove 

any doubt as to the realness of any ef¬ 
fects which may be observed. 

The second experiment is directed at 
uncovering what improvement if any in 
mental alertness is experienced by 
secretaries here when negative ion 
generators are operated in their rooms 
in real work situations. Alertness is 
tested in the first instance by simple reac¬ 
tion time measurements. 

In both cases, concurrent 
measurements of the actual air ion con¬ 
centrations are being made using a well- 
known imported air ion analyser. It is 
hoped that both experiments will be 
complete by the end of this year. 

While we are all keeping an open mind 
on the outcome of these experiments, I 
nevertheless have personal experience 
of the beneficial effects of these devices 
when used by individuals here in 
Canberra with other health problems, eg 
migraine. It would be unwise and indeed 
unscientific I think to dismiss the subject 
until the results of carefully conducted 
local trials are known. 

A. J. Mortlock, MSc, PhD, FAIP, 
Reader in Physics, 
The Australian National University, 
Canberra, ACT. 

Our heartiest congratulations on your 
article in the May edition of EA, regar¬ 
ding negative ion generators. 

The vast scepticism regarding these 
machines is well founded, and the 
primary blame lies with the majority of 
the marketing companies. Being in the 
field for almost 12 years, we have 
discovered that claims, and in many in¬ 
stances unfounded claims, are made 
with the sole purpose of promoting the 
sale of the ionizer currently on hand. 

From our own personal experience, we 
have found that from the vast number of 
marketing and manufacturing companies 
that exist in the world today, only a 
handful put anything into research and 
development. The almighty dollar ap¬ 
pears to have first preference. 

Your article points out dramatically just 
how vulnerable the negative ion science 
is and how standards, especially for 
ozone emission and electrical safety, are 
missing. 

From our extensive library, we can 
read about the fantastic effects that 

negions have and yet in other studies, 
these effects are denied. The reason is 
simple. Parameters and standards are 
confounded with the inability of resear¬ 
chers to establish a basis or a standard to 
measure their results and until this is 
done, negative ions will remain in the 
category of witchery and gobbledy 
gook. 

The public must be made aware that 
there are inherent dangers and a 
regulatory body should be appointed to 
set standards for manufacturers and 
importers. 

Negative ions are beneficial to a 
significantly high degree and, therefore, 
they are important enough to further 
study their effects, especially in the fields 
of asthma, hayfever and other 
respiratory ailments, together with the 
fields of worker productivity and en¬ 
vironmental conditioning. 

In conclusion, may we suggest that if 
anyone is interested in owning a 
negative ion generator, please let them 
contact experts in the field, and not just 

rely on untrained, inexperienced shop 
assistants. 

Joshua Shaw, 
Managing Director, 
Bionic Products Pty Ltd, 
Rose Bay, NSW. 

That famous scientist 
Editor's note: A reader who does not 

wish to be identified has sent a photostat 
copy of a paper which identifies the 
scientist who in 1932 observed the alleg¬ 
ed effects of negative and positive ions 
(Forum p31, May 1981). The relevant 
item reads as follows: 

In 7932, at the Rocky Point, Long Island 
Laboratory of RCA LaboratoriesDr 
HanselI observed that an electrostatic 
generator produced powerful effects 
upon a sensitive individual, an engineer, 
who was working in the room. Positively 
charged air produced physical, mental, 
and emotional depression whereas 
negatively charged air produced a 
physical, mental, and emotional uplift. 
The effects were so powerful that they 
could not pass unnoticed, so that an in¬ 
vestigation of the cause was made. This 
resulted in more care being taken in the 
operation of the machine and in the car¬ 
rying out of a number of experiments 
relating to air ionization. 

Electronics exhibition 
for Grafton 

Grafton Chapter of Jaycees is currently 
planning an "Electro-80's Exhibition" to 
be held in Grafton on September 18, 19 
and 20, 1981. 

The purpose of the exhibition is to 
allow local and national firms to display 
products to a wide cross-section of the 
rural public who would not ordinarily 
have the opportunity to view them. This 
includes a wide range of electronic 
home and industrial equipments — 
microcomputers, industrial lighting, large 
screen, TV receivers etc are not readily 
available on the North Coast. 

Exhibitors will be charged a nominal 
space rental fee and a package advertis¬ 
ing campaign can be arranged if required 
by individual firms. The bulk of money 
raised by the exhibition will be donated 
to the local Year of the Disabled Persons 
Committee whose goal is to erect a 
hostel on land already donated. A fur¬ 
ther donation will be given to the Graf¬ 
ton Base Hospital towards the provision 
of ultrasonic diagnostic equipment. 

This is the first venture by the chapter 
into an exhibition with an electronic 
theme, although it has successfully run 
trade fairs in Grafton for the past 12 
years. As with the trade fairs, this exhibi¬ 
tion will be preceeded by an extensive 
regional radio, newspaper and TV 
campaign. 

It is hoped that we can bring the exhibi¬ 
tion to the attention of your advertisers 
and readers. We are issuing invitations to 
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921500 TRAY 

All 14 modules fit into the tray which is the 

basis of the Hobby-Blox system 

$3.08 

*921505 TERMINAL STRIP 

PACK 

2 terminal strips and 1 spacer/support 

strip. 26 3-tie-point's. 

•921510 DISTRIBUTION 
STRIPS 

2 distribution strips with 2 x 26 tie-point 

terminals. 

•921515 DISCRETE 
COMPONENT STRIP 

14 terminals each with 5 tie-points on 2" 

grid. 

921520 BUS! 

2 continuous rows of 60 tie-points 

terminals 

$4.63 

•921525 3 x 16 TERMINAL 
STRIP 

3 patterns of terminals each containing 2 

rows of 8 contacts. 

$4.63 

•921530 

Accepts 6 LED's 

LE D. STRIP 

•921540 SPEAKER PANEL 
PACK 

2 speaker panels and 2 spacer/support 

strips. 

9 t 

9 , * 
„ 0 9 

$3.08 

*921545 CONTROL PANEL 
PACK 

2 control panels and 2 spacer/support 

strips. 

$3.08 

•921535 VERTICAL TRAY 
PACK 

Includes a smaller tray and an adaptor strip 

that allows per endicular tray mounting 

$3.08 

$3.08 

BLANK PANEL 

PACK 

A custom piece - drill holes in any 

configuration required. 

ap 
$4.63 

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.50 to order value 
for postage and packaging. Send cheque 
mail order to Xenitek Pty. Limited. P.0. 
Box 128 Brookvale 2100 or write for your 
FREE CATALOGUE. 

Xenitek 

•921555 BATTERY HOLDER 
PACK 

Includes battery holder and connector 

(Battery not included) 

*921560 BINDING POST 
STRIP 

3 5-way binding posts electrically connected 

to solderless plug-in tie-point. 

$5.57 

•921570 TRAY EXTENDER 

CLIPS 

4 dips to extend Hobby-Blox system 

horizontally or vertically. 

$2.00 

•921480 

INCLUDES: 

1 x921500 

1 x 921515 

1 x 921555 

DISCRETE 

COMPONENT 

STARTER PACK 

SAVE $1.50 

PLUS: 

Complete instructions to build 10 

discrete component projects 
$11.72 value for $10.20 

921591: 

The complete discrete component kit 

to build these 10 projects. $4.72 

•921490 

INCLUDES: 

INTEGRATED 

CIRCUIT 

STARTER PACK 

1 x 921500 

1 x 921505 
1 x 921510 

SAVE $1.50 

PLUS: 

Complete instructions to build 10 

integrated circuit projects 
$10 79 value for $9.27 

921592. 

The complete integrated circuit 

component kit to build these 10 

projects $10.76 

AVAILABLE FROM: 

N.S.W. - Radio Dispatch Service 211 0191 
869 GEORGE ST, SYDNEY 



as many firms as possible but any other 
firms interested in attending can contact 
me at the address below. 

John M. McNamara, 
PO Box 140, 
Grafton, 2460. 
[Telephone (066) 42 4980.] 

Problems with 
wind generators 

In an article entitled "Windmill Power 
for Australia: Part 2" ("Electronics 
Australia", July 1978, p 42), John An¬ 
drews described how to rewind a Bosch 
12V car alternator, for use in conjunction 
with a direct drive 2m-diameter two- 
bladed propeller windmill. 

In general, car alternators are designed 
to work in the range of 1000 to 
10,000rpm. Consequently, it is necessary 
to change the characteristics of the alter¬ 
nator, if it is to be used in wind-generator 
applications where rotational speeds of 
300-1000rpm are frequently 
encountered. 

Since 12V car alternators are readily 
available, John Andrews' article aroused 
considerable interest among several 
members of the recently formed 
Australasian Wind Energy Association 
(AUSWEA). In particular Peter Cole 
(Colepower Marine Engineering, 
Brooklyn, NSW, 2253) rewound several 
Bosch alternators, for use in conjunction 
with 2m-diameter propellers. 

In December 1980 we purchased a re¬ 
wound alternator from Peter Cole and 
subjected it to several bench tests. The 
results obtained may be of interest to 
your readers. Unfortunately the 
measured power outputs are disappoin¬ 
tingly low in the frequency ranee 
300-1 OOOrpm. 

The rewound Bosch alternator was a 
nine-diode alternator of the LJ series, 
rated at 420W. It is equipped with a 
solid-state regulator which adjusts the 
current through the excitation coils until 
the output reaches the required 12V for 
battery charging. In the tests, the 
regulator was removed in order to allow 
clear recognition of the alternator's 
characteristics, free from feedback ef¬ 
fects. Because of this it was necessary to 
supply the static excitation coils with a 
separate power supply. 

The results of our tests are as follows: 
• The magnetic induction produced by 
the excitation current begins to saturate 
at currents above 2A. In general, 
therefore, there is little point in using ex¬ 
citation currents much in excess of 2A at 
low rotational speeds; 
• Maximum power transfer occurs 
when the load resistance is approximate¬ 
ly 5 ohms; 
• Maximum power output increases 
almost linearly with rotational speed, 
reaching 400W at approximately 
2500rpm; 
• The net power output of 13W for a 
rotational speed of 417rpm is disappoin¬ 
tingly low; 

• There is a substantial drop in power 
output when the alternator is used in the 
self-excited mode. In this regard, it 
should be noted that an external power 
source, such as a battery, is necessary to 
initiate the excitation current for a short 
time during run-up. Once the unit is pro¬ 
ducing power, the battery can be 
disconnected. 

In summary, we believe that the re¬ 
wound Bosch alternator is still essentially 
a high speed device and is therefore not 
well suited to direct drive wind 
generators. One way of improving the 
situation would be to equip the alter¬ 
nator with a 3:1 speed increaser. This 
would bring about a substantial increase 
in power output (approximately 400W at 
800rpm), while at the same time reliev¬ 
ing the generator of axial thrust, for 
which it is not designed. 

However, for the beginner, the incor¬ 
poration of a 3:1 speed increaser 
represents a severe hurdle, since it re¬ 
quires a suitable support structure and 
oil-tight seals. 

Unfortunately we do not know of a 
suitable direct drive "multiple generator" 
in the 100-500W range, which is easily 
accessible in Australia and would be 
compatible with the wind generator 
described by John Andrews in his article. 
If any of your readers know of such 
generators, we would be very pleased to 
hear from them. 

G. J. Bowden, School of Physics, 
University of NSW, Kensington, NSW. 

RAMs, ROMs, bits 
bytes & gobbledy-gook 

I have been receiving your magazine 
for about three years now, and find it 
most interesting and informative except 
for the sections on computers. These 
sections are obviously intended for 
readers who are already owners and 
users of computers, and consist of pages 
of "gobbledy-gook'' unintelligible to the 
ordinary reader. 

Terms such as RAMs, ROMs, EPROMs, 
bits, bytes, glitches and pixels only con¬ 
fuse prospective owners and users who 
want to know what a certain computer 
will do, or, more to the point, what it will 
NOT do. For instance, take a certain 
computer selling for $599. 

Correct me if I am wrong, but it seems 
to me that this machine will play 
"Noughts and Crosses", perhaps "Lunar 
Lander", but definately NOT "Space In¬ 
vaders" or chess. 

It would possibly be capable of work¬ 
ing out the tax refund of an average 
worker but the bookkeeping of my small 
farm would be completely beyond it. For 
this I would apparently need something 
costing about $5000 which seems a lot 
to pay for a machine to do what I now 
do with an exercise book and a $10 
calculator. 

Perhaps you could pass on my remarks 
to your advertisers as their ads are about 
as informative as your column. 

R. H. Hansen, 
Gayndah, Qld. ® 

✓ AUDIO IHI51 

A.F. SERIES AMPLIFIER 

If feedback is a problem, the Audio Telex 
Anti-Feedback Series Amplifiers, should solve it. 

BUILT-IN FEATURES 

Compression 

Limiting 

24 volts D C. and A C. 
power source 

Overload protection 

o Four balanced low impedance 
mic. inputs and two aux. 

o Trickle charge battery circuit 

o Separate bass & treble 
controls 

o Graphic Equaliser 
AUOIO telex communications pty ltd 

SYONEV 
P O Bo* 421 
1 Little Street 
Parramatta 2150 
Phone 633 4 344 
Tele* 22251 

MELBOURNE 
PO Bo* 468 
7 Esse* Road 
Ml Waver ley 3149 
Phone 277 5311 

BRISBANE 
P O Bo* 44 
394 Montaque Road 
West End 4101 
Phone 44 6328 

AOELAIOE 
Werner industries 
Unit 5 28 Gray Street 
Kilkenny 5009 
Phone 268 2801 

PERTH 
Electro Acoustic Co 
55 Frobisher Street 
Osborne Par* 601 7 
Phone 444 8688 
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nmmEUR 
by Pierce Healy, VK2APQ 

New transmission techniques for old modes 
In part, item three of the amateur code reads: “The amateur is 
progressive; he keeps his station abreast of science . . This 
aspect is clearly evident today in the increasing amount of solid 
state technology being incorporated in amateur station equipment. 

Amateur radio is becoming a whole 
new "ball game". This fact may not be 
noticed by those who have joined the 
amateur ranks within the last four or five 
years, but those with experience beyond 
that period will recognise the changing 
pattern. 

The solid state era has brought many 
changes in design, performance, and 
reliability to amateur radio equipment. 
Now the microprocessor is well to the 
fore in providing the once thought nigh 
impossible. 

This aspect is clearly evident from on- 
air discussions, and from technical 
articles appearing in amateur radio 
magazines. The MPU technique is now 
enabling innumerable functions to be 
incorporated, readily available at the 
touch of a button or switch. 

We have small hand held VHF and UHF 
transceivers with memory and scanning 
facilities and accurate frequency 
selection. The same functions, and 
more, are available in HF and VHF base 
station equipment. 

Microprocessors are also being used in 
several modes of transmission. 

Computers, once looked upon as 
business office machines are now being 
programmed to interface with amateur 
station equipment to send and receive 
Morse code, radioteletype, slow scan 
television, or to keep the station log, 
print QSL cards etc. 

“Home-brew” 
earth station 

A NSW reader has built himself a 
satellite ground station, and the 
photographs at right show the result of his 
efforts. Mr T. J. Matulevicius of 
Goonellabah built the station entirely from 
“home-brew” gear, some of it to the 
design of Les Wilson of Macquarie 
University (EA, May 1979). The station 
picks up signals from the Japanese 
Geostationary Meterological Satellite 
GMS-1, a weather satellite parked 
35,800km high over the equator to the 
north of West Irian. 

But what about the new transmission 
techniques for old modes? Here are a 
few brief comments to whet your 
curiosity. 

• TELEPHONY: Recently the 
Department of Communications 
approved narrow band voice 
modulation (NBVM) experiments by full 
or limited licencees. Parameters given in 
the 1979/1981 ARRL handbook are 
acceptable. The Department would 
welcome feedback through the WIA of 
any significant technical development 
trends. 

• TELEGRAPHY: In the May 1981 ARRL 
magazine "QST", is part 1 of an article on 
coherent CW (CCW). The introductory 
heading reads: "Would you think that 
you could decrease your transmitter 
output power by a factor of 10 and 
increase signal readability by the same 
amount — simultaneously? It's being 
done now." 

The author, Charles Woodson, W6NEY 
states that extrapolation of data on tests 
carried out between JR1ZZR, Japan, and 
W6BB, USA, on 14.049MHz indicate an 
estimated 13W CW signal as equivalent 
to a 0.1 W CCW signal in communication 
effectiveness, or a 21 dB superiority for 
CCW. 

• SLOW SCAN TELEVISON: In CQ 
magazine April, 1981, is a review of the 
"Volker Wraase SC-422 Two Memory 

SSTV Converter and KB-422 Keyboard" 
by Mike Stone, WB0QCD. It is claimed 
by the reviewer that this is the last word 
in amateur SSTV equipment presently 
available. Any picture in the memory of 
the SC-422 can be used as a background 
for alphanumeric information generated 
by the KB-422 keyboard. Regarding on- 
air performance he comments: 

"You should see the amazement when 
I return the sending station's self-portrait 
with his callsign and name typed in with 
the picture. The usual response is What 
type of computer are you using?' " 

• RADIOTELETYPE: In addition to the 
many dedicated solid state RTTY units 
on the market, considerable progress 
has been made in devising programs to 
allow popular low priced computers to 
be used as RTTY terminals for both 
Baudot and ASCII systems. 

Incorporating two pre-programmed 
microprocessors, another RTTY system 
designed by J. P. Martinez, G3PLX, called 
AMTOR (Amateur Microprocessor 
Teleprinter Over Radio), has caught the 
interest of RTTY operators in Sydney. 

Attention was drawn to this system by 
an article in the RSGB publication "Radio 
Communication" August, 1979, which 
outlined the principles of AMTOR. A 
further article in the June/July, 1980, 
issue gave circuit diagrams and 
description, construction, testing and 
operating details. A postscript gave 
details of kits for the home constructor. 

The system is unique for amateur radio 
in that it has an error correcting facili¬ 
ty involving synchronisation of the two 
stations in contact. 
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WE LL GET YOU 
INTO ELECTRONICS. 

ONEWAY 
OR ANOTHER. 

At International Correspon¬ 
dence Schools, we have at least 16 
career courses you can take in elec¬ 
tronics and other inter-related fields, 
like computers and television. These 
are the fields of the future that you 

should progress in now. And they are 
all ideally suited to home study. And 
ICS, being the largest institution of its 
kind in the world, has access to the 
latest world-wide developments and its 
teachers are amongst the. best in Aus¬ 

1 Basic Electronics course for a sound § 
knowledge of radio theory and the in¬ 
dustrial applications of electronics. 

2 Electronics Technician course, with 
specialist courses in Audio. Radio and Hi 
Fi; Communications/Broadcasting; 
Electronic Computer Servicing; Industrial 
Electronics. Approved by TETIA. 

3 Electronic Instrumentation and Con¬ 
trol Systems course for electronics tech¬ 
nicians interested in industrial in¬ 
strumentation and control. 

4 Electronic Technology, a program that 
will fit the ambitious technician fora wide 
variety of jobs. 

5 Electronics Maintenance for basic 
rinciplesand electronic theory, followed 
y a practical section of maintenance 

procedures and techniques. 

6 Radio-Electronic Telemetry covers 
electrical and electronic aspects of 
telemetering. Employment opportunities 
abound in this very modern field. 

7 Amateur Radio Operator's Certificate 
of Proficiency prepares you for the ex¬ 
amination leading to the Certificate of 
Proficiency issued bv the Postal and 
Telecommunications Department. 

8 Digital Electronics course, as new as 
today, gives you a thorough understand- 

tralia. So. if you're interested in one or 
more of the courses below, mail the 
coupon to ICS, and we'll send back 
everything you need to begin a more 
successful career. 

ing of the applications of integrated 
circuits in electronic equipment. 

9 Data Processing. Various courses in¬ 
cluding Electronic Computer Servicing. 

10 TV Servicing courses, in black and 
white, and PAE colour. Approved by 
TETIA. 

11 TV Principles course for basic televi¬ 
sion technology. And TV engineering 
course for complete practical coverage of 
television engineering. 

12 Electrical Engineering Technician 
course, is especially for those who want to 
make a start in the industry or want a 
broad technical knowledge. 

13 Electrical and Electronic Drafting is 
designed for experienced draftsmen 
wishing to enter this specialised field. 

14 Automobile Electrician gives you the 
basics of servicing the automobile’s 
electrical system. 

15 Industrial Electrician course gives 
comprehensive training on all aspects of 
the electrician’s work. 

16 Electrical Mechanic course prepares 
you for external examinations. 

International Correspondence Schools 
(A asia) Pty. Ltd., 400 Pacific Highway, 
Crows Nest, N.S.W. 2065.Tel: (02)432121. 

I Please send me, without cost or obligation, information about the ICS courses in Electronics. □ 

| or, I am interested in a (Please specify). course. 

Mr/Mrs/Miss 

Add ress 

I 
I I Occupation . 

Tick here if currently full time student, fj 
■ Write to your nearest ICS city: 

(Please Prino 

Age 

. . . . Postcode . 

Phone . 

International C orrespondence Schools. 
Sydney: 400 Pacific Highway, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. Tel: (02) 432121 
Melbourne: 18-20 Collins Street, Melbourne. VIC, 3000. Tel: (03) 6561950 
Brisbane: 131 Elizabeth Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000. Tel: (07) 2210178 
Adelaide: 28 Grenfell Street. Adelaide, S.A. 5000. Tel: (08) 2194154 
Perth: P.O. Box D157. Perth, W. A. 6001. Tel: (09) 3218530 
New Zealand: 182 Wakefield Street, Wellington C.I. N.Z. 

224278 Bankcard 
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Radio Australia 
European stations: 
it’s all the same to 

these brilliant receivers! 

Ihemr iron 17 
popular " Ittl • 
0.5/30 MHz Receiver 
Th© most widely used communications receiver IN THE WORLD! 

Yaesu's famous FRG-7 covers all MF £t HF bands (from 500kHz 

through to 30MHz) with outstanding sensitivity and selectivity. It 

uses the famous Wadley Loop' principle for superb stability. 

And now you can really save with the FRG-7! Our huge bulk 

buying has enabled us to slash the price! But hurry: this special 

price can only last for the current shipment. 

Nas *395 

Cat No 
D 2850 

'ffoe brilliant 
"WFRG7700SW 

W 
If you want the most up-to-date shortwave communications 

receiver in the world, you want the Yaesu FRG-7700SW. 

Complete short wave band coverage, with ease of 

operation the others only dream about. 

• Digital frequency display (also shows the time!) . 

• One dial pre-selector V 

• Timer for recording, etc. 

• Optional memory unit for instant popular frequency recall 

(up to 12 channels) 
• Can be operated from 12 volts DC (240V AC normal) 

If you're serious about short wave monitoring, you can't go past this superb 

piece of solid state craftsmanship. 

*495 Cat No 
D 2841 

Optional memory unit Store £t instantly 
recall up to 12 channels 
Cat D 2842 $ 145.00 

Optional Antenna Coupler/Attenuator 
Get the most from your receiver 
Cat D-2843 $69.50 

DICK SMITH 
Electronics 
SHOPS OPEN 0AM to 5.30PM 
(Saturday: 9am till 12 noon) 
BRISBANE: Half hour aarliar. 
ANY TERMS OFFERED ARE TO 
APPROVED APPLICANTS ONLY 

NSW 
145 Parramatta Rd 
613 Princes Hwy 
818 George St 
531 Pittwater Rd 
147 Hume Hwy 
162 Pacific Hwy 
396 Lane Cove Rd 
30 Grose St 
125 York St 
173 Maitland Rd 
263 Keira St 

AUBURN 
BLAKEHURST 
BROADWAY 
BROOKVALE 
CHULLORA 
GORE HILL 
NORTH RYDE 
PARRAMATTA 
SYDNEY 
TIGHES HILL 
WOLLONGONG 

648 0558 
546 7744 
211 3777 

93 0441 
642 9822 
439 5311 
888 3200 
683 1133 
290 3377 

61 1896 
28 3800 

ACT 96 Gladstone St 
OLD 166 Logan Rd 

842 Gympie Rd 
SA 60 Wright St 
VIC 399 Lonsdale St 

656 Bridge Rd 
Cnr Dandenong ft 
Sprmgvale Rds 

WA Cnr Wharf St ft 
Albany Hwy 
414 William St 

FYSHWICK 
BURANDA 
CHERMSIOE 
ADELAIDE 
MELBOURNE 
RICHMOND 

80 4944 
391 6233 

59 6255 
212 1962 

67 9834 
428 1614 

SPrtINGVALE 547 0522 

CANNINGTON 
PERTH 

451 8666 
328 6944 

Mail Order Centre: PO Box 321. North Ryde 2113 Phone (02) 888 3200 



More details of the AMTOR system are 
available from the Australian National 
Amateur Radio Teletype Society, PO Box 
860, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. 

A worldwide increase in radioteletype 
by amateurs seems to be due to the 
availability of solid state equipment. On- 
air contacts indicate that an increasing 
number of "home computers", 
commercial and home constructed, are 
being used among amateurs as part of 
RTTY stations. 

A point that has been raised in relation 
to these new techniques asks will the 
trend create specialists who know only 
one mode, and will amateur radio lose 
participants able to communicate with 
each other as readily as in the past? 

Such questions may arise as: How to 
readily identify the type/mode of 
emission? How to readily identify 
intruders into the amateur bands? Will 
sub-division of amateur bands for 
various techniques become a necessity? 
Will a computer become an essential 
unit in an amateur station? 

The examples given are only the ""tip of 
the iceberg". There is still pulse, facsimile 
and high speed digital types of 
transmission to be considered, not 
forgetting the possibilities created by the 
next generation of amateur satellites. 

Amateur's ingenuity will provide an 
answer. It could be that a standard 
fitment in an amateur multi-mode 
transceiver will be an inbuilt 
microprocessor to instantly identify and 
visibly indicate the mode of the received 
signal: or it could be programmed to 
accept only the mode selected by the 
operator. 

Maybe, in the future, amateurs will still, 
as now, transmit in whatever mode they 
wish, but the receiver will accept the 
signal and process it into whatever mode 
the listener chooses; the ultimate in 
cross-mode operation. 

Is this being Jules Verne(ish)? Maybe! 
But how true his ""fiction" has become! 

SOLAR POWERED ISLAND STATION 
Problems experienced by some 

amateurs and the willingness to help a 
fellow amateur is exemplified by this 
story — a Motorola corporate press 
release which appeared in QST 
December 1980. 

The high cost of fuel oil nearly forced 
Tom Christian, VR6TC, off the air, until a 
fellow amateur came to the rescue with 
a solar-power unit. 

By late 1979 the cost of fuel oil to run 
Pitcairn Island's diesel generators had 
risen to nearly $US200 per barrel. At that 

price islanders could afford to have 
power for only about two hours a day, 
and Christian's operating time was 
limited. 

Escalating fuel costs and the fact that 
only a few ships call at the island each 
year had been frequent subjects of 
conversation between Tom Christian 
and the amateurs who talked to him. 
One of these amateurs was Thorn 
Mayes, W7HWA of Phoenix, Arizona. 
Mayes and his wife were planning to visit 
Pitcairn via an island hopping ship out of 
the Fiji Islands and wanted to help Tom 
Christian with his power problem. 

Solar energy seemed like a reasonable 
long-term solution, so Mayes contacted 
the Semiconductor Group at Motorola 
Inc. Solar systems personnel agreed to 
help and three 61cm square solar-power 
modules were assembled and packaged 
so that Mayes and his wife could take 
them to Tom Christian. 

The Mayes left Phoenix in late 
October, 1979, and a month later the 
three solar panels were installed on Tom 
Christian's antenna tower on Pitcairn. 

The modules contain 36 solid state 
photovoltaic cells, which convert 
sunlight directly into electricity. Sun 
generated power is stored in batteries 
which allows VR6TC to be on air almost 
anytime of the day or night. 

Hopes are that all the island's power 
needs eventually can be provided 
through solar-power. Even at today's 
high cost, photovoltaic power, when 
amortised over a 20 year period, is 
almost competitive with the island's cost 
of generating power by diesel generator. 
The cost of a solar-power unit of that 
size is more, at present, than the 
islanders can afford. But maybe one day 
Pitcairn will get all its power from the 
Sun. 

BITS AND PIECES 

COMPUTER QSL CARDS: "CQ" May 
1981, in an article by Phil Anderson, 
WOXI, gives "A 39 step BASIC program" 
for printing your own QSL cards. The 
article states that 102 x 152mm index 
cards thick enough for postal use can be 
purchased for this use. 

LITTLE GIANT ANTENNA: Looking like 
the coils on the back of a domestic 
refrigerator, this antenna is basically a 
compressed half-wave system with the 
Yagi elements collapsed into S-shapes 
using a slider adjustment on the 
loading/impedance matching coil. The 
40-metre version is 686mm high, 559mm 
wide and 102mm thick. The range 
covers 80 metres to 10 metres. 

The inventor and manufacturer is Stan 
Byquist, K8VRM. 

UOSAT: An amateur satellite being 
constructed at the University of Surrey, 
UK, and supported by AMSAT, RSGB, 
and British industry and research 

Radio clubs and other organisations, as well as individual amateur operators, are invited to submit 
news and notes of their activities for inclusion in these columns. Photographs will be published 
when of sufficient general interest, and where space permits. All material should be sent to Pierce 
Healy at 69 Taylor Street, Bankstown. 

organisations, is scheduled for launch by 
NASA into a synchronous orbit in 
September, 1981. 

RSGB publication "Radio 
Communication", February 1981, has an 
interesting and informative article on this 
spacecraft. 

RADIO CLUB NEWS 
RADIO AMATEURS OLD TIMERS' 

CLUB: The club had its eighth annual 
dinner at the Science Centre, 
Melbourne, Victoria on March 5, 1981. 
One hundred members attended, 
including a number from interstate. 
RAOTC now has close to 500 members 
in Australia, New Zealand, the United 
Kingdom and the USA. Membership is 
open to any amateur who has hela an 
amateur transmitting licence for 25 years 
or more and applications to join are 
invited. 

Upon enrolment, the club offers an 
attractive membership certificate 
together with a member's lapel badge. 
Cost of membership, which includes the 
certificate and badge, is a one time $5. 

Application for membership should be 
made to the Secretary, RAOTC, Harry 
Cliff, VK3HC, PO Box 50, Port Lonsdale, 
Victoria, Australia 3225. 

GOULBURN AMATEUR RADIO 
SOCIETY: This group meets on the 
second Wednesday of each month at 
the Goulburn Police Boys' Club, 
commencing at 8pm. A club net is held 
every Sunday night at 9pm, on 3615kHz, 
under the call sign VK2BTZ. Postal 
address is PO Box, Goulburn, NSW 2580. 

ILLAWARRA AMATEUR RADIO 
SOCIETY: Like most amateur radio clubs, 
the IARS publishes a monthly newsletter 
containing information and items of 
interest to members. Here is an item 
from "The Propagator" May 1981. 

"Telephone enthusiasts who have 
installed one of the much advertised (but 
illegal to use) cordless telephones, may 
be in for a shock when they get their 
next phone bill. 

"It seems 'phone jockeys' have been 
parking outside houses known to have 
cordless phones, and using their own 
hand held units to access the phones 
from the street. Trunk calls are then a 
cinch (and very cheap for the man in the 
street). g 

SO YOU WANT TO BE A 
RADIO AMATEUR? 

To achieve this aim. why not undertake 
one of the Courses conducted by the 
Wireless Institute of Australia? Establish¬ 
ed in 1910 to further the interests of 

Amateur Radio, the Institute is well 
qualified to assist you to your goal. 
Correspondence Courses are available at 

any time. Personal classes commence in 

February each year. 
For further information write to 

THE COURSE SUPERVISOR, 
W.I.A. 

P.O. BOX 123, 

ST LEONARDS, NSW 2065 
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The disabled — an activity for CB clubs 
The reason for the above heading is found in the paragraph im¬ 
mediately below, and in others which follow later. With their cars and 
their two-way radios, CBers are in an ideal position to share simple 
pleasures with disabled folk — and to polish the CB image in the 
process! 

GROUP OUTING: In May, the Brisbane 
and Districts Radio Club organised a con¬ 
voy of cars to take a group of handicap¬ 
ped children from the Montrose Home 
in Corinda, an inner Brisbane suburb, 
down to Sea World at the Gold Coast for 
the day. As it turned out, the date coin¬ 
cided with Mother's Day, and I was 
unable to attend myself due to prior 
family commitments. There were three 
NCRA cars in the convoy, along with 
about 10 others, and it appears that the 
kids really enjoyed themselves both with 
the day at Sea World and also in using 
the CB sets in the cars during the drive. I 
sincerely urge other CB groups to 
remember that this is the Year of the 
Disabled and to try to help out with this 
type of thing Australia wide. Congratula¬ 
tions to the BAD Radio Club and the 
people concerned with the convoy for 
their efforts. 

CB MANUFACTURING: Things aren't 
too healthy in the area of CB manufac¬ 
turers at the moment, although there is 
hope that conditions will improve. A re¬ 
cent issue of the "Australian Financial 
Review" says that, of the 15 to 20 US CB 

radio makers who were around in the 
heyday of the mid 1970s, there are only 
five survivors; Tandy, Dynascan Corp, 
Midland (a subsidiary of Beneficial Corp), 
General Electric and Pathcom. One thing 
to bear in mind, however, is that a lot of 
sets are now getting on in years and 
things may look up again when these old 
sets finally give up the ghost and their 
owners are forced to replace them. I cer¬ 
tainly hope that this will be the case. 

FROM BRITAIN: The UK has finally ob¬ 
tained a CB Service, but I use the term 
loosely. I do not consider FM on 27MHz 
and FM on 930MHz with a maximum 
output power of two watts to be much 
of a CB Service. The "Service" is still be¬ 
ing called "Open Channel", and AM and 
SSB transmissions are still to be illegal. I 
will be watching events in the UK with 
interest. 

CB AND STATE POLICE: Cor¬ 
respondence between the NCRA and 
the Department is really flying these 
days in relation to the position where 
State police officers seek to enforce the 
WT Act. The Association has always 
argued that State Police are really in no^ 

NOW! The Cordless MICROPHONE/ 
TRANSMITTER 

May be received on any FM Radio 
Band. Range: Approx 100 metres. 
Two penlight batteries power it for 

several hundred hours. Turn your 
FM Radio into a PA System. Only 

10cm long. 

To: Oatley Electronics 
P0 Box 89, OATLEY, NSW 2223. 

I Enclosed is cheque or Money Order for $12.50 for the 
Cordless Microphone/Transmitter. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Postcode 

position to determine whether or not 
the Act is being breached. A classic ex¬ 
ample of this came about when two 
operators well known to me were inter¬ 
viewed by Queensland Police officers in 
April in relation to a 23-channel set 
(licenced) which they were operating in 
their car. The police officers told the 
fellas that they had read the Minister's 
statement concerning the new Import 
Restriction on non type-approved sets, 
and that 23-channel equipment was no 
longer legal. The operators tried to ex¬ 
plain to the officers that this applied only 
to sets coming into the country, and that 
all 23- channel sets currently licenced 
were quite legal. This had no effect and 
they were told to disconnect the set or it 
would be disconnected for them. 
Needless to say, they complied with the 
"request" and then lost no time in con¬ 
tacting the NCRA about it. Thanks to the 
quick work of Mr Ross Ramsay, the First 
Assistant Secretary of the Radio Frequen¬ 
cy Management Division, DOC, all State 
Police Commissioners will by now have 
a copy of the letter which was sent to 
the National Director explaining the in¬ 
tent of the Minister's press release. It 
makes one wonder, though, just how 
often this kind of thing goes on without 
anyone being told about it. This is the 
kind of thing which the NCRA wants to 
know about so that it can help you. All 
you have to do is write. 

CORRESPONDENTS, PLEASE: It wont 
’ be Ken Upton s fault if I am not kept 

posted with CB doings in NSW. This 
time, 11 pages plus a photograph. I 
would be delighted to find regular cor¬ 
respondents in other states, so that I 
could present an Australia-wide picture. 

FROM LIVERPOOL, NSW: I understand 
that the meeting held at the Liverpool 
Town Hall in March was a success. The 
purpose of the meeting was to allow the 
clubs in NSW to meet with the NCRA 
representatives and a representative 
from the Dept of Communications. I 
would like to thank the organisers of the 
meeting, the Chairman, Reni Barnes, Mr 
Christensen of the Dept (no relationship 
to yours truly) and the clubs and in¬ 
dividuals who attended for making it the 
success that it was. 
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CHARITY EFFORT: In March the Big 
Wheels Radio Club Aust Ltd put on the 
Nev Nicholls Truck and Road Show in 
conjunction with the Charity Queen and 
the Community Volunteer Bush Fire 
Brigade Appeal. I understand from Ken 
that Bob Saint and the LA Club put a lot 
of effort into this event and that it went 
off tremendously. 

OLBIS INDUSTRIES CONTEST: I have 
received lots of entries for the Australian 
CB Scene-Olbis Industries Contest and, 
by the time you read this, the winners 
will have been decided and will have 
been notified. They may even be using 
the equipment. As soon as possible after 
that we will give details of the winners 
and the entries which won them the 
prizes. I must say that Bernie and I will 
have a hard time deciding the winners, 
because there have been so many en¬ 
tries. I would like to thank you all for 
helping to make the competition a 
success. 

OMEGA CLUB, RED CROSS: Main 
event on the calendar of the Omega 
Club was the Red Cross Appeal which 
unfortunately I was not able to advertise 
in this column due to the deadline. The 
whole thing rested on the shoulders of 
17 members of the Omega Club, and I 
feel that their work deserves recognition. 
Three bases operated in the Sydney 
metropolitan area from Friday March 27 
through to Sunday 29th. Steve, Omega 
73 operated the base at Ermington; Bar¬ 
bara, Omega 28 operated the base at 
Merrylands, and Pat "Pegasus", operated 
the base at Granville. They were aided in 
the capacity of mobile or relief operators 
by the following: Phil, Bert, Ken, Dave, 
Mark, Geoff, Eric, Daryl (1), Kim, Gary, 
Daryl (2), Warren, Carol and Jack. The 
main money maker was the CB-A-Thon 
Cash Donation Collection. In addition, 
there was a Disco at the Parramatta 
Town Hall, a Car Wash at the Golden 
Fleece Service Station, Clyde Street, 
Granville, and a Ten Pin Bowling Com¬ 
petition at the Leichhardt Alley. To fill in 
their spare time (??) they also collected 
cash at the traffic lights at the corner of 
Silverwater and Victoria Streets, Auburn. 
The final total for the fund raiser was 
$776.04. Those concerned can feel 
justifiably proud of themselves. Thanks 
must also go to the Lima Mike Club of 
Emerton for giving the appeal air time 
on their Sydney Sunday Morning 
Broadcast. 

Well that's about it for another month. 
If you have anything which you feel 
would be of interest to the other 
readers, please send it in. After all, this is 
YOUR column. I just put all the informa¬ 
tion together. 

The address is: Jan Christensen, 
Australian CB Scene, PO Box 406, FOR¬ 
TITUDE VALLEY. 4006. 
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AUSTRALIA’S 

#7 
MOBILE 

ANTENNA 
SPECIALISTS 

CITIZENS BAND AMATEUR 
FREQUENCIES 

COMMERCIAL CHANNELS 
MARINE BANDS MILITARY 

AM/FM CAR RADIO 

5 YEAR 

WARRANT 

> 

HF to UHF 

AGENTS FOR: 
PRINCE 
WILSON 
AC CUSTOM 
KRACO 
CROWN 
HOLDSPEED 

'MADE IN AUSTRALIA 

MOBILE ONE COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMS PTY LTD — PIONEERS IN 
PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
WAREHOUSE AND FACTORY: 

17 SLOANE ST, MARRICKVILLE NSW 
\(02)5164S00 _TLX: AA2790B 

You won’t 
want to 
miss this... 

27 DO-IT-YOURSELF 
PROJECTS FROM 

ELECTRONICS 

AUSTRALIA 

You can't afford to miss out on this 
exciting new book from “f/ec- 
tronics Australia”. Here are just a 
few of the pro/ects it contains: 
loudspeaker protector, digital 
metronome, active filter, drill 
speed control, variable power 
supply, wiper control unit, tach 
and dwell meters, CD/, digital 
clock ... plus many more. Get 
your copy now! 

Use this handy order form 

. To: Electronics Australia, PO Box 163, 
| Beaconsfield 2014. 

| Please send me . copies of 
, “PROJECTS & CIRCUITS NO. 2” at 
I $3.70 each. (Price includes packing and 
| postage.) 

[ NAME. 

’ ADDRESS . 

I STATE POSTCODE 

• I enclose a cheque/postal order to the 
• value of $ . 
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COMPUTER KIT REVIEW 

I 
MicroAce Z-80 computer kit from the USA 

There is no question that the prices of computers are dropping all the 
time. It is now possible to obtain a complete computer in kit form 
which can be programmed in BASIC for under $200. The MicroAce 
is the system in question and it can be connected to any standard TV 
set. 

We reviewed the Sinclair ZX80 com¬ 
puter in our December, 1980 issue. 
While reporting on some shortcomings 
of the system, our reviewer concluded 
"Clearly the biggest feature is its very low 
cost. It is easily the least expensive BASIC 
personal computer which interfaces with 
a TV set. On that score, it just cannot be 
beaten by any other computer on the 
market." At that time the Sinclair ZX80 
was selling for $295. 

Things move quickly in the Micro 
world, and today our statement is no 
longer true. MicroAce, the United States 
licensees of Sinclair Research, have 
come out with a kit computer which is 
identical in every respect to the Sinclair 
ZX80, but which Dick Smith sells in 
Australia for $199. 

Since the MicroAce computer uses the 
same hardware and software as the 
ZX80, readers can refer to our December 
review for these details. The plastic case 
of the MicroAce is black, the Sinclair 
machine is white - this is virtually the 
only difference between the two, except 
for the price! 

For those who haven't seen the 
previous review, the MicroAce is housed 
in a plastic case measuring 175mm x 

35mm x 218mm (W x H x D), and all up 
it weighs just 340g. An integral touch- 
sensitive keyboard occupies 70mm of 
the PCB, and sockets at the rear of the 
case provide for DC power and cassette 
connection. A video modulator on the 
board allows the computer to be con¬ 
nected to any TV set, and there is a 
46-way expansion connector carrying 
the ZX80 address, data and control lines. 

Versions of the computer are available 
with either IK or 2K of RAM. The BASIC 
interpreter resides in a 4K ROM and 
makes extensive use of code compres¬ 
sion techniques to make the most of the 
limited memory available. Program 
statements are entered with a single key¬ 
stroke, and the computer is programm¬ 
ed to catch syntax errors at the time the 
program is entered, rather than at execu¬ 
tion time. 

In addition to circuit board, com¬ 
ponents and case, the MicroAce kit in¬ 
cludes a UHF modulator, an antenna 
splitter which allows the family television 
set to be switched between the antenna 
for normal program reception and the 
computer video output, and cables and 
plugs for making connections to a 
cassette recorder. A VHF modulator is 

available for use with a television set 
without a UHF tuner. Also separately 
available is the 9V plugpack for DC 
power. 

Accompanying the kit is a BASIC 
manual which also includes intructions 
for assembly, circuit diagrams and an in¬ 
troduction to the MicroAce. The 
assembly instructions are general, 
without step-by-step procedures, but the 
experienced constructor should have no 
trouble putting the kit together. The 
beginner will need to brush up on 

This is what the finished unit looks like. 
All you need to build it is some solder 
and a small soldering iron. 

soldering techniques before starting 
assembly. 

As a kit the MicroAce is very well 
presented. The 205mm x 158mm circuit 
board is of heavy duty fibreglass, and is 
double-sided with plated through holes. 
White outlines and labels on the compo¬ 
nent side of the board identify the posi¬ 
tion of each part, and a solder mask 
prevents problems caused by splashes of 
solder etc. Sockets are provided for all 
but three of the ICs in the kit. 

All in all the MicroAce kit looks like a 
winner. Its 4K integer BASIC, keyboard 
program entry and "error-proof" syntax 
indicators make it well-suited for those 
just learning programming, and certainly 
the price is right. 

The MicroAce kit is available from Dick 
Smith Electronics branches and re-sellers 
in all states. ® 

r micftOPROcEssoRS & 

PERSONAL * ( 
COfTIPUTERS 1 
M 

MICROPROCESSORS & 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

Order your copy now! 

Microprocessors and personal computers, little more than a dream a few years ago, 
are now changing the face of electronics. This book introduces the basic concepts, 
describes a selection of microprocessor and personal computer systems, and 
details a build-it-yourself computer designed especially for beginners. 

Available from “Electronics Australia”, 57 Regent St. Sydney. PRICE $5.00 OR by mail 
order from “Electronics Australia”. PO Box 163, Beaconsfield 2014. PRICE $5.70. 
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We didn't get the lion's share 
of the capacitor market bv 

pussyfooting around. 
EX STOCK ALL STATES 

We got it by holding inventories of components 
running into millions of dollars and having 
stock available^on tap in every State. We 
wouldn’t attempt to supply the nation with 
minimal stock from one central store. 

QUALITY 
We got it by setting the highest standards in 
quality and reliability. Our original RB’s, RTs 
and Greencaps’ are now the industry 
standard against which other capacitors are 
judged. 

tA# BUYING OFFICES 
We got it by establishing buying offices in the 
heart of the offshore manufacturing are** to 
ensure low costs and continuityof $upf|pgjigNI 
have offices in Tokyo ar&Hbng Kong?ndiii 
the sole agents for Elna, $amhw% 
Taiyo, the acknowledged*#^ feacters in 
capacitor production. 

We are a stable Australian ownedCompahy, 
with the background and people tcHknow &*d| 
understand our customers’ requiremlN^ts. ? 

Soanar Electronics Pty Ltd 
A member of the A & R Soanar Electronics Group 
30 Lexton Road, Box Hill, Vic., 3128. Australia 

VICTORIA: 89 0661 QUEENSLAND: 521131 
N.S.W. 789 6733 WEST. AUST. 381 9522 
STH. AUST: 51 6981 TASMANIA: 316533 
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Books & 
Literature 

Transformers Design 
PRACTICAL TRANSFORMER DESIGN 

HANDBOOK: by Eric Lowdon. Publish¬ 
ed 1980 Howard Sams. Soft covers, 
213mm x 279mm, 240 pages. Il¬ 
lustrated with numerous formulas, 
diagrams, graphs and tables. Price: 
$29.75. 

PRACTICAL 
TRANSFORMER 

DESIGN HANDBOOK 

Books on transformer design are about 
as common as Germanium ICs so this 
particular volume is very welcome — and 
not just to design engineers. 

While the average reader may not ac¬ 
tually want to design transformers this 
book provides an excellent insight into 
the properties and limitations of 
transformers that is invaluable for the cir¬ 
cuit designer or hobbyist — so read on. 

The author, Eric Lowdon has con¬ 
siderable practical experience in 
transformer design and this is reflected in 
the contents of the book. The first few 
chapters cover basic theory: units, Ohms 
law, form factor, Reluctance, MMF, 
voltage current transformation, 
transformer ratings, ie Volt Amperes and 
Watts. Chapter four discusses 
transformer losses such as iron losses, 
comprising hysteresis and eddy currents, 
copper losses, while equivalent circuits, 
regulation and efficiency are also 
covered. 

Chapter five focusses on the core and 
covers such aspects as permeability, 
hysteresis, saturation, electrical resistivity 
and coercivity and then goes on to look 
at practical materials. This is done firstly 
in general performance terms and then 
with actual graphical data showing iron 
losses in watts per pound of core 
material against maximum flux density 
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and frequency. The various types of core 
are also mentioned such as C-cores and 
toroids. 

In a logical sequence the next chapter 
covers the windings and gives a table of 
data concerning wire gauge, diameter in¬ 
cluding insulation, resistance, weight and 
turns per inch squared. The maximum 
VA rating which can be obtained from a 
transformer ultimately depends on the 
maximum allowable transformer power 
dissipation and hence operating 
temperature. Practical formulas are 
given for calculating cooling surfaces, 
temperature gradients and so on. 

All the formulas and theory developed 
in the previous chapters is summarised in 
Chapter seven and general observations 
made. The remaining chapters are quite 
extensive and cover the actual design of 
power transformers, design re¬ 
quirements for rectifiers, transformers 
for inverters, inductors and current 
transformers. The final chapter covers 
the actual salvage, and construction of 
transformers, ie, homebrewing. 

Our only criticism of the book is that it 
is written in the old foot-pound-second 
system so much of the data would have 
to be converted to metric to be of use. 
Otherwise we can highly recommend 
this book to any hobbyist or engineer. 

The review copy came from the 
Technical Book & Magazine Co, 289-299 
Swanston St, Melbourne, 3000. Phone 
(03) 663 3951. (R.deJ.) 

BASIC Programs 

Mostly BASIC; Applications for your 
TRS-80; Applications for your Apple II; 
Applications for your PET. By Howard 
Berenbon. Published by Howard W. 
Sams & Co Inc, Indiana, USA, 1980. 
Soft covers, spiral bound, 218mm x 
280mm, 158 pages. Price: $14.75 each. 
These three books may be convenient¬ 

ly treated as a group. They contain iden¬ 
tical text and programs adapted to run in 
Basic on each of the three computers. 
The one exception is the TRS-80 book, 
which contains an assembly language 
listing of a telephone dialler program ab¬ 
sent from the other two. 

The programs are organised into six 
sections, covering real time applications, 
Educational programs, Business and In¬ 
vestment, Home applications, utilities, 
and 'The Unusual". 

The first program in the book is a 

telephone dialler. Circuits for a simple 
relay interface are given, and the book 
reminds us that "This device ... is not in¬ 
tended to be connected directly to a 
subscriber's telephone set without com¬ 
pliance to local telephone company 
regulations". Also included in the first 
section of the book are programs for a 
combination lock interfaced to the com¬ 
puter, a digital stop-watch using pro¬ 
grammed time delays, and a program us¬ 
ing the computer as a 24-hour digital 
clock and timer — which seems an ex¬ 
pensive way of doing the job. 

Among the educational programs is 
"The Dungeon of Htam", an Adventure- 
type game where the player must 
answer maths questions as he wanders 
through the corridors of a dungeon. 
Others include language flash cards in 
French, Spanish, Italian and German, 
maths and spelling tests, and a guide to 
identifying star constellations of the Nor¬ 
thern hemisphere. 

Under "Business and Investment" are a 
House-buying guide, a depreciation 
calculator and a program for calculating 
a schedule of payments for loans at 
specified interest rates and re payment 
periods. 

"Home Applications" include a pro¬ 
gram for conserving electrical energy 
which "will indicate differences in elec¬ 
tric usage from one year to another, so 
that you can see possible imbalances in 
usage, and correct them". In this section 
also there are programs for keeping a 
record of medical expenses, a recipe 
amount calculator, a diet program, and a 
program for calculating your car's petrol 
consumption. 

The section on "Utilities" describes 
some programming techniques in Basic, 
including random number generation 
and time delay loops, and a hexadecimal 
to decimal conversion program (which 
won't accept, for example "F" as a digit in 
hex - it must be entered as 15, and so 
on). 

Representing "The Unusual" is a Tarot 
Card reader program, based on the an¬ 
cient 78 card deck used in fortune tell¬ 
ing. This program is the longest in the 
book, requiring almost 16K to run. The 
space is taken up by statements contain¬ 
ing the meanings of each card in the 
pack. 

All in all there are twenty-eight pro¬ 
grams, covering a wide range and of 
varying degrees of interest and 
usefulness. Each program is fully explain¬ 
ed in the accompanying text, and listings 
and sample runs are provided. 

My one criticism - after seeing the 
three books together - is that little ad¬ 
vantage is taken of the distinctive 
features of each computer. There is little 
mention of the colour capability of the 
Apple II, or the PET's graphics, for exam¬ 
ple. Indeed, for the most part the pro¬ 
grams are interchangeable. 

If you own one of tne three computers, 
or are thinking of buying one, these 
books are worth a look — but one of 
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How many of these kids are 
equipped for the electronic 

world of tomorrow? 

mtury I 
electronics. Advances which are now a part of every 
day living. As this continues into the next century, 
there will be the need for more education in 
electronics. A good basic knowledge of electronics is 
essential for those children who are to become our 
future technicians, programmers and so on. Without 
this knowledge, your child could be left in the dark, 
perhaps without a future career. 
You can give your kids a head start in electronics; 
knowledge which is essential to the future of your 
children. 

DICK SMITH’S 
FUN WAY INTO 
ELECTRONICS 

can provide that 
essential knowledge- 
& what’s more it’s FUN! 

Give your child 
a start for *495 
DICK SMITH’S 
Funway Vol 1. 
Contains useful 
& educational 
projects. 

Cat. B-2600 

DICK 
SMITH’S 

Funway Vol 2. 
Increase your 

knowledge. Fun & 
educational. 
Cat. B-2610 

f Great kits from 'ps&J 
FUNWAY VOL lJ^&j 
Has all you need to make any / _/-w, i 
of the projects descibed in < 
Volume 1 i i 

*6’° jP**; 

sai?.o,,-s,*7s4k^ 

FUNWttY VOL 2 kitsA 
from only a* >r c 

Build many fascinating 
& worthwhile projects. 
There are many to choose 
from! __ 

yOU#I; more detaUsL__—- for mo|C M -— - y 

SEE OUR OTHER ADS FOR 
FULL ADDRESS DETAILS 

DICK SMITH 
Electronics 



Books & Literature 

them is enough. Our review copies 
came from McGill's Authorised 
Newsagency, 187-193 Elizabeth Street, 
Melbourne, 3000. (P.V.) 

Electronics Reference 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK 
by Ian Sinclair. Published 1980 by 
Newnes Technical Books, London. Stiff 
paper covers, 186 pages 210mm x 
137mm, illustrated by circuits and 
diagrams. Price in Australia $11.00. 
In the brief preface, Author Ian Sinclair 

observes that data books frequently err 
by giving either too little or too much 
connective text. His object here is pro¬ 
fessedly to strike the happy medium. 
The merit of the end result will be very 
much in the eye of the beholder. 

Perhaps it was the result of a too cur¬ 
sory examination of the book but I did 
not gain the impression of it as presen¬ 
ting a flow of data at a uniform, 
meticulously planned level. 

That is not to say that it does not con¬ 
tain a lot of useful reading and data. It 
does. But I can well imagine the reader 
treating the contents rather like a 
smorgasbord lunch — selecting the 
morsels that entice and passing over the 
platters in between. 

There are five major headings: Passive 

from pi 04 

Components - Active Discrete Com¬ 
ponents - Discrete Component Circuits 
- Linear ICs - Digital ICs. Appendices 
cover the standard metric wire table and 
a bibliography, and are followed by a 
general index. 

There is one serious problem with the 
book in that it has errors of concept and 
omission. For example, on page 23, the 
author's brief reference to the use of "k" 
in capacitor labelling shows that he has 
not heard of or misunderstood the IEC 
capacitor code. Similarly, on page 59 
there is a statement that "crossover 
distortion is an example of a fault which 
causes zero gain" and on page 69 there 
is a Triac circuit with a snubber network 
which is said to be an interference sup¬ 
pression network. 

I suggest you have a look at the book 
yourself, if possible. It may be 
superfluous to your needs, or exactly 
what you've been looking for! Our copy 
came from Butterworths, 586 Pacific 
Highway, Chatswood, NSW 2067. 
(W.N.W.). 

Personal Computers 
THE PERSONAL COMPUTER BOOK by 

Robin Bradbeer. Published by Cassell 
Australia, April, 1981. Soft covers, 
136mm x 214mm, 200 pages including 
appendices. Illustrated with 

photographs and cartoons. Price: 
$5.95. 

The author starts by discussing what a 
computer is all about and how we can 
put such a machine to work. The second 
chapter, entitled "Where do I start" deals 
with such things as computer awareness, 
the help that can be gained from people 
involved with computers, right through 
to the purchase of a system. 

In the third, fourth and fifth chapters he 
takes a look inside a computer, and 
without going to any great technical 
depth, tells the reader about the internal 
workings of the machine. This I feel he 
does rather well, and without leaving the 
reader light years behind. 

The sixth chapter is the one I feel will 
be the most useful since it is here that 
Bradbeer takes a look at the types of 
systems currently available on the 
market. The range of equipment 
presented here is quite staggering, and a 
great deal of research seems to have 
been done. I do though, have one 
criticism to make here, and that is the 
fact that some of the information 
presented is already dated. This can be 
put down to rapid pace of technological 
advancement. As a result, the informa¬ 
tion regarding any of the systems should 
be verified by a prospective purchaser of 
a computer. 

The last chapter deals with uses for the 
computer, whether it is for playing 
games, for use in education, business or 

136 VICTORIA RD. MARRICKVILLE, NSW 2204 
PHONE 51 3845 

PROUD TO BE 
AUSTRALIAN 

RADI <=> ELECTRONICS CENTRE 
BARGAIN PRICES • PERSONAL ATTENTION • SLICK MAIL ORDER SERVICE • SATISFACTION 

GENUINE FACTORY PRICES 
ETONE 12" SPEAKER SPECIALS. 

GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY. BRAND 
■jmg s' NEW BARGAINS. 

Rugged diecast frame. 8 and 15 ohms available. 
12" Woofer, 30 watts RMS. Reson 65Hz. freq 50-8000Hz. 

$25.50 each OR 2 for $44.00. 
12" Twin Cone 30WRMS. Reas 65Hz Freq 50-15,000Hz. 

$26.50 eachOR 2 for$46.00. 
P-P for 1 speaker NSW $2.00, Interstate $3.00. 
P-P for 2 speakers NSW $3.00, Interstate $4.00. 
ALL MODELS AVAILABLE. SEND SAE FOR DATA 

50 CORE. Individually colour coded hook up wire. $4.50m. 
That’s right — SO easy to identify cables P-P NSW 90c 
14 strands tinned copper. PVC covered. Interstate $1.50. 

29 CORE. Individually colour coded $1.50m. 
mini hook up wire. P-P NSW 70c 
7 strand tinned copper. PVC covered. Interstate 90c. 

27 CORE. 20 whites plus 7 colours in heavy $2.50m. 
aluminium foil shield. PVC covered P-P NSW 90c 
7 strand tinned copper. Interstate $1.50. 

2N3055 A Grade Motorola Transistors. 10 for $7.75 P-P 
$1.00. Mounting kits, nuts, bolts, mica washers, insul 10 for $2.50 P-P 75c. 

EX-COMPUTER ^dersts{£Epues 
• 240VAC 50Hz INPUT • FULLY FILTERED • REGULATED • THERMAL 

CUT-OUT • 3 MODELS • ADJUSTABLE • 
SIZE APPROX 500 X 1 60 X 1 50MM WT APPROX 1 5KGS 

11 to 14.5VDC 12.5 AMPSCONT $69.00 
11 to 14.5VDC 1 5 AMPS CONT $79.00 
4.5 to 7.5VDC 24 AMPS CONT $89.00 
P-P NSW $4.00 V SA QT $7.00 WA NT $10.00 

BELT DRIVE STEREO PLAYER 
MODEL P-200 ^ 
Direct from factory to you. 

Specs. 240VAC 50Hz, auto or manual operation • 
Plays 17, 25, 30cm records • 33 and 45 rpm 
adjustable counter weight and stylus pressure • 
Bias compensator and anti skate control • 
cueing lever • Big platter with mat • 
Template, instruction book • 
RCA audio plugs and cable. 3-core power cable and plug 
High quality ADC magnetic cartridge • Diamond Stylus • 
P-P NSW $4 50; V. Old. SA. T $6.50, WA NT $6.50. 

With base 
perspex cover 

$138.00 

HIGH QUALITY BLOWER MOTOR 
To navy specs 230V/115VAC 50/60Hz Axail flow 60 
cubic ft min fully sealed. 210X115mm. Mounting flange 
each end. Mechanically quite. Ideal for cooling high power 
electronic gear, exhaust for factory workshop 
$25.00. P-P NSW $3.00; Interstate $4.50. 

BUG IT 
Subminiature FM Wireless 

Microphones. 

Send SAE For Latest Data 

Price List 

HEAVY DUTY NI-CAD RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 
SIZE VOLTS AH CHARGE PRICE EA PRICE FOR 4 P-POST 
D 1.2 4 400ma 14hrs $6.99 $25.50 $1.50 
C 1.2 2 200ma 14hrs $5.50 $20.00 $1.50 

C 1.2 1.2 120ma 14hrs $3.35 $11.95 $1.50 
AA 1.2 .5 50ma 15hrs 10 for $15.00 $1.50 
FAMOUS BRANDS USED BY MANY GOVT DEPTS. STD TORCH SIZES. 

PLESSEY 25 WATT 
• RF POWER AMPS • 

Last offer. Limited stock. VHF type 
2N5591 t’sistor. Mounted on high 
power heat sink. 180 X 50 X 
50mm. p.p NSW $2.50 

$29.95_Interstate $3.50 

CANNON AUDIO CONNECTORS 
XLP-3-11 c 3 pin 
female plug $3.25 
XLP-3-1 2c 3 pin male plug $2.25 
XLP-3-31 3 pin female 
ch skt $3.90 
XLP-3-32 3 pin male ch skt $1.90 
P-P NSW 60c; Interstate 90c. 
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whatever. A few examples are given of 
how people have put these systems to 
practical use. This section should certain¬ 
ly spark off the imagination of many 
readers. 

The final section of the book contains 
six appendices covering such things as 
binary, octal and hexadecimal 
arithmetic, bus standards, international 
computer magazines, a bibliography, a 
glossary of terms and finally some hints 
regarding kit-built systems. 

At the quoted price of $5.95 it 
represents reasonable value for money. 
Our copy for review came direct from 
the publishers, Cassell Australia, 44 
Waterloo Road, North Ryde, NSW 2113. 
Phone (02) 888 7422. (G.C.). 

CP/M Primer 

CP/M PRIMER: By Stephen M. Murtha 
and Mitchell Waite. Stiff paper covers, 
spiral binding, 92 pages, 215mm x 
282mm, illustrated with diagrams and 
drawings. Published by Howard W. 
Sams & Co Inc, Indiana, USA, 1980. 
Price: $15.95. 

This book from Howard Sams is an apt¬ 
ly named "primer" for the CP/M system. 
It contains an introduction to CP/M for 
first time users, together with a chapter 
on basic hardware and software con¬ 
cepts needed to understand the 
operating system. Another chapter gives 
the details of starting up and using a 
CP/M system. Chapter Four covers the 
initialisation of the system, and explains 
how data is stored on diskette and how 
to copy and modify the CP/M system. 

The next four chapters cover the use of 
the system Utilities. STAT and PIP pro¬ 
vide for management of program and 
data files on disk. A chapter describes 
the use of ED, the CP/M editor, used for 
creating programs in whatever language 
the user is working in. Other chapters 
cover ASM, the Assembler, and DDT, the 
Dynamic Debugging Tool for developing 
and debugging assembly language pro¬ 
grams. Each chapter on the utility pro¬ 
grams provides an introduction to the 
particular program, examples of basic 
and advanced uses of the routines, and 
descriptions of sample sessions with the 
utility described. 

Three lengthy appendices conclude 
the book. The first is a detailed descrip¬ 
tion of the internal workings of CP/M, ex¬ 
plaining the structure of the System calls 
which underlies the operating system. 
Appendix B is a partial list of suppliers of 
software for CP/M systems, listing pro¬ 
grams divided into accounting, general, 
industrial, utility and systems applica¬ 
tions. The last Appendix is a handy 
reference guide to tne CP/M commands 
and utilities, giving the command format 
and brief definitions. 

Our copy came from McGill's Authoris¬ 
ed Newsagency, 187-193 Elizabeth 
Street, Melbourne 3000. (P.V.) & 

BOOKS 
Just some of the books from the biggest range of radio and electronics 
books in Australia. 

If the book you require is not listed below, it can be ordered from us. 

NEW - NEW - NEW 
Latest editions of some of the most popular books on the 
subject: 
A.R.R.L. Handbook - New 1981 Edition $14.95 
World Radio TV Handbook - 1981 edition 
(now available) $16.95 
Guide to Broadcasting Stations - 18th Edition 
(Wireless World) $9.50 

HOWARD SAMS BOOKS: 
Guide to CMOS Basics, Circuits and Experiments 
(Berlin) $11.95 
Security Electronics (Cunningham) $7.95 
Modern Recording Techniques (Runstein) $14.25 
Stereo High fidelity Speaker Systems 
(Zuckerman) $8 50 
1C Op Amp Cookbook (Jung) $19.95 
TTL Cookbook (Lancaster) $12.95 
TV Typewriter Cookbook (Lancaster) $13.50 
The Cheap Video Cookbook (Lancaster) $7.95 
CMOS Cookbook (Lancaster) 1st Edition 1977 $14 25 
Active Filter Cookbook (Lancaster) $19.95 
1C Timer Cookbook (Jung) $13.50 
Programming and Interfacing the 6502, with 
Experiments" (De Jong) $18.95 

MICROCOMPUTERS/ 
MICROPROCESSORS BOOKS: 
The Computer Solution (Behan/Holmes) $11.95 
Best of Interface Age - Volume 1 $14.20 
Best of Interface Age - Volume 2 $19 00 
Computer Programming for the Complete Idiot 
(McGunn) $9.95 

The S I 00 Bus Handbook (Bursky) $19.00 
TEA: An 8080/8085 Co resident 
Editor/Assembler (Titus) $11 95 
The Fortran Cookbook (Dence) $10.95 
M6800 Programming Reference Manual 
(Motorola) $6.70 
TRS 80 Interfacing - Book 1 (Titus) $11.95 
How to Build Your Own Working Robot Pet 
(Da Costa) $9.95 
Small Business Computer Systems (Best) $12.95 
Programming in Pascal - Revised Edition 
(Grogono) $12 95 
Z80 Microcomputer Design Project (Barden) $17.50 
Programmer’s Guide to LISP (Tracton) $9.95 
33 Challenging Computer Games for TRS 80, 
Apple/ PET (Chance) $11.50 
LISP (Winston/Horn) $14.95 
Programming the 6502 (Zaks) (Sybex) $17.60 
Programming the Z8000 (Mateosian) $19.40 
Programming the Z80 (Zaks) (Sybex) $18.60 
The CP/M Handbook (Zaks) $18 40 
6502 Applications Book (Zaks) (Sybex) $17.60 
Mostly BASIC: Applications for Your APPLE II 
(Berenbon) $14.75 
Mostly BASIC: Applications for your PET 
(Berenbon) $14.75 
Mostly BASIC: Applications for Your TRS-80 
(Berenbon) $14.75 

LATEST 
ADAM OSBORNE BOOKS 

6800 Programming for Logic Design $15.50 
6800 Assembly Language Programming $19.20 

8080 Programming for Logic Design $13.50 
Z80 Programming for Logic Design $13.50 
Z80 Assembly Language Programming $19.60 
Z8000 Assembly Language Programming $19.20 
6502 Assembly Language Programming $19.20 
The 8086 Book Includes the 8088 $12.50 
CRT Controller Handbook $9.10 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY 
LEAGUE PUBLICATIONS: 

Understanding Amateur Radio $8.80 
The Radio Amateur’s License Manual $6.20 
A Course in Radio Fundamentals $7.20 
FM & Repeater for the Radio Amateur $8.80 
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur $7.20 
Ham Radio Operating Guide $7.20 
Electronic Data Book $7.20 
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur $12.80 
Learning to Work with Integrated Circuits $4.00 
The ARRL Operating Manual $9.80 

OTHER TITLES 
Artificial Intelligence, Making Machines "Think” 
(Graham) $11.50 
Sound Recording (Eargle) $30.00 
GE Semiconductor Data Handbook $18.05 
All About Telephones (Waterford) $7.50 
Digital Electronics Troubleshooting (Carr) $13.95 
Complete Handbook of Magnetic Recording 
(Jorgensen) $15.50 
Music and the Synthesiser (Graham) $15.00 
Electric Motor Control (Alerich) $9.50 
How to Select and Install Your Own Speakers 
(Crowhurst) $7.50 
A Handbook of Active Filters (Johnson and 
others) $29.75 
Hi-Fi Loudspeakers and Enclosures (Cohen) $13.00 
Handbook of Electrical Noise (Vergers) $9.95 
Filter Theory and Design: Active and Passive 
(Sedra/Brackett) $45.50 
21 Custom Speaker Enclosure Projects You Can 
Build (Weems) $9.95 
Programmable Pocket Calculators ( Mullish) $12.00 
Electrical Principles for the Electrical Trades 
(Jenneson) $9.95 
Radio Communication Handbook (RSGB) 
Volume 1 $21.95 
Radio Communication Handbook (RSGB) 
Volume 2 $18.90 
Modern Radar Theory, Operation and 
Maintenance (Safford) $22.50 
1C Array Cookbook (Jung) $10 00 
Practical Antennas for the Radio Amateur $15.40 
Design of VM0S Circuits with Experiments 
(Stone) $11.95 
Electronics (An Introduction for Schools anc 
Colleges) (Sparks) $6.95 

GE SCR Manual $6.75 
The New Penguin Dictionary of Electronics 
(Young) $5.95 
Transistor substitution Handbook No. 17 $7.95 
Master Transistor/IC Substitution Handbook $10.95 
Optical Fibre Communication Systems 
(Sandbank) $57.05 
We also carry a large range of overseas and local 
computer magazines 

For Mail Orders please add: SI.50 Local S2.50 Interstate 

MCGILL’S AUTHORISED NEWSAGENCY 
PTY LTD 

187 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne. 
Phone; (03) 60-1475-6-7 

Prices subject to Alteration 
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liRffb New Products 
Sabtronics 9-digit 1GHz Frequency Counter 

Sabtronics have recently extended their range of test equipment to 
include a 600MHz and a 1 GHz frequency counter. The 1 GHz ver¬ 
sion features an input sensitivity of 30mV at 1 GHz, gating periods of 
0.1s, Is and 10 seconds. 

In appearance the new Model 8000 
1GHz counter is similar to the DMVs and 
other equipment in the Sabtronics range 
and consists of a moulded plastic con¬ 
struction with a tilting stand. Overall 
dimensions are 203 x 165 x 76mm and 
weight without batteries is 590 grams. 
Power consumption is 300mA from 4 
"C" cells (which may be rechargeable) or 
the unit can be powered from a DC 
plugpack. 

Front panel controls include three slide 

switches for Power, Range (10MHz, 
100MHz, 1000MHz) and Gate Time (0.1s, 
Is, 10s), an input sensitivity control, 
IMfl BNC input for the 10Hz to 100MHz 
range and a nominal 50Q BNC input for 
the 10MHz to 1000MHz range. The fre¬ 
quency display consists of nine 92mm 
high seven segment LED displays and a 
small LED beneath the display which 
blinks in time with the gating pulse pro¬ 
viding a useful indication of when the 
display is updated. 

Perhaps the most important feature of 
this DFM is that it operates up to 1GHz 
with a sensitivity of 30mV, whereas 
many DFMs only go to 600MHz. Using a 
VHF signal generator we were able to 
determine that the model 8000 worked 
at least up to 300MHz, which is the up¬ 
per limit of our generator. 

108 

The circuit used in the high frequency 
end consists of a VHF preamp in a DIP 
package followed by a divide-by-2 1GHz 
counter which then feeds into a standard 
650MHz prescaler. 

Input sensitivity is quoted as 15mV 
RMS from 10Hz to 100MHz which is 
essentially the figure we measured. 
Measurement accuracy is 1Hz + 1 digit 
±1ppm from 0 to 40 C, the latter figure 
being the basic accuracy of the quartz 
crystal. 

One feature worthy of comment is the 
50Q input for the 10MHz to 1GHz range. 
Due to transmission line effects it is 
necessary to have a low input im¬ 
pedance which matches the 
characteristic impedance of the coaxial 
input cable otherwise the impedance 
mismatch will generate reflected signals 
and falsely trigger the input circuitry. 
With the option of the 50Q input, high 
frequency measurements are simplified. 

Looking inside the unit, almost all the 
circuitry occupies a single board which is 
mounted parallel with the front panel 
while a smaller board contains the high 
frequency prescaler. The circuitry is con¬ 
siderably simplified by using a single fre¬ 
quency counter chip with the rest of the 
circuitry consisting of dividers and 
amplifiers. From a kit point of view the 

600MHz version should be quite easy to 
assemble and it could well be wor¬ 
thwhile for the experienced hobbyist 
considering the $23 saving over the fully 
assembled price. The 1GHz version is 
not available in kit form. 

An operator's manual supplied with 
the unit details the specifications, theory 
of operation plus circuit diagrams and 
component overlay diagrams. Operating 
suggestions are made and there are hints 
for fixing problems with RF pick ups, ring¬ 
ing on logic signals and harmonic distor¬ 
tion. Calibrations and troubleshooting 
are given a brief mention as well. 

All up, the unit is well made and per¬ 
forms to specifications. 

Quoted price of the unit is $563.50 ful¬ 
ly assembled including tax. The 600MHz 
version, Model 8610, is priced at $202.40 
unassembled and $225.40 assembled in¬ 
clusive tax. 

Further information can be obtained 
from Christie Rand Pty Ltd, PO Box 48, 
Epping, NSW 2121, phone (02) 477 5494. 
(RdeJ.) 

Informative brochure on 
static protection 

The Charleswater organisation, which 
specialises in static protection of elec¬ 
tronic devices, has prepared a four page 
brochure on the subject in question and 
answer form. Copies are available from 
their Australian distributor, Royston Elec¬ 
tronics. With the increasing use of MOS 
and CMOS integrated circuits, protection 
from burn out or degradation due to 
static electricity is a vitally important sub¬ 
ject to the hobbyist and manufacturer 
alike. 

The need for higher densities in 
microelectronic components has led to 
the wide use of MOS (Metal oxide 
Semiconductor) techniques. While 
resulting in higher circuit densities and 
lower costs per unit, MOS technology 
also increases sensitivity of the devices 
to static charges. Even with the addition 
of buffer circuits on the inputs of MOS 
devices the output is left unprotected 
and vulnerable to damage. 

Wrist straps for grounding personnel, 
anti-static mats and protective packaging 
all come under the heading of static pro¬ 
tection devices. One example of the 
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Storage kit for Scope spare parts Charleswater range of products is the 
CP302 conductive nylon bag, designed 
for packaging static sensitive products 
such as MOS and CMOS circuits. 

Information on Charleswater products, 
and copies of their brochure, can be ob¬ 
tained from Royston Electronics, 27 Nor- 
manby Rd, Notting Hill, Vic 3149, or 
15/59 Moxon Rd, Punchbowl, NSW, 
2196. 

Bar code reader from 
Anderson Digital 

Anderson Digital Equipment Pty Ltd 
now has available the Intermec 9400 
Portable Bar Code Reader, a battery 
operated data collection terminal 
designed specifically for "in-house” col¬ 
lection of bar code data by users of com¬ 
puter inventory and stock control 
systems. The new unit is housed in a rug¬ 
ged waterproof case and can store over 
20,000 characters of code information in 
internal memory, handling all 128 ASCII 
characters. 

Using a standard RS-232 interface the 
bar code reader can send data from its 
memory to another system and receive 
data and display it on a 16 character LED 
display. The interface can also be used 
for downloading of programs and data 

The 9400 isudesigned for applications 
where bar code labels are used to iden¬ 
tify all items, so that an ordinary 
keyboard is unnecessary. A bar code 
"paper keyboard” on the 9400 provides 
special control characters and all in¬ 
dividual code characters, enabling the 
user to input data by scanning the 
keyboard with the bar code reader 
wand. 

The .portable bar code reader 
measures 279 x 55 x 139mm and weighs 
1.1kg including rechargeable batteries. 
For further information contact Ander¬ 
son Digital Equipment Pty Ltd, PO Box 
322, Mt Waverley, Vic 3149. 

Scope Laboratories, manufacturers of 
special purpose soldering tools for ser¬ 
vicemen and technicians, has released a 
new spare parts storage kit for retailers. 

The manufacturer is offering three sizes 
of the kit, each containing an assortment 
of spares in ratios based on frequency of 
demand. The kit is shipped in a plastic 
chest of drawers which doubles as a per¬ 
manent storage cabinet, with parts 

Sennheiser probe 
microphone 

From R. H. Cunningham Pty Ltd comes 
news of an addition to the Sennheiser 
MD321 Probe Microphone. The MD321 
is now available with a built-in amplifier 
so that only a pair of headphones is 
needed to complete the set-up. 

The MD321-V is designed for acoustic 
measurements in hard to get at areas. It 
can be used for measuring noise produc¬ 
ed by bearings and gears, engine noise 

numbers marked. The three kits are pric¬ 
ed favourably compared to the cost of 
buying individual parts, and the first 
order includes the storage cabinet at no 
extra cost. 

For further details interested retailers 
should contact Lorraine Frost, Scope 
Laboratories, 3 Walton St, Airport West, 
Vic 3042. 

and mechanical vibration. The integrated 
amplifier with headphone sockets makes 
the measuring microphone independent 
of an external amplifier and allows direct 
listening to the sound source. 

Also available from R. H. Cunningham 
is the Neutrik K-Check visual audio lead 
tester. It is said to be ideal for fault¬ 
finding in PA and stage sound systems, 
and is designed for carrying in a pocket. 
It is about the same size as a disposable 
cigarette lighter. Visual indication of lead 
continuity is provided by four LEDs. One 

C W GOODWILL DC REGULATED POWER SUPPLIED 
1*.TH 
mm 1 f~~j7r. 

* - • | 
■tfl I 

...» m 

® rf I 
h '♦ - •* 1 

GPS 1820, 3020 
2 AMP 

GPS 3060 
6 AMP 

GPD 3020 
Dual Tracking GPD 

MODEL DC OUTPUT REGULATION PRICE 

VOLTS AMPS LINE LOAD 

GPS 1820 0-18 0-2 .01 %-F3 MV $ 95.92 

GPS 3020 0-30 0-2 . 01 % -f 3 MV $109.04 

GPS 3060 0-30 0-6 .01 % + 5 MV $235.68 

GPD 3020 2x0-30 2x0-2 .02%+ 5 MV $225.20 

(Dual 
Tracking) 

plus tax 
1 5% if 
applicable 

Precision regulated power supplies suitable for Industry, 
Education and Laboratory. 

Device with the short protection, operation with automatic 
constant current, constant voltage of output, little ripple and 
noise, high regulation. 

DUAL TRACKING DC POWER SUPPLY GPD SERIES 
FEATURE 

* With Overload Indicator Lamp 
* Constant Current Constant Voltage 
* Independent or Tracking Operation 

Imported and distributed by: 

RADIO PARTS GROUP 1 
RPG 

T 562 Spencer St, Melbourne 
1103-1097 Dandenong Road, East Malvern, Vic. 
Phone (03) 329 7888. 
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end provides a direct connection to XLR 
type connectors while the other end has 
a test probe. Power is supplied by an in¬ 
ternal battery. 

R. H. Cunningham also distributes the 
C-Ducer contact microphone. The con¬ 
tact microphone offers advantages in 
feedback reduction and sound separa¬ 
tion when used with any instrument 
which has a sound board, such as pianos, 
guitars and drums. A small leather strap 
holds the microphone in contact with 
the instrument. 

Further information on these and other 
products distributed by R. H. Cunn¬ 
ingham can be obtained from PO Box 
4533, Melbourne, Vic 3001, or PO Box 
214, Neutral Bay Junction, NSW 2089. 

Powerful new battery 
charger from A&R 

A & R Electronics Pty Ltd are calling 
their new Arlec 200 battery charger 'The 
Engine Start Charger". Tne charger is 
quite capable of delivering enough 
power to start a car engine immediately. 
Quite apart from this capability, the 
Arlec 200 is a highly efficient battery 
charger. It has a 25A continuous rating 
on both 6V and 12V outputs, a surge 
rating of 200A, and is fully protected by 
two completely independent circuit 
breakers. 

Charger controls, consisting of a bank 
of six pushbutton switches, are mounted 
on the front panel. The switches select 
six and 12 volt outputs, low and medium 
charge rates, engine start and off func¬ 
tions. The low charge rate is approx¬ 

imately 8A and the medium rate is 25A. 
Size of the charger is 290 x 165 x 

385mm (W x D x H) and weight is 16.5kg. 
The charger is housed in a steel case 
which is zinc sealed and colour bonded 
for resistance to corrosion from weather 
and battery acids. 

Further information is available from A 
& R Electronics Pty Ltd, 30 Lexton Rd, Box 
Hill, Vic 3128. 

Monaro Research 
Monaro Research Laboratories Pty Ltd 

is an Australian company based in 
Canberra, and specialising in lasers, 
electro-optics, fibre optics, time and fre¬ 
quency standards, test equipment and 
vacuum equipment. 

CHECK ’EM IN CHECK ’EM OUT 
WITH NEAL-FERROGRAPH’S LOW COST 

AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT 

PUSH BUTTON ANSWERS FOR: — 

• Distortion 

• Wow & Flutter 

• Gain 

• Frequency Response 

• Drift 

• Sensitivity on all Amplifiers, Tape 
Recorders, Dolby ™ Filters, and 
other equipment. 

FULL SPECIFICATIONS & INFORMATION FROM:- 

BRITISH MERCHANDISING PTY LTD 

49 YORK STREET, SYDNEY. Tel: 29 1571 Tlx: 24922 

The company is the Australian 
distributor for Frequency and Time 
Systems Inc and can supply FTS Cesium 
Beam frequency and time standard in¬ 
struments used in laboratory standards, 
high data rate communications systems, 
satellite terminals and offshore position¬ 
ing and geophysical surveys. Both 
laboratory and field model units are 
available. 

Also from FTS is a range of self- 
contained quartz frequency standards 
and the T-200 Satellite Timing Receiver, 
which provides hour, minute, second 
and a pulsed timing signal referenced to 
the UTC US Navy master clock. Timing 
signals derived from the Naval Naviga¬ 
tional Satellite System are corrected for 
offsets and applied to an internal digital 
clock to provide precision time 
references on a world-wide basis. 

Monaro Laboratories also distribute the 
Photodyne range of optical power 
measuring equipment. The Model 44XL 
optical power meter for example will 
measure light output from one nanowatt 
to two watts, over a wavelength range of 
220 to 2000 nanometers. An LCD display 
provides a direct readout of optical 
power received from fibre optic cables, 
lasers and other light sources. The Model 
88XL measures light power down to one 
picowatt and up to two watts, from DC 
to high frequency modulated sources. In¬ 
terchangeable sensor heads are 
available for low light displays and fibre 
optic measurements, UV and infrared ra- 
diant power and visible LED 
measurements. 

The Digital Ionisation Gauge Con¬ 
troller, Series 280 from Monaro, pro¬ 
vides a direct readout of gas pressure in 
Torr, Millibars or Pascal units. For on/off 
control of system components in high 
vacuum processes, four process control 
relay outputs are provided with settable 
switching points. Automatic ranging is 
standard on all models, and an optional 
BCD output module allows ion gauge 
pressure data to be collected in a format 
compatible with standard logic 
interfaces. 

The Hellige Inc "Lilliput" range of 
pccket pH meters is also available from 
Monaro. These compact pH meters are 
said to be ideal for field, laboratory, 
manufacturing and school use. Both 
digital readout and analog meter ver¬ 
sions are available, both covering the 
range from 2-12 pH. The units feature 
"Perma-fil" sealed electrodes which con¬ 
tain a special gel reference solution, 
making re-filling and re-calibration 
unnecessary. 

Further details of the Monaro 
Laboratories range of products can be 
obtained from Monaro House, 3 
Lonsdale St, Braddon, ACT. The postal 
address is PO Box 1155, Canberra City, 
ACT 2601. 
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Metal Film 
technology at 
carbon prices 

Standard Film Resistors 
At last. A range of metal film 

resistors with improved performance 
over carbon film types, at the low prices 
you’d expect to pay for carbon film 
resistors! 

We re talking about Philips’ new 
SFR25 range of 5% tolerance — V4W 
metal film resistors. With a quality and 
price made possible only by 
advancements in metal film technology 
and the massive scale of our automated 
manufacture. 

SFR25’s feature a ‘clean lead’ finish 
and are constructed to the same high 
standard as the Company’s ‘MR’ series. 
Resistance coverage from IQ to 1MQ 
(E24 values) wtih a tolerance of ±5% is 
assured. Maximum power dissipation is 
0.33W at 70°C ambient. 

They have a noise figure of less than 
0.1 /xV/V (a tenth of the carbon film noise 
figure) and a temperature coefficient of 
less than 250ppm/°C. Even more 
important, neither parameter shows 
degradation with increasing ohmic 
value. These improvements stem 
primarily from the homogeneity and stability of the resistive deposition. 

So there you have it. Another quality product, ahead of its time, from Philips. 
For further information phone: 

Philips Electronic Components and Materials, 
PO. Box 50, Lane Cove, 2066. Phone: Sydney 427 0888, 
Melbourne 544 2444, Adelaide 45 0211, Brisbane 44 0191 Perth 277 4199. 

PHILIPS 

Electronic 
Components 
and Materials 

AHEAHN EL 42 
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MtQKJ 
CALCU H 

# LIGHT, THIN, 
f FULLAUTO- 
f RANGING 
I Slim as a pocket 
I book with enor- 
r mous capacity and 

accuracy. Has the 8 
teatures you need 

most. 

f FEATURES: 
m • Input impedance 
U AC/DC 10MH and 
g 100MH on 200mV. 
m • Low power ohms for 
V in-circuit resistance 
F reading. 
' • Alarm provided for 

continuity test. 
• Diode check range. 
• Optional Accessories - 

9014 High Voltage 
Probe (30kV DC), 
9081 External Shunt 
(10A DC). 

RANGE e* r DMS-r 

AC ./DC 
IP0/0 RANGE 

120mA 

3209 

LIGHTWEIGHT, PORTABLE 
DIGITAL Hi TESTER 

Has advanced features that save time, 
ensure accuracy - a demonstration 
will show how much you need it! 

FEATURES: 
• Measures capacitance 0.001 ^ to20^F. 
• Input impedance lOMft and 1000MH 

200/2000mV DC. 
• Digit-serial and bit-parallel BCD output. 
• Optional Accessories - 

9022 Temperature Adaptor, 
Also 9014 and 9081 

For full technical details together with price list please contact 

• SYDNEY 519 1422 
• MELBOURNE 347 9166 
• BRISBANE 52 5231 
• ADELAIDE 268 2300 
• PERTH 443 1522 



Philips’ analog meter, 
digital cassette recorder 

A new analog multimeter for general 
purpose professional use has been in¬ 
troduced by Philips Test and Measuring 
Instruments. The PM 2502 has 32 ranges, 
a moving coil meter movement, full 
overload protection and an audible con¬ 
tinuity tester. 

Measuring ranges cover DC voltages 
from lOOmV to 1000V full scale, AC 
voltages from IV to 600V, DC and AC 
currents from 100/zA to 10A and 
resistances from 0.5ft to lOMft. Specially 
designed electronics provide linear AC 
measurements, eliminating the need for 
a separate AC scale. Input impedance is 
40kft/V. 

The multimeter is said to be particular¬ 
ly easy to use. A single knob with a 
separate AC/DC selector switch 

simplifies measurements, and the audi¬ 
ble continuity tester allows fast and con¬ 
venient circuit tests. The input sockets 
are mounted on the sloping side panels, 
bringing the probe leads clear of the 
range selection knob. Standard 9V and 
1.5V batteries provide an operating life 
of over a year and a built-in battery 
check allows battery condition to be 
monitored at any time. 

Also from Philips is a new, compact 
digital cassette recorder, the PM 4201. 
The recorder is designed for high speed 
reading and writing of cassettes to ECMA 
31/34 standards. An IEC 625 (IEEE-488) in¬ 
strument bus interface allows direct con¬ 
nection to transient recorders, digital 
oscilloscopes, counters, multimeters and 
data loggers using the bus. Data can also 
be stored for later evaluation by com¬ 
puters, avoiding the need for tying up 
the computer in continuous monitoring 
of equipment. 

Error rates for the recorder are claimed 
to be less than one in 109 bits thanks to 
special procedures such as read after 
write and automatic write repeat in the 
event of a fault. Additional features en¬ 
sure data integrity in the case of a power 
failure. 

For further information contact Philips 
Test and Measuring Instruments, bran¬ 
ches in all capital cities. 

Sawtron UHF CB 
base console 

The Sawtron 200 Base Console for UHF 
CB Transceivers will be of interest to 
everyone using UHF CB radio com¬ 
munications. It is designed to be con¬ 
nected to the Sawtron 880 transceiver 
via a 34-pin connector and multicore 
cable, and features a built-in DC power 
supply. 

The console provides a selective call¬ 
ing facility based on Sawtron's Selecall 
feature. Internal controls are preset to 

the system's own Selecall tones while 
any of the 810 tone combinations can be 
entered via a keyboard. The Sawtron 200 
can thus call any other user by transmit¬ 
ting the Selecall tone code for that par¬ 
ticular transceiver. 

The Sawtron 200 Base Console for UHF 
CB is designed to control the operation 
of a base transceiver. 

Another useful feature is the 
"Automatic Answer Back" function. If a 
mobile transeiver calls the Base Console 
the console will automatically re¬ 
transmit the call tones and a LED on the 
console panel will light. The mobile 
transceiver operator will know that the 
call has been received, and the console 
operator will have an indication of the 
reception. 

LED displays are used for both channel 
indication and call code display. A chan¬ 
nel use meter and an "on air" LED are 
also included. The console can be 
located up to 200 metres from the base 
transceiver, eliminating the problem of 
cable losses at UHF frequencies. 

Further details can be obtained from 
Imark Pty Ltd, 167 Roden Street, West 
Melbourne, Vic 3003. 

The Imagination 
Machine 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

IM-1 Your Life Will Never Be The Same - Two great achievements - a powerful 
state-of-the-art personal computer and a thrilling home entertainment centre in 
one single package 
• User-programmable in BASIC • With loads of pre-programmed software for 
educational entertainment and home and personal management • Features - 
9K RAM, 14K ROM • 53 key typewriter-style keyboard • 32 characters x 16 line 
screen format • Alpha numerics in three colour modes with up to eight colours 
• Built-in sound synthesizer with a range of three octaves including flats and 
sharps • Six function built-in cassette tape deck • Two game-style hand-held 
controllers • Unique shift key for "BASIC keywords" • Expandable for floppy 
disk, printers memory and more. 
$995 inc colour monitor. Tax paid. 

DISTRIBUTED BY: APF ELECTRONICS (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 
VICTORIA: CALCULATOR SUPERMARKET. 435 Bourke St. 
Melbourne. Ph (03) 676412 RADIO PARTS GROUP. 562 Spencer 
St. West Melbourne Ph: (03) 329 7888.1103 Dandenong Road. 
E. Malvern Ph (03) 2118122 KALESTRONICS. lOl Burgundy St 
Heidelberg. Ph: (03) 458 2976. Shop 11. Melton Shopping 
Centre. Western Highway. Melton. Ph: (03) 743 lOll SELECTED 

CHEMWAY CHEMISTS. Ph (03) 5479011. 
NSW: AUSTRALIAN ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 32 York St. Sydnfey 

2000. Ph: (02) 2955074. 

QLD: CUSTOM COMPUTER SERVICES. 41 Diamond Ave. 

Kallangur Ph (07) 204 4995. 

SA: GRANVILLE DISTRIBUTORS. 2B Gordon St. Glenelg. 

Ph: (08) 2954779. 

WA: ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS. PO Box 828. Fremantle 6160. 

Ph: (09) 3357313. 

TAS & NT: APF ELECTRONIC AUST PTY LTD. Ph (03) 6024092. 
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REVIEWS OF RECENT 

Records&Tapes 
CLASSICAL • POPULAR • SPECIAL INTEREST 

TCHAIKOVSKY, STRAUSS - 
and some mixed reactions 

to digital mastering* 
TCHAIKOVSKY — Piano Concerto No. 1 

in B Flat Minor. Emil Gilels (piano) 
with the New York Philharmonic Or¬ 
chestra conducted by Zubin Mehta. 
CBS Masterworks Digital Recording 
7464-36660-1. 

My first reaction to this album was one 
of overwhelming disappointment, after 
all the promising things I had heard 
about the digital recording process. My 
jottings, as I listened, ran something like 
this: 

Too much reverberation - balance 
between soloist and orchestra all at odds 
- orchestral fortissimos hopelessly con¬ 
fused - dynamic range unmanageable, 
even in my very large listening room - 
with soft passages audible, loud 
passages deafening. 

More than that - and this had nothing 
to do with the engineering — a tiresome- 
ly long period of applause at the end, 
due to the fact that the performance had 
been recorded live at the Lincoln Centre. 

So I put the disc back in its sleeve and 
sought the advice of Editor-in-Chief, 
Neville Williams. 

He made the point that, while a live 
recording may benefit by way of at¬ 
mosphere and spontaneity, engineers do 
not have the opportunity to move 
microphones or consult with the con¬ 
ductor. Once the performance gets 
underway, their options are very limited. 

At the same time, he found it difficult 
to accept that CBS would issue a 
"Masterworks Digital" disc that was as 
poor as I had described it. Could it be a 
problem with my pickup? 

I pointed out that I had just had the 
stylus replaced, but while this was com¬ 
mendable in itself, it also raised the 
possibility that, in fiddling with the car¬ 
tridge and arm, the playing weight ad¬ 
justment might inadvertantly have been 
upset. If the tracking weight was too low, 
a digital disc, with its wide dynamic 

*See also "Forum 
elsewhere in this 

issue. 

range would be the very kind of recor¬ 
ding to suffer most. 

If the stylus was indeed "rattling 
around" in the groove, fortissimos would 
be confused, loud passages would be 
rendered intolerable and one's judge¬ 
ment of the other matters would be 
unreliable. 

Need I add that Neville Williams' 
speculation proved to be "spot on"? As 
far as I could judge, the playing weight 
had ended up at one gram or less, which 
is well under the figure recommended 
for my cartridge. 

When I restored the playing weight to 
what it should have been, the result was 
gratifying. Congestion in the louder 
passages virtually disappeared, to be 
replaced by normal detail in the or¬ 
chestral parts. Balance between soloist 
and orchestra seemed more natural and 
I was able to evaluate the performance 
in the ordinary way. 

Reverberation was still on the high 
side, probably for the reasons mention¬ 
ed earlier, to do with the "live" recor¬ 
ding. And, even with the sound cleaned 
up, the contrast between soft and loud 
passages was as much as I could cope 
with in a home situation. I just don't go 
along with the call for even greater 
dynamic range; with the proposition that 
what is experienced in a concert hall 
(sound, sight and ambience) needs to be 
- or even can be - translated directly in¬ 
to a listening-only experience in a 
domestic lounge room. 

I should also add that, while I ended up 
as being happy enough with the digital 
recording, I could not rate it as warran¬ 
ting any special enthusiasm. Quality may 
come more easily with the digital 
system, but don't be tempted to mental¬ 
ly write off the cream of analog releases. 

Reviews in this section dre by Julian Russell (J.R.), Paul Frolich (P.F.), Neville Williams (W N W ) 
son (L.D.S.), Norman Marks (N.J.M.), Greg Swain (G.S.), and Danny Hooper (D.H.). 

Leo Simp- 

As to the performance, Gilels plays 
with all the elan of his previous recor¬ 
ding of the work. Some passages are 
again slower than is usually acceptible 
although they still make sense. However, 
they are sometimes so slow they seem 
to be drooled over. Some of the 
reverberation might even be due to the 
pedalling of the soloist. But his is always 
an attractive performance although in 
the Finale it often sounds like a race bet¬ 
ween soloist and orchestra. But it doesn't 
take long for Mehta to catch up with 
Gilels! (J.R.) 

By way of contrast... 
STRAUSS (RICHARD) - Also Sprach 

Zarathustra. New York Philharmonic 
Orchestra conducted by Zubin 
Mehta. Columbia Masterworks Digital 
Recording 7464-45888 - 1. 

As distinct from the Tchaikovsky disc, 
reviewed above, this recording was 
obviously made under "studio" condi¬ 
tions, with everything under tight con¬ 
trol. And, of course, my pickup had been 
readjusted. 

As a result, the sound was beautifully 
clear, the cut-offs clean, the complex 
Strauss scoring beautifully stranded so 
that every voice could be identified. 

The work itself is not one of my 
favourites. It has little Strauss hasn't said 
before except the noble "yea-saying" first 
phrase, now viciously debased by use in 
TV adverts for soap powder and toilet 
paper, or some such articles. Mehta 
makes it all sound ultra-Straussian. So did 
Strauss! And his occasional lapse into 
shocking vulgarity is exemplified by the 
violin solo in the second half, which is 
nothing but a thinly disguised Viennese 
waltz, placed diabolically in exactly the 
wrong place. 

In this recording the extended dynamic 
range is an advantage - so long as your 
neighbour doesn't complain or try to get 
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even by playing modern pop at the 
highest possible level! Moreover, the 
separation of the many instruments used 
in the often heavy scoring is quite ex¬ 
traordinary. Apart from the Willi 
Boskowsky waltz interlude on solo 
violin, everything goes well. So, while 
one would not class the performance as 
the world's best, it is certainly 
acceptable. 

But I repeat: don't get caught, in¬ 
advertently or otherwise, trying to play 
heavily recorded discs with too little 
playing weight on the stylus. Those who 
should know insist that, not only does 
quality suffer, but wear is actually in¬ 
creased if the stylus is allowed to "rattle" 
in the groove. (J.R.) 

For connoisseurs 
CHOPIN — 10 Mazurkas. Prelude in C 

Sharp Minor. Ballade in G Minor, 
Scherzo in B Flat Minor. Arturo 
Benedetti Michelangeli (piano). DGG 
Stereo Cassette 3300 349. Also on 
disc. 

This is a real connoisseurs item. There 
are three ways of performing Chopin's 
music — the tinkling elasticised rubato 
boudoir style favoured by the late Sam¬ 
son Francois, the free but sustained salon 
style used by the composer himself and 
such disciples as Cortot and Rubinstein 
and the narrow jingoistic, patriotic asser¬ 
tions as exemplified by Roger Wood¬ 
ward's merciless bashing of the D Minor 
Scherzo in the Opera House not so long 
ago. This is called, by some, the "new 
Warsaw" style emphasising the love of 
freedom of all Poles, as if that were 
something new! 

The true Chopin style, as described by 
informed musicians of his period, con¬ 
sisted of an expression of deep love of 

his country expressed with French 
elegance. 

This is the style used by Michelangeli. 
After a long stay in Warsaw, some time 
ago, he brought back with him some 
original editions, hitherto unknown in 
the West, that gave him an ever deeper 
clue to Chopin's original intentions than 
that already provided by Michelangeli's 
innate genius. 

The result is the revelation of subtleties 
I have never heard before, with 
everything performed without any desire 
on the player's part for self-glorification, 
or the intrusion of his personality bet¬ 
ween the composer and the audience. 

DVORAK/SLATKIN 
.. .focus is on the music 
DVORAK. SYMPHONY No. 9 In E 

MINOR, OP.95 "From The New 
World". Saint Louis Symphony 
Orchestra conducted by Leonard 
Slatkin. Telarc, digitally mastered, 
stereo, DG-10053. [From P. C. Stereo, 
PO Box 272, Mt Gravatt, Qld 4122. 
Phone (07) 343 1612] 
Two things stand out in this latest and 

long-planned release from Telarc digital. 
One is the velvet-like smoothness of the 
sound, attributable possibly to Slatkin's 
approach, to the mic, placement and 
perhaps to the acoustics of the Powell 
Symphony Hall, a rebuilt theatre which is 
the home of the orchestra. The sound is 
very clean but there is no blare or zizz to 
proclaim that "this is hifi". 

The second thing is the prolonged 
passages of simple folk melodies, which 
demand - and get - something 
approaching zero background from the 

Kmrnmjmmmmmmmmmmmmmt m 

tape and disc. At times, the pianissimos 
fade to a mere whisper, demanding the 
quietest possible listening room. No 
traffic outside, no ticking clock . . . 

The double-fold album carries notes on 
the .composer and the work, the 
conductor and orchestra, and the 
Soundstream digital mastering system. If 
some Telarc releases in the past have 
been notable for spectacle and pizzaz, 
this one is more concerned with music 
making and dwelling upon Dvorak's 
expression of the new world and the old. 
(W.N.W.) 

The Mazurkas are generally thought by 
musicians to be the most Polish of all 
Chopin's works. The mercurial changes 
in mid-paragraph, so to speak, their pas¬ 
sion shared with French restraint, you'll 
find them all on this splendid cassette. 

Then there is the enigmatic character 
of the player himself, about whom little 
is known but his wealth and his superb 
gift. He leads a hermit-like existence and 
has won a bizarre reputation for failure 
to fulfil engagements either in a packed 
concert hall or a recording studio. He is 
revealed only in his music and then, 
paradoxically, it is the composer rather 
than himself who is dominant. 

In the recital under review the many 
subtleties of the music are countless, 
although always kept within the bounds 
of strict form, without exaggeration. 
Michelangeli's command of a variety of 
sonorities seems endless, his swift 
changes of mood just as prodigal. In the 
Mazurkas, you sense the characteristic 
accent on the second beat of the bar by 
his shaping of the phrase rather than by 
dynamic emphasis. 

It is quite a magical effect, captured to 
perfection by the recording engineer on 
this cassette. Some of Michelangeli's runs 
flash so fast that they might almost be 
mistaken for glissandos. 

In the Ballade, many listeners may well 
be surprised by the way Michelangeli br¬ 
ings out otherwise unheard component 
parts of the composition and, taking into 
account the meticulous nature of every 
bar, the passion he acquires in the 
climaxes. In the B Minor Scherzo, apart 
from the brilliance of his finger work, he 
wins plenty of volume without resorting 
to Woodward's ferocious bashing refer¬ 
red to above. 

This whole recital left me breathless 
with admiration and all musicians, 
especially pianists, should acquire it, no 

matter who else you may have 
duplicating the items. 

There is also, importantly, plenty of 
time (silence) between numbers to allow 
for the listeners' adjustment of mood, 
while the Mazurkas are not played in 
order of their composition but with 
suitable contrasts between each. (J.R.) 

ESPANA — Trio Albeniz. Jose Luis Recuer- 
do (bandurria); Alejo Munoz (lute); 
Jose Armillas (guitar) in a recital of 
Spanish music by Albeniz, Sor, Falla, 
Haffter, Granados and Barrios. CBS 
Stereo Disc 73902. 

All three performers play with great 
skill and the lutanist, who often provides 
the treble melodic line, sometimes 
plucks his strings so fast that the effect is 
that of a long-drawn-out uninterrrupted 
note. Their program is outstandingly well 
recorded although the continued 
similarity in colour makes it advisable to 
take it in smallish doses. 

Some of the pieces are well known all 
over the Western world — Albeniz 
Sevilla, Granada and Castilla, for in¬ 
stance. Others you might hear for the 
first time. Of these is a suite called First 
Divertissement by Fernando Sor 
(1778-1839) which consists of three 
pieces; the first, a Cantabile, is pretty 
mediocre, the second very Mozartian 
and the finale, a waltz, sounds like a bit 
discarded by Chopin. 

This is an unusual trio, consisting of 
three plucked instruments, a lute, guitar 
and bandurria, the last larger than the 
others and supplying the bass. 

Although seldom heard elsewhere, the 
combination is common enough in 
Spain. I heard many of them in Spain a 
few years ago, most of them playing in 
the restaurant-filled old portion of 
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KITS FOR EVERY AGE 
KIT 1 One Transistor Radio $ 5 95 
KIT 2 Two Transistor Radio $14 50 
KIT 3 10-1 Electronic Projects $24 50 
KIT 5 Intercom Kit $ 9 95 
KIT 6 Stereo Preamplifier $34 50 
KIT 10 3 Watt Audio Amplifier $ 7 50 
KIT 15 Magnetic Preamplifier $ 7 95 
KIT 17 4 5 Watt Stereo . $14 75 
KIT 25 Continuity Tester Amplifier $ 5 50 
KIT 28 Electric Tram Horn $ 7 50 
KIT 33 Snooze Alarm Clock $20 00 
KIT 41 Calculator .. $10 50 
KIT 43 Burglar Alarm $13 50 
KIT 47 Power Supply for Kits 48. 49, 51-52 $11 95 
KIT 48 30 Watt Power Module $27 95 
KIT 49 50 Watt Power Module $38 95 
KIT 51 10 Watt Power Module $16 50 
KIT 52 20 Watt Power Module . $23 45 
KIT 60 Cassette Deck Mechanism $36 95 
KIT 66 LCD Credit Card Calculator $14 25 
KIT 68 Gents 5 Function LCD Clock . $16 50 
KIT 69 Ladies 5 Function LCD Clock $16 50 
KIT 81 Electronic Decision Maker. $ 8 25 
KIT 82 Electronic Siren . $ 6 25 
KIT 83 Electronic Organ . $ 9 50 
KIT 85 Electronic Police Car Siren $ 7 50 
KIT 89 Electronic Light Flasher $ 7 50 
KIT 90 Electronic Dampness & Water Level DEtector $ 6 95 
KIT 92 Solar Power Kit $1695 
KIT 105 Crystal Set $ 5 95 
KIT 106 Temperature Alarm . $ 8 95 

SOUNPSUPREME 
STEREO POWER BOARPS 

ELECTROKIT A50*** ELECTROKIT A70*** 
Output 47W + 47WRMS, 
8 ohm. 

Output 68W + 68WRMS, 
MOSFET, 8 ohm. 

Frequency response: Flat 
within IdB 20Hz-20kHz. 

Frequency response: Flat 
within IdB 20Hz-20kHz. 

Input for rated output 
450mV. 

Input for rated output 
700mV. 

Supply voltage dual ± 
48V DC. 

Supply voltage dual ± 
50V DC. 

Our price 
only $38.50 

Our price 
only $84.00 

PLUGS/ 
SOCKETS 

P38 2 5mm DC Adaptor Plug 40 
S38 2 5mm DC Adaptor Socket 40 
S38B 2 5mm DC Adaptor Socket Flush 

Mount  35 
P44 Standard Metal Phone Plug — 

Mono.$1 38 
P45 Standard Insulated Phone Plug — 

Mono.55 
P46 Standard Metal Phone Plug — 

Angled .68 
547 Standard Rean Phone Socket — 

Mono.66 
548 Standard Metal Phone Socket — 

Mono.70 
S50 Standard insulated Phone Cord 

Socket — Mono.50 
S50A Standard Metal Phone Cord Socket 

Mono $1 07 
P51 Standard Metal Phone Plug - 

Stereo $1.52 
P52 Standard Insulated Phone Plug — 

Stereo.90 
S53A Standard Metal Phone Socket — 

Stereo 90 
S53B Standard Metal Phone Socket — 

Stereo (Enclosed) $1.09 
554 Standard Insulated Phone Cord 

Socket — Stereo 89 
S54A Standard Metal Phone Cord Socket 

— Stereo $188 
555 Standard Rean Phone Socket $1.25 
P57 3 5mm Plug to 6 3mm Stereo 

Socket $1.12 
P58 6 3mm Plug to 3.5mm Socket $1.12 
P59 6 3mm Stereo Plug to 3 5mm 

Socket $120 

P59A 3 5mm Plug to 6.3mm Mono 
Socket $1.20 

P59B RCA Plug to 6.3mm Meno 
Socket $1.20 

P59C 6 3mm Plug to RCA Socket $120 
P60 Mint Phone Plug 3.5mm.35 
560 Mini Phone Socket 3 5mm 30 
S60A Mini Phone Cord Socket 3 5mm 40 
560B Mini Phone Socket 3.5mm 

(Enclosed).35 

P6l Submm. Phone Plug 2.5mm.. .35 
561 Submm. Phone Socket 2.5mm .30 
P62 Quality Mini Phone Plug 3.5mm 40 
P66 Metal Auto Aerial Plug 35 
S66 Metal Auto Aerial Socket 35 
P68 Quality Metal Auto Aerial Plug .55 
P71 2 Pin Din Speaker Plug 50 
S71 2 Pin Din Speaker Socket 50 
S71B 2 Pin Dm Speaker Socket Cord 59 
P72 6v Battery Plug 30 
P73 9v Battery Plug 30 
P75 Metal Coax Plug .80 
P75A Plastic Coax Plug 50 
P75L Angled Coax Plug $100 
S75 Metal Coax Socket Chassis 40 
S75B Plastic Coax Socket Cord. 95 
S75C Flush Plate Coax Socket $2 50 
P82 Pm Plugs Red. Black 35 
S82 Pm Sockets Red. Black 35 
P85 Car Cigarette Lighter Plug 70 
PI 4mm Banana Plugs Red. Black .30 

S1 4mm Banana Sockets Red. 
Black .40 

P1A 4mm Banana Plugs Red. Black. 
Green. Yellow — German 30 

0 Watt Wire Wound Resistors 

.1 up to 10K our prloe SO cents each 
Carbon Pots our price 70 cents each 
Multiturn Trim Pots our prloe 

8 1.60 each 

P2 
S2 
P4 
S4 
P7 
S7 

4mm Banana Sockets Red. Black. 
Green. Yellow — German 40 

4mm Banana Stackable Plugs Red. 
Black .35 

2 Pm Polarised Plug.25 
2 Pin Polarised Socket 25 
4 Pin Cinch Plug 25 
4 Pin Cinch Socket 25 
3 Pm Moulded Plug 40 

S37 2 1mm DC Adaptor Socket 40 
S37A 2 1mm DC Adaptor Socket Flush 

Mount 50 
S37B 2 1mm DC Inline Socket 35 

3 Pin Moulded Socket 40 
4 Pin Moulded Plug 40 

S8 4 Pin Moulded Socket 40 
P12 2 Pm Flat Cord Plug 40 
512 2 Pin Flat Cord Socket 40 
P13 2 Pin Chassis Plug Polarised 40 
513 2 Pm Chassis Socket Polarised 40 
Pl4 3 Pin Din Plug .50 
514 3 Pin Din Socket 45 
P15 5 Pin Dm Plug 180 65 
515 5 Pin Din Socket 180° 45 
516 5 Pm Dm Socket 180° Cord 85 
P19A 5 Pin Dm Plug 270° 70 
S19 5 Pin Dm Socket 270° 55 
P21 7 Pm Din Socket 270 °. 80 
521 7 Pm Din Socket 270°.55 
P22 Small Metal Phono Plug — RCA 20 
522 Wafer Phono Socket — RCA.35 
S22A Metal Phono Socket — RCA 35 

324 Water Twin Phone Socket — RCA 

.60 
S24A Wafer Four Phone Socket — 

RCA.$1.12 
P25 Quality Metal Phone Plug — 

RCA 50 
P25A Quality Gold Contact Phono Plug — 

RCA $i.32 
S25A Quality Gold Contact Phono Socket 

- RCA $i.5l 
P27 Plastic Covered Phono Socket Red. 

Black. Blue. Yellow — RCA 40 
S27 Plastic Covered Phone Plug Red. 

Black. Blue. Yellow — RCA 40 

P30 2 Pm TV Outlet $120 
P31 2 Pm TV Outlet Plug 60 
P37 2 1mm DC Adaptor Plug 40 

BC107 
BC108B 
BC108C 
BC109B 
BC1Q9C 
BC142 
BC143 
BC177B 
BC178B 
BC179B 
BC182B 
BC1821 
BC182LB 
BC183 
BC183L 
BC183LA 
BC184 
BC184C 
BC184L 
BC184LC 
BC212B 
BC212L 
BC213B 
BC213L 
BC214L 
BC327 
BC337 
BC338 
BC547 
BC547B 
BC547C 
BC548 
BC548B 
BC548C 
BC549 
BC549B 
BC549C 

34 
34 
34 
50 
50 
45 
45 
45 
30 
30 
30 
30 
35 
35 
30 
30 
35 
35 
30 
30 
30 
30 
25 
25 

.25 
25 

SEMICONDUCTORS — ZENER 
DIODES 
Z500 500mw Zeners 3.2v — 75v .20 
Z1W 1 watt Zeners 6.1v — lOOv .25 

Q!jB DAVID REID ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
■ SYDNEY: 
I 127 York Street 
I Sydney 2000 N S W. ■ G.P.O. Box Q103 
I Sydney 2001 N.S.W. 

Phone: 
| (02)29 6601 
I 

Part No. Description Quantity Price 

Please print clearly. Date.Minimum Postage/Packing charge 

"1®* Plus Postage/Packing surcharge 
Name. „ . 
« .. Subtotal 
Address. 

..Postcode... TOTAL 

Total 

1.00 

Enclose your personal cheque, Money 
Order or Bankcard Numbers as 
specified below: 
Check and fill in 
□ Cheque or Money Order Enclosed 
□ Charge to my Bankcard No. 

CARD HOLDER’S NUMBER 
496 ~rr 

Signature. 

Card Expiry Date. 
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RECORDS & TAPES — continued 

Madrid posing as university students ear¬ 
ning a few bob! Naturally none of these 
had the virtuosity of this group. Indeed 
they were often a damned nuisance 
coming up to the tables and making con¬ 
versation impossible. 

All the items in this recital are transcrip¬ 
tions of anything from piano pieces to 
full orchestral scores and all the 
transcriptions were made by the trio 
themselves. 

The Miller's Dance from Falla's Three- 
Cornered Hat sounds surprisingly full 
when one remembers the original or¬ 
chestration and displays the trio's really 
great virtuosity. And everywhere in their 
program the players manage to produce 
an unexpected variety of sonorities. A 
disciple of Falla, Ernesto Haffter, is 
featured in Shepherdess' Dance showing, 
however, little evidence of Falla's tutor¬ 
ship but effective enough as a pastoral 
piece. 

I should particularly like to mention the 
really extraordinary clarity and fidelity of 
the recording itself. And, just by the way, 
the Albeniz piece called here Castilla us¬ 
ed to be known as Seguidillas on a 
popular old 78 played by Alfred Cortot. I 
think the disc's primary appeal will be to 
players of plectrum instruments, (j.r.) 

☆ ☆ ☆ 

BACH: The Musical Offering, BWV 1079. 
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, 
conducted by Neville Marriner. 
Philips stereo disc 9500 585. • 

This gigantic work, quite rarely heard, 
illustrates Bach's mastery of counter¬ 
point. It was not written for any par¬ 
ticular instrument or combination and 
performing versions offer an agreeable 
variety. On this occasion, the ten 
Canons, Trio Sonata and two Ricercares, 
have been edited by Mr Marriner in a 
most satisfactory fashion. He adds much 
colour by the use of a baroque organ 
where suitable, in place of the harp¬ 
sichord, and has arranged the sonata for 
flute, violin and continuo, omitting other 
solo wind instruments favoured by some 
editors. 

This version of the Musical Offering, 
based on the two-part fugue on a theme 
by Frederick the Great of Prussia, seems 
much less diffuse than others I have 
heard - in recordings, eg, directed by 
Menuhin and Munchinger - and makes 
coherent listening both possible and en¬ 
joyable. The ensemble playing is as good 
as I've heard and the recorded sound has 
excellent presence and balance. As is 
often the case with Marriner, he seems a 
little detached and (perhaps suitably?) 
bloodless, but not so as to bother one. 
My only positive regret is that Philips 
have found it necessary to split the 
sonata, forcing a break when one turns 
the disc after the first two movements. 
(P.F.) 

Direct-cut or digital? 
A NIGHT IN TUNISIA. Art Blakey and the 

Jazz Messengers. Stereo, digital 
mastered, Philips RJ-7483. [From M. R. 
Acoustics, PO Box 165, Annerley, Qld 
4103. Phone (07) 48 7598]. 
If you suddenly get the feeling that we 

are repeating something, you will be 
partly right. This same performance was 
listed in our April issue, the difference 
being that the disc mentioned on that 
occasion was a direct cut version RJD-4. 
This one was made from a digital master 
tape, fed with the same signal. I can't say 
any more about the technical details, 
because the pressing, intended for the 
local market, carries sleeve notes in 
Japanese. 

As noted previously, the recording was 
made in February 79 at the Victor 
studios in Tokyo, produced under the 
auspices of Nippon Phonogram and 
released on the Philips label. 

The group itself features Art Blakey 
(drums), Davis Schmitter (tenor sax), 
Robert Watson (alto sax), Valery 
Ponomarev (trumpet), James Williams 
(piano) and Denis Irwin (bass). They turn 

on quite a session of high pressure jazz, 
seemingly not the least bit inhibited by 
the non-editable direct recording in 
progress outside. 

Side one has a single long track: "A 
Night In Tunisia" (Dizzie Gillespie - Frank 
Paparelli). There are two tracks on side 
two: ''Moanin'' (Tommy Timmons — I. C. 
Hendriks) and "Blues March" (Benny 
Colson). The performance should please 
devotees of jazz; for others it might be a 
bit much! 

As for the technical quality of the 
recording, I gave full marks to the direct 
cut version, which sells for $13. This 
digital version is equally commendable 
but, without being able to conduct a 
direct A-B comparison, I am not 
prepared to express a preference. A hifi 
enthusiast would be happy with either 
one (W.N.W.) 

GEORGE GOLLA, My Favourite Guitar. 
Cherry Pie CPF 1041. 
George Golla demonstrates his 

mastery of the acoustic guitar in this 
most enjoyable collection of eleven 
instrumental tracks, with backing from 
Dieter Vogt on acoustic bass and Stuart 
Livingston on drums. My favourite track 
is Lennon & McCartney's "Yesterday", 
but the whole record induces a mood of 
relaxation and enjoyment. Maybe that is 
what music should be about more often 
than it is! 

The other tracks are: Watch What 
Happens - Lil' Darlin' - Little Girl Blue - 
Lagoa — For All We Know — Once I 
Loved — Chega de Saudade - Ain't It 
Lonely — Violets For Her Furs — Serenata. 

The overall quality is excellent, with a 
great feeling of "being there". (N.J.M.) 

JUMP DOWN, TURN AROUND. The 
Leonie Consort. Stereo, Cherry Pie 
CPF-1044. [Cherry Pie Records, PO 
Box 225, Pennant Hills, NSW 2120. 
Tel: (02)819 6151.] 

The Leonie Consort is a full-time pro¬ 
fessional vocal ensemble, Government 
funded, whose repertoire embraces 
music from renaissance times to the pre¬ 
sent day. 

Nine in number, they present here a 
collection of 21 songs, mostly traditional 
and some quite brief. Without trying to 
list them all, here's just a sampling of the 
titles: Jump Down, Turn Around — 
Where Is John — Summer Is l-cumen In — 
Old John Braddlum - Shortnin' Bread —, 
Botany Bay - Patapan - Haul Away Joe 
— Poverty Knock - Bourree For Bach — 
By and By. Commendably, a sheet of 

AMUSEMENT MACHINES 
WE’RE THE COIN MACHINE INDUSTRY’S SERVICE CENTRE ! 

FAST ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
BOARD REPAIRS AND 

REPROGRAMMING 
SAME DAY SERVICE SEND 
YOUR BOARDS FROM 
ANYWHERE IN AUST/NZ/PNG 

FOR SALE 
ELECTRONIC PINBALLS 
FROM $299; VIDEO TABLES 
FROM $800: NEW VIDEO 
TABLES FROM $2200; HOME 
PINBALLS FROM $159. 

AUTOMATIC 
RECREATION 
MACHINE CO PTV LTD 

PHONE, WRITE OR CALL FOR COMPREHENSIVE 
PRICE LIST 

31 WATLAND ST, 
"MIT SPRINGWOOD, QLD 

PHONE (07) 208 8333. TELEX 44658 
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RECORDS & TAPES - continued 

lyrics is included. 
Except for a few percussive sounds, the 

songs are unaccompanied and are 
doubtless performed exactly as they 
would be before an audience. However, 
while the performance is impeccable, 
absence of the visual aspect must limit its 
appeal largely to those who by profes¬ 
sion or inclination, are interested in this 
type of music. 

Recorded at the Sydney Opera House, 
the sound quality is well up to normal 
standards. (W.N.W.) 

☆ ☆ ☆ 

LOVE LYRICS AND ROMANCES OF 
RENAISSANCE SPAIN. La Romanesca. 
Stereo, Move MS-3034. (Move 
Records, Box 266, Carlton South, Vic 
3053.) 

La Romanesca is a dedicated group, 
based in Melbourne, comprising Hartley 
Newham (counter tenor), Ruth Wilkin¬ 
son, Ros Bandt and John Griffiths 
(vihuela, baroque guitar, recorders, viola 

WATERPROOF TO 100FT. 
Y ES — This is the latest "Superior Quality" 
Super Slim "Solar-power" Alarm Chrono¬ 
graph — Displays 12 Functions WITH 1/10 
sec. Lap-Time, Stop-Watch, 12/24 Hour 
Selectable System, AND Loud Daily Alarm. 
Waterproof to 100ft, Shockproof, 100% 
Stainless Steel, Mineral Glass, Instructions, 
2 Year Guarantee. 

Send name & address 
for your . . . 

QUARTEX INTERNATIONAL 
G.P.O. BOX J666, FORREST PLACE, 

PERTH. W.A. 6001. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

da gamba, percussion). They share a 
common interest in early music and 
historic instruments and each is an ac¬ 
complished musician in their own right. 

As per the title, the focus in this album 
is on music of Spain in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries and, in support of 
the music, the double-fold jacket con¬ 
tains a detailed explanation of the 
historical background to the period, plus 
the words of the vocal tracks in Spanish 
and English. 

I doubt that a listing of the 15 track 
titles would mean much but they are a 
mix of instrumental, love lyrics (simple 
folk love) and romances — lyrics, with a 
background of religion or history. 

The sound is gentle, for the most part, 
and the performance what you would 
expect from a group with such a 
background. But the album is not one for 
casual or mood listening. It is for those 
who want to make the effort to listen, 
read and learn about music or other 
days. (W.N.W.) 

☆ ☆ ☆ 

NIGHT RIDER, Kevin Johnson. Infinity 
L37530. Festival release. 
Australian songwriter and composer, 

Kevin Johnson, displays his considerable 
talents on this great album, with the title 

track receiving considerable airplay. 
All 10 tracks have music and lyrics by 

Kevin Johnson: Night Rider - The Sense 
Of It All — For The Good Of The Nation 
- The Waiting Game - He Was Just A 
Boy - Reasons - Can't Keep A Good 
Man Down — The Young Vaqueros 
Down Hill Run — Tonight. The lyrics are 
on the sleeve, most of them with a 
slightly sad or wistful note, but all 
enjoyable. 

The backing group give Kevin Johnson 
excellent musical support and the 
Sydney made recording is characterised 
by excellent technical quality. (N.J.M.) 

☆ ☆ ☆ 

SPYRO GYRA, Carnaval MCA 5419 Astor 
release. 
On the accompanying hand-out this 

band is claimed to be the world's 
greatest jazz group, a claim that may 
well be disputed by many jazz 
enthusiasts. However they do put 
together eight tracks of well played 
music, with a mixture of Latin and semi 
disco styles that would appeal to 
modern ears. 

The tracks are: Cafe Amore — Dizzy — 
Awakening — Cashaca - Foxtrot - Sweet 
And Savvy - Bittersweet - Carnaval. 

A lot of the credit must go to the 
recording crew as the sound is very crisp 
and clean, with all the instruments easy 
to place. (N.J.M.) 

New devotional records 
DION, INSIDE JOB Day Spring DST 4002. 

(From Word Records Aust, 18-26 
Canterbury Rd, Heathmont, Vic 3135.) 
If you like your Gospel music with 

uncompromising lyrics and a solid 
rocking beat to most of the tracks, listen 
to this latest offering from Dion DiMucci. 

There are nine titles, some of them 
fairly long, particularly "He's The One" 
and "The Truth Will Set You Free". The 
others are: I Believe - Centre Of My Life 
— Gonna Be Ready — Old Souvenirs — 
New Jersey Wife - Man In The Glass - 
Sweet Surrender. 

Like most music from the Word 
studios, "Inside Job" vhas excellent 
musicianship and first-class technical 
quality, the backing coming from Paul 
Harris on keyboards, Jose Galdo on 
drums and percussion, George Perry on 
bass and Tony Battaglia and Dion on 
guitar. 

The lyrics are the work of Dion and 
friends and carry a very simple, straight 
message. (N.J.M.) 

☆ tY. 

SING TO GOD 2. St Richards with St 
Andrews Junior School Choir. Stereo, 
Sacred SAC-5097. (From Word 
Records Aust, 18-26 Canterbury Rd, 
Heathmont, Vic 3135). 
Formed in 1968, this joint school choir 

has since featured on British television 

several times during the Easter and 
Christmas seasons and at the Royal 
Albert Hall. 

Despite the large scale exposure, they 
remain essentially a children's choir 
blending a natural happiness and 
spontaneity with their disciplined 
singing. The Gospel songs, all taken from 
the "Sing to God" collection, are a mix of 
newer and traditional Sunday-School and 
Y. P. numbers: 

Jesus Christ Is Risen - There Is No One 
In The World Like Jesus - Tell Me The 
Stories Of Jesus - Medley - It Is A Thing 
Most Wonderful — Let Us Praise God 
Together - Fisherman Peter - Calypso 
Carol - Jesus Is The Name We Worship 
— God Who Made The Earth — Jesus, 
Humble Was Your Birth — Medley — 
Now Thank We All Our God — Kum Ba 
Yah — When He Comes. 

Recorded and produced in England, 
the quality is good and, all told, this is a 
good one for family Gospel listening. 
(W.N.W.) 
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GUITARS AND WINE 
GREAT GUITARS AT THE WINERY. 

Charlie Byrd, Barney Kessel, Herb Ellis. 
Stereo, Concord Jazz L-37514. (Festival 
release). 
This recording was made last year at 

one of the annual (or thereabouts) get- 
togethers of the "Great Guitars" group. 
The venue for the occasion was outside 
the old Paul Masson winery on the hills 
outside Saratoga. Supporting the 
featured artists were Joe Byrd on bass 
and Jimmie Smith on drums. The guitars, 
as pictured on the jacket, were all elec¬ 
trically amplified and this, plus the out¬ 
door venue, serves to give them a 
mellow sound rather than the percussive 
transient quality of a acoustic in¬ 
struments, indoors. 

But the emphasis here is on 
improvisation and good-natured 
musicianship, in which the audience 
shares with bursts of spontaneous 
applause — also muted by the outdoor 
location. 

Starting point for the tracks are the 
titles: Broadway — Air Mail Special — 
Body And Soul - You Took Advantage 
Of Me - So Danco Samba - Sheik Of 
Araby - Straighten Up And Fly Right - 
Just In Time — The Talk Of The Town. 

For the reasons mentioned earlier, the 
sound does not sparkle but is very clean 
and, if you have an ear for skilful pickin', 
as distinct from noisy dynamics, you'll 
enjoy this performance. (W.N.W.) 

GAUCHO. Steely Dan. MCA Records 
MCA6102. Astor release. 

Steely Dan is the collective "person" of 
Walter Becker and Donald Fagan. They 
have had several huge selling albums 
and their latest will undoubtedly join the 
others. 

"Gaucho" has been precisely arranged 
and the overall standard is extremely 
high. An excellent production consisting 
of rhythm and blues and ballads. 

The seven tracks on the album are: 
Babylon Sisters - Hey Nineteen - 
Glamour Profession — Gaucho — Time 
Out Of Mind - My Rival - Third World 
Man. (D.H.) 

☆ ☆ ☆ 
JERMAINE. Jermaine Jackson. Motown 

M8948. Astor release. 
Jermaine Jackson is a member of the 

Jacksons, formerly known as Jackson 5. 
He is recognised as a talented 
songwriter, producer and performer and 
his latest solo album will be well receiv¬ 
ed by rhythm and blues and pop 
listeners. The musical arrangements and 
vocals are mixed superbly. 

The nine tracks on the album are: The 
Pieces Fit — You Like Me Don't You — Lit¬ 
tle Girl Don't You Worry - All Because 
Of You - You've Changed - First You 
Laugh, Then You Cry - I Miss You So - 
Can I Change My Mind - Beautiful Morn¬ 
ing. (D.H.) 

Draftsman Grade 2 

$16,893 to $17,808 

Several Positions-City 

Applications are invited from suitably 

qualified males and females interested in 

the above positions located at Surry Hills 

(near Central Railway Station). 

THE POSITIONS: 
The successful applicant will be involved 
in the design and preparation of Electronics, 
Electrical and Electro-Mechanical installation 

drawings and documentation in the fields 

of Radio, TV, Telegraphs and Telephone 
Exchange equipment installed by Telecom 

Australia within N.S.W. 

QUALIFICATION: 
Applicants MUST hold an approved 
Technical College Certificate (Electronics 
and Communications preferred) and have 

at least four years relevant experience. 
Applicants should also have had design 

experience in Electronic, Electrical or 

Electro-Mechanical fields. 

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT: 
Are excellent and include permanent 
appointment, 4 weeks recreation leave, 

cumulative sick leave of 2 weeks full pay 
and 2 weeks half pay per year, 3 months long 

service after 10 years and a contributory 
Superannuation Scheme. Opportunities for 

advancement and on-going education are 

available. 

APPLICATIONS: 
Containing detailed information of 
qualifications and experience should be 

forwarded to: 
Mr. John Howard 
Selection Officer 

Telecom Australia 

G.P.O. Box 5265 
SYDNEY N.S.W. 2001 

© Telecom Australia 
TAN216 
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When the System 80 was first 
introduced to Australia, the response 
was overwhelming! The Computer 
World was ASTONISHED at the 
QUALITY, as well as the PRICE. In 
fact, the System 80 has more features 
than the TRS-80, but with a price tag 
that is substantially less! 

Microsoft’s Level II BASIC and 
16K Memory. 

Another reason for all the commotion 
is that the System 80 uses the same, 
easy vto learn, LEVEL II BASIC 
language that the TRS-80 uses! What 
does this mean? It means that the 
System 80 can run most of the 1000’s 
of programs that have been written for 
the TRS-80 Level II, 16K computer! 
This means that you have scores of 
games, educational programs, business 
programs, simulations etc, that can be 
used with the System 80. 

The System 80 is Expandable! 
Your System 80 is ready to grow with 
your needs. The S-100 Expansion 
Interface enables lots of other 
“goodies” to be interfaced to the 
System 80. For example, you can 
control up to 4 disk drives, there is a 
full Centronics-type parallel printer 
port, RS-232C serial communications 
port plus two vacant S-100 card 
sockets. All of this for $499 (X-4010) 
plus if you want further RAM memory 
you can get a 16K card for only $199 
(X-4016) which has provision for a 
further 16K to be added for only 
$59.95 (X-1186). 

IS NOW ON SALE 

Comparison Chart 
Syst 80 TRS-80 

CPU Type Z-80 Z 80 
Speed 1 7MHz 1 7MHz 
S-100 Compatible (with expan¬ 

sion unit). 
Yes No 

RAM (basic computer) 16K 16K 
Built-in Cassette Recorder Yes No 
Built-in Video RF Modulator Yes No 
Capacity of BASIC ROM 12K 12K 
Cassette Recorder Ports (basic 

machine). 
2 1 

Motor Control for Cassette Rec¬ 

orders 
Yes(2) Yes( 1) 

WHY SPEND MORE AND 
GET LESS! 

SYSTEM 80 - THE 
AFFORDABLE 

COMPUTER_ 

Also available for the System 80: Disk 
Drives (X-3230 for $379); Printers 
from $495 (X-3252) to $1995 (X- 

3265); Light pen (X-3645 at $9.95); 
Add sound to your computer with 

“Sound Off", X-3648 at $14.50 plus a 
host of cassette based software from 

system utilities to games - a full 
support of peripherals for your System 

80. 

Save Money! Use your own 
Television! 

The System 80 has a built in RF 
modulator so you can use your black 
and white or color TV for a VIDEO 
MONITOR! A simple hook-up to youi 
television's antenna socket. 

Here’s what you get: 

The System 80 microcomputer with 
16.000 characters of "In Computer 
MemoryMicrosoft's Level II BASIC 
(built into the computer), a cassette 
player for storing or retrieving 
programs or data (cassette player is 
built into the computer!), an RF 
modulator for connecting the System 
80 to your TV set (can also be 
connected directly to a video monitor 
see our X-1196 @ $149.50). complex 
instruction manual, learning manual 
and owners manual so you can begin 
to write programs straight away, plus a 
demonstration cassette with 5 
programs (Cost Analysis. Graphics. 
Statistics. Biorhythm, and Star War). 

ORDER TODAY! 
4K RAM Cat. X-4003 

$695 
16K RAM Cat. X-4005 

$750 
DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS fp 

See our other advertisements in this 
publication for address details, phone 

numbers, post and packing etc. 

THE AFFORDABLE HOME COMPUTER 
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fl 1 1 kC I by JAMIESON ROWE 
B& BS g| ^ W ^ 1^ I fgl; I M Ife Technical Director, 

J ^ Jg^ J|^ JH J ''W-^^*1' :<^P^ Dick Smith Electronics 

The Sixth West Coast Computer Fair 

The Sixth West Coast Computer Fair was held in San Francisco in 
April, attracting some 36,000 visitors with 344 exhibitor stands. 
Former EA Editor Jim Rowe (now Technical Director of Dick Smith 
Electronics) visited the Fair and filed the following report. 

Although held at the same venue as 
last year's Fair, (the San Francisco Civic 
Auditorium and Brooks Hall), the Sixth 
West Coast Computer Fair was 
significantly larger. There were no less 
than 344 exhibitor stands - they were 
not only in the two main halls, but had 
spilled over into the corridors and a 
small adjacent hall as well. And when 
the organisers announced the final atten¬ 
dance figure, this turned out to be 
almost double that of last year: over 
36,000 people paid their $10 fee to shuf¬ 
fle around and look at the latest hard¬ 
ware and software. 

More stands, fewer exhibitors 

But it seemed to me that although 
there were more stands this year, the 
average stand was somewhat smaller. 
There were fewer "big manufacturer" 
stands, and more from small software 
and periheral suppliers. Whether this 
was due to a tougher commercial 
climate or just to a proliferation of the 
smaller firms was hard to tell - everyone 
I asked seemed to have a different 
explanation. 

In many ways it was full of surprises. 
Some of the things which I for one had 
expected to find in much larger numbers 
than last year were hardly in evidence at 
all, while other things I didn't expect to 
see were there in significant numbers. 

For example small Winchester hard 
disks were not nearly as evident as I had 
expected. In fact I learned that only one 
of the small Winchester drives has so far 
been available in any significant quan¬ 
tities (the Seagate Technology ST-506 
drive). Larger and more expensive units 
are now available from firms like Corvus 
and Morrow, but I really*had to search 
around to find a packaged sub-system 
using the Seagate drive. I finally found 
one at the stand of a small company call¬ 
ed Micro Mainframe: a 5-megabyte add¬ 
on for the TRS-80, it sells for around 
$4000. Needless to say when I asked 
various other firms they told me that 
they were working on similar products, 
but had struck troubles - including 
delivery of drives. I believe some of the 

new systems are likely to be anounced 
at the NCC show in Chicago. 

The Japanese are coming 

The only computers I expected to find 
were the first of the "new wave" 
machines from Japan. And there was 
one, from NEC. Yet in many ways it was 
eclipsed by three new machines from US 
firms. 

Perhaps the one that produced the 
most comment was a portable, disk- 
based system from a new company set 
up by Adam Osborne, the author- 
entrepreneur who is well-known for his 
series of tutorial books on microcom¬ 
puters. According to his advertising and 
sales literature, the new "Osborne 1" has 
been designed to provide "a major price 
breakthrough": it will supposedly be sell¬ 
ing for around $1800 complete, in¬ 
cluding CRT and dual floppy disk drives 
(single density). 

In appearance the Osborne I is very dif¬ 
ferent; in fact the prototypes looked as if 
they belonged more on the battlefield 

than on the office desk or lab bench. 
About the same size and shape as a 
small "Esky" drink cooler, it opens up to 
reveal a keyboard inside the lid, and a 
small (about 10cm) CRT screen squeez¬ 
ed in between two disk drives. The 
screen is so small that it is not easy to 
read the display. Osborne is already 
talking about a supplementary 23cm 
monitor! 

Around the fair reactions to the 
Osborne 1 were very mixed. Many peo¬ 
ple I asked either were skeptical that it 
would ever appear on the market, or 
believed that if it did, that the low price 
would bring in so little profit that 
Osborne would go broke. Perhaps this 
was sour grapes, I don't know. 

The second new US machine was from 
LNW Research, a small company which 
up until now has been making mainly 
computer hobby kits. Their LNW80 is 
software compatible with the TRS-80, 
but offers higher speed, high resolution 
colour graphics and a double density 
disk controller — all in one box. My im¬ 
pression was that it will probably sell, 
but to a restricted market. 

The third US machine was the Ex¬ 
pander, a sort of super-expandable 
machine a little like the Exidy Sorcerer 
and its S-100 expansion unit squeezed 
into the same case. Fully RAM-based and 
designed to be used solely with disks, it 
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PRINTER SURPRISE: 
Fan form paper 9 80/40/132 columns 9 9x7 dot matrix bi-directional 
impact printer. 

Unbelievable Performance 
125 characters/second or 64 lines per minute 9 continuous printing 9 
many functions such as vertical format unit and more. 

Unbelievable Quality 
Full 96 characters, upper and lower case 9 adjustable sprocket feed, 
115 to 240mm wide 9 7-bit parallel interface - Centronics type. 

Unbelievable Price 
Available NOW at a substantial saving on our normal price 9 use cash, 
Bankcard, or Credit Terms (available to approved personal shoppers 



Report on the Sixth West Coast Computer Fair 

is being made and marketed by a new 
Chicago-based company set up by a 
Swedish entrepreneur, Mats Ingeman- 
son. The machine itself was actually 
designed by the same engineer who pro¬ 
duced Osborne's machine (Lee Felsens- 
tein), who explained to me that this one 
represented his "no compromise" ap¬ 
proach; this is reflected in the price, as 
the basic machine alone sells for $2200. 
Although company president Mats In- 
gemanson was very confident about its 
future and Lee Felsenstein is a highly 
regarded designer, I still found myself 
strangely unconvinced. 

Getting back to the NEC computer for 
a moment, it looked quite impressive. 
Styled a little like the Sorcerer, it comes 
with a very powerful 24K BASIC in ROM, 
high resolution full colour graphics and 
up to 96K of RAM. Although not cheap, 
it looks very professional and could 
become a strong contender in the 
business market. 

One of the really intriguing new 
peripherals at the show was the Votrax 
Type-N-Talk, a new speech synthesiser 
attachment from the Votrax division of 
Federal Screw Works. Made to work 
with virtually any small computer or ter¬ 
minal (it uses the RS-232C interface), it is 
unlike most previous units. Instead of 
having a fixed repertoire of words or 

phrases in memory, the Votrax uses 
phoneme synthesis — so it can say vir¬ 
tually anything you like! This in itself is 
not new, but previous phoneme syn¬ 
thesis units cost a lot more than this 
one's under-$400 price tag. And whereas 
previous phoneme synthesisers needed 
to be programmed in special phonetic 
language, this one has an inbuilt 
microcomputer with an algorithm to let 
it work from normal ASCII text strings! 

The Votrax people had a couple of ad¬ 
vance samples working on their stand, 
and just for fun I typed in the message 
"HELLO, WELCOME TO DICK SMITH 
ELECTRONICS". It sounded quite im¬ 
pressive - and it must have been fairly 
clear, because the next thing I felt a hand 
on my shoulder and heard a familiar 
Australian voice saying "Hey, no free 
advertising!" It was Professor Ron Ait- 
cheson of Macquarie University, visiting 
like myself, who had heard the message 
while passing in the crowd! 

Among the peripherals and software 
items, I noticed an increased number for 
the Apple. Apparently this has been very 
strongly marketed in the US over the last 
year, and this has resulted in quite a few 
new support products from independent 
suppliers. One I especially noticed was a 
very powerful 8-colour high resolution 
graphics printer, using ink-jet 

technology. It sells for around $8000, so 
perhaps it will be a while before we see 
one in every Apple owner's home! Still, I 
imagine that this and the other Apple 
support products were of considerable 
interest to Australia's "Mr Apple", Com- 
puterland managing director Rudi Hoess, 
who was also over there for the show. 

Needless to say, Tandy/Radio Shack 
had a fair-sized stand, and were 
demonstrating their new products. 
Along with the new Model III computer 
and the little colour computer, they had 
a new low cost data terminal called 
"Teletex" which looks like a half-brother 
of the colour computer. It features a 
built-in Bell system modem and RF 
Modulator, and sells for only $399. 

Among computer-related products, I 
was most impressed by the new 
microprocessor—based Gulbransen 
"Equinox Musicomputer" organ, which 
featured touch-sensitive control tabs and 
an incredible range of inbuilt rhythms, 
automatic chording and arpeggio and 
programmable accompaniment. It even 
corrects any miskeying of the melody 
line! This was demonstrated by the chap 
on the stand playing a popular piece 
solely by striking the keyboard in various 
places with a loosely-rolled up magazine 
- the organ automatically selected the 
most appropriate note! $ 

ACOUSTIC ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS PTY LTD 

MICROCOMPUTER 
PRODUCTS 130 Military Road. Guildford. 

NSW 2161. Phone (02) 681 4966 
(3 lines). Telex AA70664. 

SORCERER OWNERS 
and other Microcomputer Owners 

DISKS for your Computer 

Why settle for less when the best is cheaper? 
Why tolerate the low capacity and incompatibility of 5" disk systems when 
AED offer IBM standard, high capacity, high speed ultra reliable 8" 
complete with CP/M 2.2 and microsoft basic - 80. 

Micropolis 2 (single drive) with CP/M 1.4 + microsoft basic - 80 $1594.00. 
AED Discus 20 (single drive) with CP/M 2.2 + microsoft basic - 80 and 
double the capacity of micropolis and compatible with other 8" systems at 
$1417.35 (includes sales tax). 
Special offer to first lO customers in July. Order discus 2 + 2 (Double sided) 
for only $75 extra per drive. 
- And Remember - only a small fraction of the CPM software available on 
8" disks is available on any given 5" system. 
Open 9*6 Mon*Sat (Prices 8l specs subject to change without notice). 
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Microcomputer 
News & Products 

TRS-80 Model III makes an impressive debut 

Tandy Electronics Corporation has in¬ 
troduced a new member of their com¬ 
puter family, the TRS-80 Model III. At the 
time of the release, Tandy also displayed 
an extensive range of business and 
educational software and gave details of 
the planned expansion of their support 
and marketing divisions. 

The Model III is essentially the same 
computer as the Model I in a different 
package. In a departure from the 
separate keyboard and video enclosures 
of the Models I and II, the new computer 
is an integrated unit. Added hardware 
features and extensive software support 
make the Model III a very attractive 
offering. 

A single cabinet measuring 31.7cm x 
48cm x 52cm contains the 30cm video 
monitor, a 65-key keyboard and a 12-key 
numeric pad. Next to the video monitor 
is space for mounting 2 14cm (5!4in) disk 
drives. A rear connector is provided for a 
single cassette recorder, and a 
Centronics-compatible parallel printer 
interface is included, in addition to an ex¬ 
pansion bus connector. The prominent 
red Reset switch on the keyboard is 
recessed as a protection against acciden¬ 
tal use, and AC and video monitor con- 
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trols are mounted at the side of the 
cabinet. 

The computer is based on the Z80 
microprocessor, running at a clock 
speed of 2.027MHz - a 30% speed im¬ 
provement on the Model I. The monitor 
screen displays 16 lines of 64 characters 
each, and all of the graphics features of 
the Model I are available. 

The Model III is available in several ver¬ 
sions. The lowest cost system includes 
4K of RAM and Level 1 Basic in ROM, 
and sells for $999. Tandy are also offer¬ 
ing this version coupled with a cassette 
recorder and Quick Print II thermal 
printer for $1427.90 - said to be the 
ideal computer system for the beginner. 

The 4K system can be expanded to run 
Model III Basic with 16k of RAM for an 
additional $479.00, or the Model III Basic 
system can be purchased at the outset 
for $1399. Model III Basic has all the 
features of the Model I, Level II language 
and more. Residing in 14K of ROM, the 
Basic includes upper and lower case 
characters and two speed cassette 
operation (500 baud for Model I com¬ 
patibility and 1500 baud for faster tape 
loading). It also includes an expanded 
character set for graphics, keyboard- 

controlled screen printing, support 
routines for the in-built real-time clock 
and routines for using an optional 
RS232C serial interface. 

Memory can be expanded to 48K on 
board, and dual floppy disk drives can be 
added at any time. Tandy's are selling 
16K RAM expansion kits for $200. Two 
disk drives add $1598 to the price of the 
16K system. 

Top of the line is the Model III Desktop 
Business Computer. Built into the com¬ 
puter housing next to the video screen 
are two 14cm disk drives, providing 
178K bytes of storage per disk. Two ex¬ 
ternal drives can be added, giving a total 
disk storage capacity of around 670K 
bytes. Included with the system is 
TRSDOS, with the Model I Disk 
Operating System commands plus many 
added features. Also included in a built- 
in RS-232C Serial Communications 
interface. 

Model III TRSDOS includes statements 
to make use of the real-time clock and 
serial interface, and a special "Convert" 
routine which allows single density 
Model I disk files to be re-formatted for 
use with the double-density Model III 
disk system. The DOS also includes a 
special "Help" command which gives 
detailed information on the use of each 
of the features of TRSDOS. 

Software support is one of the strong 
features of Tandy's marketing scheme. 

Virtually all of the software for the 
Model I is compatible with the Model III, 
making a wide range of applications pro¬ 
grams immediately available for the new 
machine. In addition Tandy accom¬ 
panied the introduction of the Model III 
with the release of a new range of 
business and educational software. 

Software now available for the Model 
III includes a version of Visicalc, file 
management and statistical analysis pro¬ 
grams, and disk-based Mailing List, 
General Ledger, Inventory, and Accoun¬ 
ting programs. For word processing Tan¬ 
dy have available the powerful Scripsit 
package, for either disk or cassette bas¬ 
ed systems. Scripsit works in upper and 
lower case with Model III Basic, or upper 
case only with Level I Basic. 

In addition to business packages, there 
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TIRED OF WAITING? 
THE $399 COMPUTER 
IS HERE NOW. 
$399 EXPANDABLE. AFFORDABLE... 
LEARN AS YOU BUILD S100-Z80 COMPUTER.. 
A LOGICAL INVESTMENT... 
The New "Siptr Instructor BO" „ 

I Build your own computed The INSTRUCTOR 80 is an ideal starting 
l point designed to save a bundle for the newcomer to micro- 

processors. This proven design is available in kit form or assembled 
and tested and includes FULL INSTRUCTIONS and our unique 
step-by-step PROGRAMMING COURSE and our full technical 

I backup and warranty service. We won’t let you fail! 
I Best of all the INSTRUCTOR 80 is part of the MICROWORLD family 

of compatible modules all designed to conform to the S100 bus. 
| This ensures you can expand your computer to virtually any 
• configuration you may require! Watch out for cheap “throw-away” 

non-expandable imitations, the INSTRUCTOR 80 is based on the 
proven DGZ80 (ETI Nov. 1979) and has a large SOFTWARE base 
AVAILABLE NOW. You can add the required memory and run 
MICROWORLD 12K LEVEL II BASIC, EDITOR/ASSEMBLER, play 

| games such as CHESS, SPACE INVADERS, TARGET and many 
; more . More than that DGZ80 is also a useful microprocessor 

controller and you can experiment with ROBOTICS, SPEECH 
SYNTHESIS and MACHINE CONTROL When expanded to include 
disk drives, your DGZ80 based computer will become a full business 

| system capable of running world class software such as C P/M 2.2, I WORDSTAR, and a host of powerful financial/inventory control 
Dackaoes. 

The INSTRUCTOR 80 package includes the DGZ80 single board 
CPU, MW640 VDU, RCA keyboard complete with case, 4-slot 
motherboard, all necessary sockets and cables and, of course, full 
construction manuals and PROGRAMMING COURSE. Add a 

j cassette interface such as the USCII and more memory such as 
: the AT16K and you have what we consider to be the most cost 

effective and versatile 16K home computer available in Australia I I1 today. To operate your INSTRUCTOR 80 you need only connect a 
simple 8 V power supply and connect to a video modulator or a video 
monitor such as the NT50. 

The INSTRUCTOR 80 sets new standards for price and performance 
in a kit computer. The central processor is the powerful Z80 
microprocessor, backed by a wealth of software worldwide. Full 
S100 expandability is a big feature of the INSTRUCTROR 80. 
Because we use the S100 bus from the word “GO" there is no need 
to purchase any $500 type expansion interface. Load and save 

| programs using a reliable cassette interface such as the USCII and 
j you can even connect a printer to the powerful PIO port The VDU 

generates the full ASCII character set (UPPER and LOWER case 
1 with descenders!) and 64 characters/line 16 lines to the screen. 

Under software control you can generate “chunky graphics” with 
128 x 64 bit resolution. Optional S100 modules enable you to use 

| such options as PROGRAMMABLE GRAPHICS (512 x 256 bit 
i resolution), SPEECH SYNTHESISERS, additional memory to 64K 

including RAM and EPROM boards You can add disk drives and 
convert your INSTRUCTOR 80 into a WORDPROCESSOR or 
SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER. 
INSTRUCTOR 80 is TOTALLY UPWARD COMPATIBLE. You can 

I go on adding modules to build your computer to suit virtually any 
j applicationYou team as you build your own INSTRUCTOR 80 and 

then once you have mastered the world of the microcomputer it 
becomesasound basis for future expansion The INSTRUCTOR 80 
is wur LOGICAL INVESTMENT that will introduce you to the 
FASCINATING and REWARDING world of the MICROPROCESSOR 

| INSTRUCTOR 80 in kit form complete with all manuals and 
j programming course: 

$399 or $459 assembled and tested. 

MICROWORLD S100 MODULES and ASSOCIATED 
EQUIPMENT 
DGZ80 single board CPU kit $199 
MW640 64 char/16 line VDU $159 
AT16K 16K STATIC RAM (ass/tested) $199 
TCT16K Block locatable RAM kit $219 
TCTPCG Programmable graphics generator $ 140 
SBC2650 2650 CPU on the S100 bus (kit) $209 
SCVT100 Serial terminal (EA Oct 80) $195 
DG750 I/O 2 serial, 24 parallel bits $175 
MWWRP Wirewrap card $ 25 
MW2516 EPROM card $ 99 
MWEXT Extender card $ 30 
MW1550 10 slot motherboard $ 49.50 
MW S100 CF Card frame kit $ 49.50 
MW S100 PS 8V @ 10A 15-0-15 @ 2A $ 75 
MW S100 EC Desk top cabinet $ 65 
MW S100 FP Front Panel $15 
MW USCII Cassette interlace 
NT50 12” VIDEO MONITOR 

SOFTWARE: (DG0S Format on cassette) 
MICROWORLD LEVEL II BASIC with manual 
MICROWORLD Z80 EDITOR/ASSEMBER with 
manual 
GAMES PAK #1 TARGET/TREK 
GAMES PAK #2 MULTIPLE GAMES 
MW-640 CHESS (two versions with/without PCG) 
MW-INVAD MICROSPACE INVADERS 
the arcade game 
MW-UTILITY Useful test and display programs 

SOFTWARE: (EPROMS) 
MICROWORLD LEVEL II12K BASIC with manual 
DGOS Monitor program for DGZ80 

WRITE FOR FREE COMPUTER CATALOG 
All items 

$139.50 

$19.75 

$19.75 
$14.75 
$14.75 
$14.75 

$14.75 
$14.74 

$65 
$40 

be available and priees 
correct at time of going 
to progs. Please phone 
for confirmation of 
price and availability. 

PTY LTD 

OFFICE/SHOWROOM 
la Pattieon Avanua, 
Waftara 2077. 

bonhcord 
I AND NOW AT QOS FORD - poat and pa*—lag. 
II Pebanhawi Road. Wat Qasford (MaliMed dea Ptnr Hut) 042 K 2711. 

MAIL ORDER8 TO: 
PO Box 3ML Morvwfay 
2077. 
Plaaaa add $2.00 par 

AT Of5 



Microcomputer News & Products 

are utilities programs and wide range of 
games and personal finance manage¬ 
ment programs. Also new in Australia is 
a range of educational programs design¬ 
ed for use in schools. Tandy is suppor¬ 
ting an intensive development effort to 
produce effective microcomputer 
materials for use in the classroom - or 
"courseware" as they are calling the 
programs. 

Currently Tandy's Computer Assisted 
Instruction Series includes programs for 
maths and alphabet practice, spell¬ 

ing and geometry, graphics programs for 
demonstrating linear equations and the 
use of graphs in physics, and TRS-80 Pilot 
Plus, a computer language that allows 
the user to create or adapt programs for 
classroom use. CAI programs are 
available for all levels, from primary to 
senior high school. 

On the hardware side the use of com¬ 
puters in the classroom is made easier by 
the new Network II controller, which 
allows up to 16 TRS-80s to be connected 

to one central computer. The central 
computer, or "host" requires at least one 
disk drive, and can transfer programs to 
and from student stations at 500 baud. 
With the use of the Network controller a 
teacher can supervise the operation of 
each individual computer as required, 
while qach student has full use of the 
peripheral computer. 

With the introduction of the Model III 
Tandy Electronics also released details of 
their Plotter/Printer, an intelligent device 
that responds to Basic commands and 

can produce text or complex graphics 
plots up to 19cm wide and of any length. 
Characters can be printed in a 
75-column line, and can be enlarged or 
rotated. The printer/plotter does not use 
a ribbon, but a replaceable pen, and ac¬ 
tually draws images under program con¬ 
trol. The single unit can thus be used as 
both a printer and a plotter. 

Tandy Electronics currently account for 
over 40% of worldwide microcomputer 
sales, and their new marketing initiatives 

will very likely increase this figure. Cer¬ 
tainly the Model III is a computer to 
watch closely, of interest to the hobbyist 
and business person alike. Tandy claims 
that, for the price, there's probably not 
another business system on the market 
that can match the Model III for power 
and economy. 

Melbourne readers will have seen 
some of the first results of Tandy's ag¬ 
gressive new marketing strategy. On 
June 10, 1981, Tandy Electronics opened 
five major new stores in Melbourne, and 
simultaneously re-opened six stores 
which had been re-located and 
renovated. The result was a grand open¬ 
ing of 11 stores - in one day! 

Games galore 
Compshop Australia has released six 

new programs for the TRS-80 and 
System-80 computers. For Adventure 
fans there is Labyrinth, a graphic, three- 
dimensional trek through a maze 
populated by a minotaur and various 
traps and treasures. The program is writ¬ 
ten in machine language, so that the 3D 
perspective view of the playing area is 
updated instantaneously as the player 
moves. 

Deathmaze 5000 is also a 3D adven¬ 
ture. The action takes place in a five 
storey building containing a host of 
strange objects and obstructions, and 
the object of the game is to escape the 
Deathmaze . . . alive! 

Also from Compshop is Star Trek 3.5. 
This new and improved version of the 
classic game includes sound effects, fast 
execution of sensor scans, multiple 
move options, and more intelligent Kl- 
ingon battle tactics for even greater 
challenge. Galactic Empire, also for the 
TRS-80 and System-80, is a space bat- 
tlegame on a strategic level. As com¬ 
mander of the Galactic forces, the player 
must conquer and hold the inhabited 
worlds, deploy armies, raise taxes and 
manage his resources carefully as he 
builds an empire. 

"Missile Attack" is a version of the 
popular arcade game which pits Anti- 
Ballistic Missiles against a barrage of 
enemy ICBMs coming down over your 

FOR THE GOURMET 

- 

COMMODORE COMPUTERS 
The range starts with the PET (illustrated) at under 
$1,000 for personal use, through to complete 
business sytems. We have a wide range of software 
covering Business, Education, Application and 
Entertainment. 

OUR RREAD& RUTTER LINES 

TRIO TEST 
INSTRUMENTS 

CS-1560AII $650 including 

probes and tax. 
Other lines include: 

B & K Test Gear 
TRENDCOM Printers 

PLESSEY & ETONE Speakers 
MOTOROLA Tweeters 

MOTOROLA KSN 1001 A 
KSN 1025A 

Prices include delivery 

$13.00 ea 
$25.00 ea 

THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL 

HAMS 
The ultimate computer programme for 
Amateur Radio Communications is now 
available for the PET. 
Send and receive ASCII. BAUDOT at 45, 
50, 75, 110 baud, and MORSE at 5 to 
99 WPM. Transmit SSTV. 
Written entirely in Machine Language, this 
fast and powerful program features a split 
screen with cursors and over 50 
commands. 

LECTR0NICS 50 PARK STREET, ABBOTSFORD, 3067. 
PHONE: (03) 41 5708. 

ujelcome here I 
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city. As the player's skill improves the 
level of difficulty of the game increases. 

'The Curse of Crowley Manor" allows 
you to play detective in an engrossing 
mystery story. The scene is London in 
1913, and there's been a murder at 
Crowley Manor. What starts out as a 
simple investigation turns into a trip into 
the occult as strange twists and turns 
develop in the plot. The news release 
puts it "This adventure is sure to keep 
you riveted to your computer screen 
waiting for the next axe to fall!" 

All of the programs are available on 
cassette tape, and run in 16K of memory. 

Labyrinth and Deathmaze cost $15.95 
each, the others $19.50 each. Com- 
pshop is at Suite 4, 75 Palmerston Cres¬ 
cent, South Melbourne, 3205. 

Both the Winchester and the floppy 
disk are controlled by a single controller 
board. The Dualmode board 
automatically corrects up to 5 erroneous 
bits in every 256, eliminating errors due 
to disk contamination, aging and surface 
defects. 

Software provided with the Vector 
3005 includes CP/M 2.0, Scope editor, 
debugger, ZSM assembler and Microsoft 
Basic-80). Optionally available are 
Peachtree business and accounting soft¬ 
ware, and Vector's Memorite III word 
processor and ExecuPlan financial plann¬ 
ing packages. 

Vector products are distributed in 
Australia by Dicker Data Projects Pty Ltd, 
31 Cawarra Rd, Caringbah, NSW, 2229. 

New system has 
PASCAL, Colour 
Graphics 

Winchester plus 
Floppy Disc 

Vector Graphic Inc recently introduced 
the Vector 3005, said to be the first desk¬ 
top business system to incorporate the 
speed and capacity of Winchester disk 
storage. The system includes a 14cm, 
5-megabyte Winchester, a 630K byte 
double-sided, quad density floppy disk, 
Vector 3 computer, display terminal and 
keyboard and an extensive range of Vec¬ 
tor software. 

Pacific Communications Pty Ltd has 
released the new Ramtek 6214 Col- 
ourgraphic computer, featuring full PAL 
television compatibility. The 6214 has 
been designed specifically with televi¬ 
sion applications in mind, and the 
graphic output of the computer can be 
used as a standard input to a video 
cassette recorder. 

The 6214 Colourgraphic computer is 
programmable in PASCAL or assembly 
language, and is capable of either stand¬ 
alone operation or linkage to a host 
computer. It consists of a Z80A pro¬ 
cessor operating at 4MHz with 80K of 
RAM, floppy-disk controller, single or 
double-density floppy-disk drive, display 
unit, and the UCSD PASCAL operating 
system. Video resolution is 640 x 480 
picture elements, and a software look-up 
table allows display of up to 16 colours 
from a range of 64, or eight colours plus 
text. 

Optionally available is a high speed 
vector generator, which enables lines to 
be drawn on the video screen at a rate of 
0.8/xs per pixel. Also available is a 
graphics software package written in 
PASCAL, consisting of a set of graphic 

System-80 and TRS-80 Users 
SALE! VERBATIM DISKETTES £3Q 
x 10 -I- Plastic Filing Box (while 
stocks last) 30 for $99 + ST + ST 

BOOKS FROM USA 
TRS-80 Disk & other mysteries 
Modem (ex PMG) 
10 x Cl 0 Cassettes 
Suppressor Plugs, ea 
Gold Edge Connectors x 3 

Osborne/McGraw Hill (two or three disc system). 

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM (Tandy Basic) 

Creditors/Debtors/Gen Ledg/Cash Book/Invoicing 
All for $400 or $120 each 

$27.00 
$150 + freight 

$9.00 
. $7.00 
. $34.00 

Pirates ADvent 
Mission Impossible 
Bastic Compiler (Tiny Comp) 
Practical Solar Energy 
New dos 35T and 40T with 3.0 Super ZAP 

$15.00 
$15.00 
$35.00 

$100.00 
$79.00 

Prices include S/T where applicable Send for free list of over 100 Programmes 

PITT ST MICROCOMPUTERS 
BOX A344 SYDNEY SOUTH, PITT ST SYDNEY 2000 

Free postage in Australia 

procedures and routines to simplify 
graphics programming. 

At the same time Pacific Communica¬ 
tions Pty Ltd released the new Ramtek 
1000 line 62cm colour video monitor for 
use with graphics display systems. The 
GM 865C monitor expands Ramtek's 
previous GM850 series, and provides a 
large screen presentation for high resolu¬ 
tion graphics. 

Further information can be obtained 
from Pacific Communications Pty Ltd, 
2/71 Palmerston Crescent, South 
Melbourne, Vic 3205. 

Flea-power PROM 
A range of low power consumption IK 

and 2K programmable read-only 
memories (PROMs) is now available 
from Monolithic Memories Inc. The 
devices use titanium-tungsten fuses to 
reduce power consumption without 
reducing speed. Each chip draws only 
70mA, and access time is 55ns for the IK 
version and 60ns for the 2K version. 

The combination of low power con¬ 
sumption and high speed make the new 
PROMs ideal for use in microprocessor 
and telecommunications applications 
which involve stand-alone equipment. 

For further details contact Monolithic 
Memories, 505 Hamilton Ave Palo Alto 
California, USA 94301. 

Australian Software on 
show 

Visitors to DATA '81 this year will have 
a chance to see and compare the latest 
in Australian produced software. 

Australian-developed software has ^ 
high reputation both here and overseas, 
and many Australian companies are fin¬ 
ding a growing export market. Along 
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PARIS RADIO ELECTRONICS 
HARDWARE 

KIT DESCRIPTION PRICE 

S/09 6809 Computer w/128K Memory $3450.00 
/09 6809 Computer w/56K Memory $176000 
6540 Printer 132 characters $235000 
Anacom dot mat printer 150 CPS.$1495.00 
S/OO S/09 W/O Process/Mem card $730.00 
DT-80 12" Terminal w/monitor $985.00 
8209 Terminal w/monitor $1050.00 
8212 12" Terminal w/monitor.$1175.80 
DT-5 2 double track double density 1-9 MB . $1950.00 
DMF2 Disk System w/2.5m Capacity $2750.00 
D5-2 double side/double density 720KB $1395.00 
CDS-1 Winchester Hard Disk System $4835.00 
MP-09A 6809 Process/Board (Assem) $225.00 
D5-2 double side/double density 720KB $1395.00 
3809 128K Memory Expansion for S/09 $2305.00 
MP-LA Parallel Interface $65.00 
MP-L2 Dual Parallel Interface $135.00 
MP-N Calculator Interface.$99.50 
MP-R Eprom Programmer.$119.50 
MP-S Serial Interface.$65.50 
MP-SA Serial Interface (Assembled) $78.00 
MP-S2 Dual Serial Interface $135.00 
MP-SX Serial Interface Expansion $27.50 
MP-T Interrupt Timer . $99.50 
S-32 Universal Static Memory Card.$125.00 
MB 6809 Mother Board.$148.50 

SOFTWARE 
ASM09 Optimizing Assembler (5" or 8") 
Flex 09 ver.2.8.1w/manual. 
Inventory Program 
Mail List Program 
Word processing Editor & Text processor 
Word Processing Editor 
Text processor. 
SP-09-2 Text Editing System. 
SP-09-3 Mnemonic Assembler. 
SP-09-4 Basic. 
SP-09-5 Debug Package 
SP-09-6 Extended Basic 
SP-09-7 Standard Precompiler 
SP-09-8 Extended Precompiler 
UniFLEX Multi-tasking BASIC 
SP-09-10 Sort/merge 
SP-09-11. 

• UniFLEX:- 
Prices ex Sydney 

PRICES SUBJECT TO ALTERATION 
EXPORT PRICES UPON APPLICATION 

ALL HARDWARE PRICES PLUS 15% ST WHERE APPLICABLE 

$110.00 
$38.50 

$110.00 
$110.00 
$165.00 
$110.00 

. $82.50 
. $55.00 
. $55.00 

. $82.50 
$82.50 

$110.00 
$55.00 
$55.00 

$150.00 
$82.50 

. $82.50 
$495.00 

D-5 Two double sided, double 
density. 5" disk drives with a total 
on line capacity of 720,000 
bytes of data. Includes cabinet, 
power supply, connecting cable 
and controller. Controller will 
operate up to four drives. This is 
an ideal disk system for small 
stand alone word processing 
systems, or for businesses that 
do not work with large 
inventories. 

14 x 6 x 10 
— 20lbs_$1395.00 

D-5 or DT-5 

DT-5 Double track density version 
of the D-5. The DT-5 uses two 96 
track per inch drives to provide an 
on line capacity of 1,400,000 
bytes. Includes cabinet, power 
supply, connecting cable and 
controller. Controller will operate 
up to four drives. This is a disk 
system with enough capacity to 
include small inventories of up to 
1,000 items, plus the usual 
business package of general 
ledger payroll, etc. 

14x6x10 
— 20lbs_$1950.00 

DMF-2 Double sided, double 
density, dual eight-inch disk 
system with an on line capacity of 
2,400,000 bytes. Our “top of 
the line” disk system features a 
DMA type controller for fastest 
possible data transfers. This drive 
was designed for larger 
businesses and multi user 

installations. The DMF-2 will 
provide the fast operation 
necessary for systems running 
multiterminals under the UniFLEX 
operating system. Complete with 

a heavy duty 1 /8-inch metal 
cabinet, power supply,’ 
connecting cable and controller. 
The controller will operate up to 
four drives. 

17V2 x 5 x 21 V2 
— 53lbs_$2750.00 

DMF2 

SWTPC BUSINESS SOFTWARE: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, 
GENERAL LEDGER, INVENTORY, PAYROLL, MAIL LIST 

AND MANY OTHERS. 

Gimix 
HARDWARE 
32K Static Ram Board.$580.00 
16K Static Ram Board 
Expandable to 32K.$368.00 

6809 Plus CPU Card.$532.00 

5/8 Single Density Controller 

Board.$249.00 
5" Double Density Controller 

Board.$383.00 

i 

South West Technical Product Corporation 

(COVERING AUSTRALASIA) 

7a BURTON STREET. DARLINGHURST, N.S.W. 2010. 

P.O. BOX 380 DARLINGHURST N.S.W. 2010. PHONE (02) 357 5111 
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with a huge range of hardware and other 
products, software will be a key element 
of DATA '81, Australia's biggest annual 
exhibition of computers. 

The exhibition is to be held at Sydney's 
Centrepoint from August 25 to 27 and at 
the Wentworth Hotel in Melbourne from 
November 10 to 12. The exhibition is be¬ 
ing organised by Graphic Directions Pty 
Ltd, 28-36 Foveaux Street, Surry Hills, 
NSW 2010. 

Gandalf modems 

from Datamatic 

Datamatic Pty Ltd now has available an 
extensive range of modems manufac¬ 
tured by Gandalf Data Inc. Versions for 
both private and public network use are 
available, and both synchronous and 
asynchronous models can be supplied. 
Synchronous transmission frames each 
byte sent with hand-shaking signals, 
allowing error-free transmission at higher 
speeds than asychronous operation. 

The five asychronous models feature 
speeds from 0 to 19200 bps (bits per 

second). For private networks ranges are 
specified for each model, and vary from 
14 to 20km at speeds up to 4800bps and 
3 to 15km at speeds up to 19200bps. 
One model can operate over 322km at 
4800bps. Five synchronous models are 
also available, with data transmission 
rates from 2400bps to 50000bps and 
ranges from 21km at 2400bps to 3km at 
50000bps. One model, the SM9600, has 
an unlimited range at 9600bps. 

Most models can be used either full or 

half duplex, and line requirements vary 
from two or four wire private cables to 
voice band public data lines. Interface 
options available include RS-232C, 
CCITT and 20mA current loop. 

For further information contact 
Datamatic Pty Ltd, 60-64 Dickson Ave, 
Artarmon, NSW, 2064. 
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You could pay $10,000 
for a word-processor! 

Ours will cost you just $4,000 
and it’s a computer as well. 

You probably already knowthebenefitsof installing a 
word-processor. And you know they cost around 
$10,000. They did until K&L’s System 140. For around 
$4,000, System 140 will outperform many units 
costing far more. In addition, because it is a micro¬ 
computer and not just an intelligent typewriter, it has 
the flexibility to do your accounts, by simply adding 
the right software option. 
Here are some of the System 140 word-processing 
features: 
• Standard keyboard and 640 character display. 70 
pages per diskette, 80 character/sec bi directional 
printer. 
• So simple, even the boss can use it. 
• Rapid text entry. Automatic wordwrap; insert 
document from another file; tabulator functions; 
glossary, for fast entry of frequently used phrases. 

- O&M/KLR003 

• Powerful editing; insert/delete; global search and 
replace; move para. 
• Comprehensive formatting: width margins, page 
length, page numbering, justification and centring. 
• Full mail-merge facilities; multiple copies of a 
document can be printed with variable information 
inserted from another file at any point in the 
document (names, addresses, account balances, 
etc.). 
• On-site service contract and warranty available. 
Like to know more - contact Vic Kaufmann. 

COMPUTING SYSTEMS 
385-387 Bridge Road, Richmond, 3121. 
Tel: (03)429 2122. 
‘Plus sales tax where aDDlicahle 
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CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO SUBSCRIBE TO MICRO-80? 
MICRO-80 is a monthly magazine dedicated to users of SYSTEM 80 and TRS-80 microcomputers. Owned and produced entirely in Aus¬ 
tralia each issue of MICRO-80 contains at least six programs, articles, useful hints and answers to readers problems; all designed to help 
YOu'aet the most out of your SYSTEM 80 or TRS-80. Since MICRO 80's first issue in December 1979, we have published over 80 major 
pieces of software and 10 hardware projects. Most of the programs and articles are written by our readers to whom we pay publication fees 
thus enablinq them to make their hobby pay. MICRO-80 readers can save money by buying Tandy products at 10% discount from an 
authorised dealer - for details see any issue of MICRO-80. Our sister business, MICRO 80 PRODUCTS, sells Australian designed and pro¬ 
duced software and high quality, imported goods at low, sensible prices. We repeat, if you own a SYSTEM 80 or TRS-80, 

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO SUBSCRIBE TO MICRO-80?.12 month subscription delivered to your door, only $25.00 

CASSETTE EDITION only $60.00 for 12 months 
If you do not have enough time at the keyboard to type in the program listings which are published in MICRO-80 each month, then you 
need a cassette subscription. As well as MICRO-80 magazine, you receive a cassette each month containing all the programs listed in the 

magazine. _ 

SPECIAL OFFER TO ALL NEW SUBSCRIBERS TO MICRO-80 
A FREE cassette containing 6 programs (3 Level I + 3 Level II). together with complete documentation, will be sent to every new subscriber 

to MICRO 80. 

Suspicious of mail order? Then send $2.50 for a single copy of MICRQ-80 and see for yourself that this is the magazine for you! 

Daisy Wheel Typewriter/Printer 
MICRO-80 has converted the new OLIVETTI ET-121 DAISY WHEEL typewriter 
to work with the TRS-80 and SYSTEM 80 or any other microcomputer 
with a Centronics parallel port (RS 232 serial interface available 
shortly). The ET-121 typewriter is renowned for its high quality, 
fast speed (17 c.p.s.), quietness and reliability. MICRO-80 is 
renowned for its knowledge of the TRS-80/SYSTEM 80 and its sensible 
pricing policy. Together, we have produced a dual-purpose machine:- 
an attractive, modern, correcting typewriter which doubles as a 
correspondence quality Daisy-wheel printer when used with your 
micro-computer. 

How good is it? - This part of our advertisement was typeset using 
an ET-121 driven by a TRS-80. Write and ask for full details. 

MPI DISK DRIVES 
MPI is the second biggest manufacturer of 
mini floppy disk drives in the world. They 
produce a family of high quality 5V*" drives 
with super-fast track-to-track access times 

(5ms!) 
40 TRACK SINGLE HEAD . $339 
40 TRACK DUAL HEAD . $449 
80 TRACK SINGLE HEAD.... $499 
80 TRACK DUAL HEAD . $599 
Dual head drives use both sides of the disk 
and occupy two drive positions — it is like 
having two drives for little more than the 
price of one! 
Prices quoted are for bare drives. Add $10 
per drive for a cabinet and $30 per drive for 
a power supply. 

DISKETTES FOR TRS-80 
NASHUA 40 track single side . . . $4.50 ea 

VERBATIM 40 track double side. .$5.90 ea 
VERBATIM 77 track single side . $5.90 ea 

THE FABULOUS 

NEWDOS 80 
IN STOCK NOW! 

$149 ND-80 ... 
The disk operating system that gives: 
• New basic commands that support 

variable record lengths up to 4095 
bytes long. 

• Mix or match disk drives - supports 
any number of tracks from 18 to 80. 
Use 35, 40 or 77 track 5" mini disk drives 
or 8” disk drives, or any combination. 

• A security boot-up for basic or machine 
code programs. User never sees "Dos- 
ready" or "Ready" and cannot "break" 
clear screen or issue any direct basic 
statement including "List". . . 
. . . and much, much more 

SVSPAND 80 
FOR THE SYSTEM 80 

$119.00 
SYSPAND 80 is a self-contained module 
which connects to the expansion port on 
your SYSTEM 80 and gives you a CEN¬ 
TRONICS parallel port to drive a printer 
PLUS the TRS-80 40 line bus. SYSPAND 
80 allows you to connect all Tandy peri¬ 
pheral, including the expansion interface, 
disk drives, MICROTEK MT-32 memory 
expansion unit and the fabulous EXATRON 
STRINGY FLOPPY. 

TRS-80 MEMORY EXPANSION UNIT 

MT-32 ... $149.00 
The MT-32 is manufactured by MICROTEK 
Inc., USA. It provides a CENTRONICS 
printer port and sockets for up to 32K of 
dynamic RAM. It comes complete, ready to 
plug into the expansion port of your Level 
II 16K machine. (Will also work with your 
SYSTEM 80 via SYSPAND 80). 

MT-32 A without RAM.$149.00 
MT-32B with 16K RAM.$179.00 
MT-32C with 32K RAM.$209.00 

16K MEMORY EXPANSION KIT 

0NLY*3()incl.p&p 
These are prime, branded, 200 ns (yes, 
200 ns!) chips. You will pay much more 
elsewhere for slow, 350 ns chps. Ours are 
guaranteed for 12 months. A pair of DIP 
shunts is also required to upgrade the 
CPU memory - these cost an additional 
$4.00. All kits come complete with full, 
step-by-step instructions, no soldering is 
required. You don't have to be an electronic 
type to instal them. _ 

77 TRACK 
DISK DRIVES 

DOUBLE YOUR CAPACITY 

DD-7S $775 

Micropolis Floppy Disk, 77 Track, 100% 
larger capacity than most mini-floppy drives, 
complete with cable, power supply, chassis, 
and includes NEWDOS '80. 

DISK DRIVE HEAD 
CLEANING DISKETTES 

$29.00 plus $1.20 p &p 
Disk drives are expensive and so are diskettes. 
As with arty magnetic recording device, a 
disk drive works better and lasts longer if 
the head is cleaned regularly. In the past, 
the problem has been, how do you clean the 
head without pulling the mechanism apart 
and running the risk of damaging delicate 
parts. 3M's have come to our rescue with 
SCOTCH BRAND, non-abrasive, head 
cleaning diskettes which thoroughly clean 
the head in seconds. The cleaning action is 
less abrasive than an ordinary diskette and 

no residue is left behind. 

To: MICRO-80 
P.0. Box 213, Goodwood, S.A. 5034 
Please rush me the items checked below: 

rni2 month subscription to 
MICRO-80 and my free 
software cassette . $24.00 

| 112 month subscription to 
MICRO-80 and the cassette 
edition, plus my free 
software cassette . $60.00 

QThe lastest issue of MICRO-80 $2.50 

PLUS THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW 

DESCRIPTION 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

PRICE 

Name 

Address . 

. Post Code . 

welcome here 

Please debit my Bankcard $ . 

Expiry date . 

Signature . 
EA 

AUSTRALIAN SOFTWARE 
We have a wide range of Australian software available. Send for a free catalogue 

MICRO 80 
PRODUCTS 

(08) 272 0966 

433 MORPHETT STREET. 

ADELAIDE S.A. 5000 
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□ Cromemco 
computers 

THE 
...mm 

K 

ELECTRONICS P/L 
418 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE3004. 
Ph: (03) 267 6800 (4 lines). Telex: AA32565 

The versatile and reliable range of 
computers and peripherals 

supported by Australia’s 
most technically 

advanced CROMEMCO 
dealer and supplier 

of supportive 
softwear. 

ADAPTIVE 

Direct 
^Computer 

v 
BUSINESS HOURS 

Our office is open between 9 and 5 weekdays and also 7 to 10pm Mon¬ 
day through Thursday so that our Australia-wide clients can use STD when 
It’s cheap (after 9pm save 60% on your call) 

SERVICE 
We provide full service, equal to any in the business, on all our lines We 

support fully the manufacturer’s warranty and provide complete after war¬ 
ranty service 

PAYMENTS 
1. Bank cheque 
2. Local Letter of Credit — ask your bank. 
3. Personal cheque — allow time to clear 
4. For organisations who must receive delivery before payment we are 

strictly 7 days with a surcharge of 3% of the total invoice value applying 
for 30 days. 

A receipt will be issued immediately for all monies received. 
If you desire the protection of a written contract between us we can issue 

you with a Proforma Invoice (or quote). 

DELIVERY (door to door) 
1 Customer pick-up (by arrangement) from our premises. 
2. To capital cities — everything except big printers, colour monitors and 

peripheral cards — $15.00 each article. 
To all other places — NSW $20.00; Vic. Qld, SA $27.00; WA $38.00; 
Tas $30.00 each article. 

3. Peripheral cr s — $4.00 each by certified mail 
These prices ude full insurance and also apply each way for goods 

returned for post warranty service. 

APPLE DISCOUNTED 
and now 

FREE FREIGHT ON WARRANTY REPAIRS 
This measure is another step in our scheme to sell Australia-wide. The 

barrier for all Australians to buy from us is indeed small since we offer. 
★ Large discounts on Apple products and substantial discounts on 

other products; 

★ Freight and insurance at $ 1 5.00 per article to any capital city and 
between $20.00 and $38 00 for anywhere else; 

★ Two-day despatch on most items; 
★ Free freight and insurance on any warranty repair for everyone ex¬ 

cept Sydney-siders: 
★ An increasing amount of informative written material available on 

request; 
★ Phone contact when STD is cheap 

Our free software and hardware catalogue contains helpful information 
and all our prices. Here’s some 

THIS MONTH’S 
SPECIAL 

(order this month 
deliver next) 

16k Apple II plus 1 
16k Apple II plus + 32k 1 
Trendcom 200 Printer 
Z80 Softcard 
M. H. Clock 
M. H. Music System 

For tax paid prices add 15%. 
Prices subject to change and exclude delivery charges 

PLEDGE 
If there are any orders that we cannot supply from stock, a despatch date 

will be specified on your receipt. Failure to despatch by this date will require 
us to immediately and automatically issue a full refund, unless otherwise in¬ 
structed by yourself. 

DIRECT COMPUTER SALES 
32 Lloyd Avenue, CREMORNE, Sydney 2090. 

(02) 908 2235 Telex 20149. 

Mail 
Order To 

Australia 

APPLE CLOCK CARD 
(by California Computer Systems) 

$148.00 tax free $170.00 tax paid 

$ 
220.00 Disk 

$ 
630.00 

340.00 Disk Add On 476 00 
630.00 MX-80 Printer Interface 900 00 

333.00 Graphics Tablet 744 00 
245.00 CCS Serial Interface 157.00 
458.00 Apple H. S. Interface 175.00 
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I/O INTERFACES COLOR GRAPHICS MUi N PROCESSING 

11 MBYTE EXTENSIVE 
COLOR FLOPPY DISK HARD DISK JOYSTICK SOFTWARE 

TERMINAL PRINTERS MONITORS DRIVES DRIVE CONSOLE SUPPORT 

What Cromemco computer card 
capability can do for you 

The above diagram shows in a func¬ 
tional way one of the most complete 
lines of computer cards in the industry. 

Look it over carefully. It could be well 
worth your while. 

These are all cards that plug into our 
S-100 bus microcomputers. 

You can also assemble them into a 
custom system in convenient Cromemco 
card cages. 

MULTI PROCESSING AND 
INTELLIGENT I/O 

The range of capabilities and versatility 
you can draw upon is enormous. 

In processors, for example, you have a 
choice of CPU's including our extremely 
useful rnew I/O Processor. This can be 
used as a satellite processor to do off-line 
processing, multi-processing, and to form 
intelligent I/O. It opens the door to a 
whole new group of applications and 
tasks. Ask us about it. 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOR GRAPHICS 

Again, you can have beautiful high- 
resolution color graphics with our color 
graphics interface. You can select from 
over 4000 colors and have a picture with 
a resolution at least equal to quality 
broadcast-TV pictures. 

You have an unprecedented selection 
of memory including our unusual 48K 
and 16K two-port RAMs which allow 
high-speed color graphics. 

LOTS OF STORAGE 
These days you often want lots of disk 

storage. So you can select from our disk 
controller card which will operate our 5" 
and 8" floppy disk drives (up to 1.2 
megabytes). Or select our WDI interface 
to operate our 11-megabyte hard disk 
drives. 

POWERFUL SOFTWARE AND 
PERIPHERAL SUPPORT 

There's much more yet you can do 
with our cards. And, of course, there's an 
easy way to put them to work in our 8-, 
12-, and 21-slot card cages. Our PS8 
power supply makes it simple to get the 
system into operation. 

Finally, Cromemco offers you the 
strongest software support in the industry 

with languages like FORTRAN, C, 
COBOL, ASSEMBLER, LISP, BASIC and 
others. There is also a wide choice from 
independent vendors. 

To top it all off, you can draw from a 
substantial array of peripherals: ter¬ 
minals, printers, color monitors and disk 
drives. 

CONTACT YOUR CROMEMCO REP 
There is even more capability than 

we're able to describe here. 
Contact your Cromemco rep now and 

get this capability working for you. 

CROMEMCO COMPUTER CARDS 
• PROCESSORS — 4 MHz Z-80 A CPU, single 

card computer, I/O processor • MEMORY — 
up to 64K including special 48K and 16K two- 
port RAMS and our very well known 
BYTESAVERS® with PROM programming 
capability • HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR 
GRAPHICS — our SDI offers up to 754 x 482 
pixel resolution. • GENERAL PURPOSE 
INTERFACES—QUADARTfour-channel serial 
communications, TU-ART two-channel 
parallel and two-channel serial, 8PIO 8-port 
parallel, 4PIO 4-port isolated parallel, D+7A 
7-channel D/A and A/D converter, printer inter¬ 
face, floppy disk controller with RS-232 inter¬ 
face and system, diagnostics, wire-wrap and 
extender cards for your development work. 

Cromemco 
INFORMATIVE SYSTEMS PTY LTD (STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR) 

337 MORAY ST, STH MELBOURNE 3205 

(03)690 2899 TLX AA30458 INSYST. (02) 680 2161 SYDNEY, (002)23 7816 HOBART, 
(003) 31 5502 LAUNCESTON. (09) 322 6497 PERTH. 



SORCERER OWNERS 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Tape based 

Management Report: See where and how money is 

spent 

ACCX; Cashbk/journal. gen ledger. P/L state bal 

sheet PLUS String Saver 

Moneychart: Analyse monetary flow, budget/actual 

Stock: Complete, easy, fast stock control 

Supercalc: Sorcerer becomes a "Super Calculator" 

Barchart: Discover average/trend on p'ductivity etc 

Word Processor PAC: Exidy. easy to use 

53.00 

129.00 

58.00 

109 50 

12.50 

12 50 

275 00 

Microcomputer 
News & Products 
___/ 

Double Density Disk 
Drive Adapter 

SORCERER PERIPHERALS. 
Sanyo Green Screen Monitor: Perfect resolution 291 00 

Vista V200-E Floppy Disk Systems 200k 800k from 990 00 

FDS Disk Systems 300k. no expansion bus needed 1190 00 

Micropolis Quad Density Dual Disk Drives 1699 00 

“Economy” Impact Dot matrix printer 495.00 

Epsom MX-80. 80 column Dot matrix printer 990 00 

FP-1500. Daisy Wheel Word processor printer 1900 00 

COMPUTER GAMES: 
Galactic War: Aggro Klingons great graphics 32k 15.95 

Fastgammon: Dynamic Backgammon from the 

Sorcerer 19.95 

Audiotrek: Exciting trek battle c/w audio unit 32k 24.95 

Air Traffic Controller: Just like the real thing 11 95 

Graphic Games 2: Six games of skill and daring 11.95 

UTILITY SOFTWARE tape based. 

String Saver: Save Exidy Basic string arrays 29 95 

Edit: Merge/renumber/edrt Basic programs 27.50 

Util 3: Use your development Pac efficiently 24 50 

SPECIAL!! 
Complete tape cased BUSINESS SYSTEM including 

48k Sorcerer Computer. Green Screen Monitor. Mini 

printer. Tape Deck. Motor Control. Word Processor 

Pac. ALL Business Software advertised above Up 

and running, ready to use 2795.OG 

Write for FREE Catalogue 

j 

PO Box 364 
Edgecliff 

Need Specialised Software/Advice 
Call us (02) 33 4536. 

LU-l-KY 
VIDEO 

Shop; 418 Bridge Road, Richmond, Vic. 
Mail: PO Box 347, Richmond, 3121, Vic. 

Phone: (03) 429 5674 

OHIO — OSI — 6502 
(Sll, C1P unless specified) 

HARDWARE: 
* Superboard II; C1P; Series 2 version. 

* Mother board system - Mother board. 8K RAM board, 

Via/pia. floppy controller, cables, kits, assembled and tested, 

it required 

* EPROM - DA BUG III — Cursor control/Smgle Key Basic - 

Pascelf & Level ll. 

Superboard Smoky Cover, or Metal Box, or Fibreglass Case 

(Holds Cass. rec). 

* R.F Modulators, Power Supplies. Monitor TV’s, 2114 Chips. 

OHIO SOFTWARE: 
(Sample)' 

UlLine Renumberer 

$ 

8.95 

U11 Modem - C2/4/8 11.95 

U13 Word Processor 39.00 

U15 Dissassembles 19.95 

U19 Cursor Control Cl P or C2/4/8/(Sp$cify) 11.95 

U24 Full Assembler 19.95 

121 Morse Code: Receiving — Conveter & Tape 16.95 
123 Light Pen Instruction 6.00 
125 RTTY for 01P: Send/Rec. — with tape 16.95 

126 Cheap Modem (Data Sheets) — Cl P 4.95 

B5 Mailing List 8.95 

T1 The First Book of OSI (Aardvark) 16.95 

T2 Aardvark Journal ($2.50 each) 6 issue Sub 14.00 

T5 OSI Basic in ROM (Rewritten expanded) 9.95 

K2 Catalogue of Over 100 pieces of Software 1.95 

Owners of the popular System-80 and 
TRS-80 computers can now double the 
storage capacity of their floppy disks 
with a new double density adapter unit 
from Dick Smith Electronics. Called the 
"Doubler" the unit allows existing single 
density disk systems to read, write and 
format disks using double density 
recording (Modified Frequency 
Modulation). 

With conventional 35-track minifloppy 
drives double density recording gives a 
formatted capacity of 175K bytes, 
compared with the 87.5K available with 
single density. 

With 40 track drives the capacity 
increases from lOOK to 200K bytes. 

A further feature of the Doubler is that 
it retains the ability to operate in the 
single density mode, so that full 
compatibility with the user's existing 
software and data on single density disks 
is assured. 

The unit is easily fitted into the 
expansion units of both the System-80 
and the TRS-80, plugging into the existing 
controller socket. It comes with an 
instruction manual and a disk containing 
DBLDOS, a double-density DOS which is 
fully compatible with Tandy TRSDOS. 

The Doubler is priced at $225, and will 
be available from Dick Smith Electronics. 

TCC releases Panasonic 
computer system 

A comprehensive computer system 
based on the Panasonic 740 computer 
has been released by The Computer 
Company (TCC) Pty Ltd. The Panasonic 
740 is one of family of Panasonic 
computers, for which TCC is the sole 
Australian distributor. 

TCC are making a special offer to 
introduce the Panasonic system. The 
desktop system includes floppy disk 
storage and a 120 character-per-second 
printer. Applications software including 
packages for order entry, invoicing, 
accounts and stock control are included 
in the offer. 

Optionally available is the Panasonic 
word processing package, a full screen- 
based word processor. 

The system is available from TCC for 
just under $10,000, including five hours 
of training at TCCs Sydney office in the 
use and operation of the system. 

For further detaiJs contact The 
Computer Company, 4 Cliff St, Milsons 
Point, Sydney, 2061. 

Australian micro 
uses hard disks 
Sandell Computers Pty Ltd has just 

released an Australian manufactured 
microcomputer using the Shugart 
SAIOOO series of Winchester fixed disks. 

The SAIOOO series of disk drives are 
random access storage devices using 
one or two non-removable 20cm disks. 
Each disk surface contains 256 tracks, 
and is read by a movable head. The two 
models of the SAIOOO are the SA1002 
single platter design and the SA1004 
double platter version. 

The SA1002 provides 5 megabytes of 
storage, while the SA1004 provides 10 
megabytes. Up to four SAIOOO drives 
may be connected in one system. 

For further details on the Sandell hard 
disk computer system contact Sandell 
Computers Pty Ltd, 4/101 George St, 
Parramatta, 2150. 

Business forms for 
microcomputers 

Business operations using 
microcomputers now have a wide 
variety of fanfold business forms 
available to suit any major application. 
Moore Paragon, a leading Australian 
manufacturer, has developed a series of 
pre-printed designs for common 
business applications. 

For those needing only a small quantity 
the forms are available off-the-shelf. A 
user can also select pre-designed forms 
and have them personalised during 
printing. 

For further information contact Moore 
Paragon Australia Pty Ltd, The 
Boulevard, Richmond, Vic. 3121. 

Micronews continued pi 36 ► 
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An ideal introduction to computer technologyf 
The world’s lowest price computer. 

Unique 
component parts 

The MicroAce is not just another personal 
computer. Quite apart from its exceptionally 
low price, the MicroAce has two uniquely 
advanced components: the powerful BASIC 
interpreter, and the simple teach yourself 
BASIC manual. 

The unique versatile BASIC interpreter offers 
remarkable programming advantages: 
• UNIQUE -ONE-TOUCH’ KEY WORD 

ENTRY: the MicroAce eliminates a great 
deal of tiresome typing. Key words (RUN, 
PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own single-key 
entry. 

• UNIQUE SYNTAX CHECK. Only lines with 
correct syntax are accepted into programs. 
A cursor identifies errors immediately. This 
prevents entry of long and complicated 
programs with faults only discovered when 
you try to run them. 

EXCELLENT STRING-HANDLING 
CAPABILITY—takes up to 26 string 
variables of any length. All strings can 
undergo all relational tests (e.g. 
comparison). The MicroAce also has string 
input—to request a line of text when 
necessary. Strings do not need to be 
dimensioned. 
Up to 26 single dimension arrays. 
FOR/NEXT loops nested up 26. 
Variable names of any length. 
BASIC language also handles full Boolean 
arithmetic, conditional expressions, etc. 
Exceptionally powerful edit facilities, allows 
modification of existing program lines. 

Excellent value 
For just $199.00 you get everything you need 

to build a personal computer at home. . . PCB, 
with 1C sockets for all ICs; case; leads for direct 
connection to a cassette recorder and 
television (black and white or colour); 
everything! 

Yet the MicroAce really is a complete, 
powerful, full-facility computer, matching or 
surpassing other personal computers at 
several times the price. 

The MicroAce is programmed in BASIC, and 
you can use it to do quite literally anything, from' 
playing chess to managing a business. 

The MicroAce is pleasantly straightforward 
to assemble, using a fine-tipped soldering iron. 
It immediately proves what a good job you've 
done: connect it to your TV . . . plug in a mains 
adaptor. . . and you’re ready to go. 

Fewer chips, compact 
design 

The MicroAce owes its remarkable low price 
to its remarkable design: the whole system is 
packed on to fewer, newer, more powerful and 
advanced LSI chips. A single SUPER ROM, for 
instance, contains the BASIC interpreter, the 
character set, operating system, and monitor. 
And the MicroAce 1K byte RAM 
(EXPANDABLE TO 2K ON BOARD) is roughly 
equivalent to 4K bytes in a conventional 
computer—typically storing 100 lines of BASIC. 
(Key words occupy only a single byte.) 

ACCESSORIES 
TO MAKE YOUR 

MICROACE EVEN 
MORE VERSATILE. 

Video Modulator to use your 
MICROACE on TVs with VHF tuner 

Cat: K 6040 $4.95 

Dick Smith Plug Pack. 
9V 600mA Cat: M 9560 $12.95 

Cassette recorder 'National' 
brand to load and save 

programs Cat: A 4095 $79.95 

Expansion kit to 2K of RAM 
Cat: K 6501 $9.95 

YES! THE MICROACE CAN BE 
EXPANDED TO 2K-ON BOARD!! 

EXCLUSIVE TO 
DICK SMITH 
STORES 

SEE OUR OTHER ADVERTS 
FOR STORE ADDRESSES. 
A vailable by mail order 

(P. & P. $5.50 from P.O. Box 321, North Ryde) 

* P C. Board with 
1C Sockets for all ICs. 

Allcomponents 
supplied. 

* New, wipe clean, 
touch sensitive keyboard. 

:: Stylish moulded case. 
* Leads and Plugs (For cassette and TV con¬ 
nection.) 
* Free BASIC programming book-course. 

Coaxial TV antenna connection switch. 

UHF TV modulator 

Teach yourself 
If the features of the BASIC interpreter mean 

little to you—don't worry. They’re all explained 
in the specially writ¬ 
ten book free with 
every kit! The book 
makes learning easy, 
exciting and enjoy¬ 
able, and represents 
a complete course in 
BASIC program¬ 
ming—from first prin¬ 
ciples to complex 
programs. 

A hardware manual 
is also included with 
every kit. 
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How to fly the System-80 

A Enemies on 3D screen 

B Oil pressure (psi) 

C Oil temperature (degrees F) 
D Fuel (gallons) 
E Tachometer (rpm) 

F Score (I per fighter, 1 per bomb hit) 

G Bombs remaining 

H Ammunition remaining 

I 3D out-the-windshield display 

J Climb rate (feet per minute) 

K Compass heading (degrees true) 

L Turn rate (degrees per minute) 

M Airspeed (mph) 
N Enemy fuel depot 

O Status messages (6 in all) 

P Enemy airbase (three runways) 
Q Altimeter (feet) 
R Micro-altimeter (feet) when 

below 700 feet only. 

S Roll rate indicator (rudder position) 
T Elevator position indicator 

U Throttle position indicator 

V British airbase 

SHOWN ABOVE is the screen display of the X3684 Flight Simulator program for the 
System-80. It provides a 3D display of the landscape you an* "flying" over and read¬ 
outs of your plane's instruments, and can be used to demonstrate the theory of flight, 
or in a combat mode which allows the user to fight battles. 
Cost of the program is $34.90, and it is available from all Dick Smith stores. 

SAVE 
$726 on a 16K Computer, ‘‘Commodore Pet”. 
Purchase your 16K computer for $999.00. 

BASF DISKETTES 

5!4" $4.70 10 to 100; $4.30 over 100. 
8" $5.70 10 to 100; $5.30 over 100. 

COMPONENTS 
4116 RAMS $4.00. 
2114 RAMS $3.00. 
2708 EPROM $6.00 

TMS 2716 16K Bit Eprom $25.00 
555s Timer 10 $2.90. 

71488 RS232 Quad Driver $0.99. 
71489 RS232 Quad Driver $0.99. 

SPECIAL 4116 RAM OFFER 
8 Quality 4116 l/C’s $25.00. 
16 Quality 4116 l/C’s $50.00 

Many other discount prices available. 

ATTENTION 
Sorcerer & TRS 80 

Pet — Compucolour — North Star — Apple Owners. 
LET THE HARDWARE SPECIALIST LOOK AFTER YOUR MACHINE. 

c.p./n. 
ikitsi 

I systems 
t * ptylimitfo 

284 Union Road, 
Moonee Ponds, Vic, 3039. 
Tel: 375 2144. 

Legal data base — 
computerised lawyers? 

"Pacific Computer Weekly'" for May 15 
carried a story on a legal data base 
system proposed by the Computerised 
Legal Information Committee (CLIC) of 
Victoria. The Committee's proposal is 
currently under consideration by the 
Standing Committee of Attorneys- 
General, comprising the Attorney 
General's of all the States and the Federal 
Attorney-General. 

Lexis, a US-designed legal data system 
already in use in the US and UK and 
planned for France has previously been 
the favoured system for adoption in 
Australia. 

The Victorian committee is arguing for 
the acceptance of CLIRS (Computerised 
Legal Information Retrieval System), an 
independent system developed in 
Australia. 

CLIRS would be one of a series of state 
units which would be linked with the 
existing Federal legal data base to create 
an integrated Australia-wide system. The 
objective would be to provide 
computerised legal information services 
to a wide range of users at the lowest 
possible cost. 

Users would access the data base 
through remote terminals. Lexis uses 
terminals which are dedicated to the 
legal information service, while CLIRS 
can be accessed by terminals which also 
perform other functions. This is seen as a 
big advantage for CLIRS, because existing 
computers and word processors in 
libraries and offices could be used with 
the system. 

A trustee authority with members from 
government, the legal profession and 
private enterprise would be formed to 
set up and maintain the legal data base. 

Guidelines for new 
technology 
The Victorian Government has 

introduced a set of comprehensive 
guide-lines for the introduction of new 
technology in the public sector. Victoria 
is the first State in Australia to introduce 
formal guidelines of this kind. 

The guidelines suggest a 12-point basis 
for discussion before any new 
technology is introduced. The discussion 
points range from the objectives and 
impact of any proposed scneme to the 
effects and costs of any job 
redundancies. 

Minister for Employment and Training, 
Mr Brian Dixon, said "The guidelines are 
designed to ensure early discussion 
between State authorities or the Public 
Service Board and the appropriate 
employment groups before any decision 
is taken to introduce new tech¬ 
nology". 

A committee comprising union, 
industry and public service repre¬ 
sentatives will be formed to discuss 
government proposals. • 
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SOMEWHERE 
IN THE MICROCOMPUTER JUNGLE, 

THERE’S REAL HELP 
FOR THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN 

It’s a big jungle, a confusing jungle, with 
many extravagant claims being made, some 
that don’t stand close examination. 

Let’s consider what we think a small 
businessman should look for in a computer. 

■ Will the system do ALL the tasks 
associated with small business? 

■ Does the computer offer a good 
price/performance ratio? 

H Does the supplier or manufacturer provide 
good local software and technical 
support? 

■ Are the software packages written in 
Australia? 

■ Is the system versatile and easy to use? 

■ Can the system be easily and 
economically expanded? 

■ Will the system execute programs under 
any of the high level languages? 

Obviously we wouldn’t be asking these 
questions if we couldn’t answer YES to all of 
them. 

Many PMS-IOO’s are already in use 
throughout Australia — working efficiently 
and profitably for small business 

Should you decide to call us, don't 
forget to ask about the DC-500 Hard Disk 
Drive subsystem that brings main frame 
storage to the micro user. 

KEY SPECS - PMS-100 

PROCESSOR — Z80A 4Mhz CLOCK 

MEMORY — RAM — 64K BYTES. 200 NS PROM 4K BYTES 

STORAGE — 2 DOUBLE SIDED 8 DRIVES 2.4M IBM 3740 
COMPATIBLE 

INTERFACE — 1 x RS232C SERIAL, 150 to 9600 BAUD RATE 
AND CENTRONIC PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 

* 0 0 SYSTEM: CP/M COMPATIBLE AS STD 
5AS,C' ASSEMBLER. COBOL. PASCAL ETC. 

PACKAGES: ACCOUNTING. WORD PROCESSING & STOCK 
LUNTHuL 

S.M. ELECTRONICS 

SME SYSTEMS ARE MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF 
Z80 S-100 MICROCOMPUTERS. PERIPHERALS AND BOARDS ETC 

22 QUEEN STREET, MITCHAM, 3132 VICTORIA 
TELEPHONE (03) 874 3666 
TELEX AA37213 
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INFORMATION CENTRE 
-——————M™8—111 

CYLON VOICE: I have recently built the 
Cylon Voice project described in January 
1981, and have found it to be quite good 
but the background noise (VCO) is 
louder than the actual voice when you 
speak. What I would like to know is; is 
there supposed to be a background 
noise. It sounds like a flying saucer lan¬ 
ding, and is variable through the sine and 
triangle switch and the two pots. 
Whatever I do, the VCO is always 
louder. Are there any simple mods that 
can overcome this problem. If there are 
could you please advice me of these. I 
have also varied the value of the 
capacitor between pins 5 & 6 of the chip, 
but to no avail. (E.C., Fairy Meadow, 
NSW). 

• There are a number of possibilities as 
far as the noise source is concerned. The 
noise may be originating from the 
preamp circuit, or else from within the 
ring modulator circuit itself. 

To test if the preamp is causing the pro¬ 
blem, remove the coupling capacitor 
between it and the ring modulator sec¬ 
tion of the circuit. If the noise disappears, 
then chances are that the noise is com¬ 
ing from the preamp. This can be verified 
by connecting the output of the preamp 
to the input of your power amplifier. This 
should be done with a 0.1/xF capacitor 
because of the DC offset at the output of 
the op-amp. 

Now, listen to the speakers. If there is 
reasonably high noise level, then the 
problem is probably in the preamp. 
Speak into the microphone and check to 
see if the noise level is higher than the 
voice. If so, then the problem is probably 
a faulty 4.7/xF capacitor in the amplifier 
biasing network. 

If the preamp comes through the test 
OK then you will have to look at the ring 
modulator circuit. With the preamp still 
disconnected, hook the output of the 
modulator to the power amplifier. 

If you cannot get a complete null, then 
set the pot for minimum output. One 
component that should be checked is 
the VF bypass capacitor connected bet¬ 
ween pin 10 and ground. 

PLAYMASTER TWIN-TEN: Recently I con¬ 
structed the Playmaster Twin-Ten 
amplifier (May-June 1979). Once I had 
constructed the unit I checked it over 
several times, I connected a portable 
cassette player and speakers to the unit 
and switched on. To my disappointment 
there was a terribly loud humming noise 
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and the music was so distorted it was 
unrecognisable. 

After checking I found that it I firmly 
held the 100/rF capacitor, connected to 
earth, and also held the lOOO^F 
capacitor in the power supply, at the 
same time shorting the lOOOftF capacitor 
to the chassis via my arm, I could reduce 
the hum and distortion considerably. I 
replaced the capacitors and found no 
difference. Can you help me? (D.L., 
Emerald, Vic). 

• It appears likely that the earth wiring 
of the input sockets or the wiring to the 
selector switch of the amplifier is incor¬ 
rect. These should be thoroughly check¬ 
ed in comparison with the circuit and the 
wiring diagram. Note that the input wir¬ 
ing is connected to mains earth (ie, 
chassis) at one point only. 

There is also a possibility that the input 
lead (active and shield) connections from 
the cassette deck is transposed. 

PLAYMASTER 132 AMPLIFIER: I have a 
Playmaster 132 amplifier (modular form 
— no integral tuner) which is obviously 
getting a bit old and which I am thinking 
of "pensioning off " in favour of your new 
Mosfet amp. Could you please give me 
your valued and unbiased opinion on 
the following: 
(1) Would the improvements in TPID, 
frequency response and stability of the 
Mosfet amp be audibly appreciable 
rather than of mere academic 
significance? 
(2) By taking the rather drastic step of 
physically isolating the power supply 
from the preamp and power amps I have 
managed to get my 132 to a stage where 
there is no hum and no audible 
background noise when using either 
tuner or tape inputs. However, I do have 
a transistor/resistor "hiss" on phono input 
whiich is audible above about half 
volume. The only MOSFET I have seen 
appeared to be much better in this 
regard. Is this inherently so, or can my 
amp be improved by changing transistor 
types in the phono preamp stage etc? 
(3) Having forsaken your principles by 
including a "loudness switch in the 
Mosfet amp, could you suggest suitable 
circuitry to achieve the same function in 
the 132. (H.W., Moggill, Q.) 

• The Playmaster Mosfet stereo 
amplifier is likely to be audibly superior 
to any amplifier we have published 
before the Playmaster Twin Twentyfive 

or Forty/Forty. In particular, it is much 
quieter, especially with regard to the 
phono preamplifier. There is no way, 
short of redesign, that the Playmaster 
132 can match the latest design. 

The Playmaster 132 can use the same 
Loudness control as used in the 
Playmaster Mosfet Stereo Amplifier. 

SLIDE CROSSFADERS: May I suggest that 
you consider another photographic pro¬ 
ject namely, the programmable control 
of two slide projectors incorporating the 
fade-in fade-out system controlled from 
a tape recorder. The name "DIAMATIC 
is now being used for this type of con¬ 
trol. It appears the better commercial 
types (at a fearful price) use inaudible 
signals off the tape to control the projec¬ 
tors. Cheaper versions use one track of 
stereo recorder to control the projector 
and the other for commentary or music. 

As one who gives slide lectures on oc¬ 
casions I think, if you favour such a pro¬ 
ject, you should aim for the unit to be 
capable of the following: continuously 
variable fade-in and fade-out, both full 
on, and multiple changing of one 
projector. 

The digital enlarger timer is an outstan¬ 
ding success — we have made up a 
number of these in our camera club. 

(L.N.R., Mt Keira, NSW). 

• Considering the number of letters we 
have had there is clearly interest in such 
a project and we hope to publish a 
suitable circuit fairly soon. 

AUTOCHIME: I recently constructed the 
Autochime originally described in "Elec¬ 
tronics Australia" in the September 79 
issue. I also became aware of the circuit 
modification shown on page 125 of the 
March 80 issue of "Electronics Australia". 

However, even when constructed in¬ 
corporating the modification described 
in the March 80 edition, I found that 
more than one pulse (actually a negative¬ 
going transition) was occurring at the 
Vdd line (ie pin 4 of the microprocessor). 
This seemed rather an unexpected 
behaviour for transistor Q2, however 
there were also additional pulses occurr¬ 
ing at each of the outputs R0 to R7 of the 
microprocessor, as indicated in the 
March 80 edition. 

I used a frequency counter to deter¬ 
mine that these additional pulses occur¬ 
red at the time the front door button was 
pressed, and that the single pulse occur¬ 
red as required at the end of the tune be- 
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ing played. I suspected contact bounce 
on the pushbutton, and fitted a 2/zF 
capacitor to the two pins on the printed 
circuit board to which the front door but¬ 
ton was connected. 

Doing this eliminated the extra pulses 
from both the Vdd line and all outputs 
RO to R7 of the microprocessor, and the 
unit now steps one tune at a time. The 
2/xF capacitor was simply one I had on 
hand; other values (lower) should be 
suitable (not electrolytic or tantalum 
though). I hope you find this information 
useful as there may be others who have 
found problems with the Autochime, 
even when modified to use the Vdd line. 
I suspect others have had this problem 
as one "Electronics Australia" reader sent 
in a decoder to indicate which tune was 
being played, something which would 
appear unnecessary if tunes are played 
sequentially. 

And finally, although this may be a 
characteristic of the microprocessor sup¬ 
plied (MP0027 dedicated version of TMS 
1000), there were some features which 
differed from those described in the 
original article. These are: 
(1) All tunes play longer if the button is 
kept pressed. 
(2) The unit does not run through the 
complete set of 24 tunes if the front door 
button is continually pressed. 
(3) The order the tunes were played 
were different in places, the order being 
1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 10, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 20, 19, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
these numbers being the tune numbers 

in September 79 issue of Electronics 
Australia. (D.H., Hazelmere, WA). 

• In the original version, the tunes did 
play longer if the button was held down. 
The changed order of tunes would pro¬ 
bably be due to a changed program in 
the internal ROM. Thank you for your 
comments. We are sure that other 
readers will find them helpful. 

MULTIBAND SUPERHE1 File No. 
2/SW/77: Could you please tell me who 
sells the 2N5458 transistor. Also, I have 
an 1C that is labelled LN380 and not 
LM380. Is this a manufacturer's error? 
There also appears to be something 
wrong with the diagram of the superhet 
receiver in the November 1980 issue. I 
have checked the set over and over 
again and cannot find out what is wrong. 
Could the diodes be drawn back to front 
in the diagram? (R.W., Orange, NSW.) 

• The 2N5458 transistor is available 
from Dick Smith Electronics and also 
from Radio Despatch Service. You can 
order these components from both sup¬ 
pliers by mail order. Your second pro¬ 
blem regarding the identification of an 1C 
appears to be no more than a marking 
error. As far as the Superhet is concern¬ 
ed, there are, to the best of our 
knowledge, no errors in the circuit. 

ELECTRONIC ROULETTE WHEEL: Could 
you please advise me on the electronic 
roulette wheel project which appeared 

in the February 1976 issue? Flaving built 
the unit completely, I find that it works 
OK with one exception. There are 
always two LEDs lit when the unit stops. 
The only part that differs from your parts 
list is the BD135 transistor. I have used a 
BD139 because the other was 
unavailable. All the voltages measured at 
different points in the circuit are correct. 
(R. de M., Coffs Harbour, NSW.) 

• The problem you are experiencing 
could be due to a number of factors, but 
the one that seems most likely is a faulty 
transistor. The two outputs of the 7473 
flipflop drive the two bus switching tran¬ 
sistors. We suggest that you check these 
outputs to see that they are in fact 
changing state alternately. If they are, 
then check the two transistors. 

THAT COVER PHOTO: I would like to 
know how the photo on the front cover 
of the March issue of EA was achieved. It 
appears to me that two shots were 
taken, one with studio lighting and one 
without, then somehow made into one. 
Please would you throw some light on 
the matter for me? (W.G., Williamtown). 

• In regard to the cover photo, two ex¬ 
posures were taken on the one film. To 
obtain the TV screen, a time exposure of 
several seconds with studio blacked out 
was required, while studio flash was us¬ 
ed to obtain the surrounding equipment 
and of course, Ron de Jong. To avoid 
reflections during the second "flash" ex- 

Loudspeakers from Peerless make your present system 
sound like new. 

l\[ot only will the new precision-built Peerless PAS series improve 
the sound from your present system, but the beautiful Danish 
designed natural wood-veneer cabinets complement any interior. 

Now you can enjoy tight clean bass responses, with accurate 
mid-range and crisply defined treble notes. 

The new mini Peerless models PAS 20 and 30 are designed 
for shelf use (upright or horizontally) while models PAS 40, 50 
and 80 are floor standing speaker systems. All models handle up 
to 100 watts RMS inputs. 

Contact us now and discover where you can hear Peerless 
loudspeakers — then let your ears make up your mind. 

G.R.D. GROUP Pty. Ltd. 

698 Burke Rd Camberwell. Victoria 3124 
Telephone: (03)821256 Telex 31712 

Peerless 

ADDRESS 

.POSTCODE. 

Please send me literature and dealer list on the PAS Loudspeakers. 

i NAME 
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SPECIAL PURCHASES 
20% DISCOUNT OFF ADVERTISED PRICE 

FOR GOODS PURCHASED DURING JULY ONLY 
HANIMAX & RANK-ARENA 
2 WAY SPEAKERS 
• 10 Watts RMS 
• 8 ohm impedance 
• 8" woofer with tweeter 
• Supplied with leads and plugs 
• Teak or Walnut finish 

Dimensions 18"H, 11 "W, 9'A"D. 
Freight extra per rail, air or road transport 

« $42.00 I 
per pair I 

m 

COMMAND BOOK 
SHELF SPEAKERS 
• 7 Watts rms 
• 6" twin cone speaker 
• Supplied with lead & plug 
• Teak finish 
Dimensions 15"H. 10" wide. 7" deep. 

$27.00 
per pair 

freight extra 

NEW EMI RECORDING TAPE 
HIFI LOW NOISE 

At less than Vi list price 
HDP 12 5" reel 1.200ft 

double play $2.95 4 for $10.00 
PP $2.00 

SPEAKER GRILLE FABRIC AT Vi PRICE 
AVAILABLE IN LIGHT & MID BROWNS. 

WIDTH 54" 

$4.80 per YARD. Post & Pack $1.75 for any quantity. 

56 TRANSISTORS FOR $4.80 
PLUS 12 DIODES P&P $1.00 
TRANSISTORS. 24 BC108 general purpose audio, 6 BC 109C low 
noise audio. 6 TT770 low level amp NPN, 12EM404 silicon rec¬ 
tifiers 400 volt 1 amp PL US 20 mixed silicon transistors 

100 CAPACITORS FOH $3.50 Post SI .00 
CAPACITORS. 100 comprising approx equal quantities of Philips 
tubular polyester (315 series) Polyester film “greencaps” & 
Styrcseal in standard values to .47 mfd with a list price of over 
$18.00 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS P&P $1.00 for any 
quantity 
3300 UF 75V — $1.50 2200 UF 50V — 75c upright mounting. 

NEW POLYESTER CONDENSERS 
3.3mfd 600v $1.00, 4.7mfd 600v $1.25, 2.2mfd 250V 50c. 
Post & Pack $1.00 for any quantity 

“SPECIAL BARGAIN PACK” 
$10.00 (List Value over $35.00) 
Comprising 100 capacitors as listed above. 200 resistors Vi watt in 
mixed standard values. 

PLUS 12 of each of the following 
AWA DP rotary switches 240V AC 3 amp rating, Standard fuse 
holders. Rotary switches single pole three way. Trim pots 220K. 
IRC 5W resistors. Electrolytic condensers 47 and 220mfd. Spring 
top bakelite terminals. 
ALL ABOVE ARE NEW AND STANDARD STOCK. 
Post & Pack extra NSW $1.60. Interstate $2 80 

FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY 

QUANTITY NEW AND TRADED AMP & AMP-TUNERS. 
NEW & TRADED GARRARD RECORD CHANGERS. 
RANGE OF NEW SPEAKER CABINETS & SPEAKERS. 
NEW BOOKSHELF SPEAKER CABINET WITH 6" MAGNAVOX. 
TWIN CONED SPEAKER $8.00. 
POWER TRANSFORMERS FROM $2.00. 
NEW AWA TRANSISTOR TV TUNFRS $2.00. 

AT 
BARGAIN 
PRICES 

NEW STANDARD BSR 
RECORD CHANGERS 

MODEL C129R 

$36.00 

Fully automatic turntable plays up to six records automatically and 
single records automatically or manually as required. 11 " turntable. 
Cue and pause control. Record speeds 33V3, 45 and 78 rev/min. 
Finished in black with silver trim. Player and changer spindles sup¬ 
plied. Fitted with ceramic cartridge. Post & packing extra. NSW 
$2.70; VIC, OLD, SA $3.70, WA $4.70 (registered post $2 extra if 
required). 

NEW AWA HIFI SPEAKER KITS 8" 2 WAY 3 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

AT LESS THAN Vi LIST PRICE 

POWER RATING, 20 WATTS, IMPEDANCE 80 OHMS Frequency 
range 46 TO 18,000 CYCLES 

Supplied in kit form (less cabinet) each kit comprises: One AWA 8 
WAC 8in bass unit, two AWA 4 MBC 4in tweeters with ceramic 
magnets and curve-linear cones, crossover components, grille 
cloth, innabond lining and cabinet plans. con 
CABINETS AVAILABLE 
Post & packing extra NSW $2.50, Interstate $3.50 per kit 

CLASSIC RADIO 
245 PARRAMATTA RD, HABERFIELD 2045. PHONE 798-7145 
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posure, the TV screen was covered with 
black felt. 

We have to employ this procedure 
every time we require a photograph of 
an oscilloscope, computer with video 
display or an instrument with a LED 
digital readout. 

DIGITAL ENGINE ANALYSER: I have built 
the Digital Engine Analyser (October 
1980) and have found the display to be 
unstable. I have corrected the fault with 
the 0.1/zF capacitor in the oscillator but 
this has made no difference. The readout 
varies on the 4-cylinder RPM scale by 
70rpm - ie between 1500 and 1430rpm 
- and 2 (44-46 ) on the 4-cylinder 

dwell scale. It also affects the other 
ranges to a lesser extent. 

Could you please tell me which com¬ 
ponent/s would cause this problems 
(K.M. Broadmeadows, Vic). 

• The variation in the tacho readings is 
most likely due to actual changes in 
engine speed. These do not always show 
up on a conventional tachometer 
because of the long time constants in¬ 
volved in these circuits, but it will in a 
digital tacho. To satisfy yourself that the 
digital tacho is in fact quite stable just 
connect up the tacho to the calibration 
circuit shown on page 51 of the original 
article. 

If the tacho is, however, unstable when 
connected to the calibration circuit we 
would assume that multiplexing "hash” 
from the 74C926 1C and the displays is 
breaking through. This might be cured 
by earthing the board to the chassis. 
Apart from this we can only suggest that 
you individually examine the clock signal 
from IC3 and the PLL output from IC9 for 
any spurious pulses. 

PLAYMASTER AM/FM TUNER: With 
reference to the Paymaster AM/FM 
tuner with digital readout and clock in 
EA December 1979, to build this I pur¬ 
chased a Dick Smith K-3494 Kit and hope 
you will be interested to hear that recep¬ 
tion of overseas medium-wave stations 
by this tuner at my address is more than 
surprising. 

Particularly between 1510kHz and 
1640kHz there are many stations that 
have been received including Radios 
Moscow, Netherlands, Peking, All India, 
Geneva and others not yet identified due 
to lack of station reference in English. At 
first I thought it was shortwave 
heterodynes I was receiving but when an 
American announcer said that the sta¬ 
tion was "The Voice of America from 
Washington in the medium-wave band” I 
was then convinced otherwise. At pre¬ 
sent, for instance, Radio Netherlands, 
Hillversun, Holland is received daily on 
approx 1580kHz and the strongest 
signal, up to 7 on on the signal meter, is 
between 5 and 6pm. 

It is my intention to build the RF 
Preselector (EA April 1979) and incor¬ 
porate the three aerial systems (EA 
February 1973) in the hope of increased 

Electronics Australia Reader Service 
‘Electronics Australia” provides the following 

services: 

PHOTOSTAT COPIES: $3 per project, or $3 per 
part where a project spreads over multiple issues 
(price includes postage). Requests can be handl¬ 
ed more speedily if projects are positively iden¬ 
tified, and if not accompanied by technical 
queries 

CHASSIS DIAGRAMS: For the few projects 
which require a custom metal chassis (as distinct 
from standard cases) dyeline plans showing 
dimensions are normally available. $3 including 
postage 

PC BOARD PATTERNS: High contrast, actual 
size transparencies: $3, including postage 
Please specify positive or negative. 

PROJECT QUERIES: Members of our technical 
staff are not normally available to discuss in¬ 
dividual projects, either in person at our office, or 
by telephone. 

REPLIES BY POST: Limited to advice concerning 
projects published within the last three years. 
Charge $3. We cannot provide lengthy answers, 

station separation. The ferrite rod aerial 
is pointing approx NNE on the tuner. 
(A.S. Kangaroo Point, Qld.) 

• Thank you for your letter and 
favourable comments on the Playmaster 
AM/FM Tuner. 

4-DIGIT LCD CLOCK: I am building the 
4-Digit LCD Clock on page 48 April, 
1980. Near the top of the third column it 
is mentioned that with a small modifica¬ 
tion to the PCB pattern, it can be made 
to get a 24-hour display. 

Could you please tell me how it can be 
done? I want it to run on GMT (24-hour 
time). It may be possible to switch it to 
read local or GMT. I am not constructing 
the timer section. What is meant when 
they say "DUAL TIME” function? (H.H. 
Scarness, Q.) 

• As advised in the "Letters to the 
Editor” page in the june 1980 issue, the 
clock modules now being supplied by 
Dick Smith Electronics will not work in 
the 24-hour mode. 

A clock or watch with "dual time” func¬ 
tion requires two separate clock 
counters which can be selected for 
display. 

undertake special research, or discuss design 
changes. Nor can we provide any information on 
commercial equipment 

OTHER QUERIES: Technical queries outside the 
scope of Replies by Post” or submitted without 
fee may be answered in these pages, at the 
discretion of the Editor. 

COMPONENTS: We do not sell electronic com¬ 
ponents Prices and specifications should be 
sought from advertisers or agents. 

BACK ISSUES: Available only until our stocks are 
exhausted Within six months of publication, face 
value Seven months and older, if available. $2 
(includes storage fee). Post and packing 70c per 
issue extra. 

REMITTANCES: Must be negotiable in Australia 
and made payable to ‘ Electronics Australia”. 
Where the exact charge may be in doubt, we 
recommend submitting an open cheque endorsed 
with a suitable limitation 

ADDRESS: All requests to the Assistant Editor, 
“Electronics Australia”, Box 163, Beaconsfield 
2014 

$15.00 and it takes about eight hours to 
do. If your readers send me $1.50 to 
cover printing and postage I will mail 
them a copy. If you want any more 
copies use your photo copier. Above all 
get hold of an M-10 and modify it, you 
won't believe that such big beautiful 
sounds are coming from such a small in¬ 
strument. (Robin Whittle, 42 Yeneda 
Street, North Balwyn, Victoria 3014). 

• Thank you for your letter and enclos¬ 
ed bulletin on the Casiotone M-10. 

IGNITION PRIMARY CIRCUIT: I want to 
build a device shown in EA, April 1981 
on page 80: "Simulation of Ignition 
Primary Circuit Pulses”. 

Please tell me of what value in mH or 
/xH is LI? Can LI be bought and how to 
ask for it? If I should make it myself, 
please tell me how it can be done? The 
Editor advised use of another transistor 
instead of 2N 1711. What number of 
transistor would be better to use? (G.M., 
Broadmeadows, Vic). 

• While no value was stated for LI, the 
winding details were shown on the cir¬ 
cuit. A suitable transistor, with a collec¬ 
tor rating of 300V, is the MJE340. $ 

CASIOTONE M-10: Enclosed is a copy of 
my technical bulletin on how to greatly 
expand the capabilities of the Casiotone 
M-10 keyboard. Perhaps you would like 
to arrange the availability of this bulletin 
in your magazine. I am distributing the 
information on a non-profit basis 
because the modified M-10 is such a 
lovely instrument. 

The M-10 which is distributed by 
Australis Instruments, and costs $189, is 
a portable, battery operated, digital, 
polyphonic keyboard musical instrument 
which has four voices and vibrato. When 
modified it has 25 voices, two octave- 
drop switches, hold, sustain, a milder 
vibrato and is tunable. 

The cost of the modifications is about 

Notes & Errata 
INFRARED LIGHT BEAM RELAY (April 
1981, 2/LR/7): There is an error in the 
overlay diagram of the transmitter in¬ 
volving the two CQY89A infrared 
transmitting diodes. The designations 
"A" and "K" are correct, but the "flat" 
shown on one side of each of the LED 
packages is reversed. 

SOUND LEVEL METER (May, 1981 File 
No. 7/M/59): The CA3140 op amps used 
in our prototype were the 8 pin DIL "E" 
package versions not the "T" package as 
mentioned in the text and parts list. 
Either type is suitable. 
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MARKETPLACE, 
FOR SALE 

CB/8ch SSB $119 with any trade in, 23AM $49, 
18AM $69 Tandy DX300 $289 Yaesu frg7 $295 
Eddystone 146-500MHz $250 (120pp) Post A, 
NZ, NG $5 Park Disposals 32 Park St, Sydney 
2000 Ph (02) 264 7515. __ 

DISCO LIGHTING AND SOUND EQUIPMENT, 
mixers, chasers, spots, turntables. Write to 
Madjenk Lighting and Electronics, 239 Windang 
Rd, Windang 2503, NSW or phone (042) 96 5066 
for your free catalogue._ 

COPY USA PATENT. The Echlin Stationary Armature 
Generator designed to produce six times more 
output than input $6.00. G. Egel. 18 Sturt St, 

Loxton, 5333._ 

TAPE TRANSPORT, AMPEX FR100 7trk up to 
14" spools, $375 also cec 7trk transport. S. 
Dekker, Box 437, Gawler, SA 5118 

BACK ISSUES — R. TV & EA singles most issues 
56-79 incl 50c ea + post Min order $10. Valves 
new, 2 for $1 + post. Min order $10 — 6AC7, 
12A6, 1C7G, 1S5, 3A5. 7A8, 7C5, 954. VR65, 
VT52, 6U7G, 1626 & others. SAE with wanted 
types for quote & bulk rates. O’Brien, 5 Edgar Rd, 

San Remo, 3925._ 

DREAM 6800 Resident Software 2K EPROM & 
manual. Tape load/dump displayed. DREAMTEXT. 
M/C Disassembler. Tape verify. Block 
move/compare. Supertypedream, 4 hardcopy 
formats for TTY’s. Branch calc. Send SAE, 
DREAMSOFT PO Box 139, Mitcham Vic 3132. 

AMIDON CORES — Large range of ferromagnetic 
cores for all receiver and transmitter applications. 
Send large SASE for data and price list to: R.J. & 
U S. Imports. Box 157, Mortdale. NSW 2223. 

TRS 80 SOFTWARE 
Acorn tapes from USA now available in 
Australia 
PIN BALL, 5 playing speeds. $1 5.95 
DUEL-N-DROID by the author of 
Android Nim. $15.95 
Both programs have sound effects 
Write for details or send your mail order 

K. DAVERN 
SOFTWARE 
25 Denman Rd, Launceston, 

Tasmania 7250. 
Tel. (003) 31 7916 

ALL ORDERS POSTAGE FREE IN AUST 

EPROM PROGRAMMER — Programs TMS2708. 
2716, 2516, 2532, INTEL 2716. 2732; 
MCM2716, 2732; or equivalents, and 8K BYTE 
EPROMS TMS2564, INTEL 2764, MCM68764. 
Single card plugs directly into SS-50 I/O slots OR 
control via TTL Parallel Interface (8 data. 2 control 
lines only). 26v Program Voltage generated on 
card. Zero Insertion Force 28 pin EPROM Skt 
RELOCATABLE SOFTWARE available in 2708 or 
2516 EPROMS for 6800 uP Systems. Non-6800 
Users — Step by Step Parallel Interface operating 
instructions (NEP-3/D) to write your own software 
Bare Board & Documentation $47. Fully Ass & Test 
(SS-50 — specify NEP-3/AS, Parallel Interface — 
specify NEP-3/AP) $147. Software (2708/2516) 
$24 NEP-3/D $9. Reg’d P&P $4. More info send 
SAE NUTEK SALES PO BOX 95 EASTWOOD, 

NSW 2122_ 

EPROM ERASER 8W. Up to 16 eproms at once 
12'/a"x2x3Vi". $49 ea. P/P $3. Allow 4 wks 
delivery. Chq or M/O to B&l, Box 63, Vaucluse 

2030. Ph (02) 337 1355._ 

FREE ... List of bargain electronic components, ideal 
for hobbyists, servicemen, Radio Clubs, etc. Send 
9" x 4" SAE. Now!! Micronics, PO Box 175, 

Randwick. NSW 2031 

ROLLER INDUCTOR — Solidly and superbly crafted 
by us in Western Australia. High Q Coil, 
compressed mica supports and heavy duty brass 
conductors Continuously variable 1 — 45 uH. Ideal 
for ATU’s. To view this ultimate piece of RF 
hardware send us an SASE and we will forward you 
its photograph. And a circuit. Alternatively, send us 
$95.50 and we will deliver the real thing. High 
Frequency Engineering, PO Box 238, Nedlands, 

WA 6009. 

“STOP THIEF” CAR ALARM UNIT will shut off ANY 
engine 8 seconds after it has been started This 
anti-theft device fits on cars, boats, tractors and 
many more. Thief can't restart the car He must flee 
or get caught. Only $49.95. Send cheque, money 
order, (if sending cash please register letter) to: I. 
Vrdoljak, PO Box 65, St Albans. 3021 

WANTED 

CINE EQUIPMENT pre 1935 projectors, cameras, 
films, any gauge or condition home movie or cinema 
types, for restoration by collector. Phone (052) 
78 1043 BH or write M. Trickett, 27 Fairlie St. Nth 
Geelong 3215. _ 

EXHIBITORS for Grafton Jaycees Electro — 80 s 
Exhibition to be held in Grafton, September 18,19 
and 20, 1981. Contact Grafton Jaycees, PO Box 
140, Grafton 2460 or phone (066) 42 4980 for 
further details. 

CL ASSIFIED ADVERTISERS 
To the Advertising Manager, ELECTRONICS Australia, Box 162, Beaconsfield, 2014. 

• Please insert the following advertisement in the first available issue. 
• Tick the classification required Q FOR SALE D WANTED lH FOR HIRE LJ CLUBS 
□ POSITION VACANT □ POSITION WANTED □ READER SERVICE □ OTHER 

Please print in ball-point pen using capital letters only where necessary. 

Signed. I enclose Cheque/Money Order for $ 

Address . being full payment for letters at $3.00 
for 40 letters or part thereof (minimum 80 letters). 

DISPLAY ADVERTS IN MARKETPLACE are 
available in sizes from a minimum of 2cm x 1 col 

rated at $12 for a col cm. 
CLASSIFIED RATES $3 for 40 letters or part 
thereof an insertion payable in advance. 

Minimum 80 letters. 
CLOSING DATE is six weeks prior to the on- 
sale date. Issues are on sale the first Wednes¬ 

day of each month. 

Please use coupon below. 

_FOR HIRE_ 

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS of various models and 
configurations, with peripherals, are available for 
hire from DORF MICROCOMPUTER. Start-up and 
reference manuals included Sydney 922 1644 or 

960 1808 (AH)._ 

MICROCOMPUTERS FOR RENTAL. Commodore 
PETs (8k) at $25 per week (minimum period 1 
week) Software tapes & manuals included, plus 
BASIC instruction course and book. David B Bates 
Microcomputer Consultant. Ph (02) 630 8652 

_CLUBS_ 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DXERS! The Australian Radio 

DX Club is the only club in Australia to offer you a 
monthly bulletin covering reception of shortwave, 
mediumwave. ultility and amateur radio Monitoring, 
recepition reporting, and receiving QSLs 
(verifications) from radio stations worldwide make 
DXing the ideal student hobby The ARDXC has low 
membership rates for people up to 18 years old. A 
wide range of publications and club services are 
available to members Send a 22c stamp for details 
to ARDXC. 8 Olive Avenue, Broadview SA 5083, 
or to PO Box 227 Box Hill VIC 3128; mention EA' 

READER SERVICE 

KIT TROUBLES? Don’t pitch it. We fix by mail Fair 
rates, incl explanation of fault HOWE 
ELECTRONICS Box 186, WYNNUM 4178. 

POSITION VACANT 

BROADCASTING STATION 2VM Moree (NSW) has a 
vacancy for a broadcast Technician B O. C.P. or 
equivalent qualifications. Company house available. 
This is a good opportunity for a young technician to 
step up to his own Station Phone (067) 52 1155, 
or write to PO Box 389, Moree, for full details 

SORCERER MAGIC 
!OIT2ATMA^ • THE LATEST! 

The best Sorcerer Software in the World. 
Utilities and games. Free postage! Quick 
delivery! for FREE CATALOGUE. Write or 
phone:- 

P.J.B. SYSTEMS, 24A SIMPSON ST, 
BONDI 2026. Ph: (02) 30 1839 

Electronics is going digital. 
This book can help YOU go 
right along with it. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 

You don’t need any previous 
knowledge of digital electronics — 
the book starts you right from 
scratch, and covers all of the basic 
concepts you need. 
Available from “Electronics Australia ”, 57 
Regent St, Sydney. PRICE $4.50 OR by 
mail order from ‘‘Electronics Australia”, 
PO Box 163, Beaconsfield, 2014. PRICE 
$5.20. 
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RESISTORS 
150 ohm. 5W.20c 
10 ohm. 5W.20c 
47 ohm, 5W.20c 
12 ohm. 3W.20c 
2.5 ohm. 3W.20c 
33 ohm. 3W.20c 
8 ohm. 10W.25c 
4000 ohm. 10W.25c 
100 ohm. 5W. 20c 
330 ohm. 10W.25c 
220 ohm. 5W.20c 
5 ohm. 5W. 20c 
220 ohm. 10W.25c 
950 ohm. 3W.20c 
115 ohm. 5W.20c 
10 ohm. 5W.20c 
Ik ohm. 5W.20c 
5000 ohm. 5W.20c 
6.8k ohm. 3W. 20c 
3300 ohm. 10W.25c 
6800 ohm. 10W. 25c 
1500 ohm DUAL, 21W.50c 
50 ohm. 5W.20c 
330 ohm, 5W.20c 
Ik ohm, 5W.20c 
820 ohm. 5W.20c 
12 ohm, 10W.25c 
470 ohm. 7W.20c 
4700 ohm. 4.5W. 20c 
5000 ohm. 10W. 25c 
8.2 ohm 

3.3K 
27 ohm 

10K 

2.5 ohm 

5W 

7W 

5W 

7W 

3W 

CAPACITORS 
2000 MFD 25V Chassis mount 

0.56 250V 40c ea 
2000 MFD. VDcw25 75c ea 
0.0039UF. 1500V.20c ea 
6N8. 1500V.20c ea 
0.0068uF. 1500V.20c ea 
1200PF. 400V.10 for $1 
0.068uF, 400V.5 for $1 
2200PF, 630V.10 for $1 
0.47uF. 250V.10 for $1 
O.IOuF, 400V.5 for $1 
0.082uF, 160V.10 for $1 
26k. 250V.10 for $1 
0.041 uF, 400V.10 for $1 
0.033uF, 250V.5 for $1 
0.027uF. 100V.20 for $1 
220uF, 10V.10 for $1 
1uF.-<350V 

470uF. 40V 

lOOOuf. 16V 

2.2uF. 200V 

0.047uF, 1500V 

47uF, 25V 

680uF. 40V 

22K, 100V 

330uF, 25V 

2.2uF, 200V 

470uF, 40V 

680uF, 35V 

0.015uF. 250V 

luF, 100V 

IOOOuF, 16V 

10 for $ 1 

5 for $ 1 

25c 

10 for 

50c 

4 for $1 

50c 

20c 

25c 

30c 

50c 

50c 

25c 

25c 
50c 

122 Pin ROAD, NTH CURL CURL. 
MAIL ORDERS: BOX 156, DEE WHY, NSW. 2099. 

TELEPHONE 93-1848. 

SPECIAL 
TRANSISTORS 

AD 161 162 $2 50 pr 

BSC 901A $1 50 ea 

BC 548 10 for $1 

AD 149 $3 pr 

0C9554 50c 

BD202N 50c 

BD135 50c 

2NC055 $1 

220uF, 16V 50c 
2000uF, 63V $1 
0.47uF, 400V 50c 
680K. 250V 25c 
012, 250V 25c 
15NF, 250 10c 
120K. 250V 20 
IOuF. 315V 25c 
0.056, 250V 10c 
500 MFP 10 VOLT 5 FOR $1 

Slide Pots 
250K-50K . .3 for $1 
Dual 500K. .3 for $1 
1 Meg. .3 for $1 
2 Meg. .3 for $1 
Including Fancy Gold Knobs 
?5K dual . 2 for $1 

SPECIAL 
100 mixed resistors, all useful. .$2 
100 mixed capacitors, fresh stock $2 

AUDIO LEADS 
3.5m to 3.5m, 7ft. .75c 
3.5m to 6.5m, 7ft. .75c 
6 5. 7ft 50c 

MICRO SWITCH 
5A. 25CV AC 75c ea. 

TUNING CAPS 
2 and 3 gang. .$1 ea. 
Min 2 gang. .50c 

FUSES 
0.5A. 2A. 3.25. 10 for $1 
In line fuse holders. .30c 
RCA jack plugs and sockets. 40c pair 
1 A. 10 for $1 

ELECTROS 
470uF. 25V.5 for $1 
400uF. 10V.5 for $1 
47uF. 63V.5 for $1 
350uF. 16V.2 for $1 
27uF, 160V.5 for $1 
25uF, 63V.10 for $1 
22uF, 160V.10 for $1 
47uF, 16V 5 for $1 
47uF, 200V.5 for $1 
220uF. 10V .10 for $1 
68uF, 16V 10 for $1 
100MFD. 350V chassis mount $1 

• Telescopic aerials. $1.50 
• 6 inch ferrite rods, 75c 
• Rainbow lead. 5 strand. 20c per metre 
• Line output transformers, 600 ohm, to 15 
ohm, 20 watts. $5 
• Line output transformers. 1200 to 3/ohm, 
5 watt. $1 
• Power supply units, filtered. 240 to 20 
volt. $12 

Power leads 240 volt, suit most tape recor¬ 
ders. radios, etc. $1 each 

TV Stick Rectifiers 20SC. $1 00 

Philips Colour TV Convergence Boards, $3 
each 

455KC IF Transformers for valve radios. $1 
each. Also aerial and OSC coils. 75 cents 
each 

POTS ROTARY 
V2 Meg.30c 
1 Meg.30c 
100K.30c 
100K Switch.50c 
50K Double Pole Switch.50c 
7.500.30c 
10K Switch.50c 
250K.30c 
50K.30c 
20K.30c 
10K Min Pots.25c 
50/Ohm.50c 
V? or 1 Meg Switch.50c 

V* 1 meg dual Concentric tapped at 100K $ 1 
2 meg ganged double pole switch $ 1 
1.5 meg dual ganged 50c 
2 meg ganged log $ 1 
1 meg dual ganged $1 

meg dual ganged LIN 75c 
25K. 50K dual ganged Concentric 

double switch $1 
200K single line 30c 
20K wire wound 75c 
dual log 10K 75c 
100K dual ganged linear pots 75c 
10K sub mm log pots , 50c 
250K ganged pots 75c 
25K lin ganged pots 75c 

HOR Drive 3021 transformers for colour 
TV.$2 
TV Colour Convergence Units 11270 44 x 6 

93 

PILOT LIGHTS 
Screw in 6.3V. 10 for $1.50 
24V.10 for $1.00 
Pilot light holders $1 50 

• Car radio suppressors. 3 for $1 
• 3 position slide switch, 50c 
• Toggle switches. 25c 
• 2 position push button switch. 50c 
• 6 position push button switch. $1 
• 4 position push button switch. 75c 
• Transistor ear plugs & leads. 3 for $1 
• In-line fuse holders. 4 for $1 
• 4 pole 2 position rotary switches, 50c 

Pick up Cartridges BSR universal type 
Ceramic Stereo.$5 
Audio Technica AT6 diamond stylus 
stereo.$12 

DIODES 
OA 626 
OA 662 
EM 410C. 
DS 150A. 
DSY 130YO. 
OA 636. 
HR 15. 
Diodes BYX 55, 300 

DIODES BAV20 10 for 
Valve sockets 7 pm 
Valve sockets 9 pm 
OCTAL 
09478 
BZX79 

4 for $1.00 
4 for $1.00 
4 for $1.00 

.50c 

.50c 
.50c 
.50c 

30c 
30c 

$1 
10c 
10c 
10c 

5 for $1 00 
5 for $1 00 

SUPER SPECIAL 
GRAMOPHONE motor and pickup 3 
speed stereo balanced arm 

240 volt $9 75 

PP NSW SI 50 
Interstate $2 75 
WA $4 

$250 WA $3 50 

COLOUR 26" 
TV BOARD 

TO SUIT PHILIPS. PYE, 
KRIESLER 

$40 

FRONT END COMPLETE PUSH 

BUTTON TUNER SECTION 

TO SUIT PHILIPS, PYE, ^25 
KRIESLER ETC, 

PICK UP ARMS 
Mono $3.50 
Inc Ceramic Cartridge & Stylus 
TRIMPOTS 
200 ohm 10c 
5K 10c 
1 00K 10c 
47K 10c 
1 OK 10c 
470 ohm 10c 

Miniature speaker and drive output 
transformers $1 pr 

Special mixed tag strips 10 for $1 

SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS 

Inc one 6x4 speaker, 5W RMS, $4.75 ea 

P&P NSW $1 80. Interstale $2 80. WA $4 

fFor singles or oairs ) 

SPEAKER SPECIALS 

5 inch in 3.5 8 or 1 5ohms $3.50 
1 5 ohm 4" — 2 for $2. 
6x9 15 ohm $5 each 
5x7 15 ohm $4 each 
8x4 15 ohm $4 each 
6x4 1 5 ohm $3 each 

SUPER SPECIALS 

FM STEREO 
TUNER KITS 

Sets of 3 modules include FM tuner, de¬ 
coder and IF detector. Circuit diagram 
supplied. Can be used with amp modules 

ONLY $22 
P&P $1.00 

TRANSISTORS 
2N3055 $1 20 AC187 50 

SE1002 4 for $1 2NC3055 50 
BF459 50 2SB407 $1.00 
8544 DE6 50 BC549 5 for $1 00 
Cl06 FI 50 25C154B 50 
TIP 110 50 0C968 5 for $1 00 
608EK 4 for $1 608EK 5 for $1 00 
BCS548 10 for $1 DS113AG 75 
2SB186 50 BD236 50 
2SA101 50 BD139 50 
BD263 50 BD135 50 
BSB405 50 25A240 75 
2SB77 50 BF469 50 
2SB303 50 BD235 50 

VU & BALANCE 
METERS 

STEREO VU $3.00 

* 

12Kn IOOuA $2.00 

TV TUNERS 
$2.50 + P + P 
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an introduction to DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 

Electronics is going digital. 
This book can help YOU go 
right along with it. 
Electronic equipment now plays an important role in almost 
every field of human endeavour. And every day, more and 
more electronic equipment is “going digital”. Even professional 
engineers and technicians find it hard to keep pace. In order to 
understand new developments, you need a good grounding in 
basic digital concepts, and An Introduction to Digital Elec¬ 
tronics can give you that grounding. Tens of thousands of peo¬ 
ple — engineers, technicians, students and hobbyists — have 
used the previous editions of this book to find out what the 
digital revolution is all about. The fourth edition has been up¬ 
dated and expanded, to make it of even greater value. 

Available from “Electronics Australia”, 57 Regent St, Sydney. PRICE $4.50 OR by mail 
order from “Electronics Australia”, PO Box 163, Beaconsfield 2014 PRICE $5.20. 

N.S.W. VIC. 

Applied Technology Pty Ltd, 
la Pattison Avenue, 
Waitara, NSW 2077 

Kalextronics. 
4 Burgundy Plaza, 
101 Burgundy Street, 
Heidelberg. Vic. 3084 

Dick Smith Electronics, 
PO Box 321, 
North Ryde, NSW 2113. 

Rod Irving Electronics, 
425 High Street. 
Northcote, Vic. 3070. 

Electronic Agencies, 
115-117 Parramatta Road. 
Concord, NSW 2137. 

RCS Radio Pty Ltd, 
651 Forest Road, 
Bexley, NSW 2207 

S.A. 

James Phototronics. 
522 Grange Road. 
Fulham Gardens, 5024. 

W.A. 

Radio Despatch Service, 
869 George Street, 
Sydney, NSW 2000. 

Jemal Products, 
8/120 Briggs Street, 
Welshpool, WA 6106 

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 

ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS AND FRONT PANELS 

Some readers have indicated problems obtaining PC boards and front panels for projects. 
Many of our advertisers sell these items and advertisements in the magazine should be 
carefully checked in the first instance. Failing satisfaction from this source, the following is 
a list of firms to which we supply PC and front panel artwork. Some may sell direct, others 
may only be prepared to nominate sources from which their products can be obtained. 

TAS. 
D & H Electronics. 
108 Campbell Street, 
Hobart, Tas. 7000. 

N.Z. 
E. H. Earl Ltd, 
PO Box 834. 
Wellington, NZ. 

Marday Services, 
PO Box 19 189, 
Avondale. 
Auckland, NZ. 

Mini Tech Manufacturing Co Ltd. 
PO Box 9194. 

Newmarket, NZ. 

Printed Circuits Limited, 
PO Box 4248. 
Christchurch, NZ. 

Subscription Rates 

$23.50 per year 
within Australia 
$27.50 per year 
elsewhere 

Make sure you receive every copy of the magazine by ordering it from your newsagent or the publisher. 
For publisher subscriptions post this coupon, with your remittance to Electronics Australia Subscription 
Dept, John Fairfax & Sons Ltd, GPO Box 506, Sydney 2001. Subscription will start with first available 

issue. 

ADVERTISER 

Name . . . 
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PAGE 
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i_ 

. i 
for.years I 

A&R Electronic Equipment Co Pty Ltd 103 

A&R Soanar 58 

APF Electronics (Aust) Pty Ltd 113 

Acoustic Electronic Developments Pty Ltd 123 

Ace Radio 106 

Adaptive Electronics 132 

Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd 57 

Ampec Electronics Pty Ltd facing 72 

Amtex Electronics 27 

Applied Technology 126 

Audio Engineers Pty Ltd 41 

Audio Telex Communications Pty Ltd 95 
Australian Govt Telecom 119 

Automatic Recreation Machine Co 117 

BS Microcomp 92 
Bell & Howell Aust Pty Ltd 62 

Bright Star Crystals 87 

British Merchandising Pty Ltd 110 

CPM Data Systems 136 
Calculator & Computer Distributors 78 

Caporale. J .F 118 
Cema (Distributors) Pty Ltd 54 

Chapman, L.E. 143 

Christie Rand Pty Ltd 48 

Classic Radio 140 
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David Reid Electronics 116 
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Edible Electronics 127 
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Ferguson Transformers Pty Ltd 22 

Hagemeyer (Aust) OBC 
Imagineering Pty Ltd 92 

Informative Systems 133 
International Correspondence Schools 97 
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K & L Computing Systems 130 

Kalextronics 36 

Looky Video 134 
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Marantz (Aust) Pty Ltd facing 73 

Micro 80 131 
Mobile One Communications Systems Pty Ltd 101 
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Oatley Electronics Pty Ltd 100 

PJB Systems 142 

Paris Radio Electronics 129 
Philips 111 
Pitt Street Microcomputer Centre 128 

QT Computer Systems 91 

RCS Radio 79 

Radio Despatch Service 78 

Radio Parts Group 109 

Robtronics 30 

Rod Irving Electronics 50,63,81 

Rowe, H & Co 112 

SM Electronics 137 

Sansui Electric Co Ltd 35 

Scope Laboratories 15 

Software Source 134 

Sony (Aust) Pty Ltd IFC 

Standard Components Pty Ltd 22 

Stanton Magnetics. Inc 42 

Stotts Technical College 23 

Union Carbide of Australia 8 

Vicom International 31,68 

Warburton Franki 70 

Wireless Institute of Australia 99 
Xenitek 94 
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WHEN YOU READ 
THE LATEST OMEGA 
YOU SAYA LOT 
ABOUT YOURSELF 
YOU’RE INQUISITIVE . . . 
fascinated, for instance, by an article 
that suggests insanity may be 
inherited. Or “alternative” health 
better. Or our climate changing. 

FUTURE-LOOKING . . . 
eager to see the cities of the 
future . . . the aircraft of 2001 . . . 
the answer to our energy needs. 

AWARE . . . 
valuing a fantastic colour liftout on 
Australia’s dangerous undersea 
creatures. 

IMAGINATIVE . . . 
enough to speculate about the 
possibility of Mars becoming a 
second Earth. Or Australia having its 
own Loch Ness monster. 

QUESTIONING . . . 
examining the theory of time travel 
— now within reach according to 
experts. 

CREATIVE . . . 
enjoying the best in speculative 
fiction. Revelling in Omega’s 
magnificent visual quality. 

ORIGINAL . . . 
you’d have to be — you’re reading 
the most original new Australian 
magazine of our time. 

SCIENCE lx DIGEST 

TIME TRAVEL: WHY EXPERTS NOW SAY ITS POSSIBLE 
COULD YOU INHERIT INSANITY?*THE LOST SUPERNOVA 
FUTURE AIRCRAFT*AUSTRALIA ON THE ENERGY BRINK 

COLOUR LIFTOUT: DEADLY-CREATURES^ OE THE DEEP 

THE OMEGA EXPERIENCE 
WILL CHANGE THE WAY 
YOU FEEL ABOUT 
MAGAZINES. 



UNTIL WE DEVELOPED 
THE STEREO GROOVE, 

HI-FI WAS PRETTY HO-HUM! 
The world of hi-fi owes a lot to 
the original and continuing 
innovation of JVC. Few 
companies, if any, have done as 
much to help turn records and 
record-players into the virtual 
musical instruments they are 
today ... or to lead the way in 
developing so many firsts in the 
more recent concepts of sound 
amplifiers, cassette decks and 
computer-designed speaker 

systems. Hi-fi, as we know it today, had its beginnings in 1956, with JVC's 
development of the 45°/45° groove for stereo records. The fact that this 
system still remains as the world standard is, in itself, outstanding 
testimony to the technology of JVC. The development revolutionised not 
only the record-making industry, in which we've been involved since 
1930; it also paved the way for enormous advancement in the design and 
engineering of record-playing equipment. Now, hi-fi has expanded to 

THE QUARTZ LOCK TURNTABLE. 
MANY TIMES MORE ACCURATE. 

It stands to reason that if your 
equipment is at the top end of the 
range, then your turntable must be 
capable of comparable performance. 
Only Quartz Lock ensures this, tying 
the speed of the turntable to the 
unvarying pulse of the atom, and 
providing a level of accuracy far in 
excess of conventional turntables. 

MORE MILESTONES IN HI-FI. 
To match the superb quality of Quartz Lock, we produced the S.E.A. 
graphic equalizer system. Then we refined it to such a degree it even 
compensates for the effect your furniture has on sound when it leaves the 
speakers! To expand the capabilities of tape, we designed ANRS and 

SEA-80. Stereo Graphic Equalizer 

R-S77. Super-A FM/AM Stereo receiver 

embrace a wealth of highly-sophisticated electronic equipment; and it's 
not surprising that JVC has continued to play a leading role in so much of 
its development. 

HR-3660 EA.VHS Colour Video Cassette recorder 

THAT WASN’T OUR ONLY FIRST, EITHER. 
We also pioneered Japan's television industry , introducing their first TV 
receiver just over 40 years ago. A more recent innovation is YHS, the home 
video recording system now gaining world-wide acceptance as the svstem 
for such equipment. In the course of staying ahead, we've introduced a 
number of mrldjirsts of radical importance: the Quartz Lock turntable is 
one of them. 

Super ANRS — automatic noise reduction systems which not only reduce 
distortion and hiss' but actually extend the dynamic range of the tape. 
Similarly, with speakers: at JVC we employ computers in their design to 
help provide the ultimate in sound reproduction. 

AND NOW, SUPER-A. 
In its own way, as significant a hi-fi development as the stereo groove. 
Imagine an amplifier which combines the best features of the two 
recognised amplifier classes (A and B) ... an amp which combines the 
efficiency of one with the low distortion of the other. Some engineers said 
it couldn't he done; but not those at JVC. Enter the Super-A amplifier... 
the latest JVCfirst! 

Distributed and Serviced by... 

HAGEMEYER 

the right choice 

THE FUTURE. 
It s already with us. For instance, we were so 
far ahead in the new metal tape technology 
that our cassette decks were metal-compatible 
before the tapes were generally available. And 
now there's the JVC Electro-Dynamic Servo 
Toneami, damping tonearm resonance by 
means of a purely electronic system and two 
thinking' linear motors. Who was it who 

dubbed IYC, the innovators'? 
1861 


